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Abstract
Previous work in stylistics has concentrated a great deal on theory
to the exclusion of practical investigation of styles. The practical
investigations deal with Newspapers or Advertising copy. No thorough
stylistic analysis has been made of Administrative English.
A qualitative analysis of Government Information leaflets, reveals
that they are stylistically distinct at all linguistic levels, but
that two different types of text emerge, closely linked to the means
by which the reader is addressed either personally as 'you' (P.A.)
or impersonally as for example in 'the claimant (I.A.).
A subsequent quantitative analysis of a selection of the most
prominent stylistic features of Government Information Leaflets and
their comparison with the leaflets published by financial
institutions reveals that whilst most of the variables chosen are
stylistic, there is little evidence to assume a single
Administrative variety. Checks on the relationship between supposed
style categories and the individual texts assigned to than are shown
by a Cluster Analysis to be very accurate.
Patterning of variables is revealed around 2 stylistic dimensions:
Status and Mbdality. leaflets are distinguished from P.A.
largely by Status variables. The leaflets of Financial Institutions
group with P.A. texts. All three of these styles are grouped
together by Modality Variables.
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PART 1 - CHAPTER 1 - INIRODUCTION
1. A General Statement of the Problem
Assuming that the situation in which an utterance is used can
condition its form or style; is there a distinct style of language
associated with Government administration? This is the general
problem which this thesis sets out to solve.
Before however any work can be undertaken on tackling this problem,
4 preliminary tasks need to be undertaken. These are listed below:
1.A, working definition of the word 'Style'.
2. A definition of the word 'situation' in its stylistic
context and an analysis of what types of situation exist.
3. A discussion of what linguistic variables might be used to
distinguish styles, and in considering 2 & 3:
4. An examination of previous research methods and their
strengths and weaknesses.
These tasks will be dealt with in the order above.
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1.2. The Concept of Style 
1.2.1 General 
One of the most notable facts about the style concept, even if this
word is only applied to language (as is being done here), is the
large number of different definitions it has been given by different
theorists. Most of these definitions represent different aspects of
style rather than competing theories, and any worker wishing to do
practical analysis in the field of stylistic studies cannot really
afford to ignore them. A review of the major definitions of the
style concept will therefore now be made
1.2.2 Subjective and Objective Views of Style 
A distinction needs first to be made between those theories of style
which are objectively verifiable and those which are merely
subjective and impressionistic. Ebkvist (1964) p.11 sees the
recognition of this dichotomy as an important first step in
separating differing views of style.
An example of an impressionistic theory of style is that found in
Murry (1922) who says (p13):
"A true style must, therefore, be unique, if we understand by
the phrase 'a true style' a completely adequate expression in
2
language of a writer's mode of feeling"
Views like that of Murry which equate style with expressiveness can
never be open to empirical linguistic investigation as
'expressiveness would prove impossible to define objectively in
Linguistic terms. Subjective views of style are not pursued further
in this thesis because they could not be fruitfully researched.
Objective theories of style fall into six major types according to
Ebkvist (ibid) p.12. These are:
1. Style as an Addition.
2. Style as Choice.
3. Style as Deviation from a norm
4. Style as Individualism
5. Style as a Sociological phenomenon.
6. Style as a property of texts
Sandell (1977) in his review of stylistic theories (Ch.2) also
includes:
7. Style as Personality
8. Style as Mbaning
9. Style as Statistical Probability
A review of these differing views of style will now be made, not
necessarily following the order above.
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1.2.3 Style as an Addition
One of the simplest ways to view style is as an optional addition to
language, not essential, but something which increases the
expressiveness of the language used or makes it more pleasing. A
advocate of this view is Riffaterre (1959):
"Style is understood as an emphasis (expressive or aesthetic)
added to the information conveyed by the linguistic structure,
without alteration of meaning."
The problem with this type of theory as Enkvist (1964) p.12 makes
clear is that only certain texts will possess style whilst others
that are not expressive or aesthetically pleasing in some way are
devoid of stylistic content. This view is of no use in a study like
the present one which sets out to examine language in which
expressiveness is not an important quality.
The second argument against a view of style as an addition is that
it would be impossible for the linguist to capture such .subjective
notions as beauty or expressiveness in a linguistic description:
These terms are not properties of the language used in a text but
rather an interpretation of the reader's reaction to that language.
Such terms are measurable by the 'Semantic Differential' technique,
see Osgood (1964) where subjects are asked to rate language use on
varying scales such as 'Good/Bad'. Such a technique however is
4
psychological rather than linguistic and outside the scope of this
study.
1.2.4 Style as Meaning 
Riffaterre (above) was quoted as saying that style is non-semantic,
ie. it does not alter meaning. Mbst views of style reviewed here
adopt this stance. One theorist who does not however is Beardsley
(1959):
"Where there is no difference in meaning at all, or else a
gross difference, we do not say that there is a difference in
style; where the difference in meaning is relatively subtle and
is present along with some basic similarity on the primary
level, we call the difference in meaning a difference in
style."
On the surface Beardsley seems to be saying that Stylistics is no
more than a sub-discipline of semantics: If style is meaning then
the Stylistician has not got anything to study. In reality what
Beardsley (lipid) seems to be concerned with is what Leech (1974)
calls 'Stylistic meaning', the difference between:
"(1) They chucked a stone at the cops and did a bunk with the
loot.
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(2) After casting a stone at the police, they absconded with
the money."
Leech (ibid) p.17
There is a great difference between this sort of meaning and the
actual sense of a word, (what Leech refers to as 'Conceptual
Meaning' (ibid) p.10., and Turner (1973) p.27 as 'Denotative
Meaning'). Conceptual meaning is an essential factor in language
structure in a way that stylistic meaning is not. Sense or
Conceptual meaning rests on a system of contrasting relations in the
same way that phonology does and describes the differences between
items like imy' and 'girl'. Without this sort of logical system
language would simply not work. The difference however between
'horse' and 'steed for example has to do with factors other than
logical relations, as both words may clearly refer to exactly the
same animal.
If stylistics were simply to become part of the study of meaning as
Beardsley's remarks suggest, then a very complex theory of meaning
would be needed. A far more realistic view is to appeal to the
notion of context in defining style as Enkvist (1964) p.20 suggests.
Words like 'horse' and 'steed' above are likely to be used in very
different situations. According to Enkvist (ibid) p.35 it is the
fact that these sort of variants are used in different contexts that
results in apparent differences of meaning: Meaning has 'rubbed off'
6
onto these words from the context in which they are usually used.
Turner (1973) p.28 adopts exactly the same position.
1.2.5 Style as Deviance fram a Norm
The most problematic view of style is perhaps that which views it as
deviance from a norm. A, writer who adopts this view of style is
Ullman (1964) when he comments on:
"...the powerful stylistic implications of Racine 's departures
fram the norm."
Ullman 's point seems to be that language only has style if it is
markedly different from what is to be expected. There are three
serious objections to this view. The first is that under this
definition only a very limited number of texts indeed would display
style, since most language and particularly that of government
administrators, studied here, is not deviant in Ullman 's (aid)
sense of the word.
The second criticism is that what is deviant language when compared
with the norm is the norm for the group that uses that style: Thus
poetry might be said to have style because it is 'deviant', tut
poetic language is the norm for a poet writing poetry; any use of
'normal language' could be considered 'deviant'.
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The third and most fundamental problem is that of indentifying the
'norm'. If the norm is some sort of 'imperage' text then this would
have to include all possible texts in the English language,
including any which one might want to class as deviant. This is
clearly very unsatisfactory as Enkvist (1964) p.23 Note 3 makes
clear.
Enkvist (ibid) p.24 finds it acceptable to consider the norm as only
part of the language e.g. "third leaders in the Times during 1960",
and to set individual texts in such contexts. This seems a tenable
view but only if the stylistician is interested in seeing how a
particular Times leader in 1960 relates to the remainder of the set
of leaders, ie. to make individual text analyses. This definition of
style does not cover the work of the stylistician wishing to
describe the norm itself. Enkvist (ibid) anticipates this problem
and suggests that it might be possible to keep the notion of 'mune
without the concept of deviation, and concentrate on defining the
different norms.
This latter suggestion of Enkvist's (aid) is helpful but the use of
the word 'nonn' no longer seems very appropriate when robbed of the
idea of 'deviation'. Turner (1973) p.16 uses the word 'sdheme' to
describe a very similar concept. Turner compares (ibid) the work of
the grammarian and the stylistician by showing that whilst the
grammarian is often only interested in describing one particular
'idealised scheme, the stylistician is interested in comparing
schemes or studying the variation possible within a given scheme.
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It would be premature to make a decision at this point concerning
the suitability of either Enkvist's (ibid) or TUrner's views to the
work of this study. The issue of norms and of deviance will be taken
up again later in the formulation of a working theory of style.
1.2.6 Style as Choice 
The notion of style as choice is summed up by Ullman (1964) in the
following:
"Intimately connected with expressiveness is another
key-concept of stylistics, the idea of choice: the possibility
of choosing between two or more alternatives-'stylistic
variants', as they have been called - which mean the same thing
but are not put in the same way."
The most obvious objection to such a definition is that choice is
something that goes on in the brain of the speaker or writer and is
not 'evident as such in the resulting text or utterance. All that the
would be researcher has to work on is the finished text • .e. the
final result of the choice This provides no evidence of what the
nature of the actual choice was, since by definition a choice must
be between two or more items.
A second argument against this approach is one that has been used
9
already when discussing style as meaning. Linguistic choice
according to Enkvist (1964) p.17 can be of three possible types:
grammatical (eg. the choice of a plural verb with a plural subject),
non-stylistic (eg. the choice between low or 'girl' in the
utterance 'The baby is .... '), and stylistic (eg. the choice
between 'bloke', 'chap' and 'fellow' in 'He's a decent enough
	 ').
Grammatical choice is not choice in the sense used by Ullman (above)
since a plural subject conditions the selection of a plural verb if
the utterance is to be grammatically acceptable. The two remaining
types of choice are those which relate to the concepts of denotative
and connotative meaning respectively (considered earlier under
1.2.4). This view of Style as choice suffers consequently from the
same drawbacks as the theory of Style as meaning: It is very
difficult to say whether a group of linguistic items (eg. geezer,
buffer, character, bloke, fellow, chap, man) may all refer to the
same person, (ie. have the same semantic referent) or not.
Individual speakers are likely to differ in their opinions making
the clearcut distinction between denotative and connative meaning a
fiction. The Stylistician is faced with the impossible task in this
event of trying to untangle his area of work from that of the
semanticist.
Perhaps the most fundamental criticism of style as choice is that it
places too much reliance on the conscious effort of the speaker or
writer in making choices. Very seldom it seems do language users
10
deliberately choose linguistic features for stylistic effect, except
perhaps when telling a joke and assuming the voice of someone else,
or in literary language. In many everyday language situations there
is very little choice, as Crystal and Davy (1969) p.5 point cut:
"Clearly there are appropriate linguistic "manners' for the
different types of situation in which language is used, which
we are expected (and usually want) to show."
The 'choice' here is between speaking appropriately or not so. The
negative element in this choice is rarely used, to be linguistically
unmannered' generally results in unfavourable reactions among other
participants in any language situation.
It is important therefore not confuse the the ability to choose
which is an overt ability, with a sense of appropriateness which is
covert. Style as choice would appear at best to account for only a
small part of style; that which involves the choice of language for
special effect. It is in no way a 'definition of style'.
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1.2.7 Style as Individualism, as a Sociological Phenamenon, and
Style as Personality
An example of a view of style as the language of an individual is
summed up by Williams (1970) p.2:
"May there not be "fingerprints" in writing, of which the
author, and most of his critics, are quite unconscious, but
which could be discovered by same new approach..."
Williams devotes the rest of his book to the study of exactly such a
method. This definition of style assumes that style is the result of
individual language variation. On its own such a view is entirely
unsatisfactory, since it ignores the fact that the purpose of some
language styles is to ensure anonymity, as in the impersonal
language of the modern scientific report. Williams' definition would
likewise exclude the printed varieties of administrative English.
The idea that each individual just has one unique style is
challenged by Labov (1970) who through practical research techniques
shows that one individual may wield a variety of different styles,
though the style inventory of each individual may not be identical,
and the features which mark each style not at identical frequencies
for each language user:
"As far as we can see, there are no single-style speakers. Some
12
informants show a wider range of style shifting than others, but
every speaker we have encountered shows a shift of some
linguistic variables as the social context and topic change."
Labov's statement gives a definition of style which is not only not
confined to individual speakers, but is tied to sociological
factors. Elicitation of different styles from Laba y 's informants was
done by the use of a variety of contexts intended to cover a
gradation from casual to formal speaking styles.
Miner (1973) p.24 describes the difference between the two views,
represented here by Labov and Williams as one of explanation and
description. The work of researchers like Williams (ibid) has
generally been to use statistical techniques to describe the
important features making up an individuals language, no attempt is
made to explain why the language of an individual possesses these
features. Labov's approach is above all explanatory in that he seeks
to explain the use of different styles through relating them to
contexts.
In reality the explanatory approach is not an alternative to the
descrptive one because any explanation of style must have a style to
explain. Labov's research had also to include descriptive work on
variables e.g. the incidence of post vocalic 'Jc in individual's
speech, but the important point was that descriptions were made of
speech recorded in predetermined contexts (ie. some hypothesis about
13
the contexts determining the frequency of post vocalic
	 had to be
made first.
A theory very similar to that of style as individualism is style as
personality. An example of this view is given by Hogben (1978):
"Language is an extremely diversified behaviour. Nevertheless
individuals may use language in highly individual ways
independently of the topics corrounicated. Psychotherapeutic
clinicians think that linguistic style conveys a person's
character."
What Hogben seems to have in mind here is not individual character
but personality types under which a number of individuals may be
grouped. As such this view forms a half way stage between Style as
individualism and style as a social phenomenon, individuals being
classified according to character or personality type. The rationale
behind this is simple, the assumption is made that whilst all
individuals vary, same are more alike than others and distinctive
groupings can be found. However, such a view of style takes the
researcher out of linguistics into psychology and personality
theory. This approach is beyond the scope of this study and not
entirely relevant since one would not expect personality type to
affect Administrative English anymore than Individuality.
14
1.2.8 Style as a Probabilistic Concept 
One of the main proponents of this view is Dolezel (1969) who goes
as far as to propose a theory of style based on probability:
"Style is a probabilistic concept. A probabilistic concept has 2
, fundamental features: (1) In a probabilistic "Thorld" the
occurrence of phenomenon A is unequivocally predetermined by the
existence of condition X."
Style's second fundamental feature according to Dolezel (ibid) is
that whilst the probability of occurrence of a particular feature
for a given population, (in the case of style this would be the
total no. of texts belonging to a particular style) is stable the
frequency of the same feature in a samples from the same population
may vary randomly. For a given set of texts which the researcher
believes to be drawn from this population, (and therefore belong to
the same style) this means that the variation must be within the
bounds of what can reasonably be expected to occur by chance (eg.
using a probability against this of 5 in 100)
It seems rather too much to suppose that a probabilistic concept of
style can support an actual theory. In no way for example can a view
of style in terms of probability make explanatory statements as did
Laboy (1970) (see above), it can only provide the evidence needed to
to describe whether two texts might belong to the same style or not.
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With respect to statistical techniques Turner (1973) p.26 has the
following to say:
"It is precise to say that a man had a main meat dish in 85.71%
of his dinners and that in 14.29% of his dinners the main dish
was fish - it is more explanatory to point out that he ate fish
on Fridays."
Style as a probabilistic concept is therefore only a useful tool to
the stylistician in terms of enabling him to make explanatory
statements, and even this tool can be dispensed with according to
Sandell (1977) p.8:
"There is no genuine difference between an impression of style
generated during reading and based on some unconscious counter
of style indicators, and the impression of style gained from the
inspection of a frequency table, as far as methods of style
analysis are concerned that is."
In spite of this Sandell (1977) is full of statistical work, and
there is some justification for this. Statistical measures whilst
clearly not a substitute for the interpretive abilities of the
stylistician, have the potential to provide valuable additional
support to the findings of the stylistician.
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1.2.9 . Style as a Property of Texts
Ebkvist (1964) p.26 completes his review of concepts of style in
favouring the view of Hill (1958), (re-quoted here because of the
non-availability of the original source):
'Professor Hill has defined stylistics as concerning:
"all those relations among linguistic entities which are
statable, or may be statable, in terms of wider spans than
'those which fall within the limits of the sentence"...'
This is a very simple view of style which does not really commit
itself to any of the theories so far discussed (except perhaps
tacitly to the probabilistic view of style). It enshrines the
principle that style cannot be found in a single sentence, only in
texts. For example a single sentence may contain an example of a
passive verb, but only if it were to be discovered that a great many
other sentences in the text fran which the sample was taken were
also passive, could it be said that the use of the passive was
stylistic.
• 1.2.10 A Working Definition of Style. 
In choosing a working definition of style suitable for the analysis
of Administrative Language, concepts of style such as Personality
and Individualism are of little use, since they cannot hope to cover
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use of language by a specific group of people (e.g. Administrators).
Style as an Addition is not pertinent to this study either, as one
would not expect Administrative language to be expressive. that is
needed is a definition of Style which acknowledges the social role
of • language,. and at the same time the principle that style is a
textual property which involves the manifestation of consistent
variation within same sort of system of schemes (Turner, ibid) or
norms (alkvist, ibid).
The reason for this choice of requirements is that Administrative
language is language produced by a clearly defined social group, and
• that in order to make any useful statements about the nature of this
language, a corpus of texts representative of AdMinistrative
. language needs to be located. The selection of the term
'Administrative Language' (AdE fram now on) presumes that there must
be other sorts of 'language' within English from which ME differs.
A definition of style which seems to fit these requirements is that
of Crystal (1980) p147, who describes Style as:
'...systematic, situationally distinctive, intra-language
variation. By 'situation' I am referring to a sub-set of
non-linguistic variables (such as occupation, status, purpose,
regional or class background) which a native speaker can
intuitively identify as accounting for a particular selection
of features in a given (spoken or written) text.'
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If the concept of Administrative English is now considered in this
light it is obvious that there is at least one situation involved,
that of occupation. But may there not be other situation types types
involved as well? Status or Modality for example? Before any
analysis is made of administrative texts it is essential to be
certain along what situational dimensions the language of AdE itself
might vary. If these varying dimensions are not properly accounted
for any would be investigator runs the risk of missing important
factors in the make up of an administrative style. It is to this
problem of 'situation' that attention is turned in the next section.
1.3.0 The Situation Concept - General 
In section 2.8 the concept of situation was noted as being central
to the definition of Style. A great deal of theoretical work was
written on the concept of style and situation in the 1960s, though
the term often used to describe stylistic variation was 'register'
and not 'style' as is used here. Examples of this work are Catford
(1965), Gregory (1966), Halliday et al (1964), and Strang (1962).
All of these works with the exception of Gregory (1966) are general
works with chapters on language variation.
Though much theoretical work was published on style very little in
the way of practical analysis was conducted, (the one exception to
this rule seems to be Leech (1966)). Halliday et al (1964), p.90,
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admit this problem but yet feel that enough evidence exists for a
three way categorisation of Register. Halliday et al (ibid) are
careful to distinguish language according to use from language
according to user, (ie. the distinction between rialectal/idiolectal
language variation on the one hand and language use conditioned by
situation on the other). Register according to Halliday et al
(ibid), can be accounted for by 3 different situational conditions:
the profession or activity being undertaken by the participants in
the language event - field, the hierarchical and status relations
between participants in the language event -Terme-, and the medium
of expression, (speech or writing) - Mbde.
The other works quoted; Gregory (1966), Strang (1962), Catford
(1965), all employ very similar schemes to that of Halliday et al
(ibid), and do not add to this tripartite division of the language
situation. The terminology however is confusing and hard to follow
since different authors use one and the same term to mean carpletely
different things. 'Register' for example is used by Catford with a
restricted meaning similar to that of Halliday et al's (1964)
'Field'. Strang (1962) makes a more extended use of the same term to
cover status relations as well as the activity being engaged in.
Gregory (1966) does not define the term in relation to his scheme
but prefers to refer to use the term 'diatypic variation' instead of
the global term 'register' which Halliday et al (1964) use. Gregory
(1966) still uses the term 'register' and it is by no means clear
what this refers to.
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Because of these terminological insufficiencies, the lack of
practical support and also the fact that three situational
subcategories seem unlikely to account for all stylistic variation,
(the aims and purposes of language use appear to be at least one
missing feature) none of the works mentioned above really provides a
sound theoretical basis for this research. A serious attempt has
however been made to provide a uniform framework of stylistic
analysis backed up by practical work in Crystal an4 Davy (1969).
Though this work is no more than an introduction to Stylistic
analysis it does provide theory which would appear to cover the
major elements of the situation concept. It is therefore worth
devoting same time to the examination of Crystal and Davy 's
discussion of the situation concept, and this is done below.
3.1 Crystal and Davy's (1969) Concept of  'Situation'.
One major difference between Crystal and Davy (1969) and earlier
works is their attention to the nature of the relationship which
exists between language and situation. A discussion of exactly haw
this relationship works is an essential preliminary to any stylistic
research. Crystal and Davy (1969) p.62 are very careful to point out
that a particular situation rarely guarantees, or conditions the
occurrence of specific linguistic features in a one to one way, or
even in a way that can be confidently predicted, as Dolezel (1969)
seemed to imply above (p.15) when he proposed 'unequivocal'
conditioning of style by situation:
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"Style is a probabilistic concept. A probabilistic concept has 2
fundamental features: (1) In a probabilistic "world" the
occurrence of phenomenon A is unequivocally predetermined by the
existence of condition X."
Further evidence that this is not so is provided by Iabov (see
quotation fram Labov on pages 11-12). There are two implications of
this evidence for practical stylistic study; one is that the
selection of a particular non-linguistic situation by the researcher
(eg. washing the dishes) does not mean that the language used in
that situation will necessarily-be different stylistically from the
language of conversation for example. The second implication would
seem to be that any sort of statistical analysis in terms of
probability would be doomed to failure.
The first of these implications has to be accepted: Reality could be
infinitely subdivided into situations like 'washing up carried out
by two teenage children on Sunday 25th August 1985', ie. one
situation to every language event. To be useful to the researcher a
theory of style must allow the grouping of language events into
categories where the linguistic similarities between them far
outweigh the differences. If situation conditions language style
then some of the minutely divided situations like those above will
have to be classified together as one super-situation where a great
many common features are shared. How finely the situations are
defined in an individual piece of research will ultimately-depend on
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whether two proposed situational categories appear to give rise to
detectable stylistic variation. Finding one's way in this are is a
matter of trial and error and personal intuition, as Enkvist (1964)
points out.
The second implication is not an altogether valid one to draw: One
to one relationships between situation and language are not a
necessity for the quantitative measure of style, it is sufficient to
prove that the variation in the frequency of a particular linguistic
feature between texts from situation A and texts from situation B is
not likely to be the result of chance factors in order to disprove
the null hypothesis that there is no significant difference between
the two groups.
This does not strictly allow for the setting up of a cause and
effect relationship between the situation and the language style
concerned, since as the situation and language event are merely
observed and not set up and controlled by the linguist (as would be
the case in a true experiment), other conditioning factors
correlatable with the situation but not directly observed may be
responsible for the differences measured. This is a necessary
condition of observational research (see Plutchik (1983) Crystal
and Davy (1969) pp.64-83, unlike Halliday et al (1964) use a rather
more elaborate description of situation, setting the major factors
affecting style in the context of total language variation; both the
relatively permanent features like Dialect, Temporal provenance, and
idiolect,	 and	 the	 fundamental	 language	 distinctions
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between speech/writing and monologue/dialogue.
The inclusion of these (for the stylistician) less interesting
features are important background material for any stylistic
analysis. The important point here is that not every situationally
distinct aspect of language variation is a manifestation of style;
same variations are the result of dialect, same the result of
individuality etc. If one imagines a stylistician trying to
investigate the language of farmers for example as opposed to
doctors, he would be interested in language conditioned by
occupation and not the various dialect varieties in which different
informants would undoubtedly speak.
The three situational categories (Crystal and Davy (1969) use the
term 'Dimensions of Situational Constraint') of major interest to
the stylistician are those of Province, Status and Nbdality.
Province covers the type of 'occupational or pro. Eessional activity
being engaged in' (ibid) p.71.
At first this category would seem to cause few problems, occupation
and profession being particularly easy to describe and objectively
assess. In the case of administration this includes all those
employed in administrative work. However this is a very broad field,
and it night be wise to separate public administration (ie. gov't
admin') fram private sector (ie. financial and commercial
administration). It might then be possible to separate local from
central government administration and banking and finance from
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general commercial administration. Central Government Administration
could be broken down by department and financial into separate
companies, and so on.
Considering what has already been said in this section about
Situation and its effect on Style, it is important to be wary of
defining Province too finely. Intuitive selection is the only
possible basis for fixing on the optimum level of analysis and is
unavoidable as a first stage in stylistic research as Crystal (1971)
p.152 observes. He points out that the only possible way of avoiding
a subjective approach is to take data for analysis from the whole
field. In the case of administration this would be a task too large
and impractical for a small piece of research such as the present
study. A decision on what to take as the exact province for study
will be made at the end of section 3 along with decisions relating
to the other stylistic dimensions yet to be discussed.
'Status' is a dimension which Crystal and Davy (1969) explain as
accounting for:
"..variations in the relative social standing of the
participants in any act of communication."
pp.73-74
However the authors find that clear definition of the nature of
Status itself is elusive, (p.74) and that attempts to isolate scales
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with discrete divisions (like the five point scale attempted for
formality relations in Joos (1959)) are premature. Crystal and Davy
(ibid ) do however note that status is a camplex concept covering
notions such as:
"—formality, informality, respect, politeness, deference,
intimacy, kinship relations, business relations, and hierarchic
relations in general."
Administrative English is often criticised because its language
tries to put social distance between the administrator and the
general public. A good example of such criticism is that made by
Cutts and Maher (1980), when they assert:
"Much official writing seems deliberately pompous, archaic and
frightening, as if to impress on the reader that he is
bureaucracy's servant....High-sounding language has developed
the power to hold people in awe. If they can't understand it,
they feel samehow to blame. They say, "These officials must know
what they are talking about, who are we to argue?"
At the same time there is same pressure on government departments to
rid their language from these aspects when it is intended for public
consumption. Pressure groups like the 'Plain English Campaign' have
been lobbying the government for the reform of administrative
language, and same government departments have themselves been keen
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to issue handbooks and instructions to their staff with injunctions
like the following:
"Public notices should be informal in style. Therefore for the
majority of notices use the second person. If it is
conversational and personal, readers are more likely to respond
positively."
Forms and Notices Unit (HM Customs and Excise) (1983), sect 4.2
In an area as vast as that of government administration it seems
unlikely that a change to more informal English will occur very
quickly. The Government white Paper on official language CMnd.8504
lends support to this view. The area of administrative English which
involves written texts for public consumption, (basically forms and
information leaflets) seems a promising area for the study of Status
differences in that two different styles: an older formal one and a
newer informal one (not necessarily having a discrete break between
the two) might possibly exist.
Crystal and Davy's (1969) third and final situational
dimension, is cancer ned with the purpose of an utterance (p74 ff).
It is a dimension independent of Status and Province, and tends to
determine the physical form of the utterance. Crystal and Davy's
example of this is the language of 'correspondence' being variously
conveyed through the form of letters, postcards, notes, telegrams or
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memos.
Clearly a province as wide as Administrative English could have
equally large ranges of Modalities in both its spoken and written
forms. For example written AdE could take the form of forms,
notices, information leaflets, explanatory instructions accompanying
forms, official warnings and reminders, written replies to enquiries
and so on. Same selection needs to be made from among these
modalities in order to make a manageable research topic.
1.3.2 The Concept of Situation and Administrative English.
It is now necessary to come to some decision concerning the sort of
divisions of Administrative language likely to lead to fruitful
study. This decision may of course need to be revised if the types
of language chosen do not display stylistic independence.
Status seems intuitively to be an important area to investigate, and
the most useful area to investigate it seems to be in language
intended for the general public, because this is the area in which
changes are reported to be taking place, (see page 27)
When Province differences e.g. the difference between private and
public administration are considered, the private sector is
something of an unknown quantity in the extent to which Status
differences are present; critics of AdE concentrating more on the
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output of Public administrative bodies (though not exclusively).
Local Government has disadvantages for data gathering since just one
or a selection of local authorities might constitute an
unrepresentative sample, and to collect material from every local
authority would be a very large task. Central Government with onlya
relatively small number of departments dealing direct with the
general public, seems the best choice for research.
The main modalities through which written Central Government AdE is
conveyed to the general public appear to be:
1) Questionnaire forms
2) Information leaflets
3) Written replies to individual enquiries
4) Written requests for information to individuals
5) Pre-printed notices/Warnings/reminders.
6) Individually written warnings/reminders.
'Written AdE includes material that is both individually composed
(and usually typed (3,4 & 6)), and printed material not aimed at any
particular individual. It can be seen that 3, 4 & 6 are the
individually composed counterparts of 2, 1 & 5 respectively.
There are two main reasons for not using individually composed
material as data. The first is that an extra situational dimension
is introduced into the material, that of individuality, itself not
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of particular interest to this study. The second reason is that
individually composed texts are likely to be considered as
confidential and therefore difficult to obtain. It is also possible
that in being faced with a request for such material, individual
government departments may be tempted to sift the correspondence in
some way therefore invalidating the sample.
Of the printed types of AdE, only 2 above is likely to be readily
available as many forms are mailed directly to individual members of
the public in the course of an application to a particular
department whereas information leaflets are freely available to
members of the public in post offices and public libraries etc.
Information leaflets then published by central government
departments seem to be an appropriate area of study.
Having now discussed the notion of situation, the way in which
situation concerns AdE, attention needs to be paid to the individual
units of stylistic variation; the different linguistic features
which may operate as style marking variables. The next section of
this chapter is devoted to this problem.
1.4.0 Style Variables - General 
Virtually the whole of linguistic structure is available as a source
of potential stylistic variation. Traditionally the main levels of
Linguistic structure have been classified under the broad headings
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of; phonetics/phonology, grammar & lexis, and semantics. Grammar has
been traditionally divided into Morphology' the study of word
typology and structure, and 'syntax"; the study of the way in which
words can be structured into larger units, namely; the phrase, the
clause and the sentence. Same authors eg. Halliday and Hasan (1976)
have gone beyond the limits of the sentence and endeavoured to
examine the ways that sentences may be linked to form texts.
Lexis is the study of vocabulary and unlike the study of morphology
and syntax where choices involve closed sets (eg. only nouns may
take plural inflections), lexical choices involve the selection from
often very large sets, (Halliday et al, (1964) pp.21-22), for
example the selection of words which could fill the blank space in:
He sat down on the
is a huge set including such diverse items as: grass, wall, chair,
box, floor, bed etc. However the distinction between open and closed
sets is not completely clear as Halliday et al (1964) p.22 point
out. For example the number of prepositions which could replace 'MI'
in the example above are a relatively small set. This has lead those
who need to set up practical schemes for stylistic analysis like
Crystal and Davy (1969) p.58 to consider lexis alongside grammar and
not as a level on its own. Within the pattern of lexical choices the
stylistician might expect to find vocabulary differences between
texts written in different styles and particular collocations of
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words. For example Turner (1973), pp.173-174 notes that only in the
language of stock market reports can tin 'suffer and steel 'Sag'
Because modern linguists have concerned themselves very much with
spoken rather than written language, the level of linguistic
structure which deals with the raw ,
 materials of communication, and
their systematisation in individual languages; (phonetics and
phonology) has been orientated towards the raw , materials of speech,
ie. sound. The campanion areas of study relating to writing;
graphetics, and graphology have been little investigated, but these
areas too are areas of potential stylistic variation.
Very often, individual linguistic theories place all the levels so
far mentioned in a strictly hierarchical arrangement, this is not
held to be of great importance to stylistic study by Crystal & Davy
(1969) p.15. On purely practical grounds the stylistician is
interested in studying the levels of linguistic structure
independently in order to discover stylistic effects. The position
of a particular level is not therefore of great importance to him.
This is not to say however that it is valueless to discuss the
hierarchical nature of linguistic levels.
Although all the levels so far mentioned are potentially interesting
to the stylistician same of them have been far more widely used than
others, in particular lexis, along with variables that are very hard
to fit into the traditionally defined gramatical categories. These
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are variables like measures of periodicity, and of text difficulty.
Sometimes the preference seems to have good reasoning behind it;
differences in vocabulary can be expected to vary greatly between
different texts. But also it may be that same variables are chosen
because of the ease with which they can be measured, eg. reading
tests, or because they are particularly amenable to statis4cal
treatment, eg. noun adjective ratios, rather than necessarily being
very good measures of stylistic variation. These criticisms are
discussed in full later.
The different linguistic levels, the ways in which they have been
used in stylistic research, and their possibilities for yielding
reliable style variables in AdE are discussed below. Because it has
been already established that this study will deal only with texts
in the written medium there will be no discussion of phonetics or
phonology.
1.4.1 Graphetics and graphology
There are very few examples of researchers finding graphetic or
graphological style markers. One of the reasons for this is perhaps
that the study of writng systems is a very neglected area of
language study anyway, (as Crystal and Davy (1969) p.16 observe).
Crystal and Davy do make reference to graphologically defined style
markers though, for example in their discussion of the language of
legal documents, p.198:
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"Thus legal English, at least from a graphetic and graphological
point of view, has samething in CCIMICTI with other varieties in
which clear logical sequence is essential. As in technical
handbooks, collections of instructions, and much Civil Service
language, Mocks of print are arranged so as to reveal the
sections into which the oontent is organised, the relationships
between them, and their relative importance."
Leech (1966) in his study of the language of advertising is another
author who uses graphological variables to distinguish style, p.177,
though he prefers the term 'orthography':
"Breaking the orthographic rules is a popular practice in trade
names, where the• purpose is to provide the product with a
distinctive written symbolisation (which may also do duty as its
trade-mark). In the names Brylcreem and Rice Krispies, the
elements -creem and Krisp- are clearly derived, by
imisspelling, fram the English words cream and crisp."
Whilst the latter type of style variable is unlikely to occur in
AdE, the former, nentioned by Crytal and Davy (ibid) is perhaps more
likely. Variables relating to the writing system may therefore have
same small part to play in distinguishing AdE as a style.
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1.4.2 Grammar - Syntax
Syntactic categories are frequently observed to function as style
variables in works like Crystal and Davy (1969), Leech (1966), and
Sandell (1977) which investigate the effect of situational factors
like province, status and modality on language style. Examples of
such style variables are too numerous to mention, they cover all
aspects of syntax from the noun phrase, through the clause to the
sentence and the way in which sentences are linked. Leech (1966)
devotes 3 separate chapters in his study (chapters 12, 13 and 14) to
clause and group (noun and verb phrase) structure.
In analysing noun phrase structure, the main potentialities for
stylistic differentiation are in the modification of the head noun.
For example, is there a great deal of premodification or none at
all, is postmcdification preferred instead? Are postmodif ying
structures themselves postmodified? How often are postmodifiers
clauses? Leech (1966) p.125 for example discovered that noun phrases
in advertising English carry heavy and often complex premodification
sequences like;
"They go for its fresh, wake up tang, its thick satisfying
texture."
Verb phrase structure offers fewer possibilities for stylistic
variation, the main possibilities for differentiation being in the
use of tense, aspect, passive marking and the use of modal verbs.
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Leech (1966) p.121 found that the verbal groups used in advertising
English tended to be simple and marked mainly for present tense
forms or imperative. Chiu (1973) p.65-66, studying verb phrases in
Canadian administrative writing found that up to 16% of verb phrases
were complex and almost half of the marked verb phrases were marked
for passive voice. Markworth and Baker (1980), p.240, found that
whilst noun phrase structure does not vary greatly between fiction
and non-fiction styles verb phrase structure does; fictional styles
make heavy use of the past tense and perfective aspect, but passive
verbs, a characteristic of non-fictional styles are absent in
fiction.
Clause structure like that of noun phrases is full of different
possibilities; clauses must contain a subject and verb but may or
may not contain a complement or an adverbial. Either subject or
complement can be a simple or a complex noun phrase, the clause
itself may be dependent on another clause structure or may function
on its awn and be coextensive with the sentence. Dependent clauses
may be finite or non-finite, may function at either subject,
complement or adverbial pc4tion in a sentence and SO on.
. Crystal and Davy (1969) make frequent mention of clause variables in
their practical stylistic analyses; Legal documents make frequent
use of conditional and concessive adverbial clauses p.203, and
formal Religious English is marked by deviations from standard
clause order, (p161).
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Sentence structure offers possibilities for stylistic variation in
the different sentence types which can be selected by a language
user. Sentences may be simple, complex, co-ordinated or mixes of
complex and co-ordinated structures. The individual elements of
sentence structure; subject, verb, complement, adverbial can all be
realised by different elements of structure, and sentences may vary
in mood according to whether they are declarative, imperative or
interrogative.
Some language styles like Advertising using only *simple sentences
show little of stylistic interest beyond clause structure, simple
sentences being by definition camposed of only one clause. Leech
(1966) reports this as being true in his study, p.120. Crystal and
Davy (1969) p.203 find on the other hand that sentences in legal
documents very often have adverbials and tend therefore to be
complex. Markworth and Baker (1970), p.244, report that 'Mood' tends
to distinguish Newspaper Reportage and Popular Journals: Popular
journals using far more imperative sentences and far fewer
declarative sentences than News Reportage.
Intersentence linkage may take a variety of forms. Sentences may be
simple, camplex, co-ordinated or mixes of use of devices like
anaphora (back reference), ellipsis, lexical repetition,
conjunctions and so on. Halliday and Hasan (1976) have developed a
system for scoring texts according to the types of linkage they use
(they refer to individual instances of linkage as 'ties') and the
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number of ties in a text. Whilst Halliday and Hasan (1974) do show
textual analyses carried out with their system they do not go to the
extent of claiming that the differences present are due to style.
Crystal and Davy (1969) who do cite intersentence linkage as a
possible source of stylistic variation, pp.43-44, find interesting
differences between different text types: legal documents, they
report, tend to have very long self contained sentences and
therefore little inter sentence linkage, p.201. In examining the
English of of two newspaper articles both on the same topic, the
same authors find that inter sentence linkage appears to distinguish
different newspapers.
In conclusion, syntactic structure carries a great many
possibilities for stylistic differentiation, fram phrase structure
up to sentence formation. Any one language variety may be
characterised at several different levels of syntactic structure, as
the frequent reference to the language of legal documents shows
above. Any stylistic analysis cannot therefore afford to concentrate
solely on one particular aspect of syntactic structure (as does
Chiu, see above) but must investigate all the syntactic
possibilities for stylistic variation. The amount of potential for
stylistic variation, particularly in clause and noun phrase
structure means that an examination of the stylistic variation at
the syntactic level in any style will be a large undertaking.
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1.4.3 Morphology
Whilst Morphology deals both with word structure and with typology,
by far the greatest amount of work in investigating styles has
concentrated on the latter. Same small reference is made to word
formation processes, eg. Leech (1969) p.141 commenting on the role
of the prefix 'super-' in Advertising English.
Attention has perhaps been focused on word typology because
different word classes are a relatively easy thing to count, but
this often leads to results of somewhat uncertain significance, as
is explained in more detail below
Studies investigating individuality or singularity (see definitions
in sect 1.2.7 above) often make great use of word typology measures
like the ratio of nouns to verbs, or of adjectives to nouns. An
Example of this approach is the work of Williams (1970) p.143-144.
He compares 1000 word samples fram the works of Shakespeare,
Macaulay and Osbert Sitwell and comes up with the following data:
USAGES
Nouns Adjectives Adjectives per noun
ShakespPare 224 115 0.51
Macaulay 223 133 0.57
Sitwell 214 138 0.64
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This small sample appears to show that Sitwell uses rather more
adjectival qualification of nouns than either Shakespeare or
Macaulay. There are several problems with this method; one is that
with such short pieces of text the number of adjectives could be
related to the content of the passage and have nothing whatsoever to
do with the dimension of individuality, a second important question
is that of whether the relatively small differences in the number of
adjectives seen above are really a manifestation of different
styles?
Counting the occurrences of different word classes eg. noun and verb
is really just another way of assessing syntactic structures, in
the case mentioned above this was adjectival modification in the
noun phrase. A far more sensitive way of investigating such
phenamena ( though far more time consuming) would be to count the
frequencies of different types of adjectival modification along
varying parameters; whether premodification or postmodification was
involved, whether the modifier was an adjective a noun adjunct or a
gerund, how, many modifiers were involved and so on.
Measures like the noun adjective ratio (presented on the previous
page) are easy to perform and give an impressive looking index of
style variability. However this one figure is a generalisation taken
from an amount of individual data which are all lost in its
calculation. To make this point clear imagine the case of two
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styles, one of which always uses a constant amount of adjectival
modification in each noun phrase, and another displaying the same
noun adjective ratio, but which intermittently uses heavy
modification alternated with no modification at all. Potential
stylistic variation is masked by using such indexes as the noun
adjective ratio based merely on word classes.
1.4.4 Lexis
The ways in which stylisticians have investigated the
differentiation of styles by lexical style variables fall into two
broad categories:
1) Qualitative study where comment is made on unusual words,
neologisms, archaisms, technical terms, and so on.
2) Quantitative study where vocabulary items are counted in
sate way
An example of the first type of approach is found in Leech (1966),
(this author also uses a quantitative method too). Leech makes
particular comment on the use of neologisms (p.178) which are
obseverved by him to be frequent in advertising: Examples are
Ipeelability' (in reference to an orange), 'tetrptational', and
'Ricicles are twicicles as nicicles'.
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There appears to be no formal theory behind the selection of items
worthy of comment in Leech (ibid), the author simply notes what he
feels intuitively to be particularly redolent of an advertising
style. Unusual words, technical terms, and archaisms are likely to
be revealed by such a treatment, although all these categories,
including neologisms could be researched on a more formal basis with
a good dictionary as a standard reference as to whether a word was
archaic, technical, etc. This does not however seen to have been
tried in stylistic work.
Quantitative approaches to lexical style appear to divide into two
main types; those which simply look at how often individual lexical
items are used (usually only single words are studied), and those
that go beyond simple descriptions about word frequency to
statements about the richness and dispersion of the vocabulary used
in a given text.
The first type of study rrentioned takes the form of drawing up a
word frequency list, and it is so frequently used in stylistic work
that a thorough consideration of its use needs to be made here.
Leech (1966) pp.151-155, is an example of how this first type of
approach can be carried out on a small scale. Leech draws up
frequency lists of verbs and adjectives used in a sample of
television advertising, and ranks the 20 most frequent in order of
descending frequency. Leech appears to have some reservations about
using this technique for examining Advertising English, because of
the fact that Advertising English is often very unusual and
innovatory in its choice of words.
Leech restricts his analysis of frequency lists to general comments
on what the data appears to reveal about advertising English, eg.
the complete absence of adjectives with negative overtones. What
Leech could have done but does not do, is to compare his list with
other large lists eg. Thorndike and Large (1964) in order to give an
idea of what stylistic differences are apparent in vocabulary
inventory and word frequency. One study which does this is a much
larger one (140,000 word sample) of verb phrases in Canadian
Administrative Language (Chiu, 1973). Chiu shows that the 15 most
frequent verbs (excluding BE and HAVE) in her sample come quite low
on the word list compiled by Kuovera and Francis (1967) (1,000,000
word sample fram 15 different 'genres')
In a critique of word counts Engels (1968) shows that large
'general' word counts like Eucera and Francis (see above) fail to
account for all of the words in samples of non-specialised
journalistic material. Engels does this by taking 1000 word blocks
fram newspaper articles and finding out how many of the 1000 words
are accounted for by the first 1000 words in West's (1953) list. The
* result varies between 68 and 78%. Successively larger chunks of
West's list fail to account for many more of the words; a residue of
words being left.
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Lyne (1983) argues that these residues are often very indicative of
the style of the passage from which they are taken and proposes a
different type of frequency list determined on the criterion of what
he terms 'registral value'. Assigning registral values to words in a
sample is a statistical technique which demotes those items which
would tend to rank high in any word count (generally function words)
and promote those particularly indicative of the style under study
(often indicative of Province).
The present state of the art as regards word counts and their use in
stylistic study is therefore quite sophisticated. There is no doubt
that significant results can be obtained by using this method, but
inspite of the sophistication involved the results produced by Chiu
(ibid) for example are rather predictable and anyone who has a
reasonable familiarity with Administrative correspondence might
expect verbs like attach, enclose, receive and provide (all very
high on Chiu's list) to figure highly in any sample taken from this
Style. Moreover, these same verbs might well be expected in
commercial and business correspondence as well.
This seems rather to indicate that vocabulary in Chiu's study was
not a reliable measure of province but of the modality of formal
letters. In spite of their widespread use in stylistic study
therefore word counts need to be used with great care.
The method used to investigate the total vocabulary inventory used
in a text generally involves counting the total number of word
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types, the number of tokens, (number of different words) and
comparing the tokens with the number of total types and also with
their frequency in descending order. This is often displayed in the
form of a line graph. Fran the ratio of tokens to total types an
idea of the richness and diversity of the vocabulary used in the
text can be obtained: for example a text which uses a small set of
words repeatedly shows a very small total vocabulary whilst one with
a large set of total words will involve very few repeats and be more
diverse.
This method of investigation is criticised by Posner (1963), p.12ff
on several grounds. The main problems being that it is too dependent
on sample size and also that it ignores potentially large
differences in the word inventories of different texts. The problem
of dependency on sample size has been to a certain extent overcome
by using alternative statistical methods (eg. that of Yule (1944)
reported in Posner (ibid)), but the second problem is fundamental,
and limits the application of this sort of measure to stylistic
study.
Work on the richness and diversity of different styles does not
appear to have been carried out outside the literary field, (Yule
for example did his work on Macaulay and Bunyan) and therefore is
something of an unknown quantity in the area of style defined by
situation. It seems likely however that even if used it would mainly
serve to confirm fairly obvious effects as with the use of word
counts.
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In relation to lexical differentiation of styles it can only be
concluded that a great deal more work needs to be done. Mich of the
work of real interest to the stylistician does not seem to have been
tackled at all, nor is there a theoretical framework in existence
for this. Particularly of interest to the stylistician would be the
investigation of the incidence of particular word collocations in
different varieties, and the way in which different varieties use
near synonyms.
Reference to synonyms takes the researcher into the hazy area of
Semantics, an area which Leech (1966) pl. 109 observes to have the
potential for the most interesting stylistic observations of all if
only the methods of analysis were sufficiently-developed. The next
section is devoted to a discussion of this subject.
1.4.4 Semantics 
Semantics is very similar to stylistics in that as Leech (1974) p.
ix observes it suffers from a multiplicity of different theoretical
approaches which are by no means clearly defined in relation to one
another. Like stylistics semantics too appears to suffer from a
great lack of practical analysis. This fact is an unfortunate one
for the stylistician who like Leech (1966), quoted in the previous
paragraph, would often like to explore the rich potential of
semantics to reveal stylistic contrasts.
Investigative work on styles has therefore been largely concerned
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with making notes on general points of semantic interest which are
felt intuitively to mark the Styles under study. This work has
tended to be concentrated on such easily accessible topics as
particularity of reference. More adventurous treatments are those
like Leech (1966) on 'strategic semantics', endeavouring to explain
how language varieties like 'propaganda' convey their meaning, and
also an appeal to 'a higher semantic component' to distinguish
styles in Hasan (1973). The review of these various approaches will
be dealt with in the order in which they have just been presented.
1.4.4.1 Reference.
Reference, also referred to as conceptual, cognitive, denotative
meaning and sense, is according to Leech (1974) essential to
language functioning in a way in which other types of meaning are
not (see earlier discussion of 'Style as meaning', pp.5-7). Because
it is not an optional language element the role of reference in
making style contrasts might be expected to be small, but both
Crystal and Davy (1969) and Leech (1966) have shown that the
particularity and precision or vagueness of reference in a style can
be of interest.
Leech, for example (ibid) ch.18 shows haw particularity of
reference, through brand names, to an advertisers product, and
through deixis to the potential consumer plays an important part in
Advertising English. Also, universal reference as in:
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'Everyone loves Hartleys Jam'
and vagueness of reference as in:
'You'll have fresher breath.'
in a toothpaste commercial also demonstrate, according to Leech
(ibid) the advertiser's use of the system of reference to
ccamunicate his message.
Crystal and Davy (1969) p.211 make use of reference when referring
to the language of legal documents. Legal Documents represent a
variety in which great care is taken that reference is exact and
precise in order to avoid potential ambiguities and possible
loopholes. The way in which language is used in legal documents is
therefore diametrically opposed to that in advertising. In
Advertising the writer often relies on ambiguity to sell his
product, eg. with a new toothpaste your breath may be fresher than
if you had use other manufacturers' products or just fresher than
before you brushed your teeth.
The main problem in describing reference features would seem to be
the difficulty of quantifying such terms as 'panecise' and 'via .gue' in
such a way as to make meaningful stylistic °caparisons possible.
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1.4.4.2 'Strategic Semantics'
Reference, according to Leech (1974) is essentially concerned with
the informational function of language (p.47). Meaning which goes
beyond simple reference to associative meaning (see earlier
discussion under 'Style as meaning', pp.5-7) is more concerned with
the expressive function (putting over the speaker/Writer's
viewpoint) and the directive function of language (influencing the
opinions of the reader/hearer).
Leech (1974) ch.4 shows haw the manipulation of associative meaning
may characterise certain language styles, particularly propaganda
statements and advertising copy. Both these varieties according to
Leech (ibid) make use of the favourable and unfavourable
connotations of words to extol the virtues of their own point of
view and to denigrate the points of view of others. Propagandists,
according to Leech (ibid) often employ 'conceptual engineering' in
their language; building up arguments on the basis of affective
meaning relations rather than logical conceptual relations.
Like reference discussed above, strategic semantics suffers from the
lack of any clear descriptive framework in the literature. Strategic
semantic features would be difficult to identify in a clear and
quantifiable way because of this, and even if identified, difficult
to compare in different styles.
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1.4.4.3 The 'Higher Level Semantic Component'
Up to this point the discussion of the relevance of semantics to
stylistic analysis has concentrated on the semantics of individual
words. A criticism of this might be that as style is essentially a
textual property (and not discernible in individual words when
removed fram c)ntext) within the working definition adopted for this
thesis (pp. 17-19), a semantic view which takes into account the
'semantic structure' of text might be a more fruitful basis for
stylistic research.
Same authors have even gone as far as to say that it is with the
semantic structure of texts that stylisticians should be working
rather than with syntactic structure. An advocate of such a view is
Hasan (1973):
"It has been too readily assumed that the easiest and most
valid form of describing the linguistic characteristics of
registers is to state the frequency or likelihood of individual
patterns or of their combinations. I would suggest that it
might be advantageous to specify the characteristics of given
registers by reference to some high level semantic component."
Hasan (1973) p.273
Hasan's (197@) ilicp level semantic component' involves class-
ification of utterances according to their function, e.g.
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'denigration', and 'stressing desirability'. These two functions
could be used to characterise the language of buying and selling
according to Hasan (p.274). Plasm contrasts this mode of approach
with the type which in this introduction has been represented by
Crystal and Davy (1969) and Leech (1966), among others, and claims:
"This mode of approach (Hasan's) seems to be perhaps more
helpful for stating the characteristics of registers; it would
certainly appear to be somewhat more productive than the
counting of subordinate clauses or whatever."
Hasan (197 ) p.279
This type of semantic structure approach has been tried on the
language of Advertising, and set out in Vestergard and Schroder
(1985). The framework of analysis used by the authors is an eclectic
one taken fram the work of many disciplines. Models of
Cohesion/coherence and information structure are taken from the work
of linguists like M.A.K. Halliday, the 'actantial model from the
work of A.J. Greimas (this describes 'role' structure within a text
in terms of subject/object, helper/Opponent, giver/receiver), and
'schema theory' borrowed from psychology. gether, these models are
used to explain the persuasive function of Advertising Language
rather than why it might be conceived as belonging to a particular
language style.
The English of Advertising is an attractive field to analyse in
terms of how it goes about its business of persuading, because as
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Leech (1966) acknowledges in his introduction this is a highly
emotive subject. The way in which the English of Administration sets
out to regulate people's everyday lives is also an equally emotive
subject and one about much has already been written, eg. Wason
(1984):
"It might be an interesting psychological exercise to penetrate
the mental processes of the writers of official leaflets (as we
once contemplated doing), but the dominance of bureaucratic
obscurantism would remain untouched because it is motivated (in
a very broad sense) by political interest. Lucidity is not the
prime consideration of those who wield power, as even a
socialist Minister of the Crown confessed to us in a casual
remark. In such cases control is truly exerted through the
written word: rules are made to bind people."
The point remains though, that however interesting and tqpical it
night be to investigate how a particular language style like the
Language of Advertising or Administration fulfills the aims of its
writers, such work is fairly clearly outside the scope of mainstream
linguistics, and appears to have more in common with psychological
research.
It seems right then within this thesis to take the rather more
conservative position of investigating whether a particular form of
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the English language has developed to meet the particular needs of
one situation: that of Governnent administration, rather than to
evaluate how the aims and purposes of government administration are
fulfilled in the language it uses. Because of this the use of
semantic style variables in the present study will be fairly small,
and will be restricted to the sort of analysis assumed under the
heading of reference above. There will not be a separate chapter
devoted to either Reference or Semantics.
4.5 Measures of Periodicity and Complexity
Now follows a discussion of a group of possible stylistic variables
that do not fit easily under any of the headings so far discussed.
This is because whilst most of them do measure the frequency of
various language attributes, usually the length of various
linguistic items, none of these are centrally linguistic if
linguistics is considered as the study of language structure.
Furthermore claims are made of some of these measures that what they
are actually measuring is 'omplexity', though as will become
apparent later this 'complexity is not the 'complexity' of
linguistic terminology.
Measures of periodicity are often included by linguists in style
studies as part of an inventory of style variables. A good example
of this is Walker Gibson (1966) who counts the average length of
dependent clauses separating subject and main verb in sentences, in
3 different styles which he classifies subjectively into: The
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Sweet talker, the TOugh talker, and the Stuffy Talker. These styles
are hard to classify in general terms but appear to correspond to
light reading matter, heavier, more serious reading matter, and
official language. Walker Gibson 's (ibid) findings, p. 160 are that
subordinate clause length in this position varies with style: (ugh
-24 wds, Sweet - 36 wds, Stuffy - 182 wds).
On its own such information tells us very little, it is only by
interpretation of this data that Walker Gibson (ibid) can arrive at
any conclusions as to the significance of his results. In counting
the length of dependent clauses coming between subject and verb
Walker Gibson claims that he is investigating 'self embedding'
structures. What the author appears to mean by this (p.164n) is the
interrupting of the normal unmarked subject verb sequence with an
adverbial clause, eg:
The vegetables, once they have been peeled and diced, should be
added to the broth'
His hypothesis appears to be on this issue that the longer the
interrupting subordinating structure, the greater the tax on the
reader's memory, (ibid, p.156). Walker Gibson however does not offer
any peycholinguistic support for his view.
This study is a good example of the dangers of reading more into
measures of periodicity than is necessarily there. Firstly not all
dependent clauses between subject and main verb function as in the
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example above, a dependent clause in this position may merely be a
postmodifier in the nominal group of which the subject is a part.
Secondly there is no psycholinguistic support offered for a link
between length in this instance and reading difficulty. This is a
problem which occurs again in other measures of periodicity.
When a measure of periodicity is used without interpretation, as is
sentence length in Wallace (1981), there hardly seems to be any
point at all in its use, except perhaps as input to a test of
statistical significance. Wallace uses sentence length as a possible
variable to distinguish between sports and news stories in the same
newspapers. Not surprisingly Wallace fails to get significant
results.
It does seem that this sort of use of a periodicity variable is
hardly stylistic. It is sometimes true that sentence length may
differentiate different texts, (the measure does work on part of
Wallace's data), but it is by no means clear what meaning sentence
length has in terms of linguistic structure. It could be a function
of linguistic complexity in any one or several of the numerous
structural items which go to make up a sentence.
The term 'ocmplexity' is used in at least two ways in linguistics,
the first use is simply to distinguish linguistic structures where
there is a possibility of more than one item: thus;
'I' in: 'I could have danced all night' is a simple noun phrase,
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and: 'Sane people' in: 'Same ,
 people are mad is a complex noun phrase
The second linguistic use of the word is in sentence structure where
a complex sentence refers to a sentence which contains one or more
dependent clauses. Neither of these definitions correspond exactly
to the more everyday use of the word canplex, to describe language
that uses involved argmentation, or even just language which is
difficult to read.
A great many tests have been devised to test for the latter type of
complexity. They are too numerous to mention here, but are given an
overall review in Harrison (1980). Harrison assumes a neutral
viewpoint in relation to all the tests he reviews but does note that
it terms of predicting reading difficulty some tests work better
with same materials and readers than others.
No Stylistician appears to have used reading tests to distinguish
different styles, but their use among writers of Administrative
language is beginning to be rec mended (Cutts and Maher, 1980 and
Custams and Excise) The likelihood that reading tests really
can predict reading difficulty in Admini strative texts is held by
same linguists in the field to be doubtful (see Campbell and
Holland, 1982). Cne of the main arguments against the tests is that
whilst there is sane peychcainguistic evidence to suggest that what
reading tests measure, (generally sentence length and word length in
syllables) (eg. Coleman (1962)), does cause difficulty, this
difficulty is caused by factors which reading tests measure only
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indirectly (eg. the frequency of passives, which tends to correlate
with longer sentences (see Gough (1965)).
It seems that the only relevance therefore which reading tests and
periodicity measures might have to this study is the fact that their
use is now encouraged among administrative writers. It is possible
that administrative writers may now be tacitly or overtly indulging
in 'formula fitting' which according to Campbell and Holland (1982)
is the writing of texts which will give low scores on reading tests.
The use of reading tests and periodicity measures therefore,
together with information gleaned from government style manuals
seems a possible way of pinpointing differences between styles
deliberately aimed to be either informal or formal in ME.
1.4.6 Style Variables and ME.
TO summarise this section and conclude the present chapter it is
important to come to a decision about what variables to consider in
analysing ME and how this will determine the format of the work to
be undertaken.
It is already clear from what has been written so far in this
section that there is a huge number of potential style variables,
only a small number of which can be discarded as being of no use to
this type of study. Having made this discovery the question arises
as to whether to use all of the appropriate variables in researching
ME, or merely to select intuitively those which seem most likely to
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yield results. If the first option is taken then there is a good
likelihood that time will be wasted investigating variables which
are of no stylistic significance. If this second option is taken
then the researcher incurs the far greater risk of overlooking
features of stylistic interest.
Where a great deal of research has been made in a field already, the
second method would be appropriate: the general stylistic parameters
of the variety under study being already known. To the authors
knowledge however, no stylistic study has yet been done of ME
specifically, other than Chiu (1973) who examines only a very small
aspect of ME. Same authors have tried to campare 'official texts
with a multitude of other varieties (see Part 2 Ch 1 of this
thesis). But these are usually legal rather than administrative
texts. This thesis is therefore exploratory, and because of this it
in)	 of
is better, run the riskiwasting time looking at uninteresting
variables rather than to miss interesting stylistic effects.
The wisest way to make sure that all the potential stylistic
variables in ME are taken into account seems to be to follow the
example set by Crystal and Davy (1969) and make a qualitative study
of the variety. In order to make this manageable such a study would
have to concentrate on ME itself and not make comparisons with
other varieties. Formality distinctions within ME should be
examined at this stage however. Such a qualitative study forms the
subject matter of Part 1 of this thesis.
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Whilst a qualitative study is an obvious first step in analysing
AdE, research of this type raises the question of whether these
intuitive observations might not be turned into hypotheses about the
nature of AdE which can then be measured quantitatively. A
quantitative study would be feasible at that stage because many
variables would presumably have been rejected and the first study
would provide the means to interpret the results of the second. At
such a stage AdE might be compared with other varieties. A
quantitative study would provide the possibility but not the
certainty of adding support to the qualitative one and furthering
knowledge about the use of quantitative techniques in stylistics,
itself a far too neglected area of study. Part 2 of this thesis
therefore comprises a qualitative study which is then discussed in
the light of the contents of Part 1.
The chapter which follows this is a preliminary to the quantitative
study in that it sets out the method of research followed.
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PART 1 - CHAPTER 2 - METHOD
2.1. General 
The method of analysis for a qualitative study of the type to be
conducted in Part 1 of this thesis is not of the same type as that
used for the quantitative study in Part 2 (see pp. 235 - 284). This
is because whilst the quantitative study is aimed at investigating
hypotheses, to be generated through prior qualitative study, no such
hypotheses are available in the case of the qualitative study.
The structure of this chapter is consequently somewhat simpler than
that of the Method in Part 2. The Chapter covers: Design and
Procedure, Texts, Reference Works.
2.2. Design & Procedure 
The design of the qualitative study is not a 'design' in the
experimental sense, and therefore cannot be classified as
'independent subjects', 'paired subjects' and so on. In order to
carry out an analysis of what linguistic features appear to be
stylistically distinct in Government Information Leaflets (GIL), it
will first be necessary to establish what are the range of different
types which represent these features in English generally. This is a
rather general statement and needs some exemplification.
An example of what is meant by 'feature' might be Noun Phrase
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Postmodification. In order to carry out the study in Part 1 it is
necessary to find out, for English generally, what the possible
patterns of Noun Phrase Postmodification are. This means in English
exploring the syntactic categories which may function as Noun Phrase
Postmodifiers. If available in the literature, information is also
required on what use styles other than GIL make of the possibilities
in Noun Phrase Postmodification, and whether certain possibilities
are chosen more frequently in English generally, than others.
Information about what the scope of particular structural features
is in English generally will need to be obtained by use of a single
reference grammar.
Note that elements of syntactic structure which are obligatory and
not optional, e.g. the agreement between verb inflections and
subject, are not of importance in setting out the descriptions
carried out above. Being obligatory they carry little
opportunity of expressing style, except where syntactic rules are
sometimes deliberately violated, for example in poetic language.
After setting out a description of the scope of any given item of
linguistic structure in English generally then attention can be
turned to a corpus of GIL texts. The aim in examining such texts
will be to do two things, firstly to note any particular items of
linguistic structure that are unusually absent from the texts or
that occur with a particularly high frequency, the assumption being
made that these features are possible style markers in GIL. The
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second aim is to attempt to ascribe the features thought to be
stylistic to a particular stylistic dimension, for example do they
provide information about the status relationship between reader and
writer, or about the activity to which the text relates. In doing
this, Part 1 of this study will be following the method of stylistic
analysis suggested by Crystal and Davy (1969:p.20).
Note that because Part 1 is a qualitative study, isolation of
features of potential stylistic interest will be made by reference
to the author's own intuition, and not by any quantitative process
of scoring variables on a text by text basis. This type of procedure
is well precedented in Stylistic study, for example in Leech (1966),
and attested by Sandell (1977) to be as valid as a quantitative
analysis.
The chapter format which seems most appropriate to the design set
out here is to let each separate chapter of Part 1 deal with a
particular element of linguistic Structure. The possibilities for
conveying stylistic information of the various elements of
linguistic structure have already been discussed in detail in the
previous chapter. The elements of linguistic structure to which
individual chapters will be devoted in Part 1 are as follows:
Chapter 3....NOun Phrase
Chapter 4....Varb Phrase
Chapter 5....The Clause
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Chapter 6....The Sentence
Chapter 8....Vbcabulary
It is envisaged that each chapter will split into 2 main sections;
the first setting out the scope of the particular element of
structure to be studied in English generally, the second examining
the use that GIL texts make of those structural possibilities.
2.3 Texts
The text corpus to be examined in Part I will be made up solely of
GIL texts. The base (full) corpus of such texts was made by
initially locating, by discussion with the National Association of
Citizens Advice Bureaux, those Government Departments issuing
leaflets to the general public. The list of such departments is set
out below. It excludes departments like the Ministry of Agriculture
and Fisheries which publishes leaflets of a technical nature
intended for specialist groups.
Department of the Environment
The Hare Office
Department of Etployment
EM Land Registry
Department of Education and Science
BVICustams and Excise
Department of Health and Social Security
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Office of the Health Service Commissioner
Court of Protection
Manpower Services Commission
Department of Ttansport
Each Department was mailed directly-using identical letters. The
letter simple set out the aim of the research being conducted, and
requested the department concerned to send single copies of all
leaflets current at the time and available to the general public. It
was assumed that departments would not select from their stock of
leaflets. All departments replied to the request, with large volumes
of leaflets being obtained.
For the purposes of Part 1 this base corpus was not 'sampled' in the
true sense of the word, a large selection of leaflets was merely
taken at random from the pile, and used to make the analysis. A true
sample containing specific numbers of texts was however made for the
purposes of part 2. This was not done in Part 1, as it was believed
that an overview of the style of GIL texts would be most efficiently
obtained by examining as large a selection of leaflets as possible.
Where in the course of particular chapters quotations are made from
individual leaflets these are referred to their original source.
2.3 Reference Works
TWo reference works are used for the purposes of Part 1: A
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University Grammar of English by R. Quirk and Sidney Greenbaum
(1973), and llaapter 3 of Investigating English Style by David
Crystal and Derek Davy (1969).
The first of these was chosen to fill the need for a standard
reference grannar to both enable the scope of each element of
structure studied to be described, and to ensure a consistent
grammatical description and terminology throughout Part 1. This
particular work was chosen precisely , because it did not assume a
specific linguistic theory. This decision was made partly because
many graumars based on particular linguistic theories are not
complete and therefore difficult to use for stylistic work, but also
in the interests of having as neutral a grammatical description as
possible.
Where Quirk and Greenbaum (1973) was unclear or further detail was
needed on any point, the larger work on which Quirk and Greenbaum
1973) is based was used. This is A Grammar of Contemporary English
by R. Quirk, S. Greenbaum, G. Leech, and J. Svartvik.
Though not primarily intended as a reference text, Crystal and Davy
(1969), contains an important chapter (chapter 3) in which Crystal
and Davy set out their framework for stylistic analysis. Crystal
and Davy also provide a chapter devoted to linguistic description,
this is not wholly compatible with Quirk and Greenbaum (19739 as it
uses slightly different terminology. The main reason for not using
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Crystal and Davy's linguistic description in Part 1 though is that
it is not sufficiently detailed to allow the depth of analysis
required here.
Crystal and Davy's framework for * stylistic analysis involves the
assignment of features believed to be stylistic to one of several
dimensions of situational constraint (ibidp. 64). These dimensions
and their applicability to the language of Government leaflets has
already been discussed in detail (see pp. 23-28). A summary of the
dimensions is given below and is copied from Crystal and Davy (ibid
p. 66). The dimensions are listed in three groups: A4 El f and C.
These are explained below the list.
A
INDIVIDUALITY
DIALECT
TIME
DISCOURSE
(a) [SIMPLE/COMPLEX] MEDIUM (Speech, Writing)
(b) [SIMPLE/CCMPLEX] PARTICIPATION (Monologue, Dialogue)
PROVINCE
STATUS
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MODALITY
SINGULARITY
The first group of dimensions at A, do not concern the present
thesis, they are to do with idiolectal, dialectal and temporal
language variation, and would not be considered as 'styles' by many
writers. The complex dimension at B concerns the variation which
arises in language as a result of whether speech or writing is
chosen as the nedium of expression, and of whether the language is
in monologue or dialogue form. All these constraints are generally
constant in leaflets which are usually in written monologue, but may
be in dialogue (question and answer leaflets). These constraints are
of only marginal interest in this study, though there will
occaisionally be need to refer to them.
The main dimensions of interest therefore for Part I are the first
three at C: 'Province' which relates to 'the kind of occupational or
pro fessional activity being engaged in' (Crystal and Davy 1969:p.
71); 'Status' which relates to the social relations between the
writer/reader; 'Modality' which relates to the form in which a text
is expressed e.g. letter, essay etc. The final dimension at C;
'Singularity' concerns the use of linguistic features which are the
preference of a particular language user. Crystal and Davy (ibid)
intend this dimension to cover literary uses of language.
Whilst Crystal and Davy's framework is the one which will be used
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throughout Part 1, Quirk and Greenbaum (1973) also make stylistic
distinctions in their Grammar which they refer to under the heading
'Varieties of English (pp. 1-9). It is important before concluding
the Mthod to see how Quirk and Greenbaum 's 'varieties' correspond
to Crystal and Davy's 'dimensions of situational constaint', as
Quirk and Greenbaum's categories are sometimes used when describing
the usage of same linguistic features.
Quirk and Greenbaum set out their varieties schematically, and this
schema is reproduced below.
THE Cav1MON CORE OF ENGLISH
VARIETY CLASSES	 VARIETIES WITHIN EACH CLASS
Region:	 R1, R2, R3, R4,
	
Education and Social Standing:
V
El, E2, E3, E4,
	
V
continued overleaf
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Subject Matter: Si, S2, 53, S4,....
V
ms.=n•nn•=1".\nn•
Medium:
	
Ml, M2,
	
V
n•nn•nnn1\6n••nn••nn•n•
Attitude:	 Al, A2, A3, A4,....
V
nnnnnnnnnn
n••••••n•/\•nn
Interference:
	 Ill 12, 13, I4,...
Quirk and Greenbaum's terms cannot be wholly equated with those of
Crystal and Davy's (1969), because the former are the names of types
of language whilst the latter are the constraints which produce the
types. Insofar as comparison is possible, Quirk and Greenbaum's
'Damon Cbre' features correspond to those in Crystal and Davy
(1969:p65) which are not assignable to any particular dimension.
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'Region' corresponds to Crystal and Davy's 'Dialect'. 'Education and
Social Standing' together with 'Attitude' correspond roughly with
Crystal and Davy's 'Status 'Subject Matter roughly to 'Province',
and 'Medium' to 'Discourse Medium'.
The Crystal and Davy (1969) terms 'Discourse Participation' and
lvtdality have no parallels at all in Quirk and Greenbaum (1973).
This is the main reason why Quirk and Greenbaum's framework is not
used as a model in this study. Quirk and Greenbaums's term
'Interference' is not paralleled in Crystal and Davy. This refers to
interference from a non native speaker's mother toungoewhen speaking
English. This variety classification obviously has no part to play
in the analysis of Part 1.
The brackets used by Quirk and Greenbaum in their schema are
intended to convey the idea that varieties are not mutually
exclusive but are inter-related (Quirk and Greenbaum 1973:p.8). In
this respect their use of the term 'variety' seems misleading as it
seems to imply clearly distinguishable language types that do not
necessarily correspond. Crystal and Davy's (1969) terms seem more
suitable on this count, it being clear that several different
constraints may be operating simulialeously on the same utterance.
However, Crystal and Davy (ibid), like Quirk and Greenbaum (1973),
have to note that their situational constraints do not always
operate independently (see Crystal and Davy 1969:p 89).
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This section concludes this chapter on the Method of Analysis to
be used in Part 1. Chapter 3 which follows sets out the analysis
of the first syntactic category to be discussed in Part 1; the
Noun Phrase.
PAM' 1 - CHAPTER 3 - THE NOUN Pl3R1SE
3.1 General 
English Noun Phrase structure falls logically under two distinct
headings, which merit separate discussion. These are Premodification
and Postmodification. Premcdification will be dealt with first,
initially as a phencmenon in English generally, then subsequently in
Government Information Leaflets (GIL).
3.2 Noun Phrase Premodification in English 
NP Premodification in English involves so many features that it is
virtually impossible to illustrate them all in one sample NP. The
following fictitious examples however, taken together, include all
the possible elements of Premodification listed by Quirk and
Greenbaum (1973). For reference these are:-
Predeterminer (+D)
Determiner
	 (D)
Postdeterminer (-D)
	
The abbreviations here
Adjective
	 (AJ)	 will be used in subsequent
Participle
	 (P)	 examples.
-s genitive
	 (GN)
Noun	 (N)
Adverbial
	 (AV)
Sentence	 (S)
Head	 (H) - neither pre- or post- modifier but the item modified
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Examples of the elements of structure listed on the previous sage:-
1. such a small man
+D D AJ H
2. the few good students
D -D AJ	 H
3. the enclosed lecture notes
D P
4. The Society's new headquarters
D N GN A
5. The nearby house
D AV	 H
6. That I-can't-stand-it-any-more feeling
Each of the categories of Premodifier exemplified above will now be
described separately in detail.
3.2.1 Predeterminer 
Predeterminers consist of a small class of items which must precede
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determiners, and are therefore defined by position. Semantically the
function of predeterminers tends to be to express quantification.
The class includes:
Fractions e.g.
7. half his time
8. two thirds the amount
and quantifiers of the type: 'treble", 'double', e.g.
9. treble this sum
10.double the quantity
An additional type of pcedeterminer not specifically noted by Quirk
and Greenbaum (1973), are those which function as emphasisers;
11.such an honest man
12.rather a large garden
3.2.2 Determiner 
Determiners are again a small closed class which include:
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articles, e.g. a, the, no;
demonstrative pronouns, e.g. this, that, these, those;
possessive pronouns, e.g. his, hers;
as well as items like; some, my, enough, every and each.
Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:02) note that there are restrictions on
determiner selection. For example, much may only procede non-count
nouns.
3.2.3 Postdeterminer 
Quirk and Greenbaum (1973) distinguish a further class of
premodifiers which 'rust follow the determiner, and are again like
predeterminers a small closed class tending to function semantically
as quantifiers, e.g.
13.the two main options
14.a few inconsiderable problems
3.2.4 Adjective
Unlike the classes of premodifiers described above adjectives are a
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large open class. Examples include; blue, intimate, nice, reasonable 
etc. They tend to follow postdeterminers, but may be iminadiately
preceded by an adverb which semantically serves to intensify the
adjective's meaning, e.g.
15. A really efficient service
Ordering of adjectives in the premodif ying structure of an NP is
more camplex when there is more than one adjective present, and may
involve their placing at intervals among other premodifying elements
according to the adjective type; Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p403).
Because adjectives are such a large class it seems possible that
some styles may make use of particular types of adjectives which can
be classified in some way. Certain sub-sets of adjectives are self
evident and need no explanation, e.g. size, colour, provenance and
so on, but one particular subclassification which has proved useful
in stylistic (see below) work is Leech's (1966:p.129)
attributive/designative dichotomy. This distinction is used by Leech
in his description of Advertising English.
Leech classifies adjectives as 'designative' if they further define
the VP head by placing it in a distinct category. An adjective so
used describes a permanent and universally observable property, e.g.
'lithe' when used to describe a pack of blue envelopes. Attributive
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adjectives, on the other hand, attribute a quality to the head which
is concerned with the response of the writer/speaker rather than any
inherent property of the thing described e.g. 'delicious' when used
to describe a peach.
3.2.5 Participle 
Verbal participles used in NP premcdification are used adjectivally,
and treated as adjectives by some authors e.g. Leech (1966:p.129
ff). Participles may be of either the '-ed . or the '-ing s type for
example:
16.the enclosed envelope
17.his engaging manner
Participial premodifiers should not be confused with dencminal forms
which resemble --ad verbal participles but are in fact derived from
nouns and not verbs, as Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.398) show.
Examples are; wooded, fluted, vaulted etc, and in this chapter are
referred to as adjectives.
3.2.6 -s genitive 
The -s genitive serves semantically to show a possessive
relationship as in:
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18.Johns car
the possessor need not be a single proper noun but a string, e.g.
19.The Duke of York's hat
3.2.7 Noun
Noun premodifiers are like adjectives a large open class. They may
often form very predictable relationships with the headwords that
they modify, e.g.
20.The ticket office
21.The railway timetable
Noun premodification is also noted for its ambiguity. Leech (1966)
notes that:
'As a class, the noun modifier has a semantic relation to its
haed which is multiply ambiguous to te point of vagueness.'
lihilst with most of the previously discussed postmodifiers it is
quite clear what relationship they bear to the head noun, the
situation is is not so clear with the noun premodifier. For example;
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21. a pony trap
could possibly refer to a lure to catch ponies or a pony drawn
vehicle, and perhaps even a pony acting as a trap. Quirk and
Greenbaum (1973) refer to this type of problem as a 'reduced
explicitness relation'.
Campbell and Holland (1982:p.162) note that long strings of noun
premodifiers are a feature of American Bureaucratic English. A good
example of this phenomenon can be found in a companion paper by
Charrow (1982:p.183):
'health education program evaluation measureffent techniques'
Note that not every premodifier modifies the head word 'techniques';
'health' modifies 'education', 'education' modifies 'program' which
in turn modifies 'evaluation', and so on. The modification sequence
is therefore recursive.
3.2.8 Adverbials 
Adverbs have already been seen operating as adjectival intensifiers,
but may also be found directly modifying the head word, e.g.
22. His far-away cottage
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This example is taken from Quirk and Geenbaum (1973:p.395), but
other examples are not easy to imagine. It seers likely that this
type of modification is restricted.
3.2.9 Sentence 
Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.395) demonstrate the possibility of a
sentence occurring as an NP premodifier, for example;
23. las pop,down-for-the weekend cottage' (ibid)
Quirk and Greenbaum call this type of premodifier 'playful'. It
seems likely to be a restricted class of premodifier, whose use
however seems likely to denote a relatively informal style.
Saving now described premodification in English generally, section
3.3 which follows will examine the types of premodifier to be found
in GIL.
3.3 Premodification and GIL
This section sets out to examine the use made by GIL texts of the
total possibilities of NP Premodification. The presentation of the
elements of structure in NP structure follows exactly the same order
as above in section 3.2
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3.3.1 Predeterminer 
In spite of the fact that Crystal and Davy (1969:p.41) remark that
they: 'feel sure that there is much to be said about the way
different varieties make use of predeterminer contrasts, GIL texts
make very little use of this category. Very seldom is the
predeterminer slot filled in a GIL NP. In the NPs where a
predeterminer is present this seems most often to be 'all'. The use
of this particular lexical item may be due to the need for GIL
writers to make the reader aware that the requirements of certain
legislation are all embracing, e.g.
24.include tips and receipts from all sources
25.write down all the children who live with you
26.The new structure applies to all Gbods vehicles
Very often this predeterminer is distinguished grapholcgically (not
reproducible here) by bold type and/or Mock capitals, indicating
that a considerable amount of importance is placed on the semantic
inclusiveness of 'all' in GIL. GIL shares this need for
inclusiveness with Legal English. This is evident when reading
Crystal and Davy 'S ccanents on particular hiring agreement
(1969:p.210):
(example on fo llowing page)
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"Note that the hirer is liable - a term already renticned as
being extremely exact in rreaning - but liable in respect of
damage - which is a term we used to exemplify flexibility. and
not just damage but myldamage, caused by any breath of any
stipulation ! It would be difficult to be more inclusive than
that,...'
'Bath' is yet another frequently occurring predeterminer in GIL
which serves a similar semantic purpose to 'all' in stressing
inclusiveness in GIL, this time in relation to two people or things,
e.g.
27.For a couple, both the man and the woman should sign
Note that those predeterminers which are evaluative, e.g.
28.quite a sight such a nice man rather a good buy
are notably absent fram GIL, which as a medium for purely neutral
and objective information about citizen's rights and obligaticns,
avoids these lexical items.
3.3.2 Determiner 
TWo determinemweafto 	 characterise GIL texts; these
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are 'any' and	 often with graphological emphasis, e.g.
29....provided that no relief frcmcmstoms duty was obtained.
30. Au. breach of these conditions renders the vehicle liable to
forfeiture.
Both these determiners stress the importance to the reader of
adhering to the regulations concerned, and like some of the
predeterminers discussed above, function semantically to either
completely include or exclude everything; in 29. it is clear that
even small amounts of relief from duty are excluded, and in 30, that
even minor breaches will result in forfeiture.
GIL again bears a close relationship to legal English on this point,
the following are fram holiday booking conditions and from an
example in Crystal and Davy (1969:p.196):
14o agent or emplcTee of the company has authority to vary these
conditions'
'the hirer...shall be or remain liable in respect of
damage... by reason of aabreach...of 	 stipulation.'
Determiners whose semantic function is imprecise quantification,
like 'much', 'some', and 'enough' are notably absent fran GIL. This
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seems to be because, although GIL has been shown so far to favour
the imprecision of blanket exclusion or inclusion, this is rarely
true in quantification where figures are usually exact, e.g.
31. vehicles sighing over 1525 km.
3.2.3 Postdeterminer 
The postdeterminer position has already been observed to be
concerned almost uniquely with quantification (see sect 3.2.3). Not
surprisingly then in a province whose concern is the explanation of
citizen's rights and responsibilities; hue old their cars must be
before being tested, how much wine may be had in a duty free
allowance, and so on, GIL frequently fills the pcstdeterminer slot
in NPs.
The numerals involved in quantification are rarely written out in
full, and would undoubtedly stand out less if this was done.
EXamples of typical GIL postdetexminers are:
32. If total proceeds exceeded '10,000 ....
33.persons born before 6th April 1919
34.within 3 years of the date of its exportation.
3.2.4 adjective
Adjectival modification is restrained in GIL, in that one does not
24.4
see the uultiple adjectival modififcation so often found in
Advertising English. The adjectives used appear to form a fairly
closed small set, and are largely designative rather than
attributive. The adjective items which occur most frequently in GIL
appear to be those ccncernened directly with the province of
administration. These include; 'ocncesssionary', 'general',
'ememptichargeable', 'additional'. Here are some examples of these
items in use:
35.Concessionary rates for farmers and showmen
36.the general conditions required by this resolution
37. ...may be imported free of VAT by an exempt person
38.an additional personal allowance
39 chargeable assets
Semantically, the adjectives used in any GE text making a direct
explanation of legislation appear to be highly precise. Adjectives
rarely seem to possess the wide range of meanings in GIL texts that
they would in other varieties. What is perhaps of greatest interest
is that the meanings of adjectives are likely to be the subject of
prior agreement amongst the members of a given government department
because of the necessity to make leaflets legally correct.
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Adjectival reference may therefore vary from one province (in this
case Departments or Ministries) to another. This point becomes
clearer when examining text samples: The adjective 'heavy' has a
very specific meaning when explaining vehicle taxation, as has the
adjective 'light' in the NP 'Private Light Goods' found on car tax
discs. 'Heavy' in this context refers to 'weighing over 1525 kgs.,
according to D.O.T. texts.
In a similar way, the Inland Revenue restrict the meaning of the
adjective 'blind' to those persons who are registered as blind with
their local authority, the adjective 'disabled' has a similarly
restricted meaning. In the specialisation of its adjective meanings
GIL can again be par alleled with legal English where there is
mutual understanding between lawyers on the exact meaning of 'terms
of art'. This point is made by Crystal and Davy (1969:p.210).
The technical terminology or special vocabulary of the law is
remarkable not for the fact that it contains a mixture of
words, same with exact and same with less exact meanings, but
because in many instances the degree of exactness is the
subject of a kind of tacit agreement between lawyers.'
Note that in GIL texts the choice of certain head noun and
pcemodifying adjectives are highly predictable, good examples of
these from GIL texts are:
39. annual income; standard conditions, contractual obligations,
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weekly amount, statutory fee, fair conditions and further
information.
This phenamenon is not solely a property of GIL texts; Pytelka
(1972) notes exactly the same type of feature in the English of
Business and Cbmmerce. Pytelka calls the phenomenon 'automation'.
Crystal and Davy (1969:p208) note characteristic collocations in
legal English as well, for example; term of years, and upon the
death of, It seems likely fram this evidence that many linguistic
styles, particularly those where the province involved is one
associated with a trade or pro fess ion, use automation, alongside
their inventory of technical terms.
Same of the automised phrases of GIL exemplified in example 39 on
the previous page, are self explanatory, and no doubt occur in other
styles. 'Weekly amount' and 'annual income' fall into this category.
Collocations like; 'statutory conditions and 'contractual 
obligations', however have specialised meanings in GIL and can only
be interpreted in terms of the particular legislation relevant to
the text in which it occurs. It seems strange that such technical
terms should occur in GIL because of the pressure from many sources
on Government Departments to make their leaflets easily
understandable. The following extract fram a recent departmental
style manual illustrates this pressure;
',Jargon Avoid Departmental jargon and code words. If their
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use is essential make sure that the w‘ords are listed in an
"Explanation of terms section."
None of the texts fram which the collocations of example 39 were
drawn contained such an explanation of terms section.
Intensification of adjectives is notably absent in GIL. This absence
is closely paralleled by the findings of Gibson (1979:p.153) who
finds only a negligble number of adjective intensifiers in his
'stuffy talker texts, same of which appear to be texts with an
administrative function, not dissimilar to GIL. GIL has no
requirement for intensification of its stock of uniformly
designative adjectives since their meaning cannot easily be
intensified. There is for example no;
40.very concessionary rate, or
41.highly statutory conditions.
'Rates' are either concessionary or not so in the administrative
province which constrains the GIL style, and the same applies to
'conditions' in example 41. The contrary to this tendency is
observed by Leech (1966) in Advertising English where
intensification is used with (usually) attributive adjectives. The
intention behind their use presumably being to further enhance the
desirability of the goods advertised, e.g.:
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unbelievably low prices, incredibly-good value for money
3.2.5 Participle 
The use of participial premodification allows for what isscmetimes
referred to as a 'nominal style'. The use made of this capability in
GIL is extensive and is explained below. In contrast to the
restrained nature of adjectival modification in GIL participial
modification is very frequent, and it appears to be the 'ell'
participle that is most often used. Examples abound in the data.
Typical examples are:
42.Approved profit sharing scheme
43.a fixed reduction
44.def erred annuity
45.the completed appplication form
46.before the proposed date of the wedding
The very frequent use of the '-ed participle in GIL shows the
fondness of GIL writers for a nominal rather than a verbal style.
This may be because a premodified noun phrase using the °•194r
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participle is generally more economical on words than a
corresponding phrase using an active verb phrase, for example
compare the underlined portions in:
47.The limited grant aid, which must be claimed before the 3rd
April,...	 (text sample)
48.The Government has limited grant aid, which must be claimed
before 3rd April
This search for conciseness of statement may be partly due to the
space constraints which 'leaflet size' makes on the writer, but also
because the use of such a ncminalising feature allows more
information to be packed into a single simple sentence. In example
47. above, the required information has been
 stated in the
premodification structure of the NP, allowing what had to Iot a stated
in a subordinate clause in example 48 in the postmodifying element.
The VP of the sentence has not been reached, leaving this free for
the expre ssion of further information content.
Note that as well as being more concise, phrases like that in 47.
allow impersonality of statement, whilst the verbal counterpart is
more likely to be be the opposite. This tendency to impersonality in
GIL is repeated in the verb phrase, where passive constructions are
frequently used. For more information on this point, consult Chapter
4 on the Verb Phrase.
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The '-ing" participles are a little less evident in GIL than their
--el - counterparts; examples of those that do occur include:
49. Her future husbands existing passport
1
50. any one of the  participating garages
51. Local Vehicle Licensing Offices
52. Qualifying loans
Note that here too the use of the participial premodifier allows a
concise nominal style; compare 52 for example with:
53.the loans are for qualifying purposes.
Note also that participial modification is far more likely to be
designative than attributive. GIL has already been observed to
favour designative rather than attributive modification.
3.2.6 -s genitive
The use of the -s genitive in GIL illustrates another are in which
this style makes full use of opportunities for avoiding personal
reference. Many GIL texts make frequent use of the -s genitive
because constant reference to the reader as one of a number of
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administrative classes, e.g.; the claimant, the applicant, involves
the writer in statements like:
54.The vehicle must be for the importer's own use
	
 and,
55.The claimant's weekly income.
instead of:
'...for your own use', 'your weekly income
In same GIL texts the reader is never referred to as 'yole, only by
the sort of oblique method exemplified above. It must be observed at
this point that GIL texts do not all conform to the same stylistic
norms in this respect; in fact large numbers of texts appear to
belong to two distinct types, those which personally address the
reader and those which do not. Subjectively speaking there appears
to be a difference of formality between these two text types, with
the former being less formal than the latter. There is further
subjective evidence that such a strong division exists in GIL,
Reference will be made to this in subsequent Chapters of Part 1, as
the status difference appears to be of considerable importance in
GIL.
The -s genitive can be added to a phrase of considerable length, and
Walker Gibson (1970:p.153) notes that his stuffy talker texts (which
appear to contain same U.S. administrative texts) make full use of
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these possibilities. To support this Gibson (op cit) cites the
following example:
"the College Entrance Examination Board's Scholastic Aptitude
and Achievement test"
Such strings do not however appear to occur in GM.
3.3.7 Noun
Noun premodifiers tend to occur particularly in titles to documents,
leaflets, benefits, or names of offices. Here are some examples:
56.Attendance allowance, Disability Allowance, Age Allowance
57.Goods Vehicle rate
58.Enquiries section, Enquiries desk
59.Order Book, Pension Bock
60.Housing Benefit Supplenent
It is clear that the administrative province which constrains GM
will need to label things in such a way; Housing Benefit Supplement
trust be distinguished from Housing Benefit itself, but also from the
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similarly named 'Supplementary Benefit' to which it is partly
related. Rates for Goods vehicles are dealt with separately to those
for private cars. Administration is very much a labelling and
compartmentalising activity, and for this reason noun
premodification is heavily used in GIL, far more so than adjectival
modification.
Labelling in this way can lead to quite lengthy phrases composing of
nothing else but nouns. This tendency is most marked in U.S.
Administration as Charraw (1982:p.183) reports, quoting the
following example;
'health service program evaluation measurement techniques'
Again, in relation to U.S. administrative texts, Gibson (1970)
reports that over 5% of total words in the texts he studied were
noun adjuncts (xxmimcdifiers).
Charrow (op cit) expresses anxiety that long 'noun strings' like the
example above may intimidate readers. And a companion paper by
Campbell and Holland (1982:p.163) reports research claiming to show
that rewriting such sequences using prepositional phrases can result
in easier camprehension. Thus an example like;
61. The Heavy Goods vehicle register...., would become:
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62. The register for Goods vehicles of a heavy type.
It seems almost certain however that GIL writers opt for the noun
string as in example 61 precisely because it is much neater and
shorter, and conforms to the leaflet modality requirements of
economy of statement. Example 62. incootparison seems clumsy and long
winded, it seems unlikely that it would find favour with GlL
writers.
3.3.8 Remaining Categories 
Clause and Sentence Premodifiers were described as rare in section
3.1, and it was also noted that the sentence premcdifier in
particular appears to be a marker of an informal style. It is not
surprising that very few such premodifiers exist in GIL, though
there is one notable exception. This is the Inland Revenue's 'the
pay: as yal earn scheme', which makes one suspicious that this was an
attempt to give a friendly aura to that most disliked of
obligations, paying income tax.
3.3.9 Summary
Tb summarise the functions of NP premodificaticn in GIL these appear
to fall into three main categories:
1. Quantification: an important function enabling GIL to convey a
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wide variety of information on dates, amounts of benefits, rates of
duty and so on.
2. Designation: the labelling function, enabling the classification
and sub,classifi4tion of a large number of services and departmental
sections.
3. Economy of Statement: The function of allowing a nominal style,
thereby enabling more information to be packed into a single
sentence
3.4. Noun Phrase Postmodification in English
The description of Noun Phrase Postmodification given here is
adapted fram Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:ch.13).
Three possible it of structure may occur as postmodifier to an
NP, these are; words, prepositional phrases, and clauses. These
three pcesibilities will be described separately.
3.4.1 Single word pcetmodifiers 
This type of postmodification is classified under the heading;
'Minor types of postmodification' by Quirk and Greenbaum
(1973:p.392). The 3 main word types which may occur as NP
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postmodifiers appear to be:
adjective
63.the last train possible, the only essay readable 
adverb e.g.
64.the additional notes below, the free gift inside
reflexive pronouns e.g.
65.the director himself, the secretary herself 
3.4.2 PostmodificatiarOmPrepositional Phrase
In contrast to the above, Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.388) note
postmodification by prepositional phrase (PP) to be the commonest
type of postmodification in English, being reported as three to four
times more frequent than clausal postmcdification. EXamples of PP
postmodification might be:
66.the cupboard under the stairs, the clock on the mantleoiece 
The oammonest type of PP postmodification is held by Quirk and
Greenbaum to be postmcdification using the 'of - genitive', for
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example:
67. the home of the Viscount.
This is an example of the of-genitive being used to denote
possession, but Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:s.4.69ff) note that it may
be used to express up to seven different relationships, of which
possession is only one. The others are:
subjective
68.the refusal of the committee
objective
69.an appraisal of the figures
origin 
70.The steppes of Central Asia
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description 
70. a herd of sheep
measurement/partitive 
72.a cruise of three weeks, a slice of the cake
appositive 
73.the state of Cbnnecticut
3.4.3 Clausal Postmodifiers 
Clauses functioning as noun phrase postmodifiers, are either of the
finite relative type (introduced by a relative pronoun: e.g.'which',
the general pronoun 'thctt', or the adiunct form e.g. 'where') or a
non-finite clause. Non-finite clauses may be of one of three types;
those using the -irql participle, those using the -ed participle, and
those using the infinitive. Examples of all these types are now
given, possible variant forms are given after oblique slashes.
finite relative clause
74.the street where v.L: live/that ma live on
75.the one that	 away/which	 away
984
76.the girl I love/wham I love/that I love
non-finite/-ingr
 participle 
77.the girl dancing on the table
78.the man leaning on the lampost at the corner of the street
non-finite/-ed participle 
79.the letter enclosed 
80.the solution decided upon
non-finite/infinitive 
81.the thing to do
82.the horse to back in the three-thirty at Rempton Park
Note that whilst the simplest postmodifying clauses may consist only
of a Verb Phrase as in example 78, they may have optional
adverbials, as in most of the examples above, and these may be
co-ordinated as in examples 81 and 77. A complement is also an
optional feature, e.g.
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83. the officer conducting the investigation
Note also that except where the relative pronoun introducing a
finite clause refers to the subject, it is optional and may be
omitted, e.g.
with relative pronoun
84.the man that I hate most of all
without relative pronoun
85.the man I hate most of all
The large amount of optionality in clausal NP postmodification set
out above, clearly provides much potential for stylistic variation,
this potential is further widened by the possibility of substituting
finite relative clauses for non-finite clauses and vice versa, when
referring to exactly the same set of circumstances, e.g.:
86.the solution adopted (non-finite clause)
87.the solution which was adopted (finite relative clause)
Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.381) note that the choice of a
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particular type of clause postmodifier is connected with relative
formality, this suggests that the choice of particular types of
clause postmodifier may be a Status feature. Quirk and Greenbaum
(ibid) do not elaborate on this. They do however observe that NP
postmodification generally can be ordered hierarchically according
to explicitness (ibid:p.377-379), with finite relative clause
postmodification as the most explicit, and postmodification with
prepositional phrases as the least explicit. Nbn-finite clauses
occupy a mid-point in the hierarchy. Postmodification in its turn is
held to be more explicit than premodification, (ibid).
3.4.4. Multiple Postmodification
Unlike previous section headings on words, phrases, and clauses,
multiple postmodification does not refer to the role of any one
particular structural item in NP postmodification, but to the fact
that there may be departures from the situation so far described, of
having a single NP headword postmodified by a single costmodifier.
Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.393) observe that there are three
possible variations on this situation. The first is to have one
headword modified by several postmodifiers, the second to have one
postmodifier modify several headwords, and the third is to have a
postmodifier which is itself postmodified. Examples of these three
variations are now given:
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one headword-several rostmodifiers 
88.the man in the corner, with a beard, reading a newspaper
Ptla	 PM2	 PM3
one pcetmodifier/several headwords 
89.the girl, the man, and the dog standing by the sleazy cafe
Hi	 H2	 H3
postmodified postmodifier (embedding)
91. the man leaning on theleimp p2stat the corner of the street
Elva	 PM2
rat the corner of the street' postmodifies bun? po$0
In the above examples, 	 identifies headwords and 'PM' identifies
postmodifiers.
Multiple postmodification further increases the potential for
stylistic variation which postmodification in English generally,
posesses: Even styles which employ postmodification to a similar
extent may vary widely in how 'elaborate their postmodification is.
In other words, how much do they use multiple postmodification? and
how embedded are the postmcdiers, or how many postmodifiers or
headwords are used.?
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Finally, Quirk and Greenbaun (1973:p.394) note that multiple
postmodification may result in ambiguity which cannot be resolved by
more careful ordering, and is a feature of the structure itself, the
example which they give is:
'The smiles of delight on all the faces that he liked'
where it is unclear whether it is 'the smiles' or 'the faces' that
'he' liked.
Having now described the scope of NP postmodification in English
generally, the next section (3.5) will go on to describe the use
made by GIG of this.
3.5 Postmodification in Gil
3.5.1 General 
One of the most striking features of postmodification in GIL is the
way in which the text types identified in the section on
premodification above, (section 3.3.6) differ in their patterns of
postmodification. The basis of the division into two text types Was
on the basis of whether they addressed the reader personally or not.
The personally addressed (P.A.) texts appear to make greater use of
clausal postmodifiers, particularly finite ones, e.g.:
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92. employment advisers who can help advise
whilst the impersonally addressed texts, (I.A.) appear to favour
prepositional phrase postmodifiers, particularly the of-genitive,
e.g.
an expression of the will of Parliament 
Examined subjectively, P.A. texts appear to have a greater number of
clausal postmodifiers than might be expected from Quirk and
Greenbaum 's (1973:p.387) observation that phrasal postmodification
is three to four times more frequent than clausal postmodification
in English generally. A similar but opposite trend appears to be the
case for l.A. texts where there seem to be far more phrasal
postmodifiers than might be expected. These qualitative judgenents
must however be accepted cautiously, they do not have the same
standing as statistically verified figures, and should be the
subject of further research.
A final general observation on the nature of postmodification in GIL
must be that the sheer volume of postmcdification in words,
particularly in IA. texts neans that a substantial portion of texts
must often fall within pcstmodifying structures. A striking example
of this can be found in a text quoted by Vernon (1980), where the
postmodifier is extremely lengthy and embedded:
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93. a supplementary allowance of an amount which, when added tom
unemployment benefit (including any earnings related supplement) to
which youmay be entitled, will equal the amount shown for the first
of the benefit payweeks stated opppsite.
This heavy use of postmodification in same GIL texts contrasts
markedly with Crystal and Davy's (1969:p.113) observation that
Conversational English makes very little use of it, and Advertising
English which Leech (1966) finds to favour almost exclusively
premodification.
Attention will now be turned in more detail to the different types
of clause postmodifier discussed in section 3.4, and the way in
which they are used in GIL
3.5.2 Word Postmodifiers 
This type of postmodifiers was described as 'minor 'in section 3.4.
It is certainly-minor as well in the role it plays in GIL. For this
reason it is assumed that it has no part to play in making stylistic
contrasts in GIL.
3.5.3 Prepositional Phrase Postmcdifiers 
This type of postmodifier, occurs very frequently in GIL texts which
can be described as impersonally addressed, though the range
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of prepositions involved is rather small, the of-genitive being by
far the most common item intnoducingpostmcdifying sequences. Here
are some examples:
94.copies for perusal 
95.the importation of private motor vehicles 
96.hours and conditions of labour
97.periods of unemployment 
98.all keepers of heavy goods vehicles 
99.gross weight method of assessment
The main observation to be made about the high frequency of the
of-genitive postmodifier in l.A. texts concerns the notion of
'explicitness referred to in section 3.4. The of-genitive
postmodifier lacks the explicitness enjoyed by the finite relative
clause for example, which may express person and tense. The
of-genitive is however economical on words, being generally shorter
than a finite relative clause for example.
The constraints which determine the choice of this inexplicit, but
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eccnamical form of postmodification in l.A. may be largely due to
Province. l.A. texts deal with subject Natter which is often of a
more technical nature than that of P.A. texts, and assumes that the
reader already has anciquaintance with the subject matter. For
example whilst a typical P.A. text might be an introduction to how
to claim Supplementary Benefit, an l.A. leaflet is more likely to
deal with Goods vehicle taxation, or VAT returns. Such technical
leaflets as the latter clearly have no need to explain explicitly to
the reader what is shared knowledge, the emphasis instead is on
making sure that the leaflet covers its subject thoroughly, it must
therefore be economical on uords.
P.A. texts on the contrary, dealing as they often do with
introductions to subjects which readers know very little about, use
more explicit postmodifiers, and this emerges when clausal
postmodifiers are examined. This is done in the next section
3.5.4 Clausal Postmodifiers 
P.A. texts make very frequent use of clausal postmodifiers,
particularly finite ones, with deletion of the relative pronoun.
Here are same examples:
100. the money mu have coming in
101. the leaflet mu want
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102.any skills yos have
103.things you need to have with
104.copies yak can look at
Note that several of these examples are paraphrases of what would
undoubtedly be much shorter sequences in an l.A. text. In one case,
that of example 100, the paraphrase is of a single word 'income',
presumably deemed too technical a term for the claimants of
supplementary benefit. Example 104. is directly paralleled by
example 94. above fram an text; 'copies for perusal'. This is
evidence not only for the translatability of clausal postmodifiers
in P.A. to phrasal in l.A. but of a general tendency of P.A. texts
to avoid departmental jargon. This seems to further support the
informal hypothesis expressed earlier that l.A. texts assume shared
knowledge on the pert of the reader (including knowledge of the
jargon used), whilst P.A. texts do not.
In addition to this, the inclusion of the second person pronoun,
placed in a position of prcminence by the frequent abs ence of any
preceding relative pronoun, and present in all the P.A. examples
above, seems to indicate a different status relation between reader
and writer than that which holds for l.A. texts. In addressing the
reader as '17011 ' the P.A. writer appears on an equal standing to his
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reader. The tone of the text seems subjectively to be friendly. This
type of relationship would not be appropriate to the transfer of
technical information which occurs in l.A. texts.
Non-finite clauses have not yet been discussed. This type of
postmodifier is to be found in both l.A. and P.A. texts though far
more frequently in the former than in the latter. It appears to be
essentially a feature of l.A. texts therefore. Here are same
examples:
105.any customs duty previously relieved 
106.every factory, workshop, or place occupied or used 	 him
107.those established for the trade or industry 
108.foreign ports incorporated in the scheme 
109. the gross train weight indicated in column 2 of the Ministry
plate 
The non-finite clauses found in GIL are almost exclusively of the
-ed participle type. In terms of explicitness, non-finite clauses
were held to be less explicit than finite clauses (see sect 3.4).
This is because the non-finite clause the -tense and person markers
which are present in the finite clause. The switch from a finite
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clause postmodifier to a non-finite one may therefore a switch to a
more impersonal type of postmodifier, e.g.:
110.the stipulations which the management recommends for inclusion
111.the stipulations recanded for inclusion
Ekample 111. appears to assume that writer and reader have enough
shared knowledge to make reference to the management (the agent)
redundant. The resulting NP seems subjectively more formal but it is
more economical on words than the finite clause of example 110. In
all but one of the examples of non-finite clause pcstmodifiers
(examples 105 to 109 above), no agent is mentioned.
Viewed alongside l.A. text's preference for the less explicit
prepositional phrase postmodifiers, this use of the non-finite
clause in postmodification in l.A. seems to further strengthen
arguments that texts are more technical in subject matter and
assume more shared reader/writer knowledge. The view also =Mots
with the popular belief that bureaucrats use impersonal and
non-explicit language merely to remain anonymous. The view taken
here is that in a leaflet modality, reference to the agent if
specified would only be in terms of a nouns like 'the department',
the government', 'the administration' and so on. These are nouns
which do little to dispel anonymity, and where they are understood
between reader and hearer are redundant.
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The situation differs in letter modalities where the official
writing may indeed have sale reason for being anonymous, the
convention for example that all decisions made in a department are
the ultimate responsibility of the departmental head.
3.5.4 Multiple Postmodification
Examples of all three types of multiple postmodification set out in
section 3.4 occur in GIL, e.g.:
single head/two postmodifiers 
111.a woman who is to be married in the U.K. and who will be going
abroad immediately after the wedding 
two heads/single postmodifier 
112.hours and conditions of labour
H1	 H2
postmodified pcstmodifier 
113.details of pay relating to your an full time employment
PM1	 PM2
Inspite of the popular belief that Administative language is often
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unclear, no instances of genuine ambiguity produced by multiple
postmodification were found in the data. What does have to be noted
however is that embedded multiple postmodification is quite heavily
used in l.A. texts, frequently involving more than 2 postmodifiers.
This in itself can result in rather long NPs. Added to this is the
tendency to be discussed later (Chapter 5 on the clause) of GIL to
make frequent use of long clause adverbials. When clauses are used
as postmodifiers this can result in NPs of the rather fearsome type
set out below. This example was quoted at the beginning of section
3.5. Here it is annotated.
a supplementary allowance of an amount which, when added to any un-
PREMOD	 BEAD	 PM1	 PM2	 ADVERBIAL OF PM2
employment benefit (including any earnings related supplement) to
PAREVIEETIC CLAUSE INSERTED Imo AD'/ OF PM2
which you may be entitled, will equal the amount shown for the first
PM3 (POSTMODIFIES benef it	 REMAINDER OF 1442	 PM4	 PM5
IN ADV OF PM2)
of the benefit pay weeks stated opposite
PM6	 PM7
In this example the main verb of the clause of which this large VP
forms a part has not yet been reached, and the reader must of course
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hold all this information in his mind before he procedls to take in
the remainder of the clause. There is nothing ambiguous about this
passage though. GIL clearly has need of such sequences where complex
pieces of legislation cover the information that has to be explained
to the public, and the style is therefore not surprisingly
reminiscent of legal language, where precision of statement rather
than elegance is required. Milst Comers (1962:Ch.3) has insisted
that this type of stylistic wing should not take place in
Administrative English, it clearly does, and is an example of the
type of constraints placed upon GIL by the subject matter with which
it may be called to deal. It leads to the hypothesis that there may
be no very clear cut line between the styles of legal and
Administrative English, but a grey areawhere the two merge.
3.5.5 Summary
In summary NP postmodification in GIL illustrates well the differing
constraints operating on l.A. and P.A. type texts. The personality
or impersonality of address involved is not interesting for its an
sake but because of the Province and concomitant Status constraints
which bring it about. These constraints are the same ones that bring
about the choice of predominantly (explicit) finite clause
postmodifiers in P.A. texts, but (less explicit) phrasal and
non-finite clause poetmodifiers in l.A. texts.
The Provinces of IA. and P.A. appear to differ, one concerned with
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the imparting of technical information, the other with general,
introductory information. Status relationships are related to these
Province differences; in I.A. the relationship is that between a
reader and writer who are strangers to one another, but share same
knowledge about their subject matter, in P.A. the writer tries to
assume a more personal relationship with the reader, though there is
little shared knowledge: The aim here may be to establish confidence
between reader and writer by assuming a friendly personally directed
style. This confidence presumably already exists in the case of
texts.
Finally, multiple postmodification, especially embedded
postmodification, highlights the constraints which a province
concerned with explaining legislation to the general public imposes.
In doing this multiple postmodification in GIL suggests links with
Legal English _in addition to those which were observed in GIL
premodification.
This section summarising NP postmcdification in GIL completes
Chapter 3 on the Noun Phrase. Chapter 4 which follows deals with the
Verb Phrase.
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PART 1 - CHAPTER 4 - THE VERB PHRASE
4.1 General 
The three aspects of the verb phrase which provide most potential
for stylistic variation are; tense, aspect, and mood. All three of
these areas will be covered in this chapter, a section being devoted
to each. The format of examining the structural patterns in English
generally, then looking at the use made of these by GIL, will be kept
to throughout. Voice will be dealt with as a part of Chapter 5, on
the clause, which follows.
4.2.1 Tense in English generally 
Tense and time are not one and the same thing, as Quirk and
Greenbaum (1973:p.40) open their discussion about tense by
observing:
'Tine is a universal, non-linguistic concept with three
divisions: past, present, and future; by tense we understand the
correspondence between the form of the verb and our concept our
time'
Tense in English may only take one of two forms; Fast or present, in
use these do not refer always to past and present time, as will be
seen. It is hardly necessary to exemplify the forms of the past and
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present tenses here, but to clarify matters, the present tense
will be used to refer to the following paradigm of forms:
I wish
you wish
he wishes
she wishes
we wish
they wish
The label 'past tense' will be used to refer to the following
paradigm:
I wished
you wished
he wished
she wished
we wished
they wished
Note that tense is a property of finite VPs and that non-finite VPS
cannot show tense. In addition, Palmer (1974:p.33) notes that
imperative verb phrases, e.g. Go! Sitl do not show tense
distinctions.
The present tense may refer to a variety of time situations.
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Cbmbined with perfect aspect, the present tense may refer to an
event in the past which still has relevance in the present, e.g.
114.I have lived in London since last June.
Even the simple present, i.e. the present without any aspectual
contrasts, may refer to past time, in a fictional text, e.g.
115.As I write, it is the year, 1914...
But it is to the simple present and to future time that the simple
simple present is most used to refer. However even within these time
relationships, the usage of the simple present may vary. It is to
these various usages that attention is now turned.
The simple present tense is most frequently used to refer to
habitual activity. This fact is attested by Palmer (1974:p.60). An
example of this use is:
116.I attend the badminton class every Tuesday
The simple present may also hcwever he used to describe timeless
truths acccording to Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.41), e.g.
117.The earth is round.
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and in situations where the act of speaking/writing is simultaneous
with a performed action, e.g.
118.I, Edward, solemnly declare...
This type of use is labelled 'performative by Quirk and Greenbaum
(1973:p.42). It tends to act as a stylistic marker of formal
ceremonial language, and legal documents, e.g.
119.I name this ship 'Queen Elizabeth 2'
120.I hereby declare that, I, Matthew Jackson....
A final use of the simple present tense to refer to simple present
time is that of commentary; this usage, is predictably found
frequently in sports commentaries, e.g.
123. and Borg makes a fine backhand return to Connors...
where the action on the tennis court and the commentator's
description of it are virtually simultaneous.
The shnple present may alternatively be used to refer to future
time, frequently in temporal and conditional subordinate clauses,
according to Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.49), e.g.
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124.get will happen when Stanislaysky claims diplomatic immunity?
125.I will/shall not withdraw my claim unless you withdraw yours.
Note that the use of WILL and SHALL in this type of example to refer
to future time. The interpretation of these auxiliaries poses a
problem, and is discussed by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.47). They
note that the use of these two auxilliaries provides 'the closest
approximation to a colourless, neutral future.' But also that it is
very difficult to separate the modal and future functions of these
auxilliaries. This point is supported by Palmer (1979:p.111). FOr
instance example 125 above, could be interpreted as indicating
either future reference or lack of willingness. The first
interpretation being one of reference to time and the second to
mood.
In main clauses, the simple present tense is observed by Quirk and
Greenbaum (1973:p.41) to express certain events in the future, e.g.
126.It:morrow is Wednesday
127.1984 ends next Friday
and to refer to timetabled events, e.g.
128. The match starts at two, the bus leaves at twelve and arrives
back at six.
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Finally there is a problematic use of the simple present tense that
does not fit into any of the categories so far described. This is
exemplified in the following;
121.Valmai lives in Gaerwen.
122.John Idris works at the Power Station.
where the use of the simple present seems to indicate a durational
state rather than a habitual activity, conveying a meaning very much
like the simple present progressive, described under Aspect below.
Palmer (1974:pp.70-74) claims that the reason for this is the
contrast between Stative and Dynamic verbs. He points out that verbs
like live and work refer to states, unlike dynamic verbs like kick,
hit, and strike which refer to activities. Stative verbs appear to
have duration as part of their meaning, and are therefore not used
with the simple present progressive unless very limited duration is
being emphasised, e.g.
123.Valmai is living in Gaerwen (until she can find somewhere else)
124.John Idris is working at the pcuer station (this week)
The simple past tense has only two main functions according to Quirk
and Greenbaum (1973:p.42), both of these being in relation to past
time. The first use is to describe an action activity which took
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place at a particular point in time, the second to describe an
activity taking place over a period of time in the past but now
finished.
An example of the first type of use nentionedwould be:
125.I staked my claim back in '49
and the second;
126.I played for Rovers between 1983 and 1985
Palmer (1974:pp47-48) adds to this an 'unreality' use, an example of
this being:
127.Be acted as if he were already in charge.
Quirk and Greenbaum refer to this type of usage under the heading of
'mood', classing it as an instance of the subjunctive in English.
Palmer (ibid) does not admit of English having a true subjunctive
mood.
This unreality use of one of the two past tense forms of the copula
can be contrasted with the use of the other form imas' to refer to
real conditions, for example:
123
128.Be was already in charge
Finally, it must be noted that in fiction, the simple past may refer
to future time, e.g.
129.In the year 2001, the starship Constellation left the planet
earth on its way to another Galaxy.
4.2.2 Aspect in English generally
So far in this chapter only simple VPs have been considered. These
are those which are only marked for simple present or past tense.
Complex VPs involve aspect and tense marking. Discussion of complex
VPs therefore involves a description of aspect in English, and the
way in which it may combine with tense.
Aspect in English may be perfective or progressive. Perfective
aspect is marked in a VP by the presence of both the verb HAVE and
the -ed participle. Progressive aspect is marked in a VP by the
presence of both the verb BE and the -ing participle. Aspect;
either perfective, progressive, or both of these, may be combined
with tense to produce the following canplex verb phrases:
present perfect
130.I have lost my pen
124
present progressive 
131.I am working down in London (at present)
past perfect 
132.I had been trying to unlock the door for 10 minutes, when I
realised that it was the wrong key.
past progressive
133.I was driving down the high street, when a policeman stopped
me.
present perfect progressive 
134.I have been digging the garden, but I think I will stop for a
break now
past perfect progressive 
135.I had been watching the house for same hours, (when I suddenly
saw something strange)
All the different combinations of tense and aspect set out above
have different meanings, and these are not discussed.
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The present perfect exemplified in example 130 above refers to a
time period which began before the present time but which ends in
the present. The time span can be very great, as in:
136.These rocks have existed since the world began
or very brief as in:
137.I have seen him just now
note that it is the adverbial which indicates the time scale and not
the VP. If no adverbial is present as in example 130 above, then the
time period referred may also relate to the future: The pen
described as lost in example 130, if found will be found in the
future. This point is made by Palmer (1974:p.36)
The present progressive is most often used for referring to present
activity according to Palmer (ibid). It describes activity in fact
which presumably started in the recent past and will continue for
some indeterminate period into the future. The present progressive
however may also be used, like the simple present, to refer to
future time. However it is not always easy to see how the two forms
differ if at all in meaning. Fbr example in:
138. The ship (leaves from I Nice tonight on the evening tide.
(is leaving 1
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Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.49) claim that in such an examples,
involving Dynamic Transitional verbs like; ARRIVE, LEAVE, and CCME,
there is in fact no difference in meaning between the present an the
present progressive. Palmer (1974:p.66) however claims that there is
a difference, and that this is a matter of intention versus
schedule. For example:
139a. I am leaving Nice tonight
expresses personal intent on the part of the speaker, whilst:
139b I leave Nice tonight
assumes the existence of same pre-arranged schedule.
The past perfect tends to refer to a time period beginning in the
past and ending at a later point in the past, labelled 'a point of
relevance' by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.45). In example 1321.
above, this was the point when the writer discovered that he had
been using the wrong key. The past perfect thus has the effect of
setting an event in the past in a time context.
The past progressive may also has the effect of setting a past event
in a context, but unlike the past progressive tends to refer to an
activity that was taking place in the past but which was interrupted
or curtailed when something else happened. This is the meaning
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conveyed by example 133. above. When compared directly with the
simple past tense, the past progressive is shown by Quirk and
Greenbaum (1973:p.45) to have the ability to express incomplete
action. To demonstrate this, compare:
140a.The ship was sinking
with;
140b.The ship sank.
Example 140a above allows that the ship was actually prevented from
sinking, i.e. the act of sinking is not complete. Example 140a does
not allow of this possibility.
The present and past perfect progressive forms predictably tend to
combine the notion of limited duration or incompleteness associated
with progressive aspect, with the notion of current relevance
associated with perfective aspect. In example 134. above, on page
125, the activity involved in digging the garden is incomplete, but
has been going on for same limited duration in the recent past. The
point of current relevance is the present time when the speaker
announces that he is interrupting his activity to have a break.
In example 135. above, again on page 125, using the past perfect
progressive, all the action takes place in the past. The speaker
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describes an activity of limited duration taking place in the past
(watching the house) which was interrupted at a more recent point in
the past. This more recent point is the point of relevance. In this
particular utterance the point at which the speaker saw something
strange going on.
4.2.3 Mood in English Generally 
This section is an examination of the role of the modal auxilliaries
in the English verb phrase. The modal auxil iaries are small set of
auxil iary verbs, used to express concepts like: possibility,
ability, permission, obligation, probability, etc. In specialist
texts within the literature, e.g. Palmer (1979:p.9) and HUddleston
(1976:p.333), there is a good deal of argument about the precise
linguistic definition of the term nodal', and the exact set of
verbs that make up this category. This thesis is concerned with
primarily stylistic matters, and avoids discussion of these points
by assuming the definition of Modal to include only those
auxil laries classified by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:pp.52-28) as
such.
The modals listed by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:ibid) are:
CAN/COULD
MAY/MIGHT
SHALL/SHOULD
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WILL/MULD
MUST
OUGHT TO
NEED
DARE
CAN
CAN may be used to express; ability, permission, and theoretical 
possibility. Here are examples:
ability 
141.I can type, but not very well.
permission 
142.You can go now.
theoretical possibility
143.The loan can be extended if necessary
Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.52) note that CAN expresses a relatively
informal sort of permission. Permission is expressed more formally
by MAY, (below).
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COULD is formally the past tense of CAN, and can be used to express
•
simply past ability. However it is not restricted to past time
reference and can take on a wider range of meanings like; future
permission, and both factual-and theoretical possibility. COULD also
allows the expression of 'contingent possibility' (Quirk and
Greenbaum 1973:p.53). This is the expression of a hypothetical
possibility, one whose truth has not yet been realised for same
reason. Here are examples of all the meanings mentioned above;
past ability
143. I simply could hot make it work, no matter how hard I tried.
future permission
144.Could I ask you to intervene in this matter?
theoretical possibility
145.It's getting late now, the shop could be shut, or then again it
might not be.
factual possibility 
146.We could go to the concert
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contingent possibility 
147.If we had a piece of bent wire we could pick the lock
MAY
MAY has a range of meanings which appear to closely parallel those
of CAN. Like CAN, May is able to express permission and possibility.
The possibility expressesd by MAY however is usually factual rather
rather than theoretical as in the case of CAN (Quirk and Greenbaum
1973:p53), for example:
factual possibility 
148.The train Ety be a few minutes behind time (because of a delay)
p.
The same utterance could bear the rather more unlikely
interpretation that the Railway company may deliberately run the
train later than usual in order to connect with another service.
The difference between the permission expressed by CAN and MAY
however is held by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.53) to be one of
stylistic choice constrained by formality. For example:
. , permission 
149. You may leave now
132
Compare example 149 with the less formal 'You can go'.
mIGHT
MIGHT is reported by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.54) as expressing
both theoretical and factual possibility, and occasionally,
permission. The theoretical possibility expressed by MIGHT seems
intuitively much more tentative than that expressed by CAN. Cbmpare
for example:
150.The loan might be extended (in exceptional circumstances).
with example 143 above:
151.The loan can be extended if necessary.
The factual possibility expressed by MIGHT is likewise far more
tentative than that expressed by MAY. Compare for example;
152.The train might. be a few minutes behind time.
with example 148. above in which MAY replaces MIGHT in the same
utterance. MAY in this utterance expresses a strong factual
possibility. The use of MIGHT in the same situation seems to
• indicate a more hesitant expression of factual possibility.
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The example given by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.54) of NIGHT
expressing permission is:
'Might I smoke in here?'
SHALL
The use of SHALL to refer to future time has already been discussed
(see sect 4.2.1 above). It also has a modal function, the main use
of which is, according to Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p64), to express
intention, and this only in the first person. The same authors (op
cit) also note a stylistically marked use of shall in legal and
'quasi-legal' texts. This is noteworthy as GIL texts have already
been shown to behave similarly in some ways to legal texts (see
previous chapter on the NP). Other restricted uses are; to express
willingness (When used in the second and third person), and
insistence. Examples of these uses are given below:
intention 
153.I shall be there at six-o-clock sharp
legal use
154.All parties shall agree to abide by the conditions of the
agreement.
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willingness 
155.They shallbe free to choose their own destiny
insistence 
156.You shall say you are sorry
SHOULD
Modal SHOULD displays a wide range of uses according to Quirk and
Greenbaum (1973:p.55). These uses include; obligation, logical 
necessity, putative, contingent uses as well as the expression of
'formal real conditions'. Examples of these uses now follow:
obligation 
156.You should listen to what your elders say
logical necessity 
157.A first class stamp should make sure that they receive it on
time
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putative use
158. It ammazes me that he should have been so bold
contingent use
159.I should be very pleased to meet him if he can manage to come
formal real conditions 
160.Should you require any further assistance, do not hesitate to
write.
WILL
Modal WILL is able to express very much the same range of meanings
as model SHALL, that is; willingness, intention and insistence. It
also has, in additiOn, the power to express predictions of various
types. The 'willingness' use of WILL is often used in polite
requests according to Quirk and Greenbaum (ibid). For example:
. 161. Will you have another slice of cake?
The use of WILL to express inten itixri parallels that of SHALL in
reference, but seems much less formal. Compare for example:
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162.I shall be there at seven.
with:
163.I will/ ]l be there at six.
The insistence use of WILL parallels the insistence use of SHALL,
and there appears to be very little difference between the two. for
example:
164.He shall/will do as I say.
In speech however, will would need emphatic stress in order to
convey insistence.
The predictive uses of WILL are also expressable by other means. In
specific predictions, WILL refers to logical necessity in the same
way as that expressed by SHOULD above. For example:
165.The parcel will have arrived by now
In 'timeless predictions' the use of WILL parallels that of the
simple present tense:
166.Water (will evaporate} when subjected to heating.
(evaporates
	 }
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WILL may also be used to express habitual predictions, for example:
167.They'll drive you round the bend if you don't watch then
WOULD
Formally the past tense of WILL, WOULD can be used to express
insistence like WILL, but in the past, for exaffple:
168.You would decide to do it your way, it's no wonder it ended in
disaster!
WOULD ffey also however refer to present time and has a use similar
to that of WILL to express willingness, e.g.
169.Would you open the window?
This is perhaps even more politer than the use of WILL in:
170.Will you open the window?
the choice between the two being perhaps determined by status
constraints.
Like WILL in example 168 above, WOULD may also be used to refer to
habitual activity, though the WOAD, referring as it does to past
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and not future tine like lanai, does not have the strength of a
prediction. For example:
171.He would go for a walk round the town every evening just as it
was getting dark
WOULD also has a contingent use like SHOULD above, and it is very
difficult to discern any difference of meaning between the two.
Compare WOULD and SHOULD in:
172.I should/Would love to go to he party if I could.
SHOULD in this context may be being replaced by WOULD and therefore
be stylistically related to time, intuitively SHOULD appears more
formal than WOULD.
Finally WOULD can be used to express probability, usually when
referring to a past event. For example, the utterance:
173.That would be the manager you are talking about.
might follow a conversation in which a speaker described a person he
did not know, and the listener responded with a guess as to the his
identity.
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Modal MUST is used to express both obligation, and logical necessity
(like SHOULD), for example:
obligation 
174.All residents must vacate their rooms by eleven a.m. on the day
of departure.
logical necessity 
175. There must be some rational explanation for his disappearance
Note that the obligation and logical necessity expressed by MUST can
also be expressed by HAVE TO. The latter form seems intuitively less
formal than MUST, though this is not mentioned by Quirk and
Greenbaum (ibid) Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.56) observe that HAD TO
replaces MUST when expressing obligation in the past, e.g.
176.We had to leave early because of the bad weather.
Palmer also notes (1979:p.65) that in the negation of obligation,
NEED NOT has to be used, as with modal MUST, 'not negates not the
modality but the event, for example, in:
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177.You must not tell Agatha.
the meaning conveyed is that there is an obligation on the listener
not to tell Agatha, whilst in:
178.You need not tell Agatha.
it is clear that there is no obligation on the listener to tell
Agatha.
In a similar way, MUST cannot be used to express the negation of
logical neccessity, CANNOT has to be used instead; MUST NOT
expresses an obligation not to do something, for example:
179. This cannot be the case.
180. This must not be the case.
OUGHT TO
OUGHT TO, like MUST, also expresses obligation and logical
necessity. Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.57) note however that these
modals are not in free variation, OUGHT TO, both OUGHT TO and SHOULD
expressing a 'less categorical logical neccessity and obligation
than MUST. This becomes clear when all forms are compared:
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obligation 
181.You ought L/should go to the dentist.
182.You must go to the dentist.
logical necessity
183.There ought 2/should be a way to solve this.
• 184. There must be a way to solve this.
DARE is not described as a modal here since it does not occur in GIL
texts.
This section on Mood ends the discussion of the Verb Phrase in
English generally. The section which follows will examine the use
made by GIL texts of the patterns so far described.
4.3 The Verb Phrase in GIL texts
4.3.1. Tense
GIL texts are characterised by a relative scarcity of full finite
VPs. This is no doubt partly due to the fact that many of the VT's in
In GIL texts are operating in non-finite postmodifying clauses, (see
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earlier chapter on the Noun Phrase), or as non finite dependent
clauses in sentence structure (see Chapter 6 on the Sentence). A
subjective analysis of the proportion of finite to non-finite
clauses in GIL texts, suggests that both are equally well
represented, giving about 50% of each type. Non-finite VPs do not
show tense, and as a result the potential stylistic significance of
tense in GIL texts is perhaps rather limited.
However it is quite clear that GIL texts are very conservative in
their use of bOth tense and aspect, making extensive use of the
simple present to the exclusion of most other forms. This tenden&y,
appears to be true for both	 and P.A. texts.
The main use of the simple Present in English generally is held by
Palmer (1974:p.60) to be to refer to habitual activity, as reported
on p.119. The simple present is used to fulfill this function in GIL
texts though it is clearly not its main function. GIL texts have
most need of reference to habitual activity when asking claimants
questions about their income, hours of work and so on:
185.Are these earnings what you normally receive?
186.How many hours a week do you normally,wcrk.
The habitual use of the simple present often appears in this form,
where the emphasis is on the claimant providing information on
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his/her habitual and therefore normal circumstances, this is
obviously because benefits are worked out on the base of normal
average weekly income. Another use is to describe invariant rules,
like:
187.Light goods vehicles pay a single standard rate of duty.
or alternatively to state a general rule with exceptions, for
example:
188.Light goods Farmer's vehicles also pay. a flat rate of duty, but
at a concessionary rate
Palmer explains (1974:p.60) that in principle what the simple
.present does is to merely report. He appears to argue that this use
however is not the most important in English generally, for the
simple non-linguistic reason that if the speaker can observe an
event or activity, so can the hearer. There is therefore no reason
to report it. This argument does not hold however for GIL texts
where the writer and reader are generally separated by space and
time fram one another, having in addition only a minimum of shared
knowledge, especially in P.A. texts. The simple reporting function
of the' simple present in GIL texts is very well used in GIL texts
and is, possibly, its main function. Leaflets abound with examples
like:
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189. This note explains the position regarding losses.
190.Part time means less than 30 hours a week.
191. This change nuts lorry taxation on a much fairer basis.
192.These notes do not of course tell you everything about income
tax.
The reporting function of the simple Present is important in G11,
precisely because its information giving texts need frequently to
point out things that the reader might not otherwise be able to make
out for himself; 189 above, explaining the meaning of a note for
example, or 190. making quite clear what the department means by
'part time work'. 'Part time' is a term with a rather vague
definition in English generally, and would be open to a variety of
interpretations.
Example 191. departs fram the pattern formed by the remaining
examples, in that it does not report fact, but the departments own
(favourable) interpretation of the legislation which it is
explaining. This was not observed to be a widespread function of the
simple Present in AdE, but shows linguistic evidence of the
governments need to make sure that new legislation is favourably
accepted by the public.
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Because many of the verbs commonly used in Gil, e.g. BE, HAVE, LIVE,
APPLY, OWN, DEPEND, are concerned with constants regarding peoples
lives, about which the administrator often wants to know, these tend
to be stative. The simple present in GIL often therefore expresses
duration rather than habitual activity. For example;
193. Is your permananent home in the U.K.?
•
194.Are you a lone parent?
195.Do you have a FIS book already?
196.Write down all the children who live with you
197.Does either of you live at a different address
198.Where no fixed reduction applies, state nature and amounts
199.You cannot claim these expenses if you own your own home.
200.The duty payable depends on the gross train weight.
It was noted when describing the uses of the present tense in
English generally (p. 121), that the simple present in temporal and
conditional subordinate clauses, frequently refers to future time.
This type of future reference is well used in GIL, though the use of
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the simple present to express an unconditional future is not. The
reason for this appears to be the need for the administrator to
foresee possible future problems and cater for these eventualities by
what he writes in his text; for example:
201.If y22. need help or further information please ask me
202.Unless the vehicle qualifies to be admitted duty free, it will
normally be liable to duty as shown in part III.
203.Release fram these conditions will only be allowed if the
customs charges are first payed
• 204. If the person is not present at the time of the importation, a
written declaration is required of him
205. Have a look at all the self-service vacancy boards, if you're 
not sure which types of work might suit you,. or if you decide
to do something different. 
In these conditional clause examples, the future time reference
appears to vague and imprecise. It might be expressed by saying, If
at any time in the forseeable future...'. In the temporal clauses
that follow reference is to some process or procedure which is
contingent ' on some future event. Again the precise time in the
future is not specified, because it depends on the future action of
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the reader (referred to as 'the ataler # and "the importer' in "the
I.A. leaf lets ) .
206.Grant of the relief will be considered when the owner arrives
207.ithen all customs duty and/or taxes due are paid, the importer
will be given a custans form
208. The applicant should fill in and sign the two enclosed forms
and should attach them to the carpleted application form when
they send or take it to the passport office for their area.
Since so much of the future for the administrator will only be
decided by what action individual members of the public take, it is
not at all surprising that the simple present to refer to an
unconditional future is little used in GIL texts: Earlier, on p.
121, the use of the simple present in main clauses vas observed to
be confined to events which the speaker could be certain would take
place.
The perfonretive use of the simple present has a small but important
part to play in GIL texts. This is indirectly the result of the fact
that many GIL leaflets, besides consisting of explanatory text,
often include an application form as well (if the benefit or service
described is one that can be applied for). This happens post often
in leaflets of the Department of Health and Social Security, and the
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Department of Employment, who are responsible for administering most
state monetary benefits in the U.K.
Personal communication with the National Association of Citizen's
Advice Bureaux revealed that such forms, when completed and sent to
the appropriate department, have by law to be processed. This is a
legal obligation which is matched by a claimant legal right to seek
redress if his claim does not receive attention. Accnsequence of
this is that the properly campleted form constitutes a claim for
benefit in law, and is in consequence a legal document. It is usual
therefore for the form to end with a space for the claimant's
signature and a sttement of which the following are examples:
209.I/Wb declare that I/We have read the instructions an the form..
210.I/W claim Family Income Supplement.
. 211. I certify that this is a true likeness of
The performative use of the simple present is therefore a simple
pro-form, an unsigned declaration which becomes active the moment
the claimant signs the form. These performative statements are often
accompanied by warnings, for example:
212. WARNING: Tb give false informatiolantay result in prosecution.
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The performative use of the present again demonstrates bow close the
administrator's task is to that of legal practitioner's. Mach of the
administrator's work is covered by a complex of legislation to which
he must adhere. This in turn places constraints on administrative
texts, so that inevitably at times, as with performative
declarations, and warnings, they assume quite a formal style. This
no doubt accounts for some of the criticism levelled at leaflet
writers for the way in which they 'intimidate' the public, e.g.
Vernon (1980:p.35):
"...people under what is likely to be the most telling
eMotional strain of ther lives de4ve more consideration than
the WARNING in the declaration at the bottcm of the form.'
The simple past tense is rather rare' in GIL texts. The administrator
is generally unconcerned about past events but rather with present
circumstances of claimants etc. The main exceptions to this rule are
tax and pension matters, where age and past incares are obviously of
some • importance. The use of the past tends to occur in
interrogatives, for example:
214.If you were born before 6th April 1924, please enter date(s) of
birth
215.If you started this job less than 5 weeks ago, give the
starting date
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The simple past is also used in GlL to set out information which is
conditional on something having happened in the past. This is
another way of dealing with the type of situation already referred
to in future conditional clauses, where the event is seen as
potential but not yet having occurred, for example:
216.A vehicle is admissable free of customs duty provided that:
(a) it was previously exported from the EEC (and)
(p) it was not exported under 	
The unreality use (see p.123) of the past tense is occasionally
used in GIL texts to cope with rather unreal or hypothetical
situations which do net in fact hold at the Present time. For
instance the situation of two single people wanting a joint passport
for a honeymoon abroad after they are married, with consequent name
changes. The Passport Office copes with this in the following way:
217.The applicant should complete this in full as if they were
already married.
Having discussed the simple present and past tenses, the next
section will deal with progressive and perfective aspect in GE.
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• The simple past is also used in GIL to set out information which is
conditional on something having happened in the past. This is
another way of dealing with the type of situation already referred
to in future conditional clauses, where the event is seen as
potential but not yet having occurred, for example:
216. A vehicle is admissable free of customs duty provided that:
(a)it was previously exported fram the EEC (and)
(b)it was not exported under 	
The unreality use (see p.123) of the past tense is occasionally
used in GIL texts to cope with rather unreal or hypothetical
situations which don't in fact hold at the present time. For
instance the situation of two single people wanting a joint passport
for a honeymoon abroad after they are married, with consequent name
changes. The Passport Office copes with this in the following way:
217. The applicant should complete this in full as if they were
already married.
Having discussed the simple . present and past tenses, the next
section will deal with progressive and perfective aspect in GIL.
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4.3.2 Aspect in GIL
When discussing tense in GIL, it was observed that very little use
was made of the simple past tense. This is partly because
administrators deal mainly , with current events and their possible
future consequences, but also because when occasionally past time
is referred to, the present perfect is used. The present perfect
which expresses a past that is currently relevant is better suited
to the constraints of the administrative province, than the past
expressed by the simple past tense which merely reports a past
event. Past events are hardly ever referred to by the administrator
unless they are currently relevant, for example to a claim in
progress. Examples of the present perfect in GIL are:
218. If NO, and you haven't claimed FIS before, please enclose...
219.The notes are there to help you, but they have been kept short.
220.Haw have taxation classes changed?
221.Qualifications: %hat exams have you passed?
Progressive aspect is very poorly represented in the data, it is
only rarely that GIL needs to express duration through use of the
progressive, either past or present. It has already been observed
when discussing the simple present in GIL that the stative nature of
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many verbs used ensures that duration can be expressed without using
the progressive. The present progressive is however sanetimes used
to express limited duration, for example:
222. If you are experiencing employment problems....
'223. Put YES if you are bringing children up on your own.
224.Put NO if you are living with sameone as husband and wife.
225. If the person on whose, behalf a vehicle is being temporarily
imported 	
227. Could you take a stop-gap job while you are looking around
Note that it has to be admitted that 'limited duration' in some of
these examples is a matter of opinion: For example whilst an
administrator • might class 'living together as a temporary
relationship, a couple to wham this applies might consider
themselves to have a permanent relationship.
In conclusion' GIL makes very little use of aspectual contrasts.
Subjectively, the vast majority of finite VPs in GIL appear to
involve the Simple Present, with its many uses. GIL does however
make very interesting use of the system of English Modals. Mood in
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GIL is discussed in the section that follows.
3.3.3 Mood in GIL
The main use of modal CAN in GIL is in P.A. texts. Ca pase 130.
three possible uses of ON vere noted: ability, perrissicn  aril
possibility. Simple expressions of ability are very rare in In, but
both possibility and permission uses are found very fret:Featly. It
is however rather difficult in Gil, to decide to which of these two a
particular use of CAN belongs. Consider the following examples:
228.You can ask to see one of our employment advisers.
229.You can get further information and leaflets from cur offices.
230.Alternatively an application can be made with the assistance of
the personal application branch.
Valilst example 229. seems to indicate simple possibility, both
examples 228. and 230. seem to confer a right on the reader to use a
particular departmental service, as %sell as expressing the
possibility of obtaining departmental help. This seers to indicate
that the permission and ability uses of OS are not distirrt as has
to be tacitly inferred fran Quirk and Greenbaum (cp c:Lt), but ray
both be present at the se tixre. Palmer (1979:p.61) sca.crts this
•
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idea, noting:
...to say what is possible is often to say that the speaker
will not object, i.e. that he gives permission'.
and even goes on to suggest (ibid:p.149) that there is a four level
gradation in the Province of Rules and Regulations (to which GIL
might' be held to belong) between granting permission and saying what
is possible. Palmer 's gradation of permission and possibility in
Rules and Regulations is set out below:
1/ Giving permission
2/ Reporting rules and agreeing with them
3/ Reporting rules
4/ Saying what is possible
It seems misleading to the present author to describe the the
relationship between possibility and permission in Rules and
Regulations in terms of discrete levels. There is insufficient
evidence to allow this. The gradation is perhaps better seen as a
cline. Subjectively, it seems that the meaning expressed by CAN in
P.A. GIL texts seems nearer the bottom& this cline (i.e. the
possibility end) than the top. There will be need to refer again to
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this cline when discussing Nodal my.
COL1LD
Of the 5 possible uses of Nodal COULD listed earlier on page 131, it
is the theoretical possibility, and contingent possibility uses
which are most used in GIL. For example:
theoretical possibility
231. You could get another 13.65 a week on top of your Child
Benefit.
232.You could still be entitled to benefits warthaes.
233. 'Yes answers to 3 questions mean you could get FIS.
contingent possibility 
234.Ask yourself what you could do if you had the chance to try.
235.But local jobs are not always easy to find. Are there jobs
further away you could take
236. dbuld you take a stop gap job?
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Subjectively, COULD seems far more frequent a modal in GIL P.A. than
in l.A. This maybe a function of the type of use to which this
modal is put in GIL. The theoretical possibility use of CCULD tends
to emphasise what night be in stare for the potential claimant of a
service or benefit. For example the possibility of being entitled to
Ins' in example 232 above. This usage of COULD parallels the
frequent use COULD to express theoretical possibility in some forms
of advertising, for example:
237.Shopping at XYZ superstores could save youlas .
and the following example from Crystal and Davy (1969:p.223):
238. 'Could it be your after-dinner coffee that keeps you awake at
night
whilst this usage of COULD is appropriate in an introductory text of
the types usually found in P.A. GIL, it would be inappropriate in
where it has already been observed (in discussing the NP) that
the reader is already expected to have at least some familiarity
with the subject matter, and possibly already has a good reason for
seeking more information. The reader of an text therefore,
presumably does not need any further incentive to take further
action after reading the text, whilst the P.A. text reader slight be
'expected to need the encouragement provided by the use of CCULD.
The contingent possibility use of COULD appears to function in GIL
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make friendly suggestions to the reader about possibilities which
may be available to him if Only he thought in a different way.
Example 235 on page 156 above for example endeavours to encourage
the reader to look further afield for jobs. The friendly tone of the
suggestion made with COULD in P.A. GIL would appear to be a function
of Status constraints. P.A. texts have already been observed to he
less formal than their I.A. counterparts. OJJLD would not appear to
be as stylistically appropriate in I.A. precisely because the
texts are more formal in terms of status
MAY
It was noted above on page 132 that for English generally, PAY
parallels CAN in allowing expression of permission and possibility,
though the possibility expressed by MAY tends to be factual rather
than theoretical as in the case of CAN. This was observed to be a
trend rather than an absolute rule. In expressing remission, MAY
was observed to be more formal than CAN.
As might be expected frcm the discussion of CAN above, MY in GM
does not tend to distinguish clearly between the expression of
possibility and permission. However unlike CAN which was observed to
express a meaning closer to possibility, on the clime between what
is possible and what is permitted, MAY in GM seems to express a
meaning closer to permission than possibility, for example:
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239: Tax on the benefit obtained from the exercise of a share
option, may in certain circumstances be paid in instalments.
240. You may claim for any necessary travelling expenses which you
had to pay in carrying out your v.ork
241. An employer_Lain make a contract with agricultural workers
engaged in husbandry to provide food, drink (not intoxicating),
cottage cc...
242.The court may remit or postpone the payment of the fee or part
of the fee where in the opinion of the court hardship might
otherwise be caused to the patient.
MAY appears to have a meaning closer to that of permission, because
every one of the examples above seems to refer to either
departmental rules and regulations, legislation, or at least
departmental policy. However, note that all these examples are
ambiguous. .The reader cannot possibly work out for himself, without
consulting the .
 department concerned, whether the texts above
indicate permission or simple possibility.
GIL does have instances where MAY quite clearly expresses
possibility rather than permi ssion, such examples are however fairly
rare, here are some examples:
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243.Same wife's earned incare allowance maybe due.
244.It my be to your advantage not to claim the varried man. ns
allowance.
There is likewise at least one instance in GIL where MAY clearly
expresses permission. This is when MAY occurs in a VP together with
the verb CLAIM. Evidence for this is that when GIL writers wish to
express possibility with CLAIM the VP must also contain BE ABLE TO.
The permission expressed by MAY with CLAIM refers in all probability
to legislation covering the benefits or services to be claimed.
Examples of MAY with CLAIM are given below:
Permission use:
245.You may:claim for
EITHER a relative...
OR
246.Younaccly claim for the contribution which provides death
benefit.
247. You mai claim if your wife is a registered blind person.
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Possibility use:
248.If you made a loss in lettings, you may be able to claim tax
relief
249.You may be able to claim relief for tax paid overseas
• 250. If you or your wife were born before 6th April 1919, you may
able to claim
In view of the observation made earlier on page 156 that MAY is more
formal than CAN when expressing permission, it is not surprising
that the more formal (in Status) texts in GIL make far more use
of MAY than they do of CAN. Subjectively, the reverse seems to be
true for P.A.'texts. The notion of MAY expressing permission being
more formal than CAN used for the same purpose is well supported by
Palmer (1979:p.60). Palmer observes:
It seems fairly clear that MAY is far more formal than CAN; in
the MAY example above (not quoted here), the situation is that
of a trial. This is supported by Ehrmann (1966:p.12) who noted
that most of the occurrences of CAN for permission were in
MAY and CAN are not however mutually exclusive in IA. and P.A. GIL,
It is however clear that a GIL text containing frequent instances of
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MAY is likely to be impersonal in address, and one containing
frequent instances of CAN, personal in address.
MI.GHT
Mbdal MIGHT in GIL is used mainly to make tentative statements about
what is possible. for example:
251.If you had a well paid job before, you might well be expecting
too much pay.
252.You might be suitable for a TOPS training course
Like Modal COULD, MIGHT in GIL involves the expression of a friendly
suggestion to the reader again about tentative possibilities. Like
COULD, MIGHT tends to be confined to P.A. texts, and like COULD its
usage in GIL would appear to be constrained by the need for less
formality in P.A, texts. 	 •
SHALL
GIL texts, occasionally, make formulaic use of modal SHALL to express
willingness, for example in:
If you need more help or information I shall be glad to give it
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However modal WILL is more frequently used for this task, perhaps
because SHALL in this context has a formal and perhaps cad-fashioned
stylistic meaning in addition to itS referential concept of
willingness. Otherwise SHALL is ccmpletely absent frau GIL texts,
iA spite of the legal and quasi-legal uses reported by Quirk and
Greenbaum (1973:p.54), and Palmer (1979:p.63). This abs ence of a
modal widely used in legal English seems odd in GIL when it is
considered how close legal and administrative provinces have so far
proved in this thesis. SHALL does have other uses besides that of
saying what the citizen ' should and should not do, in legal
documents. These uses are reported fully on page 134, but can be
summarised here as: intention, willingness, and insistence. None of
these uses however occur in GIL.
One possible explanation for the absence of SHALL in GIL is that it
has a connotational meaning of authoritarian discipline through its
well known legal use, in addition to any referential meaning. GlL
has been, and still is the subject of much public criticism, not
least ' from the government where administrative language was
described in a recent White Paper (Chind 8504) as: 'lengthy,
legalistic, and intimidating'. It is perhaps not surprising then
that GIL writers may wish to avoid some words with legal
connotations.
A second, perhaps simpler, explanation is that GIL text is not
composed of rules and regulations, but a report on rules and
regulations. It is not the duty of Government Departments to
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make clear what a citizen shall or shall not do, but to point out
what the law says, this function of the adhdnistrative process is
possibly better conveyed by the use of Modal MUST which expresses
duty rather than a strict obligation, or modal SHOULD which makes a
more tentative expression of obligation. This interpretation is to
save extent supported by the mare frequent use of MUST and SHOULD in
GIL texts (see later).
SHOULD
SHOULD is frequently used in both l.A. and P.A. texts in GIL.
SHOULD, like SHALL, may express obligation, and it is this
particular use which is prominent in GIL texts. Palmer (1979:p.69)
claims that whilst the writer using SHOULD is imposing an obligation
on the reader, its use allows for the fact that the obligation may
not be fulfilled. This would be appropriate when the writer was not
himself able to enforce an obligation. Government Departments are
not law enforcement agencies, but one of their prime aims is to
inform the public of their duties. This appears to be one of the
main function of GIL texts. Apcssible explanation of SHOULD's
widespread use thoughout GIL might be that SHOULD fulfills this
function by allowing the reporting by a government department of
what legislation involves, and enabling it to recommend to the
public what they should do.
Here are some examples of SHOULD in use in GIL:
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253.You should include all the interest
254.If your pension is received 4 weekly or quarterly, the amount
entered should be based on the weekly rate of pension.
255.The following are NOT taxable and should not be included on
your return:
Alternative explanations of the use of SHOULD in GIL might be that
either, in cammOn with COULD and NIGHT it is a tentative and
therefore a more friendly form than SHALL, (though this would not
explain SHOUL) 'S common use in the more formal 1.A4 texts), or that
SHOULD is actually being used where no legal obligation exists but
the department concerned still discerns the need to place obligation
on the public. It is possible that all these factors in same way
constrain the use of SHOULD in GIL.
WILL
In spite of the range of meanings ascribed to WILL on page 136
above: willingness, intention, and insistence, this modal appears to
be reserved largely for reference to future events in GIL, though
the willingness use is sometimes encountered, for example in
formulaic statements like:
256. I will provide details on request
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found in many texts.
Future reference may involve a neutral future, as for example in:
257.Please enclose birth certificates or some other proof of the
child's age. These will be sent back to you.
258.You should include all the interest. I will allow any exemption
due.
WILL however is more frequently used in GIL to express a future that
is conditional on some event, usually action taken by the reader,
for example:
259.If you have just started work, you can still claim now and we
will ask yor employer for details.
260.If a relative feels that it would be in the patients '8
' interests, no objections will be raised by the court.
261.If you get married after the first tax month you will only get
part of the allowance.
WOULD
WOULD is a rarely occurring modal in GIL texts. Of the range of uses
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outlined on page 138 (above), only that expressing tentative
willingness is used in the data. The farm is confined largely to
interrogatives in P.A. texts, for example:
262. Would you be prepared to move soMewhere else, even to a
different part of the country?
The use of the tentative modal %rum only in P.A. texts appears to
mathch the similar , use of COULD (see earlier in this section). The
use of WOULD in the example above appears to express a friendly
suggestion. The choice of WOULD in P.A. texts appears therefore to
match the informal Status already observed in P.A. texts.
MUST
MUST is widely used in both types of GIL text. MUST in GIL expresses
obligation on the reader, but it is not always clear who exactly is
imposing this obligation, the law itself, or the department
concerned. This problem can be clarified by moving beyond Quirk and
Greenbaum's (1973:p.56) observation that MUST simply expresses
obligation. Palmer (1979:p.61 & 91), observes that the obligation
imposed by MUST may be either neutral, expressing dynamic necessity,
or oriented towards the subject, who takes responsibility for
imposing the obligation (deontic necessity). In GIL there are
sometimes cases where it is clear that the obligation is being
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reported and therefore expresses dynamic necessity, for example:
263.In the 1896 Act there are certain additional provisions about
deductions or payments for the subjects mentioned in paragraph
16. These are:
(2) Bad work or damage to the employers 1E912E
Any deduction or payment must be reasonable and must not exceed
. the actual cost to the employer caused by the worker.
In this example it is quite clear that the department is merely
reporting an obligation to the reader. This is a well established
function of some types of GIL text where the original legal text on
which the leaflet is based is obviously not intended to be read by
the average member of the public, it frequently occurs in
publictions by the Department of Etployment which try to set out in
simple terms how the law affects people at work.
The general tendency in GIL however is for uses of modal MUST to be
ambiguous on the point of who takes responsibility for imposing the
obligation, for example:
264.If you are a married man and your wife is living with you, you
must show all her income.
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This example could easily be read in two ways as follows:
(1) The departtnent requires that you show all your
wife's income.
(2)The law obliges you to show all your wife's income (you may
be prosecuted if you don't).
Similar dual interpretations can be made of:
265.The relative must be maintained by you.
266.To take advantage of this provision an election must be made.
There is no obvious way of solving these ambiguities for the reader,
though for the stylistician, this use of MUST in GIL along with the
permission uses of CAN and MAY, provide interesting information on
the situational constraints that govern GIL style. These constraints
arise because of the unclear status of government departments, which
while instruments of government authority are not that authority
themselves.
Modal OUGHT TO is notably absent from GIL. It was noted on page 141,
earlier that both SHOULD and OUGHT TO may express hesitant
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obligation. However only SHOULD is used in GlL texts. EXisting
stylistic information about the distributions of these two modals is
scant, but subjectively it seems possible that OUGHT TO might be
more common in conversational than in formal written English. It is
not possible for this thesis to investigate such a general
hypothesis, but nevertheless this could provide a starting point for
further research.
The discussion of OUGHT TO ccmpletes this section on MOOD in GIL, it
simply remains to summarise the points made in this chapter before
concluding and moving on to discuss GIL clause structure in Chapter
5.
4.4 Summary 
In summary of the VP in GIL, GIL makes a very narrow selection from
the tense and aspect system of English, using mainly the simple
present tense throughout. This seemingly simple situation is more
complex on further examination as GIL makes very full use of most of
the different uses of the simple present. Unlike English generally,
the main function of the simple present in GIL is not to refer to
habitual activity, but to report, the simple present is also widely
used in temporal and conditional clauses to express a conditional
future usually dependent on action to be taken by the reader. The
performative function of the simple present has a small but
important role to play in declaration sections in GIL texts, and
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suggests a possible further parallel with legal English.
The simple past is not frequently used in GIL, its use being
confined to pension and tax leaflets, where age and the previous
year's financial status have importance. The use of the past tense
to express conditionality, dependent on past events, parallels the
conditional future use of the simple present.
•
The use of present perfect is observed to be the most frequent
method of referring to past events in GIL, this is appears to be
related to the present perfect 's ability to express a past with
current relevance. This tense/aspect combination is seen to suit the
constraints of the administrative situation in which the only reason
to refer to the past appears to be if it is relevant to a current
problem or claim.
GIL poses distinct problems for the neat description of mood. It is
seldom possible with modal CAN, MAY or MUST to say that the meaning
expressed in GlL corresponds exactly to traditionally defined
categories like 'permission' and 'obligation'. GIL texts are
frequently ambiguous to the extent that it is often difficult to
pinpoint who is taking responsibility for granting permission or
imposing obligation, the department concerned or the law. This
failure to be able to classify modal uses accurately in GIL provides
an insight into the status constraints which operate in the
administrative situation: whilst government departments serve
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authority, they are not that authority itself.
Finally, the tentative modal forms CCULD, WOULD, and NIGHT, are
observed to be unevenly distributed in GIL, occurring more
frequently in the (less formal) Personal Address texts. These modals
are perceived subjectively to be more friendly and less formal than
the corresponding forms; CAN, WILL, and NIGHT. Their more frequent
use in P.A. GIL than in l.A. is held to be due to status
constraints. P.A. texts are introductory texts written with the
intention of encouraging readers to claim benefits or find out more
about a particular service, this purpose requires a relatively
informal style.
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PAW 1 - CHAPTER 5 - THE CLAUSE
5.1 General 
This chapter provides a description of the Clause in English
generally and in GIL, however Clause structure will only be
described here in the areas not covered by other chapters. Fbr
example, little attention will be given to what NPs typically
function, as subject or object in English generally and in G1L; this
subject has already been well discussed in Chapter 3 on the Noun
Phrase. Also, being restricted to clause structure, this chapter
will not describe different clause types (main and subordinate) and
the way in which they may join to form sentences. This will be
dealt with in Chapter 6 which follows.
There is one element 'of sentence structure which does come within
this chapter however, and that is the simple sentence, since a
clause may 'function on its own as a simple sentence. In fact some
authors, including the ones on whose work the desction of the
clause in this chapter is based (Quirk and aeenbaum:1973), title
their chapters on clause structure; 'The Simple Sentence'. Fbr the
purposes of description the structure of the clause and of the
simple sentence are identical and can be described under the
headings of: Subject, Verb, Object, Cbmolement, Adverbial, and
vocative, In the sections which follows, these will be referred to
in abbreviated form as follows: S, V1 0, C!, At vac, for example:
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268.In the ueantime John had phoned Bethan
	 } I	 )
A	 S	 V	 0
269.Cedric is an absolute idiot
}{	 	 }
S	 V
2644 . You can't do that, Harold!
{_} {	 {_} I	 }
.S	 V	 0	 voc
Each of these categories of clause structure will be the subject of
separate discussion in the description that follows. In addition to
this, this chapter examines what Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:p.168)
refer to as 'relations of grammatical paraphrase', in a discussion
of Voice (passive and active) in English generally and in GIL.
5.2 The Clause in English 
5.2.1 Sub'ect
The subject of a clause is an obligatory part of any clause (see
opirk and Greenbaum 1973:p.167) and is usually an NP in English. In
declarative clauses the subject occupies initial position in the
clause. The verb of the clause must agree in person and number with
the subject. The NP occupying subject position nay range in length
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fram a single word, for example, 'apronoun, to a heavily modified
NP, for example an NP with several premcdifiers and postmodifiers.
Examples of possible subject NPs night Le:
pronoun .
270.He wont succed
noun
271.Reginald can't possibly cane.
premodi.fied NP
272.The autamatic on-line data processing unit has stopped working
postmadified NP
273.Facilities for disabled people are available.
. Pre- and post-modified NP
274.The new unemployment and debt advice centre manned
volunteers and funded the local council is nc open.
occasionally, elements of structure other than the NP may occur
Subject, for example:
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Verb
275.Skidding is to be avoided at all times.
Prepositional Group
276.In the Pyrenees will suit me fine for this summer's holiday
Clause 
277.Smoking of cigarettes is prohibited within this area.
5.2.2 Verb
The verb position in clause structure must be obligatorily filled,
and may only be occupied by a verb phrase. The verb must agree in
person and number with the subject of the clause. The verb phrase
itself has already been discussed in the previous chapter (chapter
4), and will not be further discussed here.
5.2.3 Ob'ect
The object is not an obligatory part of clause structure except
where the verb position of the clause is occupied by a transitive
verb, e.g. BIT, (where an object is required to complete the meaning
of the verb). Object position in the clause, as with the subject, is
generally occupied by by an NP, but nay be filled by the same
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structural items as also occasionally operate at subject position.
See above for these structural elements.
A clause may have more than one object, generally referred to by the
labels 'direct  (D.0.) and 'indirect' (1.00. An example of a clause
containing both a direct and an indirect object might be:
278.Hywel gave Harri the news last Saturday
S	 V	 1.0.	 D.O.	 A
Note that in the passive paraphrase of an active sentence the object
becomes subject, for example:
279.Earni was given thinewstiby Hywel last Saturday
V	 0
5.2.4 Complement 
Complements may be either a noun phrase, adjective, or clause. They
must be co-referential with either subject (subject complement:
S.C.), or object (object carplerrent). Here are examples of both
types:
subject complement 
280.Branwen is an idiot
S	 V	 S.C.
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object ccrrplerrent 
281.They considered Stanislavsky a fraud.
Nate that a complement cannot became the subject of the passive'
paraphrase of an active clause.
5.2.5 Adverbial 
The adverbial component of a clause is generally optional, though
with some verbs there may be an obligatory adverbial, for example
with SEEM:
282.Cuthbert seems in high spirits
V	 A
The adverbial may take the form of a prepositional group as in the
example above. It may alternatively be realised by an adverb or an
adverbial phrase, and occasionally-a noun phrase For example:
adverb
283.He normally never forgets
S	 A	 A	 V
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adverb phrase 
284.I will have to consider your offer 2212:carefully 
A
noun phrase 
285.I have been writing this chapter all week
A
Note that, as exmplified by example 283. a clause may contain more
than one adverbial.
Perhaps one of the most stylistically interesting aspects of
adverbials, as well as their inclusion or non-inclusion, is their
mobility within the clause. Adverbials may occupy initial, nedial or
final positions in the clause, for example:
. initial 
286.Studiously, he turned from one page to another.
medial
287. He was impatiently stamping his foot.
177A
(interrupting the V.G.)
final
288.I shall reply to your letter without delay.
5.2.6. Vocative
The vocative is an optional clause element which addresses the
intended recipient of the information in the clause, fat examples:
289.Don't forget you gloves, Mary!
5.2.7 Linking and Apposition 
In the examples discussed BO far, each clause element has generally
been realised only by a single word or phrase. This need not
necessarily be so, many elements of clause structure can lio& realised
by more than one phrase. These phrases may be linked to each other
or in apposition. More detail is now given on these relationships.
Here is an example of linking at subject position:
290.Our language, our culture, and our heritage gust not be allowed
to disappear.
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The example above contains 3 Elos at subject position, linked
together by commas and ill/W. Here is an example of apposition at
subject position.
291.Jesse James, a latter day Robin Hood was famous for his wild
exploits.
In this example the two elements of the subject are co-referential,
the second noun phrase in the subject provides additional
information about the first, either phrase could be deleted and
still leave a whole clause. Apposed subjects may also appear in
brackets:
292.Form 16B6pplication for a Zebra licence) is obtainable at most
of our offices.
5.2.8 Passive and Active clauses. 
The grammatical paraphrase relationship between active and passive
clauses has its basis in the following relationship: A clause
containing a noun phrase as object; for example:
293.Esmerelda slowly ate the obscenely huge banana split
A V	 0
may become a passive clause in idItch the object NP I:acmes subject,
for example:
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294.The obscenely huge banana split was slowly eaten by Esmerelda.
V A V
The subject VP of the active clause may either appear in a phrase
with 'boy as above in 294, or alternatively be omitted completely,
still leaving a ccmplete clause, for example:
295.The obscenely-huge banana split was eaten.
where the only marker of the passive is the passive verb phrase
consisting of the past tense of the copula + the passive auxi liary
(the -ed infinitive form).
In complex VPs the passive auxilliary (PA) always occupies final
position after modal (14), perfective (PF) and progressive (PR)
auxilliaries, for example:
296.Simon will have been being interviewed by now.
PF PR	 PA
Note that the semantic category of the agent of the action denoted
by the verb remains co-referential with the subject NP of the active
clause. Those passive clauses which retain the subject of the
corresponding active clause in a 'by' phrase therefore retaining the
agent. Those passive clauses which omit the 'by' phrase also omit
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the agent. The latter type of passive will be referred to from now
on as "agentless'.
Palmer (1974:pp.86-87) discusses the ineaning' of the passive. By
this Palmer seems . to be referring to a set of possible motivations
on the part of the writer to choose a passive rather than an active
•	 •clause. These mctivations are said to vary according to whether the
passive is agentless or not.
The motivations put forward by Palmer for using the agentless .
passive centre around the assumption that the writer does not want
to refer to the agent, either because it is:
1) unknown, or
2) irrelevant, or
3) undesirable
Use of the passive accompanied by an agent can be motivated,
according to Palmer (ibid) by the desire to give the object NP of
the active clause more prominence by making it the subject of a
passive clause, and/or to give the subject NP less prominence. This
might be due to one of three reasons:
1) Because the writer considers the object NP more important
and wishes to emphasise it.
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2) In order to keep the same subject in successive clauses, for
example to change:
297.Penelope began to read but Gerald interrupted her.
to;
298.Penelope began to read but she was interrrupted by
Gerald.
3) In order to place a particularly long subject NP, or
perhaps several co-ordinated/es in a less prominent
position, for example:
299. The notion was passed by a vote of 32 to 12 by a
joint meeting of the adMinistrative staffs of the
two major firms involved in the venture.
This discussion of the relationship between active and passive
clauses ends this section on the clause in English. The next section
goes on to examine the nature of the clause in GIL.
5.3 The Clause in GIL texts
5.3.1 Subject
On pages 174-175 above it was noted that the subject of a clause may
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be realised by any one of four different granuatical categories:
Noun phrase; Prepositional phrase; Verb or Clause. However it is
extremely rare in GIL that the Subject is realised by anything other
than an NP. Stylistically there is little remarkable in this since
in English generally the NP appears to be the most frequent
grannatical category found in subject position (Quirk and Greenbaum
1973:P.170). What is interesting to the stylistician however is the
way that different types of subject NP are distributed in the
Personal and * Impersonal address texts of GIL. The distribution of
NPs consisting solely of a single personal pronoun is particularly
uneven, as well as those NPs whose postnodification is complex
(involves more than one postmcdifier).
As regards distribution of different NP types, the tendency in GIL
appears to be for P.A. texts to favour NPs consisting of a personal
pronoun only, and for l.A. texts to use more ccoplex NPs, often
co-ordinated or postmodified, and scmetimes with complex
postmodification. Subjective examination of sample texts in the data
suggests that the ratio of pronominal NPs to other NP types in P.A.
may approach 1 to 1 in some texts, though by no means all, whereas
in l.A. texts it appears to be generally lad (about 1 to 8).
Examples of typical Subject NPs frun the data are given on the next
page in the underlined portions of each clause:
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Personal Address 
300. YOU can ask to see one of our employment advisers
301. You could get another £3.65 a week on top of your child
benefit.
302.We will ask your employer for details.
303.You must sign and date the form
304.You can get further information and leaflets frcm our offices
Impersonal Address 
305. Tax on the benefit obtained fran the excercise of a share
option may in certain circurrstances be paid in instalments.
306.Any:deduction or payment must be reasonable.
307.The court may remit or postpone payment
308. The applicant must surrender with the application form, any
previous passport held.
309. Custcrns duty, car tax and VAT must be paid at the port of
entry.
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Pronouns are semantically far less explicit that a full noun phrase,
as both writer and reader must be aware of what the pronoun used
refers to. In P.A. texts although the referent of the pronoun may
seem to be obvious, an assumption appears to be made on the part of
the writer that the reader is also the applicant for the srvice
described in the text. In l.A. texts on the other hand writers
generally prefer to refer directly to 'the applicant' as in example
308 on the previous page.
%ben subjects refer to the writer or his department, the rather
vague 'we' may be used in P.A. as in example 302. The precise
reference of We might seem irrelevant to the reader, though not
entirely. Applicants frequently need to correspond with departments
who are processing their claims. In l.A. the refertilce to the
appropriate authority is generally more precise; note reference to
'the court' in example 307.
The distribution of the different types of subject VP in GIL text
types appears to be constrained by the purpose of the text. In P.A.
texts which generally aim to provide only introductory information
it seems acceptable to refer to the department as {Ore. This also
appears to equalise the status relations between reader and
department, i.e. to put it on a basis of 'we' and 'you', as well as
making these relations more informal. In where texts carry far
more detailed information, and are perhaps more reference than
introductory texts, the precise identity of the people and
organisations discussed needs
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to be made more clear. Status is again equal, on the basis of 'the
court' and 'the applicant' but more formal.
5.3.2 Verb
The verbal component of clauses in GIL is not discussed in detail in
this chapter, but see the section helm on the Passive, and Chapter
4 on the Verb phrase. It is hover noteworthy that the distribution
of contractions in the verbal components of GIL clauses is uneven.
Verbal contractions are seldom found in l.A. texts, but are
relatively frequent in P.A. texts. Dor example:
Personal Address 
310. ..even if you don't have your Fay slips.
311. ... even though you haven "t applied them [skills] in a job
before
Impersonal Address 
312.Goods do not qualify for relief unless...
313. This relief applies applies only to those who have not
previously claimed exemption
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It seems likely that the %tic' n toccntra...-t scce vexbal ite=s is rst
available in I.A. texts due to the nore formal Status already
=merited on in I.A. texts. Verbal ccatracticHos are rted by Crystal
and Davy (1969:p.113) to be a narker of Ctnvera ticcal Er.glith, and
are therefore perhaps gore canon in informal speech than in
writing. The appearance of contractions in official texts, lobidi
might normally be assumed to be formal does seem to proviee sere
evidence that the writers of P.A. texts are raid:). g a con-cc-kr'
effort to reduce the apparent Status differences bet4'ween C'44-errmt
Departments and the general public.
5.3.3 Cb'ect
Cbject NE's in GIL clauses, like Subject NE's, shcw a similar
tendency in the distribution of pronaniral and ncre-prcroxinal
That is the tendency for P.A. texts to use prcroidral IMes and for
I.A. texts to use non-pronominal NPs. 11.&en observed at object
position this trend however is mach weaker than at subject positicn.
tithilst object NPs in I.A. texts appear subjectively to be almost
entirely non-pconaninal, there seems to be a ratio of abut 2
prorraninal NPs to eight ncn-pronnatinal la"s in P.A. texts.
This tendency might be explainable by reference to the same
constraints as those detailed for subject position on page 185.
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EXamples of object NPs in I.A. and P.A. clauses are given below.
Personal Address 
314. We won't tell him (that you are claiming FIS).
315.The office will tell ysluten this will be..
Impersonal Address 
316.Please read the introduction to the enclosed notes.
317. An employer may make a contract with agricultural workers
engaged in husbandry to...
Not all GIL clause objects are NPs. Object position may be filled by
a subordinate clause, typically introduced by 'that' in GIL The
distribution of object clauses appears however to be somewhat
uneven, I.A. texts having object position filled by a clause a
little . more frequently than P.A, texts. In addition P.A. object
clauses tend to omit the subordinator, for example:
Personal Address 
318.Let your friends and relations knowmuare looking for a joh.
10.04 clause
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319.We cont' tell him [your employer] mare claiming FIS.
Impersonal Address 
320. If a relative feels that it would be in the patient's
interests...
321.I certify that the information given on this form is correct
The perceived difference in the ratios of clausal to phrasal objects
between l.A. and P.A. seems rather too small to indicate any strong
stylistic diversity, but the tendency of P.A. texts to cmit the
subordinator in subordinate clauses, may perhaps be a result of the
Status constraints already observed. Quirk and Greenbaum
(1973:p.317) note that the subordinator 'that' (very frequent in
subordinate clauses) is frequently omitted in informal English.
' 5.3.4 Complement
Complements, when they occur in GIL are very often adjectives or
adjective phrases. The adjectives used are a rather limited set,
being constrained by the administrative nature of GIL. The
adjectives used are generally participial, or de-nominal. Sere are
some examples:
322. A vehicle whether used or not is admissable free of customs
ADV	 V ccmp
duty, provided....
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323.If you are unemployed...
324.If your job prospects have been affected by a disability...
325.Death Grant is not payable ...
326.What income is taxable ?
Complements do not appear to show unevenness of distribution, when
P.A. or l.A. texts are considered, the most noteworthy feature in
stylistic terms ' appears to be the set of adjectives used:
unemployed, payable, taxable, admissable etc. These particular
lexical items are clearly constrained by the administrative province
underlying Gal" Note too that the adjectives occurring in
complements tend to be designative rather than attributive, that is
they describe factual rather than putative qualities of the clause
subject. This might be expected in official texts which must keep to
the facts, and can be compared to advertising language where it is
common to attribute qualities like 'delicious', 'refreshing' to
products in order to enhance their image.
In consequence of the designative nature of adjectives used in GIL
clause* complements, intensification is notably absent. Designative
adjectives cannot be readily intensified, for example a person
cannot be 'very unemployed' or an income 'extremely taxable'.
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5.3.4. AdverAial 
Adverbial position in GIL clauses is perhaps the most interesting
aspect of the GIL clause stylistically. Ignoring for the present
adverbial clauses which are perhaps test discussed at sentence
level, GIL clause adverbials may take the form of either an Adverb
phrase, Noun phrase, or Prepositional phrase. GIG therefore makes
full use of all 3 types of phrasal clause adverbials available in
English.
The relative proportions of the differing types of phrasal clause
adverbials vary between l.A. and P.A. texts. l.A. writers appear to
favour Prepositional phrases over other types, and P.A. writers
Adverb phrases, though all types are used in both P.A. and
texts. Coverall however, P.A. clauses appear less likely to have
their adverbial position filled than l.A. clauses. In addition there
appears to be a tendency for P.A. clause adverbials to be shorter
than l.A. adverbials.
Whilst Adverbial position is most likely to be final in all GIL
texts- there appear to be far more initial adverbials in
compared with P.A. texts. Finally, l.A. texts appear to have a
tendency to co-ordinate several adverbial phrases at adverbial
position, P.A. texts tend to have only one phrase per adverbial.
The general picture then of adverbial usage in l.A. and P.A. texts
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is for P.A. to use fewer adverbials, mostly of a simple type, than
I .A. texts.
Examples of clause adverbials in both l.A. and P.A. texts now
follow.
Personal Address 
327.If you are bringing up children alone ...
328.Do you have a PIS order book already ?
329.Are you getting Child Benefit now ?
. 330. How much help can you get this week ?
331. Ask at your local council office
332.Claim on this form
impersonal Address 
333. Cbstoms duty, car tax and VAT' must be paid at theport of
334. An estimate of the customs charges may be obtained if desired
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fram HM Customs and Ekcise at the address given in paragraph
276
335.Please write clearly in capitals.
336. If any of these conditions are broken before payment of the
charges.... 
335.Death grant is not payable in respect of X 	
336.In approved cases Supplementary Benefit can be obtained.
337.. Alternatively application may be made to the Court by any
person....
338.In certain small cases the appointment of a receiver may not be
necessary.
339.In the 1896 Act there are certain additional provisions...
In l.A. same adverbials may be formulaic, set phrases which have a
specialised function in the administrative province. Some examples
from the data include: if applicable; under the foregoing 
provisions; in the circumstances specified: in exceptional cases: in
BLACK INK.
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Because there is such a great deal of difference in adverbial usage
between l.A. and P.A. texts, some attention ought to be paid here to
the possible factors constraining it. P.A. has already been observed
to be a Nodality for conveying introductory information to the
reader in a relatively informal style, whilst l.A. conveys detailed
information rather more formally. The l.A. Nodality approaches that
of a reference text rather than that of an introductory one.
Adverbial usage in GIL seems likely to be constrained by the factors
in the last paragraph. The adverbial 's semantic function in.
conveying information about where, when, and how aftinistrative
processes take place is likely to be needed more in l.A. where
comprehensive information is expected. Sometimes one adverbial
phrase is not enough for the l.A. writer and needs to be
supplemented. In P.A. texts less detailed information is needed,
adverbials are therefore often not present or kept short.
.The fact that adverbials more often occupy initial position in IA.
than in P.A. lends some support to the view expressed in the last
paragraph. The placing of an adverbial in initial position lends
greater importance to the infonmatkriexpressed, and in l.A. this
seems to indicate the general level of importance attached to
adverbials. Adverbials frequently found in initial position are
those concerned with exceptions; e.g. an exceptional
circumstances'.
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The observations made here about clause adVerbials parallel those
for sentence adverbials. This adverbial type is examined in Chapter
6.
5.3.6 Vocative 
Vocatives are a non-occurring category in G1L. This is not
surprising as few situations can be imagined in which a GIL writer
would want call attention to a particular type of reader by naming
them. If used, the vocative would tend perhaps to make GIL read more
like advertising copy. For example;
340. Single Parents! claim FIS now if you are on a low income.
5.3.7 Linking and Apposition 
Apposition is not often found in GIL, its main use is in titles of
benefits, where the apposed item is usually paranthetic, and
enclosed in brackets. The bracketed item usually refers to the
departmental code for a leaflet or form. For example:
340. In subsequent years the normal renewal reminder (form 351) will
be sent to keepers.
Linking of subject NPs, though not very frequent in GIL, is very
largely confined to l.A. texts, for example:
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341. Customs duty, car tax, and VAT must be paid at the port of
entry.
Such an observation might be expected for I.A. texts where there has
already been observed to be a need for more explicit reference than
in P.A. texts. Linking at subject position in l.A. texts makes it
possible to "inClude more precise information than if a single
subject EP, for example 'The appropriate taxes', had been used.
5.3.8 Passive and Active clauses 
In spite of the widely held assumption than official texts use
passive clauses a great deal, there are clearly more active than
passive clauses in both l.A. and P.A. texts. This feature quickly
becomes clear if only a rough count is made of passive and active
clauses on any page of GIL texts. However, this is not to say that
the distribution of passive and active clauses in GIL is not
stylistic. GIL makes frequent use of the passive, but vainly in
those texts already described as Impersonal address texts, where a
subjective analysis suggests that as many as one in every four
clauses may be passive. Many of these passives are also agentless.
If comparing GIL with the language of scientific journal articles,
the proportion of passive to active clauses may not seem high, nor
as consistent between texts. However, it must be recalled that
whilst the use of the passive in scientific articles may be
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determined by editorial 'policy, this is not so in G1L, where at
least one departmental style manual openly discourages their use
(Fbrms and Notices Unit 1983). The fact that the passive is
nonetheless frequently used in GIL, especially in the more formal
(I .A.) texts, suggests that there are certain strong constraints
governing its use in GIL. This is tantamount to saying that the
choice of a passive or active clause is not a matter of individual
choice in GIL, but the result of other factors. The rest of this
section is devoted to a discussion of these factors.
One way in which passive use might be explained in GIL is in
relation to the motivations for passive use suggested by Palmer
(1974:pp.86-87). These motivations were cited on pages 181-182 (see
earlier), and prove helpful in explaining some passive use in GIL.
As the main type of passive in GIL appears to be the agentless
passive of. impersonal address texts, these provide the starting
point for discussion. Palmer (ibid) suggests that there are three
possible reasons for using the agentless passive. These are
essentially concerned with the agent itself, and whether it is
unknown, irrelevant, or undesirable.
True 'unknown' agents are quite rare in GIL, at least in the sense
noted by Palmer, in his example:
He was killed' (ibid p.86)
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where the killer is a mystery figure (or figures) %%base i a a 0 t i ty is
obviously unknown. In GIL agents are freqtp_ntly Enkccun, became
their identity is equal to that of a "hypothetical agent', a persca
who nay or nay not be co-referential with the reader of the text,
and whose duties or responsibilities need to be explained. Pcr
example:
342. The object of this leaflet is to explain what should be c3cce
when a mental patient has assets which need to be protected cr
which cannot be dealt with or used for his benefit.
The three underlined clauses in this exalple all refer to a
'hypothetical agent' whose duties are those of nanagin' g a wentally
ill relative's personal and financial affairs. The agent is
tecnically linlalown -, though note that this agent oculd have been
made you on the assumption (likely to be true in most cases) that
the reader himself has to perform the functions . described. This
viculd have resulted in little distortion of weaning, and rculd be
the likely method of presentation in a Personal Pddress text. The
'unknown agent' explanation of passive use in GIL sears rather weak
when viewed like this.
Authors might consider an agent to be irrelevant if it is not
necessary for the canplete understanding of a clause. The decisicn
about what is irrelevant way however be a subjective cce.
'Irrelevant' agents might be those whose identity can be assured,
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for example: 'the government', 'the department', 'the statute' and so
on. In addition, it might be considered immaterial to the reader,
who exactly is providing a benefit, laying obligation, making
definitions, etc, because most sources are 'official', i.e. some
form of governmental authority. Here is an example showing both
immaterial and assumed agents:
343.Wages are defined as money or other thing had or contracted to
be paid.
In the first clause in this example, same authority, possibly the
statute, case decision, or departmental directive, is the agent of
the first clause. The agent of the second clause can be understood
to be a hypothetical employer. In the second clause the agent is
redundant and therefore irrelevant, because use of the lexical items
'wages' and 'paid' makes the identity of the missing agent clear. It
is also in a sense 'unknown', because no particular employer is
being referred to.
Whilst the irrelevant agents omitted frau the example above might be
re-inserted were the text to be paraphrased in P.A., with a likely
change to active instead of passive clauses, the insertion of the
agents would add little to the meaning of the text, serving perhaps
most, of all to reduce formality, for example:
344.The law defines wages as money or any other thing you have from
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an employer or which he contract's to pay.
In the introductory type of text typical of P.A., example 344 might
be stylistically more appropriate though no rnore informative and
less concise than example 345. In a l.A. text where previous
knadedge of the subject is generally-assumed and a high density of
information content is necessary, the more concise form of example
343 would be stylisticaqymore appropriate.
'Undesirability' of agents, like 'irrelevancy is a rather
subjective classification. It is easy to imagine a situation where
the writer of a text might desire to avoid mentioning an agent, he
might for example be writing something libellous and wish to avoid
identifying himself as the agent in a clause, therefore remaining
anonymous. The reader of the same text is likely to feel that the
identity of the , agent mould have been most desirable.
There is very little evidence to suggest that GIL writers omit the
agent in passive clauses in order to preserve anonymity, though note
that it is often a strong convention in administrative circles for
all correspondence to be signed by the director or manager (who
bears ultimate responsibility), rather than by its author. This
might be considered a type of anonymity, one in which individual
officials are not mentioned by name, and might justify the writer
excluding the agent in a passive clause. Apcesible example of this
is:
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345. If the modification applies in your case it will have been
considered before the decision on your case was made.
The writer of this text, may indeed be responsible for considering
cases and making decisions, and may need to remain anonymous because
of the convention mentioned above. However, by far the best
explanation appears to be the one mentioned earlier of irrelevancy.
In a large department where decisions are standardised, there seems
little reason to name the individuals responsible for making them.
Examples like 345. appear to be witness to the simple fact that the
only identity the official has is that of representing the
department, or the government for which he works.
TO summarise, the subjective hypothesis put forward in this section
BO far is that the agentless passive seems most likely to be the
result of the general irrelevancy of expressing agents in GIL. They
are rarely-essential to the waning of what a GIL text has to convey
and are omitted in texts where space is at a premium, i.e. in
In P.A. texts, whilst still technically irrelevant agents are
included, in order to reduce formality. This is allowable in P.A.
where conciseness is of less importance.
There are occasions in GIL where the passive agent is relevant, and
is included, possibly because it is of some irrportance, for exanae
the name of a service or benefit. Such agents are often lengthy, and
it seems not unlikely-that this in itself may provide another reason
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for using the passive in some GlL texts. Possible examples of this
are (agents underlined):
346. An allowance is available for animal foodstuffs consumed by a
beast of burden used the worker in his occupation.
(11 word agent)
347.The appointment of a receiver May not be necessary, the matter
being dealt with 112y. a simple order authorising the application
of a patients as322Ety. for his behalf.
(13 word agent)
This reason for using the passive has been termed 'weighty NP
postponement' by Palmer (1974:p.87) and 'weighty agents' by Svartvik
(1966:p.137). Svartvik observes that weighty agents subject to
postponement tend to be of 8-8.5 words long. Both of the above
examples fall into this category.
However, not only the fOng agent in example 346, but also the
importance of the subject of the passive clause may have influenced
the use of the passage. Palmer suggests 'thematisation' as one
reason for using the passive (1974:p.87), where the most important
information in the clause is made subject and given prominence by
being placed initially. In the case of example 347. it is 'animal
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foodstuffs which are clearly the most important information item in
the clause. nematisation therefore seems to be at work here as well
as weighty NP postponement.
Other possible instances of thematisation at work in the data are:
348. A fixed reduction is one that has been agreed by the Inland
Revenue.
349.Where the patient's Social Security Benefit or Pension is being
received and used for his benefit by the hospital or other
agent appointed on his behalf....
All the possible reasons for passive use in GIL discussed so far
have been related to objective factors. One should not however rule
out subjective factors, particularly the effect which any
connotational meaning associated with passive use might have. This
is in essence a semantic factor. It might be argued that through its
use in scientific texts, the passive has care to take on a non
criterial meaning of authoritative objectivity. GIL writers may make
use of this in using the passive, particularly in the high
information content modality and formal status l.A. texts, which may
have technical subject matter. Quirk (1968:p.169) seems to suggest
this when he says:
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'The composing official is often afraid - and often with good
reason - of being accused by his superiors or the public of
lacking a proper command of dignified, remote, impersonal
English.'
This section on the Passive completes the main body of this chapter
on the clause. The chapter itself will now be summarised before
proceeding on to the penultimate chapter in Part 1 on the Sentence.
5.4 Surrmary
To summarise, the GIL clause is distiguished stylistically in the
following aspects of clause structure. Subjects are nearly always
NPs in GIL, but the subject NPs of P.A. texts are very fequently
single promouns. l.A. texts on the other hand tend to be complex
NPs, or linked EPS. This irregular distribution of subject types
appears to be due to be constrained partly by Status (formality) and
partly by the difference between the introductory text modality of
P.A. and the reference text modality of
The verbal component in P.A. texts is notable stylistically for the
frequency whith which verbal contractions occur. This seems to
suggest the influence of status (formality) constraints.
Contractions are very frequent in speech, their use in official
written texts seems to indicate lower formality in P.A. texts
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Cbjects show a similar but less pronounced tendency to be simple
pronominal NPs in P.A. and more complex NPs in I.A. This is likely
to be due to the same constraints determining stylistic choices at
subject position.
Complements in GIG tend to be adjectives or adjective phrases.
Lexically, these adjectives are drawn from a small set of
administrative adjectives of a predictable nature, e.g. taxable,
payable, etc. The adjective stock used in GIL is distinguished
stylistically by being either de-ncminal or participial.
Semantically, the adjectives used are almost exclusively-designative
rather attributive, intensification in adjective phrases is notably
absent. Complement type, and adjective use appears to be constrained
by province factors in GIL. The subject matter of GIL texts is
factual and sometimes technical, dealing- always with administrative
matters.
Adverbial position in GIL is very frequently filled, though IA. and
P.A. texts differ in the adverbial type favoured and the rate of
use. texts tend to use more adverbials than P.A., and favour
prepositional phrases. Several such phrases may be co-ordinated in
one adverbial. P.A. uses less adverbials, and these tend to be
simple adverbs or adverb phrases. P.A. adverbials are an the whole
shorter than I.A. adverbials. This is partly due to the rarity of
co-ordinated phrases in P.A. adverbials. These differences in
adverbial use seem to be constrained by the introductory text
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modality of P.A. texts and the reference text modality of
texts. Prepositional phrases, especially co-ordinated coes carry a
great deal of information content in LA., tereas the sirrple
adverbials in P.A. like 'now', 'already' and "alone' convey ir.1th
less information.
Gil is characterised by frequent use of the passiw, but much more
so in I.A. than in P.A. texts. However, in no text d, there appear
to be more passive than active phrases. The situational constraints
determining passive use are carplex, and vary according to whether a
passive clause has an agent specified or not. Agentless passives may
be chosen in Gil because the agents are frequently irrelevant. This
may be because they can be assured from context, or because of the
administrative convention of departmental rather than individual
respobnsibility. Passive clauses with a specified agent ray be used
specifically to enable thematisation of an irportant piece of
information to take place. Alternatively it nay be the result of the
need to remove a lengthy subject NP fran initial position in a
clause.
All these factors are ultimately province constraints, being
concerned mainly with the business of administration itself. However
status constraints nay be at urck too, the passive being used to
produce a formal impersonal style of English thought to be more
suitable to administrative texts.
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PART 1 - CHAPTER 6 - THE SENTENCE
6.1 General 
Beyond the clause in GIL there is relatively little of interest to
the stylistician. Chapter 3 of this thesis demonstrates how much of
the special flavour of GIL writing cares fran the extensive use of
possibilities at. NP level, particularly in l.A. texts where
postmodification is heavily used to increase the density of
information carried in the text. The scope of the simple sentence
has already been investigated in discussing the clause. Cbmplex
sentence structures result from the inclusion at Subject, Cbmplement
or Adverbial position of dependent clauses. Clauses occurring at
complerrent position do occur in Gm and were discussed in the
previous chapter. Clauses are notably absent at subject and at
object position. It is the adverbial position in the GIL sentence
which is of most interest to the stylistician, particularly the
semantic function of the adverbial types used.
This chapter will follow the now familiar procedure of examining
sentence structure in English and then discussing the use made by
GIL of this.
6.2 The Sentence in English 
The terminology for sentence description in this chapter is taken
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mairily from Crystal and Davy (1969 :pp. 45-49). Sentences will be
classified to type according to whether they are MAJOR or NOR, and
whether they are SIMPLE, CCMPLEX, CCMPOUND or MIXED in structure.
These terms will be fully explained.
The fundamental on which this description of the sentence is based
is the distinction betueen MAIN and DEPENDENT clauses. A dependent
clause is one which must be linked to another element of structure
to have any meaning. A type of dependent clause already encountered
in the chapter on the Noun Phrase is the relative clause. The
dependent clause (underlined) in the sample sentence:
350. The form which yER must use is obtainable from your local tax
office
has no meaning if removed from the NP in which it is a dependent
structure. Dependent clauses cannot function independently as a
major sentence, only as a minor sentence (see below).
A main clause may occur on its cwn as a (major) sentence. It is
therefore an independent item of linguistic structure which can be
at least partly understood whithout reference to any other
structure. Note however that a sentence nay make anaphoric reference
to a linguistic item in a previous sentence. In the example below,
the pronoun 'them' can only understood it relation to 'the eggs'
in the previous sentence:
I.
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351. Break the eggs into a clean toed. tbd beat than thoroughly with
a whisk.
• in and dependent clauses may be combined in English to form
complex sentences, for example:
351. IsLizzo washes your clothes whiter, even with heavy soiling!
MAIN CLAUSE	 DEPENDENT-(ALVERBLNL) CLAUSE
6.2.1. Major and Minor sentences 
As with the clause, discussed in the previous chapter a sentence
must contain at least a Subject and a Verb, for example:
352. Mary cried.
S	 V
Some verbs may require other obligatory elements of structure too.
For example the obligatory camplement with BE:
353.James is an idiot
S V	 C
Sentences which satisfy these attributes are major sentences. Those
which do not are classed as MDDR in Crystal and Davy (1969:p49).
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These are sentences used independently, which however may only
consist of a single element of clause structure or ccmbinations of
such elements, e.g. Verb Adverbial:
354. Cleans whiter
This sentence might be a minor sentence used in a soap powder
commerecial for the itihizzo soap powder mentioned above. Minor
sentences are noted by Leech (1966) to be characteristic of
advertising English.
6.2.2 Simple and Complex Sentences 
Single clause sentences are the simplest form of major sentences,
these will be given the name 'SIMMS SENTENCE' in all future
discussions. Whilst all sentences which contain more than a single
clause are in same way more complex than Simple sentences, the
practice of Crystal and Davy (1969:p.48) is followed. These authors
regard only those sentences whose adverbial is realised by a
dependent clause as Complex. Sentences where Subject, or Complement
are realised by a clause are not considered to be complex. The
rationale behind this choice is well covered in Crystal and Davy
(ibid).
An example of a complex sentence according to the definition given
here might be:
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355.Bill will explain the matter to you if you wish.
MAIN CLAUSE	 AM CLAUSE
An example of a simple sentence containing a clause at subject
and at complement position might be:
356.Whoever said that needs his head examining.
SUBJECT CLAUSE	 V	 COWL CLAUSE
6.2.3. Compound and Mixed Sentences 
Where a sentence consists of two or more clauses, none of which is
dependent, the sentence can be considered to be a ccopound sentence.
The clauses in such sentences are generally joined by a
co-ordinating item like 'aryi',	 'or" etc. For example:
357.He chose not to go but Mary thought otherwise.
The subject of a second clause may be omitted if it is
co-referential with the subject of the first:
358.Fred thought for a mcment and decided on his plan.
A mixed sentence is simply a ccmpound sentence where one of its
component clauses contains a clause adverbial. The sentence
therefore has both the attributes of ccmplex and ccmound sentences.
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A great deal of inforuation can he carried in such a sentence. For
ample:
358. Blend the sugar and the butter, add the eggs, beat the mixture
CLAUSE 1
	
CLAT3SE 2	 CLAUSE 3
veil, and add the vanilla essence before sieving and adding the
CLAUSE 4	 CLAUSE ADVERBIAL (co-ordinate)
flour.
6.2.4. Adverbial 
The adverbial component of a sentence, if realised can provide a
great deal of additional info:sr:ration in an otherwise siaple
sentence, for example, the sentence:
359.Brian promised to meet me.
can have an added adverbial:
360.Brian promised to meet ire, just as I requested, before leaving
for Rome, provided that I told nobody else about it.
To the original single clause has been added an adverbial coxposed
of 3 adverbial clauses, all of which have clearly separate semantic
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functions. The first adverbial relates to Manner, the second to Time
and the third to a Condition. These senantic functions are all among
those frequently fulfilled by adverbial clauses. Other important
semantic functions of adverbials in English are:
Reason/cause
361. Vicky did that because she hates ire.
Concession 
362.You can't do that even if yal do have permission.
Location 
363.First find the stop tap, located underneath the sink.
Purpose/result
364. The schame.was changed so as to make it more attractive to
investors 
Note that the choice of semantic function in an adverbial may be
closely related to province. For example, recipes frequently need to
Rake reference to time and place, and so are likely to rake frequent
use of tine and location advexbials:
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365. when you have beaten the eggs, fold them carefully into the
TIME ADVERBIAL
	
LOM.TICN
mixture
ADVERBIAL
6.3. The Sentence in GIL
Much of the potential material for this chapter has already been
discussed elsewhere. It has already been observed in chapter 5 that
subject position is not usually filled by a clause in GIL (see page
183). The verbal elements of the sentence have already been
adequately dealt with in chapter 4 on the verb 'phrase. Sentences
containing object clauses were discussed on pages 188-189 of chapter
5 above. Like the Subject in GIL, Sentence complements are hardly
ever clauses. What remains for discussion in this chapter is the
nature of adverbial clauses in GIL and the proportions of the
different sentence types: Major/minor, Simple/Carplex/Ccmpound/Mixed
etc.
6.3.1 major/Minor Sentences in GIL
Almost all sentences, without exception, are of the major type in
texts. P.A. texts do however make use of minor sentences,
particularly when the modality of the text is promotional rather
than merely introductory. The connotational associations of minor
sentences with advertising English produce a 'persuasive' text, not
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unlike an advertisement:
366. And these things free!
367.Saves up to '35.•
368.More money each week for families on a low inccoe.
369.Need more money?
370.More help!
All these sentences came from leaflets explaining cash benefits to
poor or unemployed readers. The function of such sentences is very
likely to be to persuade the reader that claiming a particular
benefit is a good' idea. This is rei spite of the social stigma that is
often associated with benefits for the underpriveleged, and possibly
to counteract it. Whilst 'style borrowing is obviously at work
here, the texts remain essentially GIL texts in other respects, for
example the heavy use of adjectival premodification found in
Advertising English is not present.
6.3.2 Simple/Cbmplex Sentences 
Whilst it is universally assumed that official language is
'alargplex', and that this complexity goes hand in hand with
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formality, one should be extremely wary about equating this
-canplexity" with the term 'complex' as used to describe sentences
• containing adverbial clauses, here. A subjective assessment of GIL
texts seems to indicate that the proportion of Complex sentences is
fairly constant for any given GIL text, l.A. texts do not appear to
use more, complex sentences than P.A. texts.
Note that because a major sentence is not simply either Simple or
Complex, but may fall into one any of 4 categories; Simple, Complex,
Cbmpound, or mixed, it follows that similar proportions of complex
sentences in l.A. and P.A. texts do not mean that they have the same
proportion of simple sentences. On an initial subjective appraisal
this appears to be true for
	 and P.A.. P.A. texts appear to
contain rather more Simple sentences than	 texts, which in turn
have slightly greater portion of Compound and Nixed sentences.
This observation is not at all surprising considering the modality
differences between l.A. and P.A. P.A. has the modality of an
introductory text, and has already been observed to have a
relatively low .density of simple non-technical information. The
simple sentence therefore suits the needs of P.A. texts well. The
reference text modality of the l.A. text with its greater density of
information, often technical, favours sentences which can carry a
much greater amount of content than P.A. texts. This need is partly
answered in the use of complex sentences, where the adverbial clause
is used to add extra information, and partly in the use of
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compounding two (main) clauses in a sentence, where the additional
content comes in the extra clause. Cbmpounding of clauses and the
addition. of adverbial clauses serve slightly different purposes in
GIL. It is the function of adverbial clauses that will be discussed
here.
6.3.3. Adverbial Clauses in GIL
A subjective analysis would appear to indicate that over half of the
adverbial clauses in many GIL texts are concerned with either
detailing conditions or concessions. Fbr example:
371. A vehicle whether used or not is admissable free of customs
duty, provided that it was previously exported from the ED:
372.If ysIll do not do so you may pay an incorrect amount of tax.
373.If yak are unemployed don't use the form...
374. Release from conditions will be allowed, only if the CUstoms
charges are first paid.
375.If your jolt prospects have been affected a disability,
illness or accident, help is available fran the Disablement
Resettlement Officer
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376. Ownership of a vehicle may be counted frail the date on uttich
the iirporter acquired the right to take pc:session of it, even
though the actual taking possession may have been delayed.
377.lb avoid la sing money, post your claim rcw — even if ys_a dm't
have your my slips, birth certificates etc...
The frequent use of adverbial clauses in GIL may uv..11 be determined
by Province factors. The administrative province which constrains
GIL is concerned not only with raking clear to the reader *at the
basic outlines of duties, responsibilities, services, benefits, laus
etc are, but what conditions have to be satisfied, and at
concessions may be allayed. Without this infonrati'm the reader
would not be fully informed. Both I.A. arid P.A. texts have a need to
present this type of information, though the conditions in I.A.
texts (exerplified by examples 371, 374 & 376 above) tend to be more
precise in reference than those of P.A. texts.
The use of conditional clauses is also frequ-mtly found in Legal
English according to Crystal and Davy (1969:p.203). They claim that
if clauses' are the main source of sentence maple:city in legal
English. All adninistration in goverment is ultimately referrable
to the legislation which controls it. It e,cg.s seem therefore that
Legal texts with their many conditional adverbial clauses may be the
indirect cause of their frequent use in GIL.
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ilst conditional/concessive adverbials as a single group may
account for up to half the clause adverbials in a text, NO other
single semantically defined group of adverbials can be pinpointed as
accounting for most of the remainder. Time, Manner, Location, and
Cause are all clause adverbial types used to some extent in GIL. Fbr
example:
Time
379.The office will tell you when this will be.
Manner 
380. ....the applicant should complete this in full, as if 222:were
already married.
381.This change puts lorry taxation on a fairer basis, 12:enabling 
the Government to relate tax levels much more closely to the
road cost imposed different groups of vehicles. 
382. ...call in when you can and keep in touch	 telephoning in.
Location 
383. Wherever possible, provide full names and addresses for
all applicants
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Reason
384. In order to ascertain the correct amount of tax, it is
important that you fill in each section =erectly.
All these adverbial types night be predicted when the administrative
province constraining GIL is considered. Administration as a process
has a clear need for setting exact times by which things must be
completed, the location of things either in texts (or physically in
the case of buildings and offices), the reasoning behind particular
requests, and so on. This goes someway towards explaining why the
information in many GIL sentence is inomplete without the addition
of an adverbial clause.
It has already been pointed out that the presence of adverbial
clauses does not necessarily result in what the layman refers to as
complexity in official language. There are occasions however, when
GIL texts (particularly I.A.) have so much need to use the extra
informational content possible in adverbial clauses, that the
sentence can be overloaded with adverbials. This seems to happen
when the conditions concerning a point of administration are very
involved. The resulting adverbials are often ponderous and lengthy,
for example:
385. ...provided that no relief from customs duties was claimed
at export and any customs duty on foreign parts incorporated
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in it previously relieved, has later been paid or repaid.
Were such an adverbial sequence is combined with the tendency for
texts to use long NP postmodifiers, the resulting sentences can
reach great lengths:
386. Mere a customary holiday on which the worker is not required
to work for the employer immediately preceded a period of
annual holiday or annual holiday and additional annual holiday
required to be allowed under the foregoing provisions of this
paragraph, together with any custanary holiday, exceeds the
number of days constituting the worker normal working week
then, notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this
paragraph the duration of that period of annual holiday or
additional annual holiday may be reduced to one day, and in
such a case one day of annual holiday may he allowed on a day
on which a worker normally works for an employer (not being the
workers short day) in the holiday season or after the holiday
season in the circumstances specified in subP-paragraph (2) (b)
of paragraph 12.
This sentence comes from a code of practice leaflet issued by the
Department of Employment. The province involved is not law, as the
text concerned is not a legal document. However the similarities to
legal Ehglish are obvious. This example shows how the constraints
operating on =may lead writers to produce a style very close to a
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legal one, demonstrating that there nay be no clear divisions
betcpeen one style and another.
6.3.4. Compound and Mixed Sentences in GIG
Compounding, like the addition of adverbial clauses, is a process of
sentence construction which results in greater information carrying
capacity (when compared with the simple sentence). As a process it
is seen on its own in Compound sentences, and ocabined with
adverbial clauses in Mixed sentences. Unlike the addition of an
adverbial clause compound does not result in more information on
conditions, concessions, etc, but in the inclusion of a further main
clause. The information in a compound or mixed sentence could
therefore often be alternatively expressed in two simple
sentences, or a simple and a complex sentence, for example:
387. Jack went up the hill to fetch a pail of water. Jill did the
CCMPLEX SENIENCE
	
v as
	
SIMPLE
same.
SENTENCE
388.Jack went up the hill to fetch a pail of water and Jill did
too.
One of the advantages of compounding over two separate sentences, is
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to omit mentioning a subject twice if it is identical in two
separate clauses. This gives greater econamy of statement, and in
Gil texts, particularly l.A. where space is at a premium, this is a
pcssible reason for the use of ccmpounding. TWo typical examples of
compounding in	 are:
389. The applicant should fill in and sign the two enclosed forms
and should attach them to the ccmpleted application form.
390. This Notice gives information about Importation of private
motor vehicles into the U.K. and supersedes the hbvember
1980 edition.,
This section on compounding completes the discussion of GIL sentence
structure. This chapter will now be summarised, before make a final
summary in chapter 7 of all the observations made in chapters 3 to 6
. of Part 1.
6.4 Sunman/
In summary the structure of the GIL sentence is notable
stylistically mainly for the frequency with which its adverbial
component is realised and also the frequent use of a particular
semantically defined group of adverbials; those which are either
conditional are concessive. There appears to be little difference in
the frequency with which l.A. and P.A. texts use adverbial clauses,
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though the reference of adverbials in the former is frequently more
precise. High adverbial usage in GIL may be the result of Province
constraints. The administrative province enccapasses areas of work
that are frequently concerned with the semantic functions of the
adverbials (*served, particularly those which have to do with
conditions and concessions.
Sentence type in GIL varies between and P.A. texts. The
frequency of Complex, Compound and Mixed Sentences varies little
betwen the two text types, though l.A. appears to make slightly
greater use of all three than P.A. The major difference in sentence
type between the two text types is in the frequency of Simple
sentences. P.A. texts have a larger proportion of these than X.A.
This stylistic phenomenon may be the result of modality constraints;
texts have the modality of a reference text type, whilst P.A.
texts tend to be introductory texts. It may be that Simple sentences
are more suited to the expression of simple introductory material in
GIL whilst more detailed information may require the greater
information carrying potential, and conciseness of non-Simple
sentences.
The information carrying potential of sentences is held in this
chapter to be enhanced by the addition of adverbial clauses allowing
additional information about conditions, concessions, time, manner,
location and cause ! The conciseness of sentences is held to be
enhanced by compounding which allows the co-referential subjects in
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compounded clauses to be . mentioned only once. This allows the
greatest saving of text space when subjects are long in terms of
words.
This section completes this chapter on the sentence in GIL. It now
remains to conclude Part 1 of this thesis by making an overall
summary of what has been discovered so far.
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PART 1 — CHAPTER 7 — SUmMARY
7.1 General 
The aim of Part 1 of this thesis was stated in Chapter 2 (Method)
(p62) to be that of:
-.firstly to note any particular items of linguistic
structure that are unusually absent fran the texts or that
occur with a particularly high frequency, the assumption
being that these features are possible style markers in GIL.
The second aim is to attempt to ascribe the features thought
to be stylistic to a particular stylistic dimension.*
The theoretical basis of Part 1 was observed to be qualitative
(p61), further wantitative study was planned to be undertaken in
Part 2 using Part 1 as a basis for selecting variables for
quantitative study. The qualitative observations made in Part I
therefore need to be summarised before proceeding to Part 2. This
has in part already been done at the ends of chapters 3 to 6. It
would be convenient however to reproduce all those summaries
together. This is now done below, under appropriate headings.
7.2 Summary of observations on the NP in GIL
NP postmodification in GIL illustrates well the differing
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constraints operating on l.A. and P.A. type texts. The personality
or impersonality of address involved is not interesting for its own
sake but because of the Province and concomitant Status constraints
which bring it about.,
 These constraints are the same ones that bring
about the choice of predominantly (explicit) finite clause
postmodifiers in P.A. texts, but (less explicit) phrasal and
non-finite clause postmcdifiers in I.A. texts.
The Provinces of l.A. and P.A. appear to differ, one concerned with
the imparting of technical information, the other with general,
introductory information. Status relationships are related to these
Province differences; in l.A. the relationship is that between a
reader and writer who are strangers to one another, but share some
knowledge about their subject matter, in P.A. the writer tries to
assume a more personal relationship with the reader, though there is
little shared knowledge: The aim here may be to establish confidence
between reader and writer by assuming a friendly personally directed
style. This confidence presumably already exists in the case of
texts.
Finally, multiple postmodification, especially embedded
postmodification, highlights the cOnstraints which a province
concerned with explaining legislation to the general public imposes.
In doing this multiple pcetmodification in GIL suggests links with
Legal English in addition to those which were observed in GIL
premodification.
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7.3 Summary of the observations on the VP in GIL
GIL makes a very narrow selection fran the tense and aspect system
of English, using mainly the simple present tense throughout. This
seemingly simple situation is more complex on further examination as
GIL makes very full use of most of the different uses of the simple
present. Unlike English generally, the main function of the simple
present in GIL is not to refer to habitual activity, but in simple
reporting, the simple present is also widely used in temporal and
conditional clauses to express a conditional future usullly
dependent on action to be taken by the reader. The performative
function of the simple present has a small but important role to
play in declaration sections in GIL texts, and suggests a possible
further parallel with legal English.
The simple past is not frequently Used in GIL, its use being
confined to pension and tax leaflets, where age and the previous
years financial status have importance. The use of the past tense to
express conditionality, dependent on past events, parallels the
conditional future use of the simple present.
The use of present perfect is observed to be the most frequent
method of referring to past events in GIL, this is seen to be
related to the present perfect 's ability to express a past with
current relevance. This tense/aspect ombination is seen to to suit
the constraints of the administrative situation in which the only
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reason to refer to the past appears to be if it is relevant to a
current problem or claim.
GIG poses distinct problems for the neat description of mood. It is
seldam possible with modal CAN, MAY or MUST to say that the weaning
expressed in GIL corresponds exactly to traditionally defined
categories like 'permission' and 'obligation'. GIL texts are
frequently ambiguous to the extent that it is often difficult to
pinpoint who is taking responsibility for granting permission or
imposing obligation, the department concerned or the law. This
failure to be able to classify modal uses accurately in GIL provides
an insight into the status constraints which operate in the
administrative situation: Whilst government departments serve
authority, they are not that authority itself.
Finally, the tentative modal forms COULD, WOULD, and MIGHT, are
observed to be unevenly distributed in GIL, occurring more
frequently in the (less formal) Personal Address texts. These modals
are perceived subjectively to be more friendly and less formal than
the corresponding forms; CAN, WILL, and MIGHT. Their more frequent
use in P.A. GIL than in l.A. is seen to be due to status
constraints. P.A. texts are introductory texts written with the
intention of encouraging readers to claim benefits or find cot more
about a particular service, this purpose requires a relatively
informal style.
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7.4 Summary of Observations on the Clause in GIL
The GIL clause is distinguished stylistically in the following
aspects of clause structure. Subjects are nearly always NPs in GIL,
but the subject NPs of P.A. texts are very frequently single
pronouns. texts on the other hand tend to be complex NPs, or
linked NPs. This irregular distribution of subject types appears to
be constrained partly by Status (formality) and partly by the
difference between the introductory text modality of P.A. and the
reference text modality of
The verbal component in P.A. texts is notable stylistically for the
frequency whith which verbal contractions occur. This seems to
suggest the influence of status (formality) constraints.
Contractions are very frequent in speech, their use in official
written texts seems to indicate lower formality in P.A. texts
Objects .show a similar but less pronounced tendency to be simple
pronominal NPs in P.A. and morecamplex NEs in IA. This is likely to
be due to the same constraints determining stylistic choices at
subject position.
Complements in GIL tend to be adjectives or adjective phrases.
Lexically, these adjectives are drawn from a	 all set of
'administrative adjectives of a predictable nature, e.g. taxable,
payable, etc. The adjective stock used in GIL is distinguished
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stylistically by being either de-naninal or participial.
Semantically, the adjectives used are almost exclusively designative
rather attributive, intensification in adjective phrases is notably
absent. Canplenent type, and adjective use appears to be oonstained
by province factors in Gil. The subject ratter of GII• texts is
factual and sanetin-es technical, dealing always with administrative
natters.
Adverbial position in GM is very frequently filled, though I.A. and
P.A. texts differ in the adverbial type favoured and the rate of
use. I.A. texts tend to use more adverbials than P.A., and favour
prepositional phrases. Several such phrases nay be co-ordinated in
one adverbial. P.A. uses less adverbials, and these tend to be
simple adverbs or adverb phrases. P.A. adverbials are on the whole
shorter than I.A. adverbials. This is partly dut to the rarity of
co-ordinated phrases in P.A. adverbials. These differences in
adverbial use seen to be constrained by the introductory text
modality of P.A. texts and the reference text modality of I.A.
texts. Prepositional phrases, especially co-ordinated ones carry a
great deal of infonration content in whereas the sizrple
adverbials in P.A. like 'nag', 'already' and 'alone' convey much
less information.
GIL is characterised by frequent use of the passive, but much more
so in l.A. than in P.A. texts. However, in no text do there appear
to be more passive than active phrases. The situational constraints
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determining passive use are complex, and vary according to whether a
passive clause has an agent specified or not. Agentless passives may
be chosen in GIL because the agents are frequently irrelevant. This
may be because they can be assumed fram context, or because of the
administrative convention of departmental rather than individual
responsibility. Passive clauses with a specified agent may be used
specifically to enable thematisation of an important piece of
information to take place. Alternatively it may be the result of the
need to remove a lengthy subject NP from initial position in a
clause.
All these factors are ultimately province constraints, being
concerned mainly with the business of administration itself. However
status constraints may be at work too, the passive being used to
produce a formal impersonal style of English thought to be more
suitable to administrative texts.
7.5 Sumner-vet observations on the Sentence in GIL
The structure of the GIL sentence is notable stylistically mainly
for the frequency with which its adverbial ccmpcnent is realised and
also the frequent use of a particular semantically defined group of
adverbials; those which are either conditional are concessive. There
appears to be little difference in the frequency with which l.A. and
P.A. texts use adverbial clauses, though the reference of adverbials
in the former is frequently-more precise. High adverbial usage in
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GIL may be the result of Province constraints. The administrative
province encompasses areas of work that are frequently concerned
with the semantic functions of the adverbials observed, particularly
. those which have to do with conditions and concessions.
Sentence type in GIL varies between l.A. and P.A. texts. The
frequency of Complex, Compound and Nixed Sentences varies little
between the two text types, though I.A. appears to make slightly
greater use of all three than P.A. The major difference in sentence
type between the two text types is in the frequency of Simple
sentences. P.A. texts have a larger proportion of these than
This stylistic phenomenon may be the result of mcdality constraints;
texts have the modality of a reference text type, whilst P.A.
texts tend to be introductory texts. It may be that Simple sentences
are more suited to the expression of simple introductory material in
GIL whilst mcre detailed information may require the greater
information carrying potential, and conciseness of non-Simple
sentences.
The information carrying potential of sentences is seen to be
enhanced by the addition of adverbial clauses allowing additional
information about conditions, concessions, time, manner, location
and cause. The conciseness of sentences is seen to be enhanced by
compounding which allows the co-referential subjects in compounded
clauses to be mentioned only once. This allows the greatest saving
of text space when subjects are long in terms of words.
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This brief chapter concludes Part 1 of the thesis; the qualitative
analysis of GTL. Part 2 which follows aims to further research some
of the observations in this qualitative analysis by subjecting them
to quantitative study.
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PART 2 - CHAPTER 1 - EVIRCL-CCTICLI
1.0 Rationale for Conducting Quantitative Stylistic Research
Very few linguistic Stylistic studies endeavour to validate or lend
support to their subjective observations fran quantitative evidence.
The reverse is quite often true in Literary Stylistics utere many
artcicles have been written on the subject (cf. Bailey and Dalezel :
1968). This lack of quantitative support does not necessarily
invalidate the results of linguistic stylistic studies, as reliance
on native speaker intuitions is somewhat inevitable at many stages
in stylistic research anyway as pointed out by Crystal (1971).
Stylistic research unvalidatel by the use of quantitative analysis
hover has the disadvantage of not being replicable or open to
re-testing. It also has the disadvantage of being cpen to
disagreement betwen different individuals' intuitions, dis. agreenalts
which cannot be easily resolved. Qualitative research therefore is
somewhat limited in the conclusions which can be drawn frcon it. It
is mainly for this reason that a quantitative study is being carried
out here. It will hopefully provide the basis for further
confirmatory work in this field, and provide a yardstick against
which other styles can be analysed using exactly the same procedure.
The first step in any quantitative study is to define the problem to
be solved.
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1.1 General Statement of the Problem
Given that Part 1 of this thesis observed Government leaflets to be
qualitatively distinct in style and to have two major sub-styles:
Impersonal Address (I .A.) and Personal Address (P .A.), and that the
theory chosen (see Introduction. to Part 1) requires this
distinctiveness to be relatable to situational dimensions (in the
present case Province, Status, and Modality), how can the way in
which these varieties are distinct be shown to have quantitative 
support? In addition; how can the extent to which these varieties
are distinct fram one another be shown to have quantitative support.
This general statement of the problem, essentially one of proving
dissimilarity, also by implication involves the problem of how and
to what extent are the texts referred to collectively as -Gcvernrre-nt
Leaflets, P.A and l.A. similar to one another? Do these texts farm
natural homogeneous clusters?
Note that demonstrating similarity here is equally as important as
demonstrating difference. Although the latter alone has always been
seen traditionally as the subject matter of linguistic stylistics.
Testing similarity is an important prerequisite for stylistic
analysis since any statement of stylistic difference made ultimately
rests on an (often subjective) grouping of texts into groups of
supposed linguistic similarity. These silbjective groupings can
clearly not be logically validated by the discovery Of stylistic
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. differences based-on the same groupings, support must be sought fran
other external sources.
1.2 Further notes on 'Difference' and 'Similarity'
Neither similarity or difference are easy taws to define clearly.
The question imediately arises of how similar or different are the
styles under consideration, and to what other styles are they
different or similar? Any stylistic study is valueless to other
stylisticians unless it answers these questions. It is not
surprising then that a vast array of statisical techniques are used
in the literature to discover different. aspects of stylistic
difference and similarity. This will emerge in the review of the
more important statistical studies of style which now follows.
1.3 Format for Reviewing Previous studies 
The review of each study below will take the following form. First a
description of the theory behind the statistical technique used,
followed by a description of the actual study itself; its aims and
results. Finally an appraisal of the usefulness of the technique for
stylistic research and its limitations will be given. This appraisal
must be ultimately based on the two main criterion cited in 1.1
above; those of demonstrating stylistic difference and proving group
similarity. In general the shortcomings of any one study in
demonstrating difference are generally answered in another, but none
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of the studies in the literature (to the author's knowledge) tackle
the problem of establishing similarity.
1.4 Some basic concepts associated with statistical research
There is a need to establish at this point definitions of some basic
concepts that will be referred to frequently in discussing previous
studies. These are; Independent and Dependent Variable, Significance 
testing and Levels of significance, and Alternative and EUll
Hypotheses.
1.4.1 Independent and Dependent Variables 
The term 'Independent Variable' (I.V.) generally refers to sets or
groups of individuals (or the criteria for those groupings) between
which the researcher wants to demonstrate a difference. In
experiments these are often referred toes 'treatments', an example
of this might be two sets of patients one adMinistered drug A and
the other drug B. Elsewhere the groups tend to be referred to as
'attributes'e.g. if yen are =pared with women, according to Leach
(1979), (see sect 1.11.1 for adiscussion of experimental and
non-experimental studies).
The Dependent variable (D.V.) is the thing measured to assess the
difference between the two groups. In the medical experiment
mentioned above this might be the number of hours before the
patient's temperature returned to normal. Each 'individual' or
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'subject' (these can refer to things as well as people) on the
has a score on the dependent variable.
Studies may have one or more I.V.s or CoN.s. No studies exist to the
author's knowledge in Linguistic Stylistics which have wore than one
But studies do vary between those that compare variables only
in pairs (bi-variate studies) and those which compare more than two
variables at once (multivariate studies). These two approaches can
be used to investigate different aspects of the same data.
Note that the researcher's choice of D.V. is subjective and that the
results of any study will depend on how ski lful he is in locating
variables that will show Up significant group differences. The
choice of what groups to choose for the I.V. is similarly subjective
and carries the same implications as well as the danger already
mentioned in non-experimental studies that the attributes chosen may
not reflect natural groupings when scores on the D.V. are considered
1.4.2 Significance Testing and Levels of Significance 
If the scores for two different groups of the I.V. on a D.V. are
examined visually it is often possible to establish that they are
indeed different. Such is the case in the example given on the next
Page:
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I.V.	 D.V.
1	 4
1	 3
o	 1	 2
2	 9
2	 7
2	 7
Group 1 has obviously got much lowvr scores than CtioLv 2, tut the
question that is most often proposed in statistical uork is %%tether
these groups are random samples from larger populations that cne is
really wanting to ccmpare.We need to ask therefore,"Can the
differences between the groups be attributed to chance? (in which
case they must both be fran the same popalaticn) or axe they really
It
fran different pcpulations? The question of had large a difference
oust be before it can be considered not to be the result of chance
alone is one of significance, and the cut off point between chance
- and significant differences one of significance level. Researchers
vary in what level of significance to choose, though according to
Plutchik (1983:00) traditionally this is the 5% significance level.
Such a level indicates that the observed differences are likely to
occur by chance only 5% of the time or less in random samples from
the same population.
Kenny (1982:pp106-7) refers to the saze procedure as 'testing at the
0.05 level', but points cut that if a researcher vas telt; mere
cautious, for exarple when trying to calfinn previcm research a
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more cautious level might be chosen, very often the 0.01 level. This
would indicate that the researcher would only accept his results as
being significant if the probability of their being the result of
chance was less than one in a hundred.
In practice therefore the setting of a significance level is an area
of quantitative research in which there is a certain degree of
subjectivity.
1.4.3 Hypotheses, Null Hypotheses and Alternative Hypotheses.
According to Kenny (1982:p107) any significance testing requires a
hypothesis to be tested. This hypothesis in Linguistic stylistics
(if formalised, which is fairly rare) is usually of the nature that
two sets of texts sampled randomly belong to different populations
and therefore to different styles (see sect 1.11.2 for further
discussion of these terms). However significance testing involves
the testing of the opposing hypothesis which would hold if there was
insufficient evidence to support the original hypothesis, in other
words the hypothesis that both groups of texts belong to the same
population.
The original hypothesis is usually referred to as the 'alternative
hypothesis' and the opposing hypothesis as the 'null hypothesis'. So
one speaks of 'Rejecting (or failing to reject) the null hypothesis
at the .05 level of significance'; i.e. finding (or not finding) a
big enough difference on the D.V. between the I.V. groups to pay any
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attention to. The final section of this intrcdoztica is c3evotel to a
statement of the hypotheses to be tested in Part 2.
1.5 MAR/WORTH AND BAKER (1980) - One Etz &WA - Bi-variate Study
relating I.V. and D.V.
A recent exarrple of bi-variate statistics heing used on stylistic
data is to be found in Markworth and Baker (1980:pp237-239). These
authors use a one way analysis of variance (2NC7A).
Kenny (1982:p127) explains that the purpose of the one way ANL-Cr?i is
to test the significance between the D.V. rreans of several different
groups (i.e. an I.V. with 3+ valves). It tests the null hypothesis
that the samples are independent sartples taken from 1:ovu1ations
having the same veans.As an ANNA nay deal with yore than
samples any pair of which are potentially significantly different
front each other an additional test ray be recaired to establish
which these groups are. This is usually either the Thkey or Szbeffe
test.
Markworth and Baker's study had an I.V. with 5 grczps. These grcts
were 500 iarrples (in each group) of ten sentences in length, from 5
different sources of presumed stylistic difference, and 'mere di:wan
fro= the Brown Corpus (see Kucera and Francis:1967), a one million
word corpus of Arrerican English consisting of 500 texts fron
different sources. The 5 groups were: Fiction, Coverment Coaxr.mts
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Learned Journals, Newspaper Reports, and Popular Journals. Narkworth
and Baker report on 4 comparisons; Fiction with all other styles,
Government Documents with Learned Journals, Government Documents and
Learned Journals with Newspaper Reports and Popular Journals, and
Newspaper Reports with Popular journals. The groups were compared on
a wide range of syntactic variables (36 in all). Counting of
variable scores was done automaticallIby computer, hence somewhat
approximately.
Markworth and Baker found that Fiction was differentiated from other
styles by 14 variables (mainly units of Verb Phrase structure), but
that the remaining canparisons yielded very little in the way of
significant differences. Government Documents and Learned journals
differed from Newspaper Reports and Popular journals on only 3
variables: transitive main verb frequency, adverbial clause
frequency, and the number of noun adjuncts. Newspaper reports
differed significantly from Popular journals only in their
proportions of declarative sentences. Learned Journals did not
differ significantly from Government Documents on any variable.
Markworth and Baker's use of a one way analysis of variance at least
shows that this statistical technique is sensitive enough to detect
stylistic differences between styles. One major criticism of their
method of scoring texts however is that they compared the average
relative proportions of features per number of sentences for each
sample and not the frequency with which particular authors made use
of the structural possibilities available to them For example, the
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frequency of passive verb phrases was noted per 10 sentences, but as
some sentences may more elaborate in structure and contain more
verb phrases this measure does not give direct information on how
often an author chooses a passive rather than an active verb phrase,
i.e. the proportion of VP's used that are passive.
The limitations of the one way ANOVA itself are such that variables
are only examined singly for whether they distinguish different
styles, whilst one can cite the total number of variables
differentiating any two styles or two groups of styles there is no
way of finding out whether all groups are significantly different
from each other when all the variables are considered, or even
whether some variables are in fact measuring the same stylistic
effect. Niarkworth and Baker go on to remedy this deficiency somewhat
by carrying out a discriminant analysis. This procedure is discussed
in 1.7 below.
A discriminant analysis could have been used by Markworth and Baker
as one method of checking up on the reliability of their style
categories (the problem of establishing similarity discussed in 1.1
above). This opportunity is not fully realised, though the
information presented (see 1.7 below) suggests that scale of
Narkworth and Baker's styles do not form truly separate groupings.
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1.6 SANDELL (1977) - Pearson Correlation Coefficients - Si-variate
study - ccmparing 2 D.V.s
This type of study is one in which the researcher tries to quantify
the relationship between 2 sets of variable scores by statistical
means. An example of such a technique is the Pearson product moment
correlation coefficient.
Correlations can be produced for the scores of one particular group
of an I.V. on two of the D.V.s but very often the I.V. groupings are
ignored in this type of study. The emphasis anyway being on the
' relationship between one D.V. and another and not on that between
The Pearson coefficient always varies on a continuous scale between
+1 and -1. The sign in front of the coefficient indicates the
direction of the relationship between the two variables and the
magnitude of the coefficient indicates the closeness of the
relationship. This means that a correlation of +1 represents a
perfect positive correlation where scores on one variable are
matched by scores on the other. -1 indicates a perfect negative
correlation where for example high scores on one variable matched to
low scores on the other. 0 indicates a total non-correlation between
the two variables.
Pearson's coefficient takes account of both the ranking of scores
and the absolute differences between them, (Kenny 1982:09). Other
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coefficients are available which work only on rank ordering, e.g.
Spearman's rho.
Significance testing can be applied to correlations. Whether a
correlation is significant or not depends on haw large the
correlation is (either positive or negative) and also the number of
pairs of items being canpared, (Kenny 1982:p88). This can be seen by
examining the table of significance levels for Pearson's coefficient
on the next page:
no. of pairs	 lagest significant value (5% level)
	
3	 .99
	
4	 .95
	
5	 .88
	
6	 .81
	
7	 .76
	
8	 .71
	
9	 .67
	
10	 .63
	
15	 .51
	
20	 .44 frau Kenny (ibid)
Because the lost acceptable value gets smaller as sample size gets
larger, even trivial correlations could be significant if the sample
size was large enough.
Correlation coefficients may suggest (but cannot prove) evidence of
e•
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No measure of correlation comes rea supplied with an• 11
one of two kinds of relationships according to Kenny (1982:p86-7)
either one variable causes the other (cause and effect), or both are
being affected by a third unmeasured variable, or factor. Kenny
contends' that the latter relationship is mcre likely in Linguistic
studies. This is not necessarily true because when measuring
proportions for example, longer sentences may have more noun phrases
per sentence, and thus show a correlation. Such correlations however
an4
reveal only language universals/ are of no interest to the
stylistician (though he might be interested in the tendency of
sentences being longer in some texts tha other4 Nbt all ses of
cause and effect need be as transparent as this though, and great
care therefore needs to be exercised in the interpretation of
correlation coefficients.
interpretation, and it is at this point that subjectivity on the
part of the stylistician is unavoidable. Even if he is sure that the
results are not due to cause and effect he can only guess at the
nature of the third unmeasured variable affecting the scores of both
variables.
Sandell (1977:p124) provides an example of the use of Pears
correlation coefficients with stylistic data. Sandell measured
texts in 5 samples all from the editions of the same newspaper.These
were Advertisements fram 1958 editions, Advertisements from 1968
editions, Foreign News telegrams from 1958 editions, Foreign News
telegrams from 1968 editions, and Home Care editorials from 1968
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editions. The samples had to have at least 1 II wards-. Eaten gawp tem
made up of 14 samples. The 5 groups were measured on 12 (mainly
syntactic) syntactic variables wbich Sandell believed might be
associated with an Advertising style and intent to persuade. The
variables were:
1. Average word length in letters
2. Average clause length inwards
3. Average sentence length in clauses
4. Noun tokens as a proportion of total words
5. Verb tokens as a proportion of total words
6. Adjectives • me	 N
7. Other parts of speech as a proportion of total words.
8. No of word types per 100 words not found in a omprehensive
dictionary
9. Reinforcers as a proportion of total words
10.Ellipses per 100 words
11. Initial assonances per 100 words
12.End
Sandell 's analysis was done manually by a team of counters
(ibid:p117).
Sandell used Pearson's correlation coefficients in an unusual way:
Be first produced correlation matrices for individual groups and
then compared these with a correlation matrix for all groups taken
together. The correlations were worked cut between every possible
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pair of variables (ibid:p123). Sandell directly ccrrpares coly filso
correlation matrices one for the pooled groups and one for the
separate groups. However he fails to explain haw he produced a
single correlation matrix for all the separate group correlations.
Sandell works on the principle that correlations for separate gro..ps
will not reveal evidence for persuasive intent but that pooled group
correlations will. He therefore decides to assure that any increase
in correlation magnitude of 10% or more on the pooled groups matrix
when cartpared with separate groups is evidence that a variable is a
marker of persuasive intent. Sandell then examines visually the
intercorrelations between mutually correlating .groups of variables
and establishes a cluster of variables wthose mutual
intercorrelations have all increased by 10%. In this way Sandell is
able to pinpoint a group of 7 variables all affected by a con=
factor, in a similar way to the sort of solution produced by
mathematical means in a Factor Analysis (see section 1.8 telow).
Sandell 's technique is somewhat unusual. It mild be gore nocral for
him to have looked at differences in frequencies, (i.e. to take the
variables separately rather than together) between coe group and
another or thesooled groups and one group.
In summary of Sandell 's findings, he claims to discover increases in
the tendency to use adjectives, ellipses and initial asscoances due
to persuasive intent. Note that Sandell's
 interpretation of the
correlations in this way is due to an Informed bat subjective
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assumption about the abs enoe of persuasive intent within groups
and its presence in pooled groups. Sandell (ibid:p123) admits this
weakness.
The major limitations of correlation coefficients appear to be that
they can only compare two variables at once. This only goes part of
the Way to solving the researcher's problem that rather than all
measuring different aspects of style scue of the dependent variables
at least are measuring more or less the same thing. This problem uas
first raised in the section on ANOVA above.
However Sandell (ibid) does show that careful interpretation of a
manually produced cluster of intercorrelating variables can help the
researcher to proceed beyond the process of simply establishing
relationships between 2 variables to positing the existence of
unmeasured variables.
1.7 MARKAORTH AND BAKER (1980) - Discriminant Function 
Analysis - Multivariate Comparisons Taking account of the
Discriminant Function analysis, sometimes referred to simply as
Discriminant analysis, is a technique which begins by assuming that
the groups of the I.V. are distinct and looks at which groups of
variables most successfully show up the grouping (i.e. those that
have markedly different scores for different groups).
Markworth and Baker (1980:p237) explain that this technique
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endeavours to maximise the differences between the groups of the
by creating functions of variables (discriminant functions) on
which individual variables are given different weightings (some
variables being more important in discriminating grows than
others). These weightings are chosen as those which give a mean on
the function of variables which differentiates 'best' between 2
groups according to Ehrenberg (1975:pc272-273). If there are more
than two groups of the I.V. to be discriminated, more than cne
function may be required to discriminate between them. The number of
functions produced is always one less than the number of groups
being discriminated.
The correlations between each variable and each discriminant
function can be worked out to give information on which are the most
important variables partk.6ating in distinctions between groups.
Discriminant analysis in summary is a means for discovering which
variables show the clearest distinctions between established groups.
It also however can be used to obtain a good deal of additional
information of interest to the stylistician. The nature of this
additional information is described below.
The scores ,on all variables measured, of individual cases, can be
compared by Discriminant analysis with' the functions produced,
to find out into which of the established groupings of the
Independent variable , they best fit: Discriminant analysis might
assign individual cases to the same groupings as those determined a
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priori by the researcher, or alternatively to different groupings,
indicating by the latter that they are more like the majority of
individuals in that different grouping. The output of this
information is option 14 on the version of Discriminant Analysis in
the SPSS-X statistical computer package (SPSS inc:1983). It is
clearly a useful method of checking on the researcher's own
subjective stylistic text groupings.
All cases can be allotted scores on the functions produced by
discriminant analysis, and a centre point (known as the group
centroid) for the scores of each group (representing a different
style) can be calculated. A plot of the scores on any two functions
(plus the group centroids), with one function plotted on the 'taxis
and the other on the yaxis, can provide a visual display of how
much stylistic distance exists between the or-ordinates of one
groups members (Style A) and those of another (Style B). This gives
an indication again of how well the styles are differentiated, as
well as information on how similar individual texts are in style
through examination of the distance of each group's co-ordinates
from its centroid. Fig 1.7 (over page) gives a plot of fictitious
data to clarify these points.
In Fig 1.7 both group 1 an 2 are not very clearly separated even
though there is some distance between their group centroids. Both
groups 1 and 2 are less compact than 3. Function 1 fails to
discriminate adequately between groups 1 and 2 (whose group
centroids have the same score on this function) though function 2
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discriminates than somewhat. Group 3 is not discriminated from group
2 by function 1 but by function 2. Both functions 1 and 2
discriminate groups 1 and 2 but function 1 makes the clearest
distinction. In order to get the full picture further analysis of
the variables is needed in order to see which ones correlate highly
with function 1
Fig 1.7 Plot of fictitious scores on 2 discriminant functions for 3
style variables.
function2
There are 9 cases in each group
+ = co-ordinates of individual oases
1,2 and 3 = Group Centrcids
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Markworth and Baker (1980:239-245) carried out a discriminant
function analysis on data obtained on 36 syntactic variables and 5
style categories with 100 10 sentence long texts each. The 5 style
categories were; Fiction, Government documents, Learned Journals,
Newspaper reports, and Popular Journals. They on only the
first two discriminant functions which they consider gave a clear
differentiation between fiction and non fictional styles. Government
Documents were not well discriminated from Learned Journals by
either of the two functions mentioned, the same was true for Popular
Journals and Newpaper articles. However Government Documents and
learned Journals together are differentiated from Popular Journals
and Newspaper Reports (taken together) by functions 1 and 2.
Because of the failure of the first 5 group discriminant analysis to
separate the non-fiction styles satisfactorily, Narkworth and Baker
went on to do a 4 group discriminant analysis on the 4 non-fiction
styles. Narkworth and Baker report on all the three functions for
this analysis. FUnction 2 served to discriminate Newspaper Reports
from Popular Journals, and funcion 1 served to discriminate both of
these from Government Documents and Learned journals, but only
function 3 discriminated these latter 2 styles from each other.
Narkworth and Baker report that 8 variables correlate with the first
function in the 5 group discriminant analysis, these are
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predominantly variables measuring verb phrase structure. Fbr the 4
group discriminant analysis the number of variables correlating with
each discriminant function are reported to be less, for example,
ncminalisations, passives and conjoined words all correlate positively
with functiqn 3 and noun adjuncts, and negatively with the same
function.
WnilstMarkworth and Baker make use of the possibilities of
discriminant analysis to show how well different styles are
differentiated, they do not use its capabilities to check up on their
established style groupings. In view of their difficulties in managing
to get functions to clearly discriminate all their styles it is
possible that some of their texts are 'misplaced' and that Varkworth
and Baker' style groupings are not the optimum way of categorising
their data stylistically.
The main limitation of Discriminant Analysis appears to be that it
tries to fit texts into established groupings rather than locking at
ompletely ungrouped data with a view to constructing the most natural
groupings. This task is perhaps best undertaken by the large group of
techniques collectively as Cluster Analysis, though there are distinct
problems with this method as regards the definition of what is a
'cluster'. Cluster Analysis is further discussed in 1.9 below. As a
means for providing groupings of style variables all functioning in a
similar.
Discriminant Analysis differs from Factor Analysis (discussed below
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in 1.8) in that the groupings of variables which result in
Discriminant Analysis are based on the grouped cases whereas in
Factor Analysis these are ungrouped. The result is that the emphasis
in Discriminant Analysis is on finding groups of variables which
best differentiate styles whereas in Factor Analysis the emphasis is
on finding groups of variables which best differentiate cases (in
this case individual samples of text).
1.8 BIBER (1985) - Factor Analysis -stmore than 2 dependent 
variables 
The basic principle of a Factor analysis is to reduce a large number
of initial variables to a smaller number of derived variables,
thereby summarising a section of the original data. Each Factor is a
representation of the shared variance'of a number of variables. In
the case of a stylistician measuring texts on a large number of
linguistic variables, each factor represents a group of linguistic
features that have a tendency to co-occur in all texts, regardless
of their initial grouping by the researcher into particular styles.
Ehrenberg (1975:p272) points out that Factor Analysis in =mon with
many other statistical techniques should not be assumed to be ware
objective than it really is. Factor Analysis as Kim and Weller
(1978a :p9) point out, is a ccrivenient label for a group of
analytical procedures where there is in fact a good deal of choice
(and therefore opportunity for making subjective decisions), rather
than a technique with one fixed pattern for all eventualities. To
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understand this latter point fully an outline of the factor
analytical process is needed, and now follows.
The first stage in any type of Factor Analysis is the calculation of
a matrix of Pearson Product Moment Correlation coefficients
(described in 1.6 above). The number of variables going into the
correlation matrix: will of course depend on how many variables the
researcher has chosen to measure, but a heuristic often suggested is
to limit the number of variables to no more than half the number of
cases or subjects in the study. Biber (1985:p342), however, (whose
Factor Analysis on stylistic data is studied below) quotes Gorsuch
(1983) as suggesting only one fifth the number of variables compared
to observations. This would involve making a large number of
observations per variable. Such a task caused no problems for Biber,
who used a computer to count the scores for each observation, but is
likely to be beyond the scope of a manual count if a useful number
of variables are to be counted. The nature of the actual variables
to include in the analysis is of course a subjective decision and
this must be taken into account when examining and interpreting •
Factor Analyses.
In the second stage, weighted linear combinations of the original
variables are calculated using the correlation matrix, these are the
factors. Initially the factors 'extracted' from the data will
contain a relatively large proportion of the shared variance among
the variables (i.e. will discriminate cases well) but as more are
extracted the percentage of variance accounted for becomes less and
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less. Factor Analysis will go on extracting factors until it has
accounted for all the shared variance. This often results in a very
large number of Factors. This situation calls for an assessment of
which factors are really worth considering and which are trivial.
This is essentially a subjective decision, but one helpful
suggestion made by Kim and MUeller (1978b :p44) is to draw up a graph
of the factors and their eigenvalues (a ueasure reflecting the
amount of shared variance accounted for by each factor. It can give
a plot similar to that in Fig 1.8 below.
Fig 1.8 Plot of eigenvalues and factors for fictitious data
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Such a plot is often known as a 'scree plat' because whilst the
first. two co-ordinates give a steep slope the remainder of the
factors form as sort of scree as at the foot of a mountainside. The
suggestion is made by Kim and Mueller (op cit) that the experimenter
should ignore the factors forming the 'scree' and pay attention only
to the first two. The plot on the previous page shows a very clear •
cut case but had factor 3 for example had a higher eigenvalue it
would have been difficult to decide whether to include it or not.
Even with the help of a scree plot then the decision about how many
factors to extract remains subjective.
The final task of interpretation of the factors is done by the
researcher and is therefore subjective, though guided by previous
knowledge. Interpretation is facilitated by a list of the
correlations of the original variables with the new derived
variables or factors. These correlations are often termed
'loadings'. If- several variables 'load' highly on one particular
factor, and the researcher had subjectively identified -,these
variables as those most indicative of informal texts, he might .
interpret the factor in question as a formality factor.
This final task and the one mentioned earlier of deciding how many
factors to extract also arise for Discriminant Function Analysis,
although in the case of the latter the problem is that of deciding
how many functions to bother with and what they mean.
In order to make the job of interpretation as easy as possible, a
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necessary prerequisite according to Biber (1985: p349), is to
subject the factors to a rotation' which will result in variables
correlating strongly with only one of the factors extracted, and not
several. Many different rotations exist, sone acre widely used than
others. Detailed information about rotations is not provided here
but a camprehensive treatment of the subject is to be found in Kim
and Mueller (1978b). The choice of one particular rotation rather
than another is of course yet another opportunity for the researcher
to exercise his an judgement. The rotation chosen changes the
composition of the resulting factors. However, no one rotated
solution according to Ehrenberg (1975:p267) can be considered
'correct - in Factor Analysis.
A final possibility in Factor Analysis is to calculate the scores
(factor scores) for each case on the new variables or factors. In
Factor Analysis proper these scores are estimates only (Ehrenberg
1975:p269). This is because Factor analysis always assumes that a
certain amount of variance in the data is due to error. In the
related technique of Principle Cbmpcnent Analysis no such assumption
is made and therefore true component scores can be ccaputedif the
assumption of no error is correct, though this is rather unlikely.
The factor scores obtained can be used to give an idea of how well
the different groupings of the independent variable are separated
from one another. This can be done by plotting the scores on two
different factors, on separate axes, for all cases in the data. The
plot produced is reminiscent of the pact of discriminant functions
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in fig 1.7 above. If all the scores for each group form dense
clusters which do not overlap this is an indication that at least as
regards the factors extracted the set of texts in each I.V. group
are a homogeneous set. This is information of a very useful type for
a stylistician.
Biber (1985) conducted a Factor Analysis on stylistic data made up
of 545 observations (texts) measured on 42 variables covering
aspects of Linguistic structure. Biber (1986) shows that the choice
of variables was determined by exam. ining relevant previous
studies. The 545 texts were classified into 13 different groups
according to provenance. These groups covered both spoken and
written texts of varying degrees of formality. Biber (1986) shows
that his study is mainly concerned with identifying the factors
distinguishing spoken from written styles. Scores on all Biber'S
variables were calculated by computer techniques.
Biber carried out a Factor Analysis on his data and decided to
extract 5 factors on the basis of a scree pact, (ibid 1985:p349). He
rotated the resulting factor matrix using a Pramax rotation (not
available through the computing facilities at Bangor), and says that
he interpreted 4 of the resulting factors. Biber calls his first
factor "Interactive v Edited Text" (lipid 1985:p356) and reports 15
variables with positive loadings and 3 with negative loadings. Biber
ignores all loadings smaller than .30.
Biber's second factor loads positively on 7 variables which Biber
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considers indicative of an abstract style (p354). These are
variables like the frequency of of passives and naninalisations. The
second factor also displays 5 negative loadings all considered by
Biber to be indicative of frequent reference to the external
situation. These negatively loaded variables include variables like
time and place adverb frequency. The variables on which Factor 2
loads lead Biber to interpret this as an "Abstract v Situated
Content" Factor
Biber (ibid:pp354ff) goes on to compute factor scores for all his
factors and then plots the distribution of the mean factor score (0n
the first factor only) for each text/style grouping. Note that this
is not the method of plotting factor scores mentioned above on page
260, where a check on group memtexship is facilitated. All in fact
Biber is doing at this point is showing visually how far apart the
means of each text group are considering their mean scores on Factor
1. Some measure therefore, of how well each group is shown to be
stylistically different from its neighbours, on one factor, is all
that is possible with this type of plot. Visually the plot shows 3
well separated groups. The first group is made up of clearly
interactive spoken texts. The other two groups are non-interactive
the first of these containing more spoken and less edited texts than
the second.
Biber shows through his study that stylistic data can be analysed
through the use of factor analysis and that meaningfully
interpretable results can be obtained. Factor analysis emerges in
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Biber's study as a useful tool for the stylistician in trying to
pinpoint groups of variables all contributing to produce the same
stylistic effect. Baer however uses a very large dataset well
beyond what will be feasible in this study where only manual
counting techniques will be used. The reliability of a study much
smaller than Biber's would perhaps be more questicnable.
Biber's study is dis ,apointing in that he makes no attempt to check
on the . homogeneity of the original text groupings used in his
sample. It seems likely for example that same rather vaguely defined
categories in Biber's study such as his "Face to Face Conversation"
are likely to contain a good deal of internal stylistic variation,
for example fram status differences among speakers. In addition,
Biber's method of plotting the mean factor scores for each text
grouping is very misleading as the factor scores for a few cases in
each group may vary a great deal fram the scores of the majority of
cases. In this eventuality a mean factor some would not be a good
representation of the scores of a total grouping and would of course
mask untypical scores.
The following section investigates a possible method of solving the
problem of testing for group homogeneity when all observations/texts
are considered separately. This is the group of techniques known as
'Cluster Analysis'.
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1.9 McENTEGART and LE PAGE (1982) - Cluster analysis - Grouping
observations into natural clusters 
The term 'cluster analysis' 'is misleadingly not a single method of
analysis but a large number of techniques working on many different
principles as Everitt (iNA:N23-58) shows. Furthermore according to
Baker (1985:05) Cluster Analysis is a technique for sorting data.
It is therefore not a statistical test like Discriminant Analysis
(i.e. it does Xinvolve significance tests usually).
Cluster Analysis is based on the assumption that in any group or
cluster of entities each member will have more in common with its
fellow group members than with the members of other groups. It is a
multivariate technique in that the D.V. scores for all
observations/texts on a number of variables are used as input. Prior
groupings, for example into style categories are ignored.
In terms of their actual calculation nearly all Clustering
techniques have in common the fact that they are based on a measure
of distance related in same way to the performance of each
subject/text on all the variables used. Cases are 'fused' into
groups on the basis of the distance measure chose. The groups formed
are subsequently fused together on the same basis until all the data
has been accounted for, often by the fusion of all groups into one
large group.
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Clustering techniques vary according to Everitt (ibid:p52, rp60-64 4
p75), in relation to; the assurptions they wake about the data; the
shape of clusters they tend to find; whether the clusters overlap;
and the exact composition of the clusters. Added to this is the fact
that many clustering methods require the analyst to decide
subjectively, or in advance, how many clusters he wishes to fird in
the data, (Everitt op cit:pc64-67).
The consequence of this multiplicity of approaches is that different
results may be obtained from the same data. This situation would not
be so bad if a reliable system of validating clustering solutions
were to be available. No such procedure exists according to Everitt
(1980:p74) only heuristics like those suggested by NcEntegart and le
Page (1982:p116). The simpler of these involve trying to replicate
the same clustering solution using several different rethcds, and
supporting this with other non-cluster analytical representations of
the data (for example plotting factor scores as in 1.7 above); and
to check for concurrence with the researcher's own qualitative
assesment of what solutions seem likely.
Another obvious area for subjective judgements with clustering
techniques is that of where to stop clustering and consequently bow
many groups to accept. This maybe fairly clearcut if a stage is
reaChedi4here several very close knit groups have been obtained, all
of which are very distant fran one another. Boyever if no such clear
boundary exists a large set of groupings may be just valid as wall
set.
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In ,spite of the inherent problems in Cluster Analysis the technique
has been used in linguistic resea rch, though not to the present
*author's knaaledge in stylistics. Mantegart and Le Page (1982) use
two different clustering techniques; Single Linkage, and Ward's
Method, on Dialedata. McEntegart and Le Page, working in Belize
and St Lucia, obtained samples of speechrecorded under varying
conditions assumed to influence formality. The authors also scored
informants on a variety of non-linguistic (i.e. cultural and
economic) variables. Linguistic variables chosen for analysis were
phonological variables thought to be socially marked. Mantegart and
Le Page performed Cluster Analyses on the scores of all their
informants on all the phonological variables. The resulting clusters
were then tested for their degree of assos iation with the
socio-economic variables measured.
The technique used by McEntegart and Le Page could be transferred to
stylistic work with individual informants being replaced by texts
and the phonological variables of presumed social significance
replaced by linguistic variables of stylistic significance. The
clusters resulting from the analysis could be compared against
original groupings (i.e. the same conditions on the I.V. as used for
.significance testing e.g.with ANtVA) determined by the researcher.
This comparison would be qualitative and not involve the use of a
test of association as did Mantegart and Le Page. The importance of
making this sort of check on presumed stylistic groupings of texts
has already been stressed on p.236 earlier.
•
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MbEntegart and Le Page did not obtain satisfactory results with
Cluster 'Analysis on their data. They were unable to find any
discrete non-overlapping clusters (ZicEntegart and Le Page's term for
these are 'true typologies'), and only 4 overlaMing
(administrative) clusters for the Belize informants. No stable
clusters could be found at all for the St Lucia data set (cp
cit:pal7).
MbEntegart and Le Page's lack of success is not discouraging as
regards the present study. In the qualitative study of government
leaflets already completed (see part 1) very clear cut differences
between at least two easily identifiable text populations have been
observed (i.e. those between P.A. and I.A.). McEntegart and Le Page
admit that the populations in their study were 'in a state of flux'
and 'not ghetto populations' (op cit:pal6). Their lack of success
with cluster analysis does not therefore seem surprising, and indeed
appears to confirm intuitive judgements about what might be the
outcome with this type of dataset.
Cluster analysis it seems can be cautiously accepted as an
exploratory tool in stylistic work, there are too many problems with
validation for it to be more than this. It does seem worth including
in the present study havever as the only statistical technique
available expressly for sorting and classifying datasets without
using any a priori grouping.
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1.10 General Summary of Informationprovidedtxthe Statistical 
techniques reviewed 
In summary the statistical techniques discussed in this Introduction
as being useful for stylistic work fall into three main categories.
Firstly techniques like Cluster Analysis, the plotting of Factor
Scores and of discriminant functions which all provide checks on the
status of the initial stylistic groupings of texts set by the
researcher. Secondly the ANOVA to assess whether individual
linguistic variables produce significant stylistic differences
between pre-established text groupings. Thirdly techniques which
facilitate the identification Of variables functioning together to
produce a particular stylistic effect, either disregarding the
researcher's original .
 stylistic groupings (Factor Analysis and
Correlations) or. taking these into account by trying to see which
groups of variables maximally differentiate between the text groups
(Discriminant Analysis).
1.11 Basic Requirements of all the Research Techniques described 
above
All statistical techniques make some assumptions about the data to
be input to them. These assumptions take the form of requirenents
about dataset paraneters and must be adhered to if dependable
results are to be obtained (though researchers commonly gloss over
them). In addition to this, the nature of the study conducted,
whether Experimental or based on Natural Observation will determine
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exactly what type of conclusions can be drawn fram the results.
These points, of general relevance to all the techniques discussed
above, are now discussed.
1.11.1 Experimental v Observational Studies 
The distinction between research founded on Experimentation and that
founded on Natural Observation is an important one because it
determines the exact nature of the conclusions to be drawn from the
research. Robson (1973:p15-16) sums up the distinction as being one
of control over the variables involved. In an experiment the
researcher investigates the relationship between two phenomena by
making changes in one and noting the effect of these on the other.
The phenomenon which is subject to deliberate change is the
Independent Variable (IX.) (in a much stricter sense than that
referred to before on page 239) and that in which change is observed
the .Dependent Variable (D.V.). In a carefully-controlled experiment
where nothing else is allowed to vary, or all other variations are
totally random, the I.V. can truly be said to cause changes in the
DX., if any changes are found.
Because of the difference between experimental and non-experimental
studies, the term 'Independent Variable' is sometimes replaced by
the term 11Tlanatory-Variabae' for a variable that plays the role
of the I.V. but is not in the strict control of the investigator.
In a study based on natural observation, for example investigating
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the relationship between smoking (I.V.) and cancer (D.V.), the I.V.
is an attribute of subjects (unless you took a group of people and
made some smoke and others not for x: years) rather than something
decided on by the expexiuenter. Other uncontrolled variables may
show non random correlations with the tendency to smoke e.g.
suffering from stress, and could themselves be the cause of cancer.
These unwanted variables do not vary randomly and are beyond the
researchers control. It is for this reason that a study based on
natural observation can not be used as evidence to show cause and
effect as in an experiment, but only evidence of an association
between 2 variables. The association discovered must then be
interpreted in the light of what other possible uncontrolled factors
could have affected the result.
NO true experiments have been carried out to date on stylistic data
to the present author's knowledge. This would involve, if carried
out, having texts written under instructions which could be assumod
to affect their style, then measuring each text on a number of
linguistic variables.
The only author who appears to consider an experimental design is
Sandell (1977:p11) in his study of advertising language. Sandell
concludes in favour of an observational study noting that whilst an
experimental design is superior in the conclusions that can be drawn
from it, any texts produced under experimental conditions would not
be as authentic as a random sample of available texts. Sandell goes
on to make the point that to some extent unwanted variables can be
controlled by careful restriction of the text populations for study,
e.g. they can be standardised for time of writing/speaking. The same
view as that of Sandell will be adopted here.
1.11.2 Randam Sampling
It is generally neither practicable or necessary for a researcher to
submit all the available texts in a given style under study to
analysis. The total set of such texts will probably be beyond
estimate. The name given to such sets is the population. Leach
(1979:pp18-19) points out that a researcher usually investigates the
parameters of any given population by analysing only a small portion
of it, a sample, and then generalising the information obtained to
the parent population. Such generalisations are only valid of course
if the sample of subjects from a population is completely random,
This means that although every individual is not investigated all
individuals have an equal chance of being investigated.
Randam samples can only be drawn if there is a clearly recognisable
population to sample from. A frequent fault of statistical stylistic
studies is to fail to make explicit what the pcpulations being
sampled are. This is true of of Carroll (1969). Mbre recent studies
using computer rather than manual counting of variables have used
large corpora (in effect samples) (or sections of them) like the
Brown Corpus as populations. In this case the reliability of the
sampling depends on how, well the parent corpus was sampled.
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1.11.3 Underlying Population Distributions.
All the statistical techniques described in this chapter (except
most Cluster Analysis ones) so far make stringent assumptions about
the nature of the distributions underlying the populations from
which samples to be *tested are drawn. This is a natural requirement
oE the particular statistical concepts on which the techniques are
based. All the techniques discussed so far are generally referred to
as parametric statistics and require that the distribution of scores
in the parent population, if sampled, would be 'normal'. There is
nothing abnormal about other population distributions, but it can be
shown that many statistical phenomenon, like human height, if
plotted, display one particular symmetrical shape whose equation is
well known. This is the normal distribution.
There are also other assumptions about similarity of 'variance', for
example in ANOVA. Here the assumption is that the spread of scores
in each group around its mean is not markedly different from that in
another group. Data for analysis by ANOVA should be checked to make
sure that this assumption holds true.
Parametric statistical techniques are often seen to be superior to
those techniques which do not make the same assumptions about
underlying population parameters (non-parametric statistics). This
superiority is based on two things: the greater sensitivity and
power of a given parametric test when compared directly with a
non-parametric test designed to test the same thing, and the ability
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of parametric statistical tests to tackle camplexptmtaeus for ubich
non-parametric statistics are not available, e.g. factor analysis.
Supporters of Non-Parametric Statistical Methods however point out
the difficulty of establishing with certainty whether underlying
population distributions are normal and the consequent gamble that
is being taken with the statistical significance of the work done.
Non-Parametric statistics tend to be mathematically simpler than
their counterparts and therefore easier for non-specialists to
understand.
For more ccmplex studies where non-parametric statistics are not
available ,e.g factor analysis, a possible method is to do only the
first stage of the analysis (factor analysis is generally based on
an initial correlation matrix, using a non-parametric technique e.g.
Spearman Rho instead of Pearson The resulting matrices could be
processed by hand (see section above on correlations) to reveal
groupings of mutually correlating or dissimilar variables. Kendall
(1975) seems to think that acceptable results can be produced in
this way.
iitcds et al (1986) maintain that normally distributed scores on a
variable in the parent population cannot be assumed in Language data
except where samples are very large ( scores approach normal as
sample size increases due to the effect of the Central Limit Theorem
- see Woods et al:op cit). If this is taken into account in
stylistic work it seems that the rational choice for statistical
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testing (i.e. confirmation of hypotheses) are non-parametric tests,
the onus being on anyone who uses parametric statistics to thaw that
the distributions concerned are normal if they cpt to choose these
more pmerful tests.
Where instead of confirming hypotheses the researcher only r uishes to
explore the structure of his data to see what patterns euerge, and
does not wish to confirm previously fornaliM:exl hypotheses, it seems
more admissable to use parametric statistics. This is true
especially-where an equivalent non-parametric test is not available.
These results can be carpared with manual analyses of non-parametric
test outputs (see above). In this case however any generalisation of
the researcher's findings to the populations is not really
legitimate.
Before concluding this section, it must be noted that non-parametric
'tests are not entirely-free from assumptions, the main ones being
that the scores for analysis uust be (when significance tests are
being done) fran a randomly sanpled population (see ItarxkmEaupaing
above), that scores should be independent (i.e. not from the same
individual/subject), and that scores should be contiuous (i.e. all
subjects should have different scores). Violations of the latter
assumption can be corrected if not too severe, according to Leach
(1979:00). The assumption of independence for stylistical research
ueans that in effect each text must be from a different author.
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1.12 Implications of the foregoing for the Present Study
This study will clearly have to give consideration to two separate
but related problems:
1. Exploration of the validity of style labels like ME, Personal
Address, and Impersonal Address using sorting and classification
techniques like Cluster analysis.
2. Investigation of hypotheses about the role of linguistic
variables believed to characterise the style of Government Leaflets,
as well as further exploration of the possibility that groups of
variables may share the same stylistic function.
1.13 Choice of Statistical Techniques in the Present Study.
Ideally all the different types of statistical techniques discussed
in this introduction need to be used in the present study. This is
because •of the exploratory nature of the work to be undertaken and
the consequent need to shed as much light as possible on the data.
The desirable techniques to use in the present study are Parametric
ones, and (in the case of Factor Discriminant Function Analysis) are
the only available techniques. It has already been established that
parametric techniques rely on assumptions about normality which
cannot be guaranteed in Linguistic data.
Some method of testing the assumptions about normality for each and
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every variable is needed in order that an informed decision can be
made about what techniques to use. A statistical test of the null
hypothesis that a sample of scores does came from a normally
distributed population is possible with the Kolmogorov-Smirnav test,
Leach (1979). This test would have to be carried out on each
variable several times; once on the scores of each group seperately
as a prior to an ANOVA or similar test, and once over all the groups
as a prior to all other tests.
The necessary prerequisite to the use of the ANOVA for individual
variables are variables where it is possible to accept the null
hypothesis of an underlying normal distribution for every group's
scores and ilmnageneity of variance' (page 271). Even if the scores
of only one group did not satisfy the requirements of normality it
would not be possible to use a parametric test. The likelihood of
every variable in this study satisfying the assumptions about
normality in this way seem very unlikely: In the interests of
uniformity, if anything more than one or two variables were to be
non-normally distributed, a non-parametric test seems to be the best
solution rather than using an ANOVA on some variables and the
Eruskall-Wallis test (non-parametric equivalent to ANOVA) on others.
The situation is slight more complicated with regard to other
techniques. As a prerequisite to the use of a parametric correlation
co-efficient both variables in the comparison (a correlation
compares 2 vaiables) would have to satisfy assumptions about
normality across all groups. Itibilst satisfying this requirement seem
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more likely than satisfying the requirements for the ANOVA, a
uniform test is needed especially if a manual factoring technique is
to be attempted (i.e. a technique involving multiple comparisons of
many correlation co-efficients).
As a . pre-requirement to Factor Analysis all the variables included
in the technique would have to satisfy assumptions about normality
across all groups. If only a small amount of variables failed to
satisfy these assumptions then a Factor analysis may be possible on
the majority of variables. If on the other hand many variables
failed the test of normality, then a decision is not so easy to
make. The choice is either to proceed l with Factor Analysis on all
variables anyway and treat the results with great caution, using a
manual method to provide further support. The results of the Factor
Analysis would therefore be only descriptive (no inference to
populations, significance tests etc). • The alternative is not to do
factor analysis at all, instead satisfying oneself with only a
manual analysis of multiple correlation coefficients. The former
option, provided that the result of the Factor Analysis is treated
with caution, seems, likely to provide the greatest amount of
information.
The Cluster Analysis to be used in this study in non-parametric and
therefore the problems discussed above do not arise. The problem
does arise however of whether to standardise scores or not.
. Discrhminant Analysis requires all variables included in the
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analysis to satisfy the assumptions about normality across all
groups.. If most variables fall into this category then Discriminant
analysis should be performed. Even if this is not the case the
Discriminant analysis could be used as long as the results were
interpreted with great caution. In this respect the use of
Discriminant Function Analysis is very like Factor Analysis.
1.14 Plan of the Present Study 
The design of the present study is set out in detail in the Method
(Chapter 2). However, it is important to set out here the main
factors to be considered in the design. These are based on the
information obtained in the discussion of previous studies which
forms the major part of this chapter (sections 1.5 to 1.9).
The main factors to be considered in the plan are as follows:
1. The formulation of questions to be answered. These are the
hypotheses to be tested in Part 2.
2. Decide on anaperirrental or Observational plan
3. Identify the Populations to be sampled and decide on a sampling
technique. This by implication involves deciding on had many groups
there should be on any independent variable.
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4. Define the size of the data matrix to be used. The total number
of scores which can be recorded will be determined by the time
limitations involved alone, but for any given matrix of scores there
are different permutations of numbers of variables and numbers of
observations, which it seems fruitful to analyse. For example, a
data matrix of 100 scores could be formed by 10 observations on 10
variables, or by 5 observations on 20 variables.
The choice of the exact cambination of observations and variables is
a delicate balance between several factors, firstly the need to
include enough .texts/Observations on each group to make the
study reliable, secondly the need to investigate a usefully large
number of variables, taking into account the wish to discover
factors if existent and to test the qualitative observations made in
part 1.
5. Decide on what variables to study. This will inevitably be
determined by the need to test the qualitative observations made in
part 1. How many variables to study will be partly determined by the
time available and the the . number of observations over which they
need to be measured (see 3 above).
Decide on how many groups to compare and therefore how many
categories the independent variable will have. This will be
determined by what styles seem most stylistically interesting to
campare, but obviously the comparison of any one style will be
partial, as there is insufficient timie to make comparisans with all
styles.
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7. Decide how to score texts on individual variables. The standard
method .used in all studies reviewed in this introduction is to
simply count occurrences of a particular ,structural item per
sentence or per 100, 200 words etc. This method was criticised in
1.5 earlier as undesirable and therefore an alternative method is
needed, at least for certain variables.
8. Decide on the exact forms of the statistical techniques to be
used in analysing the data. TO a great extent this will be
determined by the statistical packages available at MINK Bangor.
The first point (point 1.) forms the last section of this
introduction and is set out below.
1.15 Hypotheses 
Not all the statisical tests to be conducted in the study
necessarily need to have 'a formal hypothesis formulated along the
lines suggested in the section on hypotheses (1.15) earlier in this
chapter. This is due to the distinction between confirmatory and
exploratory analysis. Confirmatory analysis as its name suggests
tries to confirm formal hypotheses about the sample concerned with a
view to making valid statistical inferences about the population
from which the sample is drawn.
Exploratory analysis can be used as a different way of approaching
the same sample of data if knowledge is insufficient to allow the
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formation of formal hypotheses. No inferences of course can be drawn
from such a study, but observations can be made about the structure
of the data in the sample which can be confirmed in later
confirmatory studies.
The work so far carried out in this thesis has been qualitative (see
Part 1) and concentrates almost exclusively on an itemisation of the
features of linguistic structure which appear to 'characterise AdE
and its component styles l.A. and P.A. Part 1 therefore provides
sufficient evidence to make hypotheses about the distributions of
individual items of linguistic structure in at' least 3 styles;
and P.A. AdE texts and at least one other style chosen to make a
contrast between AdE styles and other styles of English. In the
actual study 4 styles are used; l.A. and P.A. AdE, Information
leaflets from Non-Governmental institutions, and Newspaper articles.
More Information about the reasons for this choice of styles to
study can be found in Chapter 2 which follows.
The work of Part 1 does not provide enough evidence to allow the
*formulation of hypotheses about the structure of variables when all
the styles to be studied are taken into account, though it may be
useful in helping to interpret any structure found. No formal
hypotheses will therefore be made regarding the correlation and
Factor Analysis parts of this study.
A tacit assumption does exist however to the effect that the
different style categories to be studied in Part 2 are discrete and
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non-overlapping, categories. It is not possible to test such an
assumption however. Of the four methods of testing for group
homogeneity which have been suggested in this introduction, only
one; Discriminant Analysis is a technique which can be validated and
therefore used in confirmatory analysis. However, the requirement of
Discriminant Analysis that all variables to be tested should be
drawn from normally distributed pcpulations seems unlikely to be
realised for all variables. This technique may therefore be used
only in an exploratory way, and as a consequence no formal
hypothesis will be put forward concerning the homogeneity of the
style categories chosen.
Finally it has already been suggested in the previous section that
the Rolmogorov Smirnov test be used to test hypotheses about the
normal distribution for each variable. These hypotheses are set out
below, and are followed by those for testing for significant
differences between the I.V. groupings on each variable.
1.15.1 Formal Hypotheses about Normality
Ideally a hypothesis needs to be put forward for each variable to be
tested. As there are in fact to be 38 of these, general hypotheses
are put forward here in which K stands for Variable 1, variable 2
etc up to variable 38.
There are 2 alternative and 2 null hypotheses to be tested:
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Alternative Hypothesis 1
That the scores for group * on variable k are not drawn fran a
normally distributed population.
Null Hypothesis 1
That the scores for group * on variable k are drawn from a normally
distributed population, rnull' i.e. no difference between the
observed distribution and the normal distribution).
* refers to group: 1, 2 ,3 or 4 of the I.V.
Alternative Hypothesis 2
That the scores for variable K are not drawn from a normally
distibuted population.
Null Hypothesis 2
That the scores for variable K are drawn from a normally distributed
population.
1.15.2 Formal Hypotheses for testing significance of each of the 4
gmalfL on all D.V.s
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Alternative Hypothesis 
That the samples of scores for variable K come from different
populations.
•
Mill Hypothesis 
That the samples of scores for variable K all come from the same
• population. ("null - no difference between the populations)
Note
In the event of the null hypothesis being rejected for any variable
it will also be necessary to test, for each pair of groups on the
I.V., the alternative hypothesis, that:
The samples of scores for group (a) and group (b) come from separate
,populations,
and the null hypothesis, that:
The samples of scores for .
 group (a) and group (3) come from the same
population,
where (a) may be any of groups 1 to .4 and ' (b) may be any of groups 1
to 4 except that group chosen to be (a).
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This section on the hypotheses completes the introduction to Part 2
of this thesis. The next Chapter sets out the Method followed in
conducting the study.
z
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CHAPTER 2 - PART 2 -METHOD
2.1 Design 
2.1.1 General Theoretical A.s_ta,
'Style Variables are those linguistic features whose distributions
show an association with particular situational contexts, e.g.
advertising, business English etc. Conversely Linguistic features
which are not style variables should have distributions which are
not associated with any particular situational contexts. Any
apparent variations in the distributions of the latter type of
variable should be the result of chance variations or sampling
error. In practical terms it would be a huge task to sample all
situational contexts to discover whether any non-stylistic variables
exist. It would be much easier to show whether a variable is
stylistic in one particular context
2.1.2 Theoretical Aspects Specific to . the Present Study
Government information leaflets seem to show stylistic
distinctiveness in that their writers appear to favour certain
Linguistic structural features and neglect others. This apparent
distinction is claimed in Part 1 of this thesis to be a likely
function of the situational contexts in which Government Information
leaflets are written. The greater situational context pertinent to
Goverment Information leaflets appears to be that of the Province 
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of (Central) Government - administration, and the Modality of
Information ipaflets. The Medium is that of printed i.e. edited,
written English. The lesser Situational Contexts within the Language
of Government Information Leaflets (GIL) are determined by relation
to the situational dimension of Status, in particular the degree to
which • the readers of information leaflets are Personally or
Impersonally addressed, e.g. as ':0211''or as 'the claimant'.
2.1.3 Practical Aspects 
Two possible designs for the investigation of GIL suggest
themselves, the first experimental and the second based on natural
observation. These two possibilities are set out as 1. and 2. below:.
1. Experimental: Obtain a randam sample of subjects (possibly
Government leaflet writers) and provide them with instructions to
write text on the same topic which will be Government Information
leaflets of either a personally, or impersonally addressed type and
possibly a non-government leaflet text for comparison. In this way
the experimenter could assign texts at random to being P.A. or
• GIL or non-GIL.
2. Observational: Obtain 2 random samples of authentic Government
Information leaflets, one each of l.A. and P.A. texts. These would
be selected on formal criterion which might be assumed to be related
to how personally the texts address their readership, e.g. use of
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the second person pronoun. For comparison one or more random samples
could be taken fram specifically nonGIL, populations. In this study
texts would be accepted as belonging to one of several different
groups rather than being allocated to such groups by the
experimenter.
Whilst design 1 has the notional advantage of being an experimental
design, any benefits resulting from such, i.e. being able to
establish cause and effect rela tionships would be lost unless the
instructions to write text of a particular type were very reliable.
Such reliability is likely-to be very difficult to measure, because
until this study is completed no very strong definition of what a
GIL text is in Linguistic terms exists. In other words, just as
people are not in control of gender (one cannot tell one person to
be a man, another a woman) one cannot in practice get leaflet
• writers to switch between their styles. So just as comparisons of
men and women have to be non-experimental, so do the comparisons of
styles to be made here.
Moreover, the idea of an experimental study is not totally suited to
the . needs of the present study: This study sets out to explore the
.nature of Linguistic structure in GIL and to indicate links with
situational variables, it is perhaps therefore too early to consider
making inferences about cause and effect.
Design 2 above is also not without its problems either, the main one
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being that of identif.ying clearly the populations being sampled,
and choosing appropriate populations to compare. It is of little
practical significance to be able to say that text group A differs
significantly in style from text group B if this information can not
be extrapolated to cover a clearly defined population of texts of
which the text groups are only a sample. It is also of little
practical significance if the contrasts between populations chosen
for camparison could be due to any one of several situational •
variables, e.g. time ok production, speech or writing, discourse or
monologue etc.
Providing that the samples for design 2 can be taken from carefully
selected and well described populations, this design appears to be
the natural choice for the present study. The exploratory nature of
this work requires that analysis be carried out on authentic texts,
even if the results will be more limited in the interpretation which
can be made of them. Future studies could be experimental with texts
produced under experimental conditions compared with authentic texts
in order to clarify their status as suitable material for research.
2.1.4 The Independent Variable (I.V.)
•
After considering the time available to undertake the study, the
number of variables desired, and the minimum number of texts
desirable for each group of the I.V. it was decided that an
with 4 groups was the largest possible study that could be •
attempted.
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Group 1 on the I.V. is a sample of GIL Personal Address texts, and
Group 2 a sample of GIL Impersonal Address texts. It was decided to
compare these two groups with texts of the same leaflet modality but
produced by Private Sector rather than government Institutions. The
information leaflets published by National Banks and Building
Societies were selected to fill this need.
Group 3 will be referred to as BBSIL. This group was chosen because
of the minimal differences that subjectively appear to exist between
it and groups 1 and 2. It was expected that useful information about
variables which relate to a general information leaflet Modality
rather than the Public/Private sector Province distinction could be
discovered in this way.
A second point of interest in relation to BBSIL emerged when same
initial analysis was carried out: It became clear that all texts in
the BBSIL sample were Personal Address. A comparison of BBSIL and
GIL Personal Address with GIL Impersonal Address was therefore
expected to yield interesting information on status differences.
For the fourth group of the Independent variable a situational
context was needed which was totally unrelated to that of
Information leaflets, but was nonetheless an example of printed
edited text in wide Public circulation. The choice was an attempt to
identify misleading variables in the other 3 groups which are
relateable not to status or province but merely to the fact that
texts are printed and edited with a wide public audience in view.
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These variables would be those which failed to distinguish any of
the 4 groups.
For group 4 the text populaticn chosen was initially "tabloid
newspaper articles'. This was narrowed down to one newspaper only,
after considering the evidence put forward by some authors (e.g.
Crystal and Davy 1969, and Wallace 1981) that newspaper house styles
may differ quite markedly. Randam selections from among several
newspapers may therefore have produced a non-homogeneous style which
would. not have been suitable for comparisons with other varieties.
The Daily Mirror was randamlY selected fram a list of National
Tabloid Newspapers to provide the sample for Group 4.
For all the groups concerned the assumption is made that each text
sampled is from a different author and that scores for each text are
therefore independent of each other. The design is therefore of the
Independent Subjects type.
The variables of Modality, Status, Medium, and Audience have already
been mentioned as variables taken account of in this study, the only
other variable directly controlled for was Time. Time of publication
was excluded as a factor affecting the results by standardising
texts for for approximate date of publication or currency. This
period is fram October 1985 to the end of 1985.
All other variables not controlled for e.g. Dialect, Discourse*
Participation, Individuality etc are either obviously standard for
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all texts as in the case of Dialect (Standard written English), or
free to vary randomly as in the case of Individuality. Such
variables are not expected therefore to affect the results of the
study.
Summary of I.V. groups 
1.GIL Personal Address
2. GIL Impersonal Address
3. BBSIL (Banking an Building Society Information Leaflets)
4. DMA (Daily Mirror Articles)
2.1.5 The Dependent Variables 
In the absence of previous research specifically dedicated to the
analysis of GIL, the choice of dependent variables to study was made
on the basis of the qualitative study conducted in part 1. Since
.Part 1 highlights more variables of stylistic interest than could
possibly have been analysed in the time available it was decided to
include only those linguistic features which appeared subjectively
to make the strongest Stylistic distinctions between P.A. and
or those which seemed the most prominent markers of GIL style.
This selection of variables was made on an informed but subjective
basis, and it was accepted at the time that the results of later
. analyses might shag that some variables had been wrongly excluded.
In order to lessen this problem as much as possible and to make sure
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that no information gaps existed, some variables were added for the
sake of closure. For example whilst complex .and simple sentences
were observed to make the main stylistic contrasts at .sentence
level, other sentence categories were investigated as well, i.e.
mixed and ccmpound sentences.
A further group of variables were added on which no qualitative
study had been carried out. These variables were intended to extract
information fram the data about sentence cohesion.
The resulting list of variables was composed of 38. These variables
are listed below as variables 3 to 40 (variable 1 is the I.V., and
variable 2 is the number allocated to each text). Each variable is
given its full definition, and listed under one of several
categories.
VARIABLE LIST
SENTENCE STRUCTURE
3. Frequency of Complex Sentences - defined as the number of
sentences containing an adverbial clause per 20 consecutive
sentences. (relative or noun clauses are not considered as making a
sentence complex in this thesis, see Part 1 Ch.6)
4. Frequency of Simple Sentences - defined as the number of
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sentences consisting of only a single clause per 20 consecutive
sentences
5. Frequency of Compound Sentences - defined as the number of
sentences containing 2 or more clauses, all co-ordinated, per 20
consecutive sentences.
6. 'Frequency of Mixed Major Sentences - defined as the number of
sentences containing at least 3 clauses, one of which must be
adverbial and 2 of which must be co-ordinated, per 20 consecutive
sentences
7.Frequency of Minor Sentences - defined as the number of any other
independent sentence -like structure, not classifiable as any of 3-6
above because it is an incomplete set of sentence structures, per 20
consecutive sentences.
CLAUSE STRUCTURE
8. Frequency of conditional/concessive adverbial clauses -. defined
as the number of adverbial clauses which are either conditional .or
concessive, under the definition of Quirk and Greenbaum (1973:
s11.23 - 11.28), per 20 consecutive adverbial clauses.
9. Frequency of Complement Clauses - defined as the number of
clauses occupying complement position in a sentence per 20
consecutive sentence complements. Sentences containing this type of
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clause are Simple sentences (i.e. counted at 4. above). Ch.6 Part 1
deals in detail with this.
10. Frequency of two-adverbial clauses - defined as the nutter of
clauses, containing two or more adverbials (not adverbial clauses),
per 20 consecutive clauses.,
11. Frequency ' of a certain marked clause order - defined as the
number of clauses where an initial adverbial was observed, per 20
consecutive clauses
12.Frequency of time (clause) adverbials - defined as the number of
clause adverbials relating to temporal contexts, and defined as such
by Quirk and Greenbaum (1973: s2.9), per 20 consecutive clause
adverhials.
NOUN PHRASE (NP) STRUCTURE
13. Frequenciof Pronominal Noun Phrases - defined as the number of
. noun phrases whose sole constituent is a pronoun, per 20 consecutive
noun phrases.
14. Frequency of Complex NP premodification - defined as the number
of NPs whose head is premodified more than once per 20 consecutive
NPs
15. Frequency of NP Postmodification - defined as the number of NPs
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whose head is postmcdified, per 20 consecutive NPs
16.Frequency of clausal NE' postmodifiers - defined as the number
NP postmodifiers which are clauses per 20 consecutive pcstmcdified
NPs.
17. Frequency of non-finite clausal Fcstmcdifiers - defined as the
number of NP postmcdifiers which are non-finite clauses per 20
clausally postmcdified NPs.
18. Frequency of embedded postmcdifiers - defined as the number of
NP postmcdifiers which are themselves postmcdified per 20
consecutive NPs
19. Frequency of noun phrase quantifiers - defined as the number of
NP quantifiers per 20 consecutive NPs
VERB PHRASE (VP) STRUCTURE
20. Frequency of passive verbs - defined as the number of passive
marked VPs per 20 consecutive VPs
21. Frequency of agentless passives - defined as the of number
passive marked VPs which lack an explicit agent per 20 consecutive
passive marked VPs.
22. Frequency of Fast tense marking - defined as the number of VPs
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marked for past tense (the -ed form) per 20 consecutive . VPs.
23. Frequency of aspect marking - defined as the number of VPs
marked for perfect or progressive aspect per 20 consecutive VPs
24. Frequency •of modal verbs - defined as the number of VPs
containing a modal verb per 20 consecutive VPs
25. Frequency of modal 'must - defined as the ntrnber of modals
which aie 'must per 20 consecutive modal verbs.
, 26. Frequency of modal Inle - defined as the number of modals which
are 'nay' per 20 consecutive modal verbs.
27.. Frequency of modal 'can' - defined as the number of modals which
are 'can' per 20 consecutive modal verbs.
28. Frequency of modal 'will' - defined as the number of modals
which are 'will per 20 consecutive modal verbs.
29. Frequency of modal 'shall' - defined as the number of modals
which are 'shall' per 20 consecutive modal verbs.
MEASURES OF PERIODICITY
30. Average paragraph length - defined as the average length of 10
consecutive paragraphs, in standardised lines of 10 words long.
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• .31. Reading Test Score - defined as the average reading test score
for 2 100 word samples using the FOG measure reported by Harrison
(1980).
32. Average line length - defined as the average length in words
(counting words separated by a hyphen as two words) of a line,
calculated from 10 consecutive lines.
FAMILIARITY
33.Word Unfamiliarity score - defined as the proportion of 20 words
picked at randan which could not be found in West (1953).
SENTENCE COHESION
34. Total textual ties per 100 words - text ties were defined by
reference to Halliday and Hasan (1976).
35. The number of reference ties as a proportion of 34 (above) -
'reference' is defined in relation to Halliday and Hasan (op cit).
36. The number of lexical ties as a proportion of .34 (above) -
'lexical' is defined in relation to Halliday and Hasan (op cit).
37. The number of ellipsis ties as a proportion of 34 (above) -
'ellipsis is defined in relation to Halliday and Hasan (op cit).
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38. The number of substitution ties as a proportion of 34 (above) -
'substitution is defined in relation to Halliday and Hasan (op
cit).
39. The number of coniunction ties as a proportion of 34 (above) -
'conjunction' is defined in relation to Halliday and Hasan (op cit).
TYPE - TOKEN SCORES 
40. The proportion of word types in a sample of 100 word tokens 
(groups 1 to 3 only).
2:2 The Texts
80 texts were chosen in all (see appendix), 20 from each of the 4
populations already identified as GIL (P.A.), GIL (IA.), BBSIL,
DMA. Please consult 2.1.4 above for explanation of these terms.
2.2.1 Sampling
For Groups 1 and 2 of the (the 2 GIL populations) all the
current information leaflets were obtained by post from the
following government departments. These departnents were chosen as
those goverment departments who issue information leaflets to the
general public.
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Department of the Environment
The Home Office
Department of Employment
HM Land Registry
Department of Education and Science
HM Customs and Excise
Department of Health and Social Security
Office of the Health Service Commissioner
Court of Protection
Manpower Services Commission
Department of Transport
Any leaflets of too short a length to provide enough scores on all
variables.' were discarded. The texts were initially sorted into 2
populations differing on the stylistic dimension of Status; those
that used the pronoun 'you' to address the reader and those that
never use this pronoun to address the reader.
The stylistic dimension of Statu is described by Crystal and Davy
(1969: p74) to be a complex one. It therefore seemed possible that a
simple distinction on the basis of personality of address might not
yield clear enough status distinctions between P.A. and l.A. GIL. It
was decided to use another subjectively chosen indicator of
formality to produce a finer gradation of status differences in the
data.
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Friendliness of presentation to the reader was conjectured to be a
variable that would provide a useful, but easily measureable,
additional indicator of status differences. The use or not of cover
graphics, (excluding departmental logos, insignia and badges), was
chosen as the most easily accessible textual property which might
yield such a distinction.
4 populations had now been identified:
1.	 GIL without cover graphics
2. GIL with	 cover graphics
3. P.A. GIL without cover graphics
4. P.A. GIL with	 cover graphics
It was considered that populations 1 and 4 would be the best
separated in terms of status distinctions, and these were therefore
numbered and then sampled randomly by means of numbers drawn from a
randam number table. Samples of 20 l.A. texts and 20 P.A. texts were
drawn.
Same government Departments were very much better represented that
others in the samples, this is because these departments have a
greater information leaflet output than others. It was decided not
to correct this naturally occurring bias in the data, because such a
. biased sample is arguably the most authentic: Potential readers are
statistically more likely to encounter a leaflet fram a large output
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department than from a small output one.
A complete list of the leaflets for I.V. groups 1 and 2 can be found
in appendix A.
The texts for Group 3 of the (BBSIL) were randomly sampled from
the total population of national Banks and Building Societies
represented in Bangor, Gwynedd. These are:
Lloyds Bank PLC
Midland Bank PLC
Alliance and Leicester Building Society
Abbey National Building Society
Halifax Building Society
Barclays Bank PLC
Trustee Savings Bank •
National and Provincial Building Society
National Westminster Bank PLC
As with groups 1 and 2 leaflets of insufficient length were
discarded. The leaflets were numbered and 20 leaflets sampled on the
basis of numbers drawn randamly from a randam number table. The.
complete ' list of leaflets in the sample is to be found in Appendix
A.
For Group 4 the individual texts chosen were whole editions of the
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Daily Mirror Newspaper. Editions were pulled from a large pile of
Daily Mirror Newspapers covering the the period fram 30th October
1985 to 23rd December 1985, it is acknowledged that this was not
true random sampling. But it is unlikely that this will have any
effect on the result of the study. These editions are not included
in appendix A.
'
2.3 Procedure.
Scoring of each text was done manually by the author alone, no
problems of establishing inter-rater agreement were therefore
present. For each variable a random page number was selected for
each text by drawing numbers randomly from a random number table. In
the case of newspapers a random article was chosen by a similar
procedure, articles being counted from the top left hand corner of
the page selected. •
For variables 3 - 29 a random unit of the type in which the unit to
be . counted has a potential of occurrence was located and 20 such
potential occurrences counted fran that point. A score was recorded
each time a potential occurrence was realised. For variable 30
(paragraph length), a random paragraph was selected and the length
of this , paragraph in words (and that of the following nine
paragraphs) counted. The mean paragraph length in words' was then
calculated, and divided by 10 to give paragraph lengths in standard
10 word lines.
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Variable 31 (Reading Test Score) was calculated by selecting a
randam sentence number and counting off one hundred words from this
point. The number of sentences was counted in this 100 word sample
•
and then divided into 100. TO this score was added number of words
of three or more syllables. A second sample of 100 words was scored
and the mean of this score and the first score calculated.
Variable 32 (average line length) was calculated by selecting a
randam line number and counting the number of words in this and
each of the following 10 lines. The mean line length in words of
these 10 lines was then calculated.
Variable 33 (Word Unfamiliarity score) was calculated by dropping a'
pin on a randamly selected page 20 times and each time noting the
word closest to the pin's point. The word unfamiliarity score was
calculated by scoring one point for each one of the 20 words which
does not occur in West's (1953) word list.
Variable 34 (number of cohesive ties per 100 words) was calculated
by counting the number of such ties per randomly selected . 100 word
sample. ' Variables 35 to 39 were calculated as proportions of the
ties of particular types within each sample.
Variable 40 was calculated by locating a randam starting point to
count a . sample of 250 running words for each text in groups 1 2 and
3. The text was read through writing down each new word, and noting
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any subsequent occurrences of any word. Inflected forms e.g. plurals
past tense forms etc were all counted as the same word. The result
was an alphabetical index of each word type in the 250 word . sample
and its corresponding frequency of occurrence. It was subsequently
possible to calculate the number of word types in the sample and
express this as a proportion of the total number of words (tokens).
This section completes the Method. The chapter which follows sets
out the Results of the study.
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CHAPTER3 - PART 2 RESULTS 
The Format of these Results will include presentation of the
results of the statistical tests carried outa
 but a tentative
initial assessment of their linguistic and stylistic significance.
The raw scores for each Text on each variable can be found in
the Appendix B.
3.1 The Kolmogorov	 Smirnov Test
The full scores for this test can be found in Appendix C.
3.1.1 Within Groups 
The first use of this test was to test, separately, the null hy-
potheses that each group's scores on each variable could be con.-
sidered as being drawn from a normally distributed population.
For each variable this meant that 4 tests needed to be carried out.
•••••
It will be recalled from section 1.11.3 that the reason. for
carrying out this particular test was to see if individual
variables could be analyied using the Parametric One way ANOVA
or whethr the Kruskall	 Wallis test based on ranks was more
appropriate to this task. The Information of greatest interest here
is therefore not the result of the K--S test for individual
groups on variables, but whether there are any variables which
contain any groups for which the null hypothesis has to be rejected
This is because even one non-normal group on any variable strictly
rules out the possibility of using the one way ANOVA.
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The word 'strictly' is used in the last paragraph with good reason,
since one has to admit that many workers in practice go ahead with
their studies anyway. This is done on the general principle that
violating a few 'assumpticns'Wdlateinvalidate the whole study. It
was safer in the present study however to be cautious and take the
option set out on the previous page.
. r
The Results for this first use of the K-S test are as follows:-
14 variables contained at least one group for which the null
hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level, these are:
Variables: 3,6,7,9,18,19,20,21,24,25,29,36,38,39
The implication is that for these variables the alternative
hypothesis be accepted for at least one of their constituent groups,
that the sample concerned is drawn from a non-normally distributed
population at the 5% level. A one way ANOVA cannot be used to
analyse these variables.
For 24 variables the null hmpothesis could not be rejected for any
group at the 5% level these are:
Variables:
5,8,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,22,23,26,27,28,30,31,32,33,34,35,37,40
The implication for these variables is that the scores for every
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group can be regarded as being drawn from a normally distributed
population at the 5% level. A one way ANOVA could therefore be used
on these variables.
Rather more than a third of the variables are ineligible for testing
with the one wayANOWA, this is too many-to reject, therefore a
uniform test based on ranks the Kruskall-Wallis test will be used.
Were variance differences to have been examined as well, this would
no doubt have lead to the rejection of many more variables. It seems
pointless to test for homogeneity of variance however since so many
variables do not appear to have normal distributions.
3.1.2 Pooled Groups 
The second use of the K S test was made to find out whether scores
for the pooled group scores on individual variables could be
considered as • being drawn from normally distributed populations.
This use of the K - S test, it will be recalled, from sect 1.11.3
was chosen as a task essential to making decisions about the use of
parametric or non-parametric correlation co-efficients, and helping
•, to 
r 
clarify the validity of using Factor, and Discriminant Function
Analysis on the data.
The Results for this second use of the K-S test are as follows:-
For 14 variables the null hypothesis was accepted at the 5%
level, these variables are:
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Variables: 4,8,10,13,14,17.,23,24,27,28,30,34,35,36
The implications for these variables are that their scores; over all
groups, 'can be regarded as being drawn from normally distributed
populations. These variables could therefore be further investigated
by using the Pearson Product Moment Co-efficient providing that a
scatter plot of any two variables showed the relationship between
them to be linear and monotonic. These variables could also be
included in a factor analysis without violating assumptions about
normality.
For the remaining 24 variables, the null hypothesis was rejected at
the 5% level and the alternative hypothesis accepted. The variables
which yielded this result are:
4.
Variables: 3,5,6,7,9,11,12,15,16,18,19,20,21,22,25,26,29,31,32,33,37
38,39,40
The implication is that observations on these variables cannot be
considered to have been drawn from a normal distribution at the 5%
level, and therefore must be considered as being drawn from
non-normal distributions. These variables could only be tested for
correlation using a non-parametric correlation co-efficient, e.g.
Spearman 's rho (providing the relationship was monotonic), and could
not be included in a full Factor Analysis without violating the
assumptions of these techniques about normality, and therefore the
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validity of their results.
Because as many as two thirds of the variables in the study have to
be considered as drawn from non-normally distributed pcpulations,
there are clearly two many variables to reject in order to carry out
factor and cluster analyses without violating assumptions about
normality. As suggested therefore in sect 1.11.3 above Factor and
Cluster analysis will still be used but as an exploratory technique,
with extreme caution exercised in their interpretation. To help
clarify the status of these exploratory techniques, a correlation
matrix for all variables and a distance matrix, both based on ranks,
i.e. non-parametric techniques, will be processed by hand to provide
a approximation to a Clustering or a Factoring technique.
3.2 Kruskall - Wallis Test
The Kruskall - Wallis test was used to test, at the 5% level, the
null hypothesis that the scores for all four groups are drawn from
the same population. Results significant at the 5% level indicate
rejection of the null hypothesis and acceptance of the alternative
hypothesis that the groups are drawn from different populations.
This does not however provide information about which groups are
responsible for the result. This test was carried out for each
variable separately. The results are displayed in table 3.2
(following page)
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Table 3.2 Rruskall-Wallis Test - Results significant at the 5% level
Variable'
	
Description	 I Probability
I-
3.	 I Frequency of Sentences with adverbial clauses .0012 sig
I-
,	 (4. I Frequency of Simple Sentences
I-
5. I Frequency of Compound Sentences
7.	 I Frequency of Minor Sentences
I-
. 0001 sig
. 0006 sig
. 0000 sig
8.	 I Frequency of Cbnditional/Cbncessive adverbialI .0000 sig
clauses
9. I Frequency of Complement Clauses	 I .0000 sig
	  1-	 .
-1-----------
10. I Frequency of Clauses with more than 2 adverb-I .0065 sig
I ials
11. I Frequency of Marked Clause order
	 I .0000 sig
12. Frequency of Time Adverbials	 I .0000 sig
13. Frequency of Pronominal NPs	 I .0000 sig
14. I Frequency of complex premodification 	 I .0001 sig
I
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OMbnall.
1-	
1 .0000 sig
1 ---
1 .0000 sig
1 .0004 sig
1 .0000 sig
1	 	
1 .0016 sig
22. ,	 Frequency of Past Tense
24.	 I Frequency of Modal Verbs
25.	 I Frequency of "MUST'
26. I Frequency of 14W4MIGHT"
27. • 1 Frequency of 'dB/COULD"
Table 3.2 Eruskall-Wallis Test - Results significant at the 5% level
(cont)
Variable
	
Description	 1Probabil ity
15.	 . 1 Frequency of Postmodified NPs	 I .0053 sig
--------1
17.	 1 F -ncy of non-finite clausal NP postmodifiers J .0000 sig
--1
. 18.	 1 Frequency of NP postmodifiers containing	 I .0000 sig
1 embedding
I.	 •nnn=1nnn
	• '19.	 1 Frequency of NP quantifiers 	 I .0253 sig
1
	
20.	 1 Frequency of Passive VPs	 I .0000 sig
21.	 1 Frequency of agentless passives 	 I .0000 sig
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Table 3.2. KruSkall-Wallis . Test - Results significant at the 5%
level (cont)
Variable 	 Description	 1Prbbability
1	 1-
10	
1 Frequency of VaLAVELD" 	 .0000 sig
r-
30. 1 Average Paragraph length	 .0000 sig
31. I Reading Test Score	 .0000 sig
-------- I -
32. I Average Line Length 	 .0000 sig
33. I Word Unfamil: iarity Score	 .0000 sig
34. I Text ties per 100 tokens 	 .0048 sig
I-
35. I Frequency of Reference ties	 I .0040 sig.
------I-
36. I Frequency of Lexis ties
37. . I Frequency of Ellipsis ties
I-
38. I Frequency of Substitution ties
I-
.0008 sig
.0000 sig
.0000 sig
40.	 I Type Tbken ratio	 .0007 Sig
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The results above indicate that the for these variables the scores
for each variable can be considered as coming from at least 2
different populations at the 5% level. The linguistic implications
are that these variables are those that are involved in making
stylistic distinctions in the data set. At least one style must be
distinct from one other to produce this result.
Table 3.2 Kruskall- Wallis Test - Results not significant at the
5% level
Variable 	 Description	 'Probability
6;	 Frequency of Mixed Major Sentences	 I .2583 n. s.
16.	 I Frequency of Clausally Modified NPs 	 I ..5449 n.s.
23.	 f Frequency of Aspect )marked VPs 	 I .0909 n. s.
29.	 Frequency of 'SHALL/SHOULD'	 .5351 n. s.
39	 Frequency of Conjunction ties	 .8744 n. S.
The above results indicate that the scores for these variables have
to be regarded as all being drawn fram the same population of texts
at the 5% level. Linguistically, this means that the variables
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involved do not make stylistic contrasts in the data set.
In contemplating these results, it must be remembered that the list
of variables was not chosen randomly but was non randomly selected,
being based on the outcome of a qualitative study. This selection of
• variables was therefore very heavily biased in favour of finding
• variables associated with stylistic context. This observation does
not apply to those variables chosen more to make up sets of items,
e.g. nodal 'SHALL (variable 29), and Nixed Major Sentences
(variable 6).
It is not therefore surprising to note that the null hypothesis was
rejected for all but 5 of the 38 variables at the 5% level. 3 of
these non-significant variables, variables 6,29 and 23 ( Nixed Major
Sentences, modal 'SHALL' and Aspectual marking) were included in the
dataset to make up sets, one (variable 39 Conjunction ties) had not
been qualitatively examined. The only surprise was the failure of
clausal'postmodifiers to produce stylistic distinctions, as this had
been highlighted as stylistic in Part 1.
On the basis of these results a tentative observation can be made.
This is that the quantitative analysis carried out here supports the
assumption that qualitative assessment is an equally valid method of
locating linguistic stylistic features. No observations however can
be made about how effective the' variables studied are at
distinguishing different styles. For this the results of the Pairs
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Var.
4. I Frequency of Simple Sentences
Description
tests, conducted after the K - W test, need to be examined.
3.2.1 Pairs Tests - General 
The null hypothesis for the Pairs test is similar to that for the K
-w test: This is that the samples which form groups A and B, (where •
A, may be any group from 1 to 4 , and B any group not chosen to be A) •
have been drawn fram the same population. Tables 3.2.2 to 3.2.7,
below, show the variables for which the null hypothesis was rejected
for all six possible pairs of groups. Each table indicates with a
'*' the group with the highest mean rank on each variable to clarify
which group scored was the highest scoring.
3.2.2 Pairs Test - Group 1 (P.A.) with Group 2 (I.A.)
Table 3.2.2 Pairs Test - Group 1 (Personal Address) with Group 2
(Impersonal Address)
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Highest
I an Rank
I P.A.
1	 1
*
1	 1
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20. Frequency of Passive VPs
21. I Frequency of Agentless Passives I	 I
I-	 I------
Table 3.2.2 Pairs Test -Group 1 (Personal Address) with Group 2
. (Impersonal Address) (cont)
. The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Var. 	 Description
9. I Frequency of Complement Clauses
Highest
I Mean Rank
1------1------
1 P.A. I
I	 I —
I	 •	 I	 *
10. Frequency of Clauses with more than 2 adverbialsl
13. I Frequency of Pronominal NPs
-I -
17. Frequency of non-finite clausal NP postmodifiersl
I	 I30. Average Paragraph length
- I --
31. I Heading Test Score
32. I Average line length
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These results indicate that for variables 4 and 13 Personal Address
texts scored significantly higher than Impersonal Address texts at
the 5% level; and that for variables 9,10,17,20,21,30,31 and 32,
Impersonal Address texts scored significantly higher than Personal
Address texts at the 5% level.
In linguistic terms these results indicate that:-
at sentence level: GIL Impersonal Address texts have significantly
fewer Simple Sentences than do Personal Address texts.
at Clause level: Impersonal Address texts have the adverbial
component of clause structure filled by 2 or more adverbials
significantly more , than do Personal address texts.
at Noun Phrase level: Personal Address texts are significantly more
likely to have a phrase consisting only of a pronoun than Impersonal
Address texts, and Noun Phrase Postncdifiers in Impersonal Address
texts are significantly more likely-to be non-finite clauses than in
Personal Address texts.
at Verb Phrase level: Impersonal Address texts are significantly
more likely to use passive verbs, than Personal Address texts.
Passive verbs are significantly more likely-to have no explicit
agent in Impersonal Address texts than in Personal Address Texts.
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for other variables: Lines and Paragraphs are significantly longer
in l.A. than in P.A. texts
In stylistic terms these results show those linguistic variables
which are associated with the situational differences between
and P.A. These differences have already been established as those of
status. A cautious interpretation of these variables would therefore
be that they are stylistic variables of status in GIL.
None of these results are unexpected: In Part I of this thesis the
qualitative observation was repeatedly made that the status
differences between LPL. and P.A. appear to result in l.A. making
fuller use of the structural possibilities of English at Sentence,
Clause and Phrase level than does P.A.
A number of variables might have been expected to show significant
results (on the basis of the Part 1 analysis), but did not. It might
have been expected that LPL. texts would have had significantly more
of: ,
 complex sentences (v.3), conditional and concessive adverbials
(v.8), camplex NP postmodification (v.15), embedded postmodifiers
(v.18), unfamiliar words (v.33), word types (v.40) than D.A. texts.
There are two possible reasons for this: Either the original
analysis was erroneous (which seems unlikely), or that the stylistic
differences observed were too small to show up as significant on the
test. The latter explanation seems more likely since in each case
the LPL. group had a higher mean rank than the D.A. group. This is a
tendency Which occurs repeatedly in the K-W test results.
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Var.	 Description .
t
Highest
1 Mean Rank
1 P.A. 1 BBSIL
I.	 I
4. 1 Frequency of Simple Sentences I '
	 *	 I
It is possible that had an ANOVA been used instead of the R-1141 test
then some of the results might have then been significant, since the
ANOVA is more sensitive than the ICI47 test. Also if lager
probabilities had been set again some results would have been
significant. Even so, the use of the ANOVA would not strictly
speaking have allowed inferences to be made about the parent
populations, and the lowering of significance levels would have made
errors far more likely.
3.2.3 Pairs Test - Group 1 (P.A.) with Group 3 (BBSIL)
Table 3.2.3 Pairs Test - Group 1 (Personal Address) with Group 3
(Bank and Building Society Information Leaflets 
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
-1	 -I------ I------
8.	 Frequency of Conditional/Concessive Adverbials 1 '*
11. 1 Frequency of Marked Clause Order
12 1 Frequency of Time Adverbials
-I-I-
I	 *1
I	 I
I	 *1
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___-1__________________
18. Frequency of NP Postmcdif's containing embedding' * I
21. Frequency of Agentless Passives
26.. I Frequency of 'NAY/MIGHT
40. word types as a proprtion of word tokens
These results indicate that for variables 4,8,11,12 & 18 Personal
Address texts score significantly higher than BBSIL texts at the 5%
level; and that for variables 21, 26 and 40, BBSIL texts score
higher than Personal Address texts at the 5% level.
In linguistic terms these results indicate that:-
at sentence level: BBSIL texts have significantly fewer Simple
Sentences, than do P.A. texts. This can be ccmpankt with the similar
result above for and P.A. texts, where texts function in
the same way as BBSIL texts. In addition to this, adverbial clauses,
when they occur, are conditional or concessive, significantly more
often in P.A. texts than in BBSIL texts.
at clause level: P.A. texts use a non-standard ordering of clause
elements significantly more often than do BBSIL . texts. Where the
adverbial position in a clause is filled, this is significantly more
likely-to be a time adverbial in P.A. than in BBSIL.
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at noun phrase level: Postmodified NTS are significantly more likely
to contain embedding in. P.A. than in BBSIL texts.
at verb phrase level: Passive . verbs are significantly more likely to
lack an explicit agent in BBSIL than in P.A. texts. This result can
be compared with those for and P.A above, where texts
behave in a similar way to BBSIL texts. In addition, a modal verb,
where present, is significantly more likely to be 16k.Y 1
 or loaTr'
in BBSIL than in P.A.
for other variables: BBSILHtexts are significantly more likely to
have a higher number of different word types than do P.A. texts
In stylistic terms these results show those linguistic variables
which are associated with the situational differences between P.A.
and BBSIL texts. It has already been established that both these
text types are in a leaflet Modality, and are Personal in Address. A
cautious interpretation of these variables might therefore be that
they are stylistic variables associated with an aspect of Province;
that is . whether the leaflets are from Central Government or from
Banking.
The qualitative study in Part 1 of this thesis did not compare BBSIL
texts with GIL texts, so there were no prior expectations about
these results. The results do however partly support the intuitive
expectation that variables distinguishing province will be different
to those distinguishing status. The exceptions to this are the
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frequency of Simple sentences, and the frequency of Agentless
passives. If these variables are status variables as the comparison
of l.A. and P.A. above seems to suggest, then it might be wise to
tentatively accept that there are status differences within Personal
address style, and that BBSIL is marginally more formal than P.A.
Of the remaining variables, variable 8 (Conditional/Concessive
adverbials, variable 12 (Time adverbials) and 26 Nadal 14 B,V), all
seem to suggest that texts from Government sources appear to . be
concerned very much with stressing conditions, times, and granting
permission, or indicating what is allowed, than are texts fram
Financial Institutions. Variable 11, (Marked Clause order) may also
relate to this tendency if it is true that initially placed
adverbials are responsible for the high scores of P.A. texts: It
might be expected that important conditions would be placed in an
early position in the sentence in order to emphasise them, and this
tendency was noted in the qualitative work for part one.
The exact stylistic significance of the remaining 2 variables is
less easy to interpret. The following comments are therefore largely
conjectural. The more impoverished vocabulary of p.A., and the
richer vocabulary of BBSIL indicated by their respective scores on
variable 40 may be related to Province. The subject of P.A. texts,
is essentially that of informing the General Public about haw
Government legislation affects them. It must be understood by
everybody, largely readers who have no background knowledge in the
area of legislation concerned, vocabulary must therefore be simple
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and repetitive.
The subject matter of BESIL texts is that of banking and investment
services. Each Financial institu ion has to campete in a free
market for custamers, many of wham may bank with rival companies.
Customers therefore may already Have some background knowledge in
the area, and therefore a simple repetitive * vocabulary is not
necessary. On the contrary," a richer vocabulary may produce a
knowledgeable sounding text more capable of convincing the customer
of the superiority of a particular service.
Variable 18, (Frequency of NPs containing embedding) can be
considered as a way of including as much qualifying information in a
noun phrase as possible. It can only be interpreted as part of the
general trend observed in Part 1, for GIL texts to have heavily
postmodified NPs.
Since BESIL texts were not examined in Part 1 there were no prior
expectations about what variables might have been expected to show
significant results. It is impossible therefore to comment in this
case on variables which failed to yield significant results.
3.2.4 Pairs Test -. Group 1 (P.A.) with Group 4 (DMA)
Table 3.2.4 Pairs Test - Group 1 (Personal Address) with Group 4
Daily Mirror Articles. 
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for: (see pp323-324)
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Table 3.2.4 Pairs Test - Group 1 (Personal Address) with Group 4
Daily Mirror Articles. (cont)
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Highest
I MaanRank
'Var. 	 Description	 I______I______
P.A. I DMA
8. I Frequency of Conditional/Concessive Adverbial
I clauses
--- I
11. I Frequency of Marked Clause Order
12. I Frequency of Time Adverbials
13. I Frequency of Pronominal NPs
- 1
14. Frequency of complex premcdification
17. F'quency of non-finite, clausal NP postmodifiersI
- 1	 I -----
18. Frequency of NP pcstmcdifiers containing embedd-I * I
ling
	 I	 •	 I
- . 22. Frequency of Past Tense
	
1	 I *
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Table 3.2.4 Pairs Test - Group 1 (Personal Address) with Group 4
Daily-Mirror Articles. (cant)
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Highest
I Mean Rank
Var. 	 Description
P.A. I rta
24. Frequency of Modal Verbs
26. I Frequency of 'MAY/MIGHT'
28. Frequency of 1cm/wpm'
I
*
-1 - - --I
30. I Average Paragraph length
32. I Average line length
36. Frequency of Lexis ties
37. I Frequency of Ellipsis ties
38. Frequency of Substitution ties
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These results indicate that for variables 8,11,12,13,18
24,26,30,32,36 and 37, Personal Address texts scored significantly
higher than Daily Mirror texts at the 5% level; and that for
variables 14,17,22,28 and 38, Daily Mirror texts scored
significantly higher than Personal Address texts at the 5% level.
(
In linguistic terms these results indicate that:-
at sentence level: In P.A. texts, adverbial clauses are
significantly more likely to be conditional/concessive than they are
in DMA texts
at clause level: P-A clauses are significantly more likely to be
non-standard in order than are clauses in DMA texts. In addition,
clause adverbials are significantly more likely to relate to Time in
P.A. than in DMA.
at noun phrase level: Premodification is significantly more likely
to be ccmplex in DMA than in P.A., and postmodification by clauses
significantly more likely to be by non-finite.. Hcuever,
postmcdifiers are significantly more likely to contain embedding in
P.A. than in DMA.
at verb phrase level: Verb Phrases are significantly more likely to
be marked for pest tense in DMA than in P.A., whilst in P.A. Verb
Phrases' are significantly more likely to contain a modal than in
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DMA. nodal Verbs are significantly-more likely to be MAY/MIGHT in
P.A. than in DMA, the opposite is true for W1LL/WOULD.
at the level of sentence connection: Ties between sentences are
significantly more likely-to involve lexis and ellipsis in P.A. than
in DMA. In DMA ties are significantly more likely to involve
substitution than in P.A.
for other variables: Paragraphs and lines are likely to be
significantly longer in P.A. texts than in DMA texts.
In stylistic terms these results show those linguistic variables
which are associated with the situational differences between GIL
Personal Address texts and Daily Mirror Articles. These differences
involve several stylistic dimensions. Those which can be clearly
identified are Province; DMA is journalism whereas GIL P.A. is
public administration, and Modality; DMA are news reports whereas
GIL P.A. are information leaflets. A cautious interpretation of
these variables would therefore be that they are Province and
Modality variables. Further results may help clarify to which of
these two particular .dimensions individual variables belong.
It is not possible to discuss whether these results were expected or
not as no qualitative analysis was made of newspaper English.
However, it might be expected that a number of the variables which
distinguish P.A. fram EBSIL might also occur here. This is because
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both comparisons involve a ccmparison of government with non-
government provinces. This expectation is to some extent borne out
in the results. Both the present comparison of P.A. with DMA, and
the previous comparison of P.A. with BBSIL share 8,11,12 and 18 as
significant variables. In both cases P.A. has the highest scores.
None of these variables show significant differences between the two
GIL styles. These facts strengthen the possibility that these
variables are strong stylistic markers of a general GIL style.
3.2.5 Pairs Test - Group 2 (Impersonal Address) with Group 3
(Banking and Building Society Leaflets).
Table 3.2.5 Pairs Test - Group 2 (Impersonal Address) with Group 
3 (BBSIL)
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Var.'	 .Description
Highest
Mean Rank.
I l.A. BBSIL
n•n•••n••nn•=1, •nnnnn•n••••=111MI
3. I Frequency of Sentences with Adverbial Clauses 	 *1
I
9. I Frequency of Camplement Clauses	 I * I
1------I------
10. I Frequency of Clauses with more than 2 adverbialsl * I
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11. Frequency of Marked Clause Order
15. Frequency of Postmodified NPs
17. J F"quency of non-finite, clausal postmodifiers
18. J Frequency of NP postmcdifiers containing embedd-
ing
20. Frequency of Passive VPs
25. Frequency of 1AUST"
26. 1 Frequency of 'ANY/MIGHT"
27. I - Frequency of IMN/COULD"
I.	 1
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Table 3.2.5 Pairs Test - Group 2 (Impersonal Address) with Group
3 (BBsiL) (cont)
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Highest
Mean Rank
Var.
	
Description	
I------I------
I.A. I BL'SIL
28. I Frequency of 'WILL/WOULD'
30. I Average Paragraph length
31. I Reading Test Score
33. I Word Unfamiliarity Score
These results indicate that for variables 3,9,10,11,15,17,18,20,25,
26,30,31, and 33, impersonal Address texts scored significantly
higher than BBSIL texts at the 5% level; and that for variables 27
and 28, BBSIL texts scored significantly higher than Impersonal
Address texts at the 5% level.
In linguistic terms these results indicate that:-
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at sentence level: sentences are significantly more likely to
be complex and to have a camplemntubich is realised by a clause
than BBSIL sentences.
at clause level: l.A. clauses are significantly more likely to have
a non-standard order, and to have any adverbial component consist of
more than 2 adverbial groups, than do BBSIL clauses.
at noun phrase level: l.A. noun phrases are significantly more
likely to be postmodified, and these postmodifiers are significantly
more likely to contain embedding than are BBSIL noun phrases. Also,
where noun phrase postmodifiers are clauses; these are significantly
more likely to be non-finite in
	 than in BBSIL.
at verb phrase level: verb phrases are signi ficantly more
likely to be passive than those of MOIL. Where verb phrases contain
modals, these are significantly more likely to be MUST, or MAY/MIGHT
in l.A. than in BBSIL. The opposite is true_ of CAN/COULD, and
WILL/WOULD.
for other variables: Paragraphs are significantly longer in
than in BBSIL, Reading test scores, and word unfamiliarity scores
are also significantly higher.
• In stylistic terms these results show those linguistic variables
which are associated with the situational differences between
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and BBSIL. These differences have been already established as those
of Province, and possibly Status (BBSIL like P.A. is personally
addressed). A cautious interpretation of these results would be that
they are stylistic variables of Province and Status.
There were no prior expectations about these results, as BBSIL was
not included in the original qualitative study. However it might be
expected, that BBSIL would differ significantly along with l.A. on
in the same way, on similar variables. This expectation is borne out
for variables 9,10,17,20,30 and 31; frequency of complement clauses,
frequency of clauses with more than 2 adverbials, freqUency of
non-finite, clausal postmodifiers, frequency of passive. VPs, and
reading test scores. .
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Var.1
	
Description
Frequency of sentences with adverbial clauses3.
cy of Conditional/Concessive clauses
9. 1 Frequency of Complement clauses
8..
3.2.6. Pairs Test - Group 2 (I.A.) with Group 4 (DMA)
Table 3.2.6 Pairs Test - Group 2 (Impersonal Address) with Group 
4 Daily-Mirror Articles. 
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Highest
I an Rank,
1------1------
1	 1 DMA
- 1------1------
I	 * 1
- I - - - - --I ------
4. I Frequency of simple sentences
	
I	 I
7.	 Frequency of Minor sentences
10. 1 Frequency of clauses with more than 2 adverbials1
11. 1 Frequency of marked clause order
12. 1 Frequency of time adverbials
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Table 3.2.4 Pairs Test - Group 2 (Impersonal Address) with Group
4 Daily Mirror Articles. (cont)
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Highest
1 Mean Rank
Var.'
	
Description
1 l.A. 1 DMA
14. Frequency of complex premcdfification
15. Frequency of postmodified NPs
18. Frequency of NP postmodifiers containing embedd-1
ing
19. Frequency of NP quantifiers
20. Frequency of Passive VPs
I-----I------
21. Frequency of agentless passives
-1	
-1
22. 1 Frequency of pest tense
24 1 Frequency of modal verbs
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30	 Average Paragraph length
Word unfamiliarity score
- 1
35	 Frequency of Reference ties
-
36 I Frequency of.Lexis ties
-
37 I Frequency of ellipsis ties
31	 Reading tests score
32, I Average line length
Table 3.2.6 Pairs Test - Group 2 (Impersonal Address) with Group
4 Daily Mirror Articles. (cont)
The null _hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Var. 	 Description
26. I Frequency of 14Ny,4IGHT'
28 I Frequency of 'WILL/WOULD'
Highest
1 an Rank
I -...-.-..--.--
 
LA. 1 DMA
I	 I
*1
------- I - - - - --I
33 I
I	 I
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Highest
I an Rank
I	 I DMA
Var. 	 Description
I-
38 1 Frequency of substitution ties
Table 3.2.6 Pairs Test - Group 2 (Impersonal Address) with Group
4 Daily Mirror Articles. (cant)
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
These results indicate that for variables 3,7,8,9,10,11,12,15,18,19
20,21,24,26,30,31,32,33,36 and 37, impersonal Address texts scored
significantly higher than DMA texts at the 5% level; and that for
variables 4,14,22,28,35 and 38, DMA texts scored significantly
higher than impersonal Address texts at the 5% level.
In linguistic terms these results indicate that:-
at sentence level: sentences are significantly more likely to
be camplex than in DMA. The reverse is true of simple sentences. The
Complement and Adverbial components of l.A. sentences are
significantly more likely to be clauses than in DMA sentences. Minor
sentences are significantly more frequent in
	 than in DMA.
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at Clause level: l.A. clauses are significantly more likely to have
a non-standard order than DMA clauses. The adverbial ccmponent of
clauses is significantly more likely to be composed of 2
adverbial groups, and to relate to time, than is the adverbial
component of a DMA clause.
at noun phrase level: l.A. noun phrases are significantly more
likely to be postmcdified than DMA noun phrases. The reverse is true
of premodification. Where a noun phrase is postmodified, this
contains embedding significantly more often in l.A. than in DMA
texts. Noun phrase quantifiers occur significantly more frequently
in l.A than in DMA.
at verb phrase level: verb phrases in l.A. are significantly more
likely to contain modals and passives than are VPs in DMA. Passives
' are significantly more likely to lack an agent in I.A. than in DMA
texts. Modal verbs are significantly more likely to be MAY/MIGHT in
and significantly more likely to be WILL/WOULD in DMA. Verb
phrases are significantly more likely to be marked for past tense in
DMA than in	 texts.
at the level of inter sentence relationships: sentence ties are
significantly . more likely to involve 'reference' and 'substitution'
in DMA texts than in	 texts. The reverse is true of ilexis' and
'ellipsis' ties.
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for the remaining variables: Paragraphs and lines are significantly
. longer in l.A. than in DMA texts. Reading test and Word
'Unfamiliarity scores are significantly higher in l.A. than in DMA
texts.
In stylistid terms these results show variables which are associated
with the situational. differences between l.A. and DMA. Those
situational dimensions which appear to be involved have already been
highlighted as Province, Status and Modality.. A cautious
interpretation of the variables in these results is that they are
.stylistic variables of Province, Status, and Modality.
DMA was not included in the initial qualitative study therefore
there were no expectations as to what results the pairs test for
and DMA would produce. However, because of the relatively large
number of stylistic dimensions involved in the contrast between
these two styles it might be expected that they would be
differentiated by a large number of variables. This is true; 25 out
of 32 possible variables distinguish l.A. and DMA.
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3.2.7. Pairs Test - Group 3 (BBSIL) with Group 4 (DMA)
Table 3.2.7 Pairs Test - Group 2 (Banking and Building Society 
Leaflets) 'with Group 4 Daily Mirror Article.
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Highest
I Mban Rank
Var. I
	
Description	
---
BBSIL I DMA
5.	 Frequency of compound .sentences
•
	
Frequency of minor sentences
8.	 Frequency of conditional/concessive clauses
17. F'quancy of non-finite, clausal NP pcstmodifiersl
21 ' Frequency of Agentless passives
•n••nnn1=1.
22. I Frequency of past tense
24. I Frequency of Modal verbs
30 I Average paragraph length
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35. I Frequency of Reference ties I	 I
36. I Frequency of Lexis ties
- - -I	 -I	 - -
*1
Table 3.2.7 Pairs Test - Group i (Banking and Building Society 
Leaflets) with Group 4 Daily Mirror Articles. (cont)
The null hypothesis was rejected at the 5% level for:
Highest
Ian Rank
Var. 1	 Description
	 1------1------
1BBSIL 1 DMA
32 1 Average line length
	
I * I
- - - -1 -	 .	 -L- -1	 -I	 -
37. Frequency of Ellipsis ties	 I. * I
- I
38 1 Frequency of Substitution ties
These results indicate that for variables 5,17,22,35, and 38, DMA
texts scored significantly higher than BBSIL texts at the 5% level;
and that for variables 7,8,21,24,30,32,36, and 37, BBSIL texts
scored significantly higher than DMA texts at the 5% level.
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•In linguistic terms these results indicate that:-
at sentence level: DMA sentences are compound significantly more
often than BBSIL sentences. The reverse is true of minor sentences.
When sentences contain an adverbial clause this is significantly
more likely to be conditional/concessive in BESIL than in DMA.
at clause level: none of the clause structure variables showed
significant results at the 5% level.
at noun phrase level: where NP pcstmodifiers are clauses, these are
non-finite significantly more often in DMA than in BBSIL.
at verb phrase level: BBSIL verb phrases contain modals
significantly more often than DMA verb phrases. The reverse is true
for past tense marking. Where VPs contain passives, these are
agentless significantly more often in BESIL than in DMA texts.
at the level of inter sentence relationships: BBSIL sentence ties
involve Lexis and Ellipsis significantly more often than DMA
sentence ties. The reverse is true of ties involving Reference and
Substitution.
for other variables: BBSIL paragraphs and lines are significantly
longer than in DMA texts.
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In stylistic terms, these results show those linguistic variables
which are associated with the situational differences between BBSIL
and DMA. The two situational dimensions which have been established
as involved in forming these situational differences are Modality,
• and Province. A cautious interpretation of these variables might
• therefore be that they are stylistic variables of Modality and
Province.
Neither DMA nor BBSIL were included in the initial qualitative
study, and therefore there were no expectations about what results
would emerge from their Comparison. However it might be expected
that the three Leaflet groups I.A., P.A. and BBSIL, collectively
sharing the same Modality type, might differ consistently from DMA,
in terms of the variables which distinguish them all from DMA. The
comparison of all 3 groups with DMA shows that they all share
variables 7,8,22,24,30,32,36,37,and 38. This evidence gives a good
deal of support to the stylistic notion of an information leaflet
modality, the presence of all these variable together as a set
possibly being an indicator of this style.
Of distinct interest too is the fact that the P.A./D.M.A.
differences (see 3.2.4 above) are almost a subset of the I.A./D.M.A.
differences. The variables of this subset are: 8,11,12,14,18,22,24,
26,28,30,32,26,38, and show I.A. and P.A. to jointly have
more:conditional/concessive adverbial clauses, initial adverbials,
time adverbials, embedded postmodifiers, nodal verbs ,modal
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longer paragraphs, longer lines, lexical ties, and substitution ties
than D.M.A. l.A. and P.A. have jointly significantly less: complex
Ni' premodification, past tense marking, modal 'Will', and
substitution ties. This set of variables occurring together in a
text therefore seem indicative of a Government Information leaflet
Modality. The alternative view is that they are strong markers of
the Daily Mirror's journalistic style or of :a journalistic style in
general. Were this the case though one would not expect so many
variables to be shared by l.A. and P.A. texts. Further research in
this area seems likely to be an interesting topic and may help to
shed more light on the nature of the relationships between these
text types.
3.3 Spearman Correlation Co-efficients.
The Spearman measure of Correlation was not used to test a specific
hypothesis, but to investigate the correlational structure among all
the variables studied. All possible pairs of variables were compared
using this test, including those with non-significant results on the
Eruskall-Wallis test, but excluding variable 40 which does not have
a full set of scores (values missing for group 4).
4
The resulting multiple correlation matrix is not displayed. It is
difficult to interpret and present because of its huge size (same 2'
6" sq), and the fact that given the number of pairs in the•
comparison, nearly every result is 'significant' at the 5% level. As
planned; the correlation matrix was processed 'by hand' to try and
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, discover groups of strongly mutually correlating variables, after
the manner of factor analysis.
Attention was first paid to all those correlation co-efficients of
.33 or larger. This figure was an intuitive and arbitrary choice,
and this must be remembered when considering the results. The
highest correlation was .66 .These selected correlations were
examined to find groups of mutually correlating variables. Complete
mutual correlations were considered most desirable, but correlations
for any variable which were lower than .33 with no more than one
third of the variables in the rest of the group were tolerated. This
condition was again an arbitrary choice, to reduce the groups
produced to a manageable and interpretable level. Groups consisting
of less than 5 variables were discarded.
The result was one group of 6 completely mutually correlating
'variables (see Fig. 3.3.1 below), and a second larger group of 18
partly mutually correlating variables (see Fig 3.3.2 below),
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.46
.51 .
.36
20
-.46
-.36-
.33
28
.49
.41
30
.33
31 3318 .
Paragraph length
	
30 I. .64
Reading test score	 31 I . . 45
Word
Unfamiliarity	 33 I .36
Fig. 3.3.1 1st Group of mutual correlations (GROUP 1)
Brief variable description
Embedded post modifiers	 18	 ' - indicates a neg-
ative correlation
• Passive VPs	 20 I .53 -
Frequency of lcuoiouLD' 28 -.58.-.41
343a
7	 8	 14
Fig 3.3.2 2nd Group of mutual correlations (GROUP 2)
7	 -
8 I	 .41
14 I -.36
( ) indicate correlation below .33
- indicates a negative correlation
no sign indicates a positive correlation
key to variables on next page
18 I .35	 .61 -.37
22 I -.55 -.50 .34
24 I .40	 .61 -.46
28 I -.43 (-.31) .36
30 I .39 .48 (-.23)
32 I .43 .51 (-.29)
37 I .46 .57 -.45
38	 -.57 -.33 (.16)
-.34
.43
	 -.46 -
-.58	 .48 (-.30)	 -
.64	 -.52 .59
	 -.46
.41	 -.50 .48
	 -.42 .66
.35	 -.46 (.28)
	 (-.21) (.32) .34 -
(-.23)	 .43 -.42	 (.19) -.46 -.40 .40
18	 22 24	 28 30 32 37 38
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Key to variables for 2nd group of correlations 
7 . Frequency of Minor Sentences
8 - Frequency of Complement Clauses
14- Frequency of Complex NP Modification
18. Frequency of NP postmodifiers with embedding
22. Frequency of Past Tense
24- Frequency of Modal Verbs
28- Frequency of 'WILL/WOULD'
30. Average Paragraph length
32- Average Line Length
37—Cohesive ties involving ellipsis
38- Cohesive ties involving substitution
Notes on Figs 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 
A correlation between two variables can mean either one of two
things. Either one variable causes the other, or both variables
share a common factor. Certain Linguistic relationships can be
expewted to correlate in the former way, the relationship betwee.n
the proportion of Simple and non-simple sentences for example, where
a rise in one proportion will result in a decrease in the other.
This type of relationship is of little interest to the stylistician
who wishes to search for common situational factors affecting
variables. However, apart from the different sentence type,variables
(variables 3 t& 7) none of the other variables in this study are
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expected to show a direct causal relationship.
The _fact that at least two groups of mutually correlating variables
appear to be present in the data appears to fulfill the expectations
of this study, that linguistic variables are not all measuring
different things but group togethei to produce intuitively
perceivable stylistic effects.
For .both Group 1 and Group 2, the results appear to indicate that
the variables in the matrix are to same extent conditioned by a
common factor. The influence of this factor is only partial because
the correlations between variables are not perfect (+ 1 or -1
indicates a perfect correlation). In stylistic terms, the results
would appear to indicate that the scores on variables in the 2
groups are being influenced each by at least one stylistic
dimension, 'Status' for example. The possible identity of these
dimensions needs careful consideration and this is done below. 	 •nn•
The ' Correlations in Group 1 (Fig 3.3.1) are composed of some
positive and some negative correlations. It is variable 28
-
(Frequency of Will/Would), that attracts the negative correlations.
The variables of Group I seem to indicate then a dimension on which
texts tend to have:-
frequent embedding
frequent use of passive verbs
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long paragraphs
high reading test scores (indicating possible reading difficulties
for some readers)
unfamiliar vocabulary.
They also ten4 not to use the modal forms VIM" and InDULD'.
The non-use of WILL and WOULD are difficult to interpret but may
possibly indicate a tendency not to refer to future time, as tends
to be true of Government Information Leaflets. )re interesting
though are the positively correlating variables which seem to
indicate a dimension orientated towards the contrast between formal
and informal style. A tentative interpretation of the variables in
Group 1 might therefore be that they are Status variables.
The correlations of Group 2 are again a mixture of positive and
negatively correlating variables. Variable 28 again consistently
attracts negative correlations as do variables 14 (Frequency of
complex premodification), 22 (Frequency of Past tense), and 38
(Frequency of substitution sentence ties). The variables of Group 2
then appear to indicate a dimension on which texts tend to have:-
frequent use of minor sentences (possibly due to frequent use of
side headings)
frequent use of conditional/concessive clauses
frequent embedding in NP postmodifiers
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frequent use of modals
long paragraphs
long lines
and frequent use of ellipsis ties
and tend not to use
complex premodification
past tense
modals: 'WILL/WOULD'
and substitution ties.
These correlations are very difficult to interpret. The positive
correlations seem to indicate text which is more concerned with
static informational content, and which is perhaps technical. The
negative correlations seem to indicate a more descriptive text that
makes fuller use of the time/tense system, opportunities for
adjectival premcdification and the potentialities for variety
introduced by using substitution as a cohesive device. This group of
variables seems to suggest a contrast between Information- leaflets
and Journalism, and might therefore be a complex of the stylistic
dimensions of both Modality and Province.
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3.4 Factor Analysis 
A Factor Analysis was conducted on the data (excluding variable 40)
for the same reason as the Spearman Correlation Test above, the
difference this time was that the further analysis of a correlation
matrix (this time using Pearson 's correlations) was done by a
statistical technique rather than by hand.
The first output of this technique was a list of factors, the
percentage of variance in the data (accounted for by each factor)
and the eigenvalues of the factors. A table of these initial
statistics, table 3.4.1, can be found on the next page. The
eigenvalues were plotted on a 'scree plot', for which see Fig 3.4.2
(an page 351). Visual observation of the scree plot and Table 3.4.1
reveals that the first 2 factors have relatively large values and
account for 21.8 and 11.4% of the shared variance, respectively.
This still of course leaves about two thirds of the remaining
variance, quite a lot. The remaining factors all account for only
small' amounts of the shared variance. Same workers do use a rule of
thumb that any factor with an Eigenvalue above 1 is worth keeping.
This practice has not been followed here. It is deemed that very
little would be gained by examining these factors, on the contrary a
great deal of conflicting and misleading material might result.
These first two Factors extracted were then subjected to a Varimax
rotation in order to ease interpretation. The final rotated solution
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is presented in table 3.4.3. (see page 352). This table lists each
variable in the Factor Analysis and its loading on (correlation
with) each factor extracted.
The results of the factor analyses suggest a partial structuring of
the variables into two main factors, though there is a very large
amount of variance (65.7%) which is unexplained by any large factor
structures. This means that to a fairly large extent, the variables
included in the study are all measuring rather different things and
are only partially explainable in terms of a factor structure.
In Linguistic terms, the two main factors extracted can be seen as
dimensions aff ecting the use of a whole group of structural items.
In Stylistic terms the factors may be synonymous with stylistic
dimensions like Status, Modality etc. A preliminary interpretation
of the factors in stylistic terms is done below.
Because of the exploratory nature of the study, and the non-normal
distributions underlying many of the variables included in the
Factor Analysis, no decisions were made as to which factor loadings
were significant and which were not. Instead, interest was paid to
only the higher factor loadings, those marked with an asterisk in
table 3.4.3. 'Higher' was defined arbitrarily as being above .5.
This arbitrary decision must be taken account of when interpreting
the higher factor loadings.
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Composition of the Two Factors 
POSITIVE loadings above .5 are obtained on the following variables
for FACTOR 1
7. Frequency of minor sentences
8. Frequency of conditional/concessive . adverbial clauses
24. Frequency of Modal Verbs
30. Average paragraph length (This variable has a higher loading on
Factor 2)
32. Average line length
37. Frequency of ellipsis ties
and NEGATIVE loadings on the following variables
5. Frequency of compound sentences
14. Frequency of complex premodification
22. Frequency of past tense
28. Frequency of VELIOAMOULD'
(
This first factor shares a large number of variables with Group 2 of
the manual analysis of correlations above. The only variable not
,encountered in Group 2 but encountered here is variable 5. Variables
18 and 38 are encountered in Group 2 but not here, though their
loadings; .44373 and -.47725 are very close to the cut off point
used here of .5 • All the variables attracting negative correlations
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in Group 2 have negative loadings on Factor 1, the same is true for
the ' positive loadings. In view of the strong agreement between this
factor and Group 2, it seems appropriate to place the same tentative
interpretation on this factor as on Group 2, namely that of the
contrast between static explanatory text and more varied descriptive
text. It will therefore be referred to as the Explanatory v
Descriptive text factor.
POSITIVE loadings above .5 are obtained on the following variables
for FACTOR 2:-
9. Frequency of complement clauses
17.Frequency of non-finite, clausal post-modifiers.
18.Frequency of NP postmodifiers containing embedding
20. Frequency of passive verbs
30.Average paragraph length
31.Reading test score
33. Word Unfamiliarity score.
All these variables behaved similarly in the Eruskall-Wallis results
where they showed in most cases l.A. texts to be significantly
different from all the other groups. The two exceptions were
variable 17 which failed to show a • significant difference with
D.M.A., and variable 18 which failed to show a significant
difference with P.A.
There are no negative loadings above .5 on Factor 2. As was the case
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with Group 2 and Factor 1, the agreement between Factor 2 and Group
1 is very close. The only variables encountered in Group 1 and not
encountered in Factor 2 is variable 28. The only variables
encountered in Factor 2 and not in Group I are variables 9 and 17.
Again positive loadings pair with the attraction of positive
correlations. The same tentative interpretation therefore seems
appropriate to Factor 2 as to Group 1; that it is related to
formality contrasts. It will be referred to as the Formal v Informal
Text factor.
3.5 Manual Analysis. of Rank Order Based Distance Co-efficients 
Having now considered • the results of tests which try to locate
patterns of similar variables Manual correlation based analysis and
Factor Analysis), the results of those which search for patterns of
similar texts will be presented (Manual Analysis of Distance
co-efficients and Cluster Analysis). The two types of test in each
of these pairs can be compared in similar ways.
The initial stage in the manual analysis of distance co-efficients.
was to compute the distance Co-efficients themselves: TO do this a
Basic program written by Mt P J Scholfield of UCNW was used. This
programme first ranked the score for each text over on each
variable. The use of ranks (rather than raw scores) was a
'conservative' procedure, given doubt as to the 'interval' nature of
the scores. The Euclidean distance co-efficient (the usual one used)
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was computed based on the distance between the ranks of individual
variables for each text, adjusted for tied ranks. These distance
co-,efficients, one for every possible pair of texts, was printed in
order of increasing distance as output to the program. •
The formula for calculating the distance co-efficient is:
(
ab	 a b
i.e. for each pair of texts a & b . take variable 1, subtract the
(rank) scores, square the figure, then do the same for variable 2
and add the squared result. When all the 'squared differences' have
been added, take the square root. This is the distance coefficient
for text a & b.
The number of pairs of texts compared by the program was 3,160.
There are therefore far too many distance co-efficients to present
either here or in any appendix. Because the distance coefficients
are printed in order of increasing distance texts which are very
similar will appear at the top of the list, and texts which are very
dissimilar at the bottam of the list. The central portion of the
list will be a transitional area between these two extremes.
Because of these factors, the favoured outcome for a manual analysis
of the co-efficients has to be one where pairs in the topmost
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section of the list, where pairs of texts are very similar have
members which both belong to the same group, e.g. Impersonal
Address. If a particular text is frequently paired with members of
groups other than its awn, this is an indication that the text has
possibly been misclassified by the researcher. The pairs in the
bottom section of the list, where pairs of texts are very dissimilar
should ideally contain texts from differing groups. If a text is
frequently paired with its fellow group members at this point in the
list a misclassified text is again indicated.
The main problem with this analysis was what to consider as the top
and bottom sections of the list. It was decided to look at only a
quarter of the distance coefficient output, that is the top an
bottom eighth of the list. This involved examining the first and
last 395 pairs of texts. The results were as follows:-
(see following page)
•I
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I Member of: I Most often
I misclassified as:
BBSIL	 DMA
P.A.	 B13SIL
P.A.	 I	 BBSIL
P.A.	 I	 BBSIL
BESIL
	 P.A.
BBSIL
P.A.	 • BBSIL
I	 P.A.	 I BBSIL/I.A.
P.A.	 BBSIL
nnnn•n •n•n•nn•nn•n•••n •••nnnnnn•M
I	 P.A.	 I	 BBSIL
Table 3.5.1 Misclassified Texts indicated the 122 395 Rank Order
Distance coefficients . (texts ordered from most
to least misclassified)
Text NO.	 Times misclassified
48 7
5 5
13 5
6 4
,55 4
42 3
. 1 2
14 2
17 2
18 2
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Table 3.5.1 Misclassified Texts indicated the L:2395 Rank Order
Distance coefficients (texts ordered from most to . least
misclassified) (CONT)
Text No. I Times misclassified 	 I Member of: I Most often
misclassified as:
IMDIMMNAMMMn
53	 2	 I	 BBSIL
	
P.A.
56	 I	 2	 BBSIL
•
57
	 I	 2	 BBSIL
41=1.11•NIDIMINn
Note: Texts misclassified only once where considered trivial cases
and not included.
, The only text which appeared to be unsatisfactorily classified when
the bottom 395 distance co-efficients, was text 2 which had a high
distance score with members of its own (P.A.) group twice.
The major outcome of this analysis is that BBSIL texts are
frequently misclassified as P.A. and vice-versa. A further point of
A
note is that there is one BBSIL text very frequently misclassified
as DIA.
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In Linguistic terms, the results show that Personal address Glia
texts and BBSIL texts have very similar distributions of the
linguistic items studied on the variables tested in this research.
In stylistic terms, the results appear to indicate that P.A. and
BBSIL are close stylistic neighbours, though there is not enough
evidence' to suggest that they are one and the same style. This
result is not unexpected since both P.A. and BBSIL are written in a
leaflet Modality, and are relatively informal in addressing the
reader as 'pm' rather than 'the investor', 'the applicant' etc.
The very badly misclassified text 48 as DMA, suggests a leaflet
whose style is nearer that of Journalism than leaflets. This
misclassification can be explained on further perusal of the leaflet
(see Appendix D). The leaflet concerned is unusual in that it
concerns a layman's introduction to how share trading takes place,
by Cliff Michelmore, with injunctions to the potential investor to
buy shares in a unit trust. The major part of the leaflet is in the
form of a descriptive article rather than seeking to provide direct
information about banking services. The text therefore seems also
intuitively journalistic as well as quantitatively so.
3.6 Cluster Analysis 
Cluster Analysis was applied to the data for all the individual
texts, across every variable but 40, which has missing values. The
overall purpose of cluster analysis is similar to the manual
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analysis of distance co-efficients carried out above. Cluster
analysis works on a matrix of distance or similarity co-efficients,
searching for groups of similar cases (in the present case these are
texts). The Introduction to Part 2 (sect 1.9.1) revealed that there
are a variety of clustering techniques available, all of which may
yield slightly different results with the .same data.
The two clustering techniques used in the present study were both
Hierarchical Clustering Techniques: Single Linkage, and Ward's
Method. Using Euclidean distance matrices these techniques were
chosen as those being best understood by the researcher, relatively
quick to run, and available to the author on the CLUSTAN computing
package.	 •
Both clustering methods start by finding the two texts with the
smallest distance co-efficient and fusing them into a cluster. This
cluster is then considered as a single unit. The program now looks
for the next most similar pair, but considers both the individual
texts and :ffie new cluster. Texts and Clusters are paired together
until all the texts have been joined in one large cluster. The
k . program then finishes.
Single Linkage and Wards method differ in the way in which they
fuse texts and clusters. Single linkage simply fuses two clusters if
they each have individual texts which are close neighbours. The
other texts in the cluster are not considered. Single Linkage is
therefore apt to find long thin clusters, and to 'chain ' clusters
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together which have only superficial similarities. Ward's Method
takes all the individuals in clusters into account when fusing.
Therefore any new cluster member has to be compared with all members
of the existing cluster. Not surprisingly Ward's method tends to
•	 •
find more spherical shaped clusters. Everitt (1980) notes that
Single Linkage Clustering is often favoured by same researchers
because it has the most desirable mathematical basis.
The output of both these programs is large, and is not included in
any part of this thesis- It consists of the co-efficient values at
which pairs of texts, or pairs of texts and existing clusters were
fused together to form new clusters. The most useful option with
Single Linkage and Ward's Method on the Clustan Package is a visual
representation of the hierarchical clusters formed in the form of a
dendrogram. The dendrograms for the Single Linkage and Ward's Method
Clustering solutions are presented on pages 363 and 364 (following).
The dendrograms have the distance co-efficients plotted up the y
axis and the individual text numbers across the x axis. A vertical
line is drawn vertically above each text or cluster until it is
fused with another text or cluster. The fusion of the two is shown
by a horizontal line. Because the distance co-efficients are plotted
up the vertical axis, the vertical lines on the dendrogram give a
visual representation of how close to each other clusters are.
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3.6.1 Initial Interpretation of Single Linkage Dendrogram (fig.
3.6.1.)
The Single Linkage Dendrogram is uninterpretable; no vertical lines
of any appreciable length separate clusters, and the tendency has
been for the program to add texts one at a time to a big cluster. If
anything, this dendrogram seems to suggest that there are virtually
no patterns among the texts.lhis does not agree at all with the
manual analysis of distance co-efficients whose results are reported
in 3.5 above. The evidence of section 3.5 suggests that l.A. and DMA
are distinct homogeneous categories of texts, and that P.A. and
BBSIL are distinct but very close neighbours. The Single Linkage
Cluster analysis therefore is to be rejected as a true analysis of
the data. The chaining tendency of this technique appears to have
constructed a long thin cluster which cannot be interp reted as
such. What it does suggest however is that any clusters present are
not very sepqrate, but perhaps overlapping.
3.6.2 Initial Interpretation of Ward's Method Dendrogram (fig.
3.6.2.)
Examination of the Ward's Method dendrogram shows that the data is
composed of four distinct homogeneous groups. The two groups on the
left (from text 1 to 16, and from 11 to 60 along the bottom) are the
closest related. gether these groups are only very distantly
related to the third group from the left (fram text 48 to 74). These
three groups together are well sepqrated from the group furthest to
the right (from text 2 to 40)
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Analysis of the composition of each group so far identified in the
dendrogram reveals the following:-
The group furthest to the left contains:
all the texts numbered 1 to 20 except text 2 and text 11.
The second group from the left contains: 
all the texts numbered 41 to 60 except text 48 but also including
• the misclassified text 11.
The third group from the left contains: 
all the texts numbered from 61 to 80 but also including the
misplaced text 48. •
• The fourth group from the left contains: 
all the texts numbered from 21 to 40, but also the misclassified
text 2.
The first cluster (of 18 texts) on the left of the Ward's Method
dendrogram is virtually the same in camposition as the first group
on the Independent Variable (variable 1). That is texts 1 to 20.
This corresponds to texts sampled fram the GIL Personal Address
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Population. The only texts which are unexpectedly absent from the
cluster are texts 2 and text 11. Text 11 is re-classified by the
cluster analysis as BBSIL. It is not however one of the texts
misclassified in the manual analysis of distance co-efficients. Text
'2 is re-classified as l.A. by the cluster analysis. The manual
analysis of distance co-efficients also highlighted this text as
atypical of P.A.
The second cluster (of 20 texts) from the left is virtually
identical in composition to the third group on the Independent
variable (texts 41 to 60). This cluster corresponds therefore with
texts , sampled fram the BBSIL population. The only text which is
unexpectedly absent fan this cluster is text 48. Text 48 is
re-classified by Ward's Method as DMA, exactly the same result as
obtained in the manual analysis of section 3.5. Text 11, not
misclassified in the manual analysis, unexpectedly occurs in this
cluster.
A perusal of text 11 does not reveal any features which appear to
make it more appropriately classifiable as BBSIL than P.A. . The
most likely explanation for the re-classification in Ward's method
of text 11 would appear to be that the two clusters involved are
close neighbours anyway: In the dendrogram the cluster corresponding
to P.A. and that corresponding to BBSIL are the first two really
large clusters to be fused. This observation of close proximity is
supported by the manual analysis in section 3.5 above. It is not
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surprising therefore that at least one text has been re-classified
fram	 the one i.V. group to the other.
The third cluster (of 21 texts) from the left corresponds almost
exactly with group 4 on the Independent variable (texts 61 to 80).
This cluster therefore relates to the sample taken from the
population of Daily Mirror Articles. The • only additional
(re-classified from the BBSIL cluster) text (48) has been well
commented on already.
The fourth cluster (of 21 . texts) fram the left, corresponds almost
exactly with group 2 on the Independent Variable (texts 21 to 40).
This cluster therefore relates to the sample taken from the
population of GIL Impersonal Address texts. The one additional text
(re-classified from P.A.) in this cluster would appear to be
quantitatively more like l.A. than P.A. texts. An intuitive
assesment of text 2 does seem to indicate that it is more formal
than the other texts in its group and therefore perhaps better
classified as I.A.'dhis is not a very satisfying explanation though,
as the address of the leaflet is personal which seems to make it
intuitively less formal than most.I.A. texts.
Ward's Method cluster analysis seems to suggest greater independence
of BBSIL and P.A. from each other than the manual analysis of
section 3.5 does. This good agreement between the manual analysis of
distance co-efficients and the Ward's Method Cluster Analysis lends
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added weight to the validity of the Ward's method result.
Having looked at the results of statistical analyses designed to
discover structure among variables (Manual analysis of Rank Order
Correlation Co-efficients and Factor Analysis), and those designed
to discover structure among texts (Manual analysis of Rank Order
Distance Co-efficients and Cluster analysis); the last two sections
of the results report on two statistical techniques which reveal
something about both these topics (Factor Score Plots and
Discriminant Function Analysis)
3.7 Factor Score Plot
This plot is to be found on page 370. It resulted from the 2 factor
factor analysis solution and was produced by the following method.
After obtaining rotated factor solutions for two factors as
described in section 3.4, estimates of scores for each text were
• computed on each factor for every text, as though the factors
represented new variables. These new variables are linear functions
• of the original variables. The scores obtained were the factor
scores. The co-ordinates for any text on any two factors can be
plotted by plotting one factor on the x and one on the y axis. In
this way the plot for Factors 1 and 2 was obtained.
The aim of plotting Factor Scores in this way was two-fold. Firstly
to •see haw well each Factor differentiated the 4 previously
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_established text groups, and secondly to create a visual impression
of which groups load positively and which negatively on what
factors. Tb facilitate this goal the identity of all the
co-ordinates (texts) on the Factor Scare plot was ascertained and
added to the plot.
As can be seen from the plot of Factor Scores 1 and 2, the
co-ordinates corresponding to Group 2 (I .A.) and Group 4 (DMA) form
2 tight hamogeneous clusters clearly separated from all other
groups. The co-ordinates corresponding to group 1 (P.A.) and group 3
(BBSIL) are jumbled together, though these two groups are separated
fram fram l.A. and DMA. Factors 1 and 2 taken together therefore
distinguish DMA,	 from each other but fail to distinguish P.A.
from BBSIL.
In terms of positive and negative loadings l.A. has positive
loadings on both Factor 1 (Explanatory v Descriptive Text) and
Factor- 2 (Formal v Informal Text), suggesting that l.A. texts are a
I formal, explanatory . type of text. DMA texts have strong negative
loadings on the Explanatory v Descriptive Factor, and some moderate
• positive and negative loadings on the Formal v Informal Factor.
These results suggest DMA to be a descriptive text of lesser
formality than . Both BBSIL and P.A. have moderate positive
loadings on the Explanatory v Descriptive Factor and moderate
negative loadings on the Formal, v informal Factor. This suggests
that these styles jointly are less formal than I A., but explanatory
in a similar way to IA.
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In overall significance, when considering what if anything it
reveals about text clusters, the factor score plot appears to
provide additional support for the manual analysis of distance
co-efficients rather than the rd 's Method Cluster Analysis. This
is because the factor score plots seem to suggest that P.A. and
BBSIL are not well separated as text categories, as is also
suggested by the manual analysis. The Ward's Method Cluster Analysis
it will be recalled gives better separation of these two varieties.
In Stylistic terms, therefore the factor score plot tends to
reinforce the tentative assumption that BBSIL and P.A. are
stylistically very close neighbours.
3.8 Discriminant Function Analysis 
.	 -
The Final batch of the results are the output of a discriminant
function analysis. Discriminant Function Analysis is described in
detail in the introduction to Part 2. Discriminant Function Analysis
is a statistical technique which enables the researcher to
investigate haw well a set of individuals fit into previously
established categories. It therefore performs a similar but not
identical function to Cluster Analysis. This method is not
identical, because Cluster Analysis does not assume prior groupings
of texts.'
The version of Discriminant Function Analysis used was that
available on SPSS-X. The most useful aspects of the output for the
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present study are displayed on pages 374 to 377. These results begin
with a list of all the texts from text 1 to text 80. The actual
group membership of each text is displayed and then the group to
which discriminant analysis calculates that it should be 'assigned,
with the highest probability. The following column indicates the
second most probable group to which the text could be assigned. This
section of the Discriminant Analysis' results gives an indication of
how accurate the original text groupings are.
The last three columns indicate the scores for each text on the 3
discriminant functions. Discriminant functions are functions of the
original variables in the study, calculated by Discriminant Analysis
to give the best differentiation between the established text
categories. This section of the results is not very interpretable in
itself but as a plot of the first two functions (see below).
The third page of output for the Discriminant Analysis gives the
pooled within groups correlations between the discriminant functions
and the original variables in the study. The ' correlations are
printed in descending order of magnitude, i.e. fram the more perfect
to less perfect correlations. In each column, the variables which
correlate best with a particular function are marked with an
asterisk in the column for that particular function.
The final page of output fram the discriminant analysis is a plot of
the co-ordinates for each text on discriminant function 1 and
function 2. This stage of the results gives a visual indication of
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how well separated the different text groups are on the individual
discriminant functions, and, in addition to this an idea of the
homogeneity or otherwise of the groups. In this respect the plot has
a similar but not identical function to a factor score plot.
The actual results for this study show that in every case,
Discriminant Analysis was able to correctly assign texts to their
original groups. That is, on the plot on the previous page, 1
indicates P.A. texts, 2 indicates l.A. texts, 3 indicates BBSIL
texts and 4 indicates DMA texts. This 100% correct assignment is of
course made on the basis of the three discriminant functions, whose
purpose is to give the best differentiation between the groups.
The results of this stage of the analysis seem to suggest a rather
. clearer differentiation of text categories, and therefore of styles,
than was the case with the manual analysis of distance co-efficients
and the Ward's Mothod Cluster Analysis. This rather neat outcome
must be treated with suspicion in view of the violation of
t Discriminant Analysis' assumptions about narmality which were
present in this study (see section in this chapter on the result of
the K - S test), and also the fact that the Discriminant Analysis
was given the original groupings as a starting point.
Same interpretation of the grouping of variables into functions 1
and 2 needs to be made here in order that the Discriminant Analysis
and the Factor Analysis can be compared. Prima facie, functions 1
and 2 of the Discriminant Analysis do not look very like Factors 1
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and 2. None of the variables correlating highly with . function 1
appear in either of factors 1 and 2 on pp.354-355. Function 2 has
variable 28 in common with factor 1 but variable 18 with factor 2.
This is not necessarily surprising since what distinguishes
individual cases (texts) well (i.e. factors) may well not be the
same as what. distinguishes the 4 predetermined text groups well
(i.e. D(scriminant Functions). What is interesting to ask however is
which approach is stylistically more useful, Factor Analysis or
Discriminant Analysis?
Function 1 has its highest negative correlations with: agentless
passives (v.21), long paragraphs (v.30), long lines (v.32), and noun
phrase quantifiers (v.19); and its highest positive correlations
with: substitution ties (v.38), simple sentences (v.4) and reference
ties (v.35). Of all the correlations, agentless passives (v.21) are
the most important with a negative correlation of .576. The
remaining correlations are very small (below .21), and ought to be
disregarded. Function 1 distinguishes P.A. texts and D.M.A. texts
fram the other 2 text types and to same extent P.A. and D.M.A. texts
.fran each other (2 cases (texts) overlap).
Function . 2 has its largest negative correlation with modal 'Will'
(v.28), and its largest positive '
 correlations with: embedded
postmodifiers (v.18), initial adverbials (v.11), modal 'May' (v.26),
modal 'must' (v.25), complex sentences (v.3), and NP
postmodification (v.15). None of these variables have acceptably
high correlations with function 2, though the highest .23 is the
positive correlation with embedded pcstmodifiers (v.18). Function 2
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serves to distinguish P.A. and D.A. texts together from the other 2
text types and D.M.A. texts fram all 3 others.
The only information then of potential use to the stylistician is
the fact that the presence of agentless passives appears is the key
variable characterising the l.A. texts and BBSIL texts as a group,
and that their absence characterises P.A. texts and D.M.A texts as
more or less separate groups.
Although Discriminant Analysis seems to have the potential to
pinpoint the key variable distinguishing a group of texts, this is
not the same as distinguishing a style. The grouping of BBSIL and
texts as a style on the basis of their use of agentless
passives does not have a great deal of intuitive support. These two
text types read very differently, and though they may share one
common. feature this does not mean that they share the same style.
Discriminant Analysis seems to have produced a neat partitioning of
the texts into the required groupings and little more. This is not
,surpising since the program was given the text categories as a
starting point.
Discriminant Analysis has therefore proved rather a disappointing
research tool in this instance, though this does not mean that it
should not be tried elsewhere: far more research needs to be done
, before this type of analysis can be rejected as unsuitable.
The results of the Discriminant analysis complete the Results
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section. The Discussion which follows sets out to analyse the
further and wider significance of these results.
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PART 2 - CHAPTER 4 - DISCUSSION
This chapter begins with a summary of the results, and an evaluation
of the effectiveness of the statistical techniques used. This is
followed by a comparison of these techniques with those used in
earlier studies. The final part of the discussion is a consideration
of the theoretical significance of the study's findings and their
possible practical applications.
4.1 Summary of the Results & Evaluation of Techniques 
The results of the K - S tests revealed an unavoidably large number
of non-normally distributed variables in the data. This had been
foreseen, and had the effect of ensuring that greater reliance would
be placed on non-parametric tecniques in analysing the data.
Examination of the results for , I.A. and P.A. on individual variables
for the K - W test provided extremely good support for the findings
of the qualitative study. All the syntactic variables found to be
significant in the pairs test for these two styles had been
predicted • as stylistic variables participating in I.A./P.A.
contrasts in Part 1. What was completely unexpected however was the
evidence presented on the next page in summarising the results of
the Cluster Analysis, suggesting that IA. and P.A. do not form a
single GIL style.
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The results of the K - W test generally showed that a high
proportion of the variables selected for analysis yielded
significant differences at the 5% level and could therefore be
considered to be stylistic variables. These results therefore showed
that the initial qualitative assessment of these variables as style
markers was an accurate one. FUrther batteries of tests were then
used to explore the data further for patterns of variables and
groups of siTilar texts.
A. manual analysis of distance co-efficients, a Cluster Analysis, and
a plot of Factor Scores all revealed a remarkable degree of
agreement on the homogeneity of two of the styles studied: GIL
Impersonal Address and Daily Mirror Articles. However, the remaining
. two styles: GIL Personal Address and Banking and Building Society
Leaflets, were shown by . all the tests to be interlinked, and not
entirely distinct styles. In addition, Cluster Analysis showed in
its hierarchical ordering of the styles, evidence that l.A. and P.A.
are not both members of the same GIL 'Bureaucratic' style as was
originally expected, but only more distantly related to one another.
P.A. being far closer to the BBSIL and DMA styles. Cluster analysis,
and the Other 'cluster type' tschtliques used proved essential in
providing a check on the reality of what were in fact only
supposed' styles.
A manual analysis of rank order correlation co-efficients and a two
factor analysis yielded strong agreement on the existence of two
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large groups of variables which may be interpreted as providing
evidence that two main stylistic factors are at work in providing
some differentiation of the styles in the data. One of these factors
is particularly strongly associated with the presence or absence of
conditional and concessive adverbial clauses in a text. The high
frequency of this feature in a text appears to be a strong marker of
information leaflet MODALITY, as it covers BBSIL as well as P.A. and
texts.
A second factor however, shows this initial picture to be rather too
simple: It is a factor strongly associated with the presence or
absence of passive verbs in a text. The high frequency of this
feature in a text seems almost certain to be connected with
formal/informal STATUS. A factor Plot including this factor shows
that it makes a strong separation between I. A. (formal) and P.A. &
BBSIL (informal), supporting the Cluster Analysis evidence that
there is indeed no homogeneous GIL PROVINCE.
Throughout all the tests used, strong evidence emerged that manual
analyses of correlation and distance matrices can produce very
similar results to Factor and Cluster Analysis. This seems to
indicate that the lack of normally distributed variables in a
stylo-statistical study need not hamper the exploration of patterns
of variables and texts at all. The non-parametric statistics used,
in these manual methods are statistically less complex, easier to
understand, and applicable to both normal and non-normally
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distributed ' data. The question therefore arises as to whether such
complex techniques as Factor and Cluster Analysis proper are really
necessary in stylo-statistical work at all.
A final test; Discriminant Analysis, showed 100% classification of
the 80 texts in the sample into thei , :original categories. Whilst
such accurate partioning of the data must not be given too much
credence, (due to the violations of normality assumptions in the
data), the discriminant analysis provides yet more support for the
notion that the study is dealing with four distinct style
categories. In this, discriminant analysis tends to agree with the
Manual analysis of distance co-effcients, cluster analysis and the
plot of factor scores.
4.2 Comparison with Earlier Studies: .1 Preliminary
Direct comparison of the results here with those of earlier studies
is in fact impossible. The present study is the first one (to the
author's knowledge to have made a Specific stylo-statistical study
of Administrative/Bureaucratic Language. That of Chiu (1973) sets
out to examine Administrative English, but in fact confines itself
to a study of lexical items in Canadian English Correspondence. TWo
studies which initially seem more promising as regards direct
comparison of results are Biber (1985) and Mlarkworth and Baker
(1979). This is because they both include in their analyses texts
from the Brown Carpus which came under the heading 'Government
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Documents'. There is no indication in either study of exactly what
sort of text 'Government Documents are, but it seems likely from
the use of the word 'documents .' that they are more legal than
bureaucratic texts. Even if the text types are comparable, the
system of counting and scoring variables used in these studies
definitely is not: Very few of the variables studied by Biber (op
cit) and Markworth and Baker (op cit) are used in this study, and
those that are, are counted as absolute frequencies per portion of
text rather than as realised potential occurrences as is done here.
A possible criticism of this study is that it should have used the
same variables as either Biber or Markworth and Baker, and measured
these using their methods to assist comparison. This would not have
been at all desirable. Both Markworth and Baker include 'Goverment
Documents' in large macro studies to establish stylistic differences
between spoken and written, or fiction and non-fiction styles. Part
1 of this study was a thorough preparation for part 2 in which
,precisely those variables which would be stylistic in the
Administrative/Bureaucratic language context were chosen. This
selection was therefore far better suited to the task in hand.
• It can also be maintained that counting potential occurrences is a
superior method of scoring variables for stylistic purposes. This is
because absolute frequencies are related simply to the saturation of
a feature in a portion of text. This information is not directly
stylistic since it takes no account of how many structural
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opportunities an author had in which to use a particular linguistic
item, though it does admittedly reflect how often a reader would
meet a relevant item when reading (something which the present
author's method does not). It is maintained here however that Style
is a matter of partial and constrained selection from the complete
structural system available in English. Any method of scoring if
variables to yield stylistic information needs take account of this,
hence the bias of the present study.
. If the results of previous studies cannot be used to show possible
failings in the present one, neither can they be used as supporting
evidence. The findings here have to remain initial and tentative
therefore. However, since the use of statistical techniques has been
as yet relatively little used in linguistic stylistics, it is very
.important here to make a thorough assessment of the effectiveness of
.the techniques used here compared with those of earlier studies.
, This is the main subject of this section. it opens up comparisons
with all stylostatistical studies, not simply those which analyse
Administrative/Bureaucratic text.
The remaining subsections of section 4.2 compare the techniques used
in this study with that of earlier studies. Each earlier study will
be the subject of a separate sub-section. The studies are discussed
in date order fram the oldest to the most recent.
4.2.2 Carroll's (1969) study 
Carroll set out with the rather ambitious intention of using Factor
Analysis to obtain a picture of the major stylistic dimensions
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operating in English. The texts chosen for study were drawn from a
wide variety of sources fram novels to scientific papers, and
included; essays, newspaper articles, biographies, textbooks,
speeches, sermons and school essays.
Carroll took the unusual step (for a stylo-statistic study) of
including raters qualitative judgements of texts as well as
syntactic variables in his study. The qualitative variables were
scores on sliding 7 point scales of the semantic differential type.
There were 29 of these in all, and 38 syntactic variables. There do
not appear to be any lexical variables.
A Factor Analysis of an unspecified type, and with the type of
rotation used left unreported, was claimed to yield seven factors.
NO information at all is included on whether these factors exhausted
all the yariance in the data, and if they did not how were they
selected fram the remaining factors. Only the first six factors were
interpreted. The loadings for most variables on Factors 6 and 7 are
rather low (mainly below .3). The impression gained fram this is
that same rather trivial factors have been included. However as no
information is provided on the amount of shared variance for which
each factor accounts, it is not possible to substatiate this claim.
. Carroll takes as significant, loadings on his factors which are
above .25 (ibid: p149),this seems remarkably low when ourripankludth
the present study. To talk of factors as being 'significant' as
Carroll does presupposes that scores on his variables come from a
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normally distributed population. It seems intuitively unlikely that
judgements of the type used by Carroll would show normal
distributions, and the present study has shown that the normality
assumption is often violated" for linguistic variables.
Because Carroll pays attention to very small loadings (under .3),
his factors are often said to be loaded on large numbers of
variables: Factor 1 is loaded on 17 for example. These loadings vary
in magnitude from figures very near to 1 to .25 . The higher'
loadings are likely to be far better indicators of particular style
dimensions than the very low loadings, for this reason it seems
likely that Carroll may have included a good deal of stylistically
irrelevant material in his factors.
Carrolls first factor and strongest factor (this factor must
account for more variance than later factors), has high loadings on
variables connected with subjective judgements. It is therefore of
no use to the linguistic stylistician, who must be essentially
concerned with the relation of qualitative judgements about style to
linguistic variables. The remaining factors have loadings on both
subjective '
 and linguistic variables, but are interpreted in the
light of the subjective loadings. Having obtained and interpreted
his factors, Carroll does not go on to see howwell they distinguish
the texts in his sample; sermons, scientific papers, essays etc, but
instead uses them to produce profiles of the works of two literary
authors (ibid:pa54).
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It is not surprising that Carroll does not go back to see if his
factors make clear distinctions among his sample texts as is done in
the present study: The title of Carroll 's article is "Vectors of
Prose Style", and therefore leads one to believe that Carroll does
not see his factors as style dimensions capable of isolating
particular styles, as portrayed in the present study. They are on
the contrary intended as general stylistic attributes which cannot
distinguish particular styles on their own, but together,
distinguish a writer's style by a profile obtained over all the
. factors (Factor Analysis is of course well suited to this work since
its tendency is to differentiate cases (texts) well). Although not
specifically stated by Carroll, this does give the impression that
he sees styles as unique properties of individual writers.
In addition, the two sample style 'profiles' put forward on p154 of
Carroll 's paper are of novels, thereby giving the impression that •
Carroll is more concerned with literary rather than, linguistic
. stylistics. Carroll ' appears to be most interested by what Crystal
and Davy (1969:p76-77) refer to as the 'Singularity' dimension of
situational constraint, i.e. the element of literary texts not
explainable by relation to other style dimensions like 'status' etc.
As a measure of of true Singularity, Carroll 's six factor's are very
misleading. This is because the factors produced in Carroll 's study
based as they are on mainly non-literary texts, are bound to
pinpoint elements of style dimensions such as 'status', inodality'
and so on. These dimensions are undoubtedly present in all literary
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texts to different degrees in that many different real life
situations are portrayed in literature. The general acknowledgement
however, that literary styles have their own unique properties,
apart from those which distinguish non-literary styles is not
accounted for in Carroll 's work; precisely because Carroll fails to
distinguish the two when interpreting his factors. It is indeed
inconceivable to imagine haw the two could be distinguished when the
present state of knowledge about non-literary styles is so low.
In the opinion of the present author, the further research of
non-literary styles, on their own is a necessary prerequisite to the
far more complex task of investigating what linguistic features make
a style 'literary or distinguish between literary styles.
It is not only Carroll 's lack of a sound theory of stylistic
variation which undermines the theoretical significance of his
study, but his neglect of providing essential details about why he
chose to ektract the number of factors he did, and how much variance
they account for. Without such information it is virtually
impossible to assess the practical relevance of Factor Analysis to
Stylistic study
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4.2.3 Mberk's (1973) Study
Mberk, like Carroll made use of Factor Analysis as a tool in
Stylistic Research. He is not as ambitious as Carroll and sets out
only to discover the stylistic dimensions present in a sample of 30
short stories written by students.
Mberk's method of obtaining his sample appears exemplary; He
obtained texts under experimental conditions by providing a sample
of students with the first few lines of a particular story and
asking them to continue it. Mberk reports that in his experience the
opening sentence used tends to make sure that the content of the
stories obtained is not too diverse. Mberk does not provide any
direct evidence for this.
Moerk's concern to avoid subject matter as a source of variation in
his sample texts can be compared to Carroll's (1969:p 155) anxiety
on this matter. Carroll expresses the wish (ibid) to separate style
and content, but regrets that the two are very closely linked. The
framework of stylistic description used in the present study assumes
that content constrained differences in texts are stylistic and are
part of the Province dimension of Style.
The wish of both Carroll and Mberk to separate style and content
.seem to be due to a preoccupation with literary style phenomena, it
seems odd therefore that Moerk made no attempt to exclude other
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style dimensions such as Status, Modality, etc from his study, as
these are also clearly not exclusively connected with literary
style. Mberk's preoccupation with the style content problem
therefore seems to result fram the use of a, rather unworkable theory
of style.
In relation to the statistical test used; Factor Analysis, Mberk's
design seems rather likely to be unreliable. This is because, whilst
he uses only 30 subjects, he chooses to analyse an enormous 55
linguistic variables. Among the general heuristics suggested when
considering designs suitable for Factor Analysis, it is held that a
minimum of twice as many subjects as variables are needed.
Moerk reports the results for 11 factors but interprets only 4 of
these. If factors 5 to 11 each account for large percentages of the
shared variance in the data this is rather serious, as it seems to
suggest either that these factors are concerned with something other
than that which Moerk was looking for, i.e, Style dimensions, or
that Mberk lacked the knowledge to interpret them. Any attempt to
make an independent assessment of the meaning of factors 5 to 11 in
Moerk's study is frustrated by the generally weak loadings for all
variables on them. This tends to suggest that the factors contain
little of real stylistic import.
Mberk appears to have stopped extracting factors when they failed to
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yield significant loadings, (ibid:p52). This is a very
unsatisfactory method, as even if a factor has some significant
loadings, it may account for no more than a very trivial amount of
the shared variance in the data. No information is forthcoming on
haw much of the shared variance in the data each factor extracted
accounts for.
moerk observes in his discussion (ibid:p57) that whilst factor 1 has
a vast number of significant loadings, the remaining factors have
very few. Moerk tenders a possible explanation for this, which is
that some dimensions of style are very 'broad' whilst others are
'narrow'. Fran a statistcal point of view it seems all too likely
that only Moerk's first factor accounted for an appreciable amount
.of variance in the data and therefore was the only viable factor. It
seems all too likely that there was' very little correlation between
Moerk's variables, and that most of than were measuring different
• things rather than representing factors. This assumption is to some
extent supp4d by the uniformly low loadings on Mberk's later
factors.
The same problem occurs to a sane extent in the present study, where
.only two strong factors could be extracted, accounting together for
only 33% of the shared variance. None of the remaining factors
account for more than a trivial amount of variance. This is clearly
a problem in the use of factor analysis in stylo,statistical
research, since it tends to cast doubts about the ability of
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linguistic variables to pattern very strongly in response to style
dimensions. The answer to the problem appears to be to be very
careful in selecting only those variables likely correlate strongly
with particular style features. This appears to produce better
success with Factor Analysis, as the study by Sandell (below) shows
4.2.4 Sandell's (1977) Study 
Sandell 's study represents a far more thoughtful design than either
of the previous two studies. Sandell set himself the vet3 specific
aim ot isolating those linguistic features which correlate highly
with an intent to persuade (ibid:p115). Sandell believed that this
intent should be strongest. in texts identified as advertising texts.
The aim of his study therefore was that of finding out what
linguistic feature or features were prominent markers of an
advertising style.
In deciding on a study based on natural observation, Sandell was
careful to try and eliminate unwanted variables, and considered
texts from two carefully delimited time periods, ten years apart,
(ibid:p115). It seemS strange however that he should not have chosen
to control for other unwanted variables however.
Three text groups were considered for analysis by Sandell, all from
editions of the same newspaper, and all supposedly varying in their
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intent to persuade, (ibidip121). These were; advertiFents, home
care editorials, and foreign news telegrams. Only 12 variables were
used, all linguistic, and these were selected by Sandell as a result
of discussing with advertising pro .fessionals what variables were
most likely to be markers of advertising language, (ibid:p115).
Sandell 'S use of this method may have been an important factor in
the success of the Factor Analysis he carried out (see below).
In scoring his variables Sandell uses the absolute frequency method.
This method was rejected in the present study as inappropriate to
stylistic work, (see page 279 above). The two factors of intention
to persuade and time of publication were to be measured for
significant effects in a multivariate ANOVA.
Sandell, like the two previous authors discussed uses a Factor
analysis to analyse his data, but alongside a battery of other
tests; One and Tv o way ANOVAs, Discriminant weights, and Correlation
Co-efficients. In this way Sandell is able to accumulate
considerable evidence from different sources to show a relationship
between the linguistic features chosen, and persuasive intent. The
One way ANOVA showed the majority of Sandell 's variables to be
stylistic, and the multivariate ANOVA a stongly significant intent
to persuade, but no effect from time of publication.
In examining the mean scores for each of the three groups of texts
on the significant variables, Sandell found that they were
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frequently ordered with respect to what he considered to be intent
to persuade: That is with mean scores for each of the three groups
of texts, Sandell found that half the variables were ordered with
respect to what he considered to be intent to persuade (ibid:p122):
that is with Advertising texts first, followed by Home Care
Editorials and then News Telegrams. This strengthened Sandell 'S
opinion that the variables chosen were associated with an intent to
persuade:
Parametric Correlation Co-efficients were used on Sandell 's data
although no check was made on the normality of the variables
involved. Sandell obtained two correlation matrices for all the
variables. One ignoring group differences (termed between-groups),
and one taking account of between group differences (termed within
groups) (ibid:p123). It is not at all clear fram the text how
Sandell could obtain a single matrix for the latter when there where
3 groups Of texts.
The correlations for . the two matrices were compared, and where
correlations observed in the within-groups analysis were even higher
in the between-groups analysis, this was to be held to be due to
persuasive intent (ibid). The reasoning behind this is not easy to
understand. Even if it is accepted, there are still problems. This
is 'because, of the many other unmeasured variables which might have
have been the cause of between group differences, Sandell only
controlled for time, the increase in magnitude of correlations might
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therefore have been due to a different style dimension or
dimensions.
A similar use is made of Factor Analysis, which was done on the
between, and the within group scores. Again only one solution is
produced for within-groups. Sandell uses Kaiser's method to decide
on the extraction of 3 factors for both Factor Analyses conducted.
Again increases in factor loadings front within to between groups was
held to be an indication that a factor was concerned with the
'expression of persuasive intent. The first factor, which accounted
for 37% of the variance (in the between-groups analysis), and the
third factor (accounting for 15% of the variance) were pinpointed as
being persuasive by using this method, (ibid:pp126-127).
What is perhaps surprising about Sandell '5 between groups Factor
Analysis, when campared with the present study, is that most of the
shared variance in Sandell 's data (81%) is explained by 3 factors.
The present study campares very unfavourably with this, where only 2
strong factors emerged, accounting ,for no more than 33.3% of
the shared variance. Sandell offers no clear explanation for the
very succesful outcome of his factor analysis, but it seems likely
that Sandell 's careful selection of variables, made after discussion
with advertising prdfessionals may have resulted in variables which
were strongly related, thereby giving rise to a strong factor
structure.
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No attempt was made to consult writers of Government Lea flets in the
present study. The supposed degree of unintelligibility of Official
Prose has become a very sensitive issue, and it was therefore not
thought . possible that official writers would be particularly
objective if approached for information about their style of
writing. ( Instead, the literature of pressure groups like the Plain
English Campaign was studied for clues as to what might be strong
ad(
marker of official prose, and a qualitative study% to pinpoint
possible style markers. It was hoped that the present author's
experience as a Welfare Rights Officer might also help in the
intuitive selection of possible style markers.
It may be that the process of initial research on what variables to
use, employed in this piece of research was therefore mistakenly
orientated towards the worst examples of official prose, rather than
what was typical, whilst the texts themselves were a true, random,
and therefore typical sample. More typical style variables in
Official Leaflets may not be those that attract public attention,
but one would expect them to be stronger markers of an official
style.
It could therefore still be that there are variables which provide
evidence for a unitary Government Leaflet Style; something for which
no real evidence has been discussed in this study. On the other
hand, the selection of variables used in this study was broad and
relatively large (compared to Sandell's for example), with some
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- variables added for the sake of closure. The likelihood of important
style markers being missed therefore seems small.
The only real solution to this problem is to reccomend that the
study be re-run with more variables, and a greater number of texts.
To summarise Sandell 's study, it seems that his use of factor
analysis shows how successful this technique can be in analysing
style. It highlights a possible bias in the design of the present
study.
4.2.5 Markworth and Baker's (1980) study 
• Like:Sandell, Markwcrth and Baker used several tests to analyse
their data. But the sample of texts used in this case was intended
to cover a very wide area of stAistic variation, rather than a
narrow band as with Sandell (above). The texts types sampled by
Markworth and Baker covered Fiction, Learned journals, Government
Documents (these last 2 considered to be formal), Popular Journals
and Newspaper Reports (considered informal), (ibid:p236). Scoring on
the 36 syntactic variables used was in terms of absolute frequency
per 100 sentences, (ibid), though many of the items counted vary in
potential for occurrence depending on sentence type.
ANOVAS were run on all variables to see how well they
differentiated:
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a) fiction from other styles .
b) formal from informal styles
c) the two formal styles from each other
d) the two informal styles from each other
No actual check was made on the assumptions about normality which
ANOVA requires. As this study has shown, normality cannot be relied
upon for all linguistic variables. Even so thirteen variables had
such obviously non-normal scores that they had to be excluded from
the analysis, though they could have been analysed using a
non-parametric technique. The present study has shown non-parametric
techniques to be effective in stylistic work. Had Mrkworth and
Baker used non-parametric techniques universally on their data they
would not have had to ignore over a third of their data, nor to have
taken • the risk of obtaining unreliable results by the use of
possibly undetected 'non-normal' variables. In this respect,
non-parametric techniques are clearly to be preferred to parametric
ones, for stylistic work.
Of the 23 remaining variables available for analysis only sixteen
were shown to participate in stylistic contrasts. Most of the
variables (12), served only to differentiate fiction from
non-fiction styles, (ibid:pp238-239).
Markworth and Baker also used a Discriminant Function Analysis on
their data, as has been used here. Four discriminant functions must
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necessarily have been produced, but only a plot for the first two is
shown (ibid:p239). This is a default on the SPSS-X statistical
package, which Markworth and Baker may have used. The same procedure
was followed with the present study. Unlike the present study
Narkworth and Baker only show the group centroids (mean discriminant
scores) ( for each separate text group. In the present study, the
•co-ordinates for each text are shown, as well as the group
centroids, therefore giving information about how much groups
overlap, and haw many cases (texts) cannot be assigned to their
original categorisations. This is the main purpose of Discriminant
Analysis. In the present study there is no overlap of groups and all
texts were classified correctly.
It is odd that Markworth and Baker do not take use of the prime
function of Discriminant Analysis (see Ehrenberg 1975:p272), to
chedk .
 up on the homogeneity of their text/style categories, and
instead try to interpret the functions in a similar way to that in
which a factor, analysis was interpreted in the present study,
especially as any such stylistic interpretation of the functions
obtained must rest on the premise that the texts form distinct and
independent styles.
Although, individual text ca-ordinates are not shown on Markworth
and Baker's plot (ibid:p239), the group centroids of all non fiction
varieties seem too close to preclude overlapping text categories.
This in effect means that non-fiction styles are clearly not
stylistically distinct fram each other, on the information in the
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two strongest discriminant functions in Markworth and Baker's
analysis. The only really clear separation of text groups is into
fiction and non-fiction styles on the basis of discriminant function
1. Markworth and Baker do however re-run the discriminant analysis
without the fiction text (ibid:p242), to give what appears to be a
slightly better separation of the text/style categories.
Markworth and Baker's findings are surprising, in the light of •the
very clear results achieved in the present study with Discriminant
Analysis. They are so surprising that further and more detailed
comparison is necessary. Markworth and Baker report the correlations
- of 8 variables with Discriminant function 1 of their analysis,
(ibid:p240). Of interest is the fact that past tense marking and
adverbial clauses are characteristic of fiction but not of .non
fiction, and 'passive constructions characteristic of non-fiction
but , not of fiction. These variables were measured in the present
study, and . measure the same items, though not in exactly the same
, way. They produce rather weak correlations in the discriminant
analysis, but are notable for the way in which they distinguish
Newspaper style fram the Information leaflet styles. This can be
clearly Seen in the mean rank scores output fram the K-W test in
Table 4.2.5, below:
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Table 4.2.5
1	 MEAN RANKS
1 -	
-- - 1	
-1	
-1	
-- -1
VARIABLE I CMA I BBSIL 1 I.A. 1 P.A. 1
1	 1	 1
adverbial cis frequency 1 29.63 : 34.63 : 56.93 : 40.82 :
1	 1	 1	 1	
-1
past tense frequency	 1 68.43 :	 26.33 :
	 33.70 :
	 33.55 :
passive verb frequency 1 30.15 : 31.90 : 66.35 : 33.60 :
1	 1	 1	 1	 1
Note: high mean ranks indicate high frequency of occurrence
The results of the present study and that of Markworth and Baker do
not necessarily contradict one another. On Farkworth and Baker's
plot of discriminant function 1 Newspapers are closer to fiction
than other text groups (this does not necessarily imply that they
are fictional! ). A second discriminant analysis conducted by
Markworth and Baker, (ibid:pp242 ff), excluding fiction texts
reveals past tense to be characteristic of newspapers and popular
journals but not of government documents, the reverse is true for
adverbial clauses. Though l.A. and P.A. are not directly comparable
to Markworth and Baker's Govt Documents, a similar trend is observed
above, in table 4.2.5 .
Only in this very small area of comparison is it possible to compare
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the results of Markworth and Baker's study with those of the present
.one. There is rough agreement in this sphere however. The remaining
variables distinguishing Government Documents from Newspapers in
Markworth and Baker's Analysis might therefore be useful to include
in a re-run of the present study, of the type suggested when
•discussing Sandell (1977) above. These are; inclusion of direct
discourse, verbal contractions, transitive verb frequency (infrequent
in Govt Doc s), partially reduced relative clauses and noun adjuncts
•(frequent in Govt Documents).
To summarise this discussion of Markworth and Baker (1980), their
study shows parametric tests to , compare rather unfavourably with
non-parametric , types for stylistic analysis. The results of their
discriminant analyses are partly supported in the present study, and
highlight possible fruitful variables for further study. .Markworth
and Baker do however fail to use the results of their discriminant
analyses for its prime purpose of investigating the homogeneity or
otherwise of previuosly established groupings. In this case
groupings' refer to text/style groupings. A Factor Analysis, as was
used by Biber (1985) below, might have been a more apprcpriate
method of investigating the patterning of variables in their data,
which Markworth and Baker obviously required.
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- 4.2.6 CLUSTER ANALYSES: a) NbEntegart and Le Page's (1982) study &
b) Bailey (1979)
McEntegart and Le Page's study is only briefly mentioned here
because it is Sociolinguistic and not Stylistic. The main reason for
---•mentioning it is that it employs Cluster Analysis as a research
'technique. There are veil; few linguistic studies that do this, and
no true linguistic stylistic studies. Bailey S1979) is a report of
an authorship study.
McEntegart and Le Page applied Cluster Analysis to data consisting
of phonological feature variables and informants from two speech
communities in Belize and St Lucia. The technique was used to try
and discover if informant clusters based on the phonological
variable scores were related to particular socio-economic factors,
(ibid:p116).
The study is unusual in the literature because it reports a failure
to obtain satisfactory results. iv1Entegart and Le Page had not
expected to find true typologies (discrete clusters), but
administrative clusters (overlapping clusters), because of awareness
that the speech communities sampled were in a state of flux (ibid).
The authors however found administrative clusters in only the Belize
data. This was produced by ward's method (as used in the present
study, and pointed to the existece of 4 clusters. Mahtegart and Le
Page performed several Cluster Analyses and found that Canonical
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.17ariate . Plots were very helpful in deciding which Clustering
solution to . use. Another method used by the authors to help make
their decision; and roughly paralleled in the present study by the
use of Factor Analysis, was a Principal Components
analysis, (ibid:p116). McEntegart and Le Page do not report on this.
The present. study agrees with MEntegart and Le Page's in finding
Ward's method to give a good partitioning of the data. In the
present case the clusters obtained were very nearly true typologies
and not merely administrative clusters. It is however not possible
to draw the conclusion fram this that Ward's method is the best
Clustering technique for linguistic research, there are too many
other Clustering techniques available to make generalisations . like
' this. Further comparison of Ward's Mbthod with a variety of others
needs to be done in future studies.
All other approaches to the clustering problem used in the present
study - manual analysis of distance co-efficients, factor score
plots, and discriminant analysis - tended to agree very well with
each other, though there were small differences in Cluster
MembershiP. McEntegart and Le Page's difficulty in this sphere, in
particular in not finding Principal Components Analysis helpful, may
well have been due to the rather closely overlapping nature of their
clusters.
In contrast to MicEntegart and Le Page's lack of success with
Clustering techniques, the present study shows them to be very
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useful in investigating stylistic data. This is no doubt due in part
to the fact that the style categories investigated had been
qualitatively identified beforehand as such, and were therefore
apparrent even without using statistical techniques. This may
therefore mean that while Cluster Analysis provides a useful check
on the homogeneity of style/text categories, it would not be as
useful on data in which a stylistician could discern no clear
groupings, i.e. as a means of discovering styles. Far more research
however needs to be done in this are before any strong conclusions
can be drawn. The present study merely point towards these these
areas of potential useful research.
The study reported by Bailey (below) is similar to the present one
in that it was used by defence lawyers in the trial of Patricia
Hearst (Bailey 1979:p11) to prove that texts allegedly written by
the defendent did not cluster with other texts known to be by her,
but with the political writings of members of the Simbianese
Liberation Army who kidnapped her.
The evidence, displayed in the form of a dendrogram does show that
Hearst 's own writings do not share the same cluster as the texts
alledgedly by her. as Bailey points out however, this is not proof
of authorship and could be due to other factors; for example the
alleged Hearst texts have a political content whilst other known
samples of her writing are fram a travel diary and university
examinations.
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The same problem exists of proving what style factors are
responsible for the clusters obtained in this study of course. This
problem cannot be overcome by any validation technique, as
none exists, (ibid:pal). What can be said about the status of the
clusters in the present study is that the same clusters show strong
stylistic distinctiveness when the results of the K - W test are
considered alongside them. There is therefore good evidence though
not proof, to presume that the clusters are style related
categories.
A rather different problem which has to be faced in this study is
that of that of whether the Ward's Method Cluster Analysis used here
is the most accurate portrayal of the 'true' clusters of texts in
the data, when other the possibilities are considered: There is
fairly good comparability of the Ward's Method solution with the
other 'cluster type' (though not Cluster Analysis) solutions; the
manual analysis of distance co-efficients, discriminant analysis and
Factor Score Plots. All these methods agree on the homogeneity of
and DMA. Where they tend to disagree slightly is in how much
P.A. and BBSIL overlap. In the Discriminant Analysis these two
categories are mutually exclusive, in the Cluster Analysis there is
some slight confusion of the two, this becomes even greater in the
manual analysis, and very great overlap is observed in the factor
score plots.
There is no easy answer to this problem: Otne of the results are
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accompanied . by significance levels like those which accompany the
K-W teat. It is therefore not possible to say that any one solution
is more significant than another. The assessment must therefore
qualitative and based on What seem to be the most likely clusters to
occur.
Considered in this way, the solution obtained from the discriminant
analysis seems too neat, and intuitively unlikely to be accurate.
The Factor Score plots seem to confuse P.A. and BBSIL rather more
than might be expected, and again seem intuitively less likely to be
totally accurate. There is however extremely good agreement between
the Ward's method Cluster Analysis and the manual assessment of
distance co-efficients .  Both of these could equally well be
accurate, it seems better however to accept the solution of the
manual analysis as more reliable than that of Ward's method in view
of the violations of assumptions about normality which were
necessary when using the latter technique, but to add to this the
observation that Ward's method provides extremely good support for
the manual analysis
4.2.6 Biber's (1985) study 
Biber's (1985) study (also re-reported in a later article; see Biber
1986), is an important study in linguistic stylo-statistical work
because it is (at the time of writing) the most recent item in the
literature. For this reason it seems particularly important to look
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at Biber's general aims and method, as well as examining the
• success of the statistical techniques used.
Biber's study is a large computer counted study, and rather
similar to that of Markworth and Baker (above) in that it
takes a very broadly based sample of texts. This is why Biber
terms,his study a 'Macroscopic,' (ibid: p337): His aim
was to quantititively study different styles, not for their
own sake as in the present study, but to see what they
revealed about the nature of the written/spoken medium of
situational constraint.
Care must be taken in the use of the term macroscopic; in
Niber's definition this is not necessarily connected to study
size, but to the nature of the analysis, (ibid:p339). The
nature of macroscopic stylstic study according to Biber (ibid) is;
'the idAntification of underlying textual dimensions in a set
of texts, enabling an overall account of linguistic variation
among those texts...'
whilst the nature of microscopic study is:
-1 .. to pinpoint the exact communicative functions of individual
linguistic features/
The present study too is macroscopic, in that it tries to identify
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underlying textual dimensions, though in a rather more restricted
set of texts thanthat used by Biber. It aims to do this by the use
of Factor Analysis and a manual analysis of correlation
co-efficients to produce a factor-like solution. Bover it also
seeks to suggest the canninicative functions of individual
linguistic features, firstly by making a qualitative analysis of haw
features function to provide stylistic information on status,
modality etc, and secondly to use statistical techniques to provide
further supporting evidence.
It can be seen therefore that the aims of this study are much wider
than that of BibPr's, and in fact involve another area of research
not acknowledged at all by Biber, which is a check on the
homogeneity of text/style groupings by Cluster Analysis.
The fact that the aims of this study are much broader than that of
Biber's could be considered a defect, in that too many aims may mean
that none of them are really researched properly. The alternative
view is taken here, that aims like Biber's are too narrow and, that
an integrated picture of a particular style cannot be developed
unless aims include both features which function to distinguish that
style in particular, and those which show what stylistic dimensions
it has in common with other styles.. These observations also have to
be based firmly on evidence which shows that texts sampled randomly
from a group of texts, all supposedly written in the same style,
really do form a group which is discrete, and are not simply
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spurious style categories.
The sample of texts covered by Bihar 's study is composed of a
written and a spoken sample, Biber (1985:p343). The written sample
is, like that of Markworth & Baker's (1980) study, drawn from the
Brown Corpus (Kucera and Francis 1979). It is composed of 408 texts,
in 10 text categories of unequal sizes. The categories range from
'Press' to 'Professional letters', and include: 'Editorial letters,
Skills and Hobbies, Popular Lore, Government Documents, Academic
Prose, Belles le'ttres, General Fiction, and Romantic Fiction'. The
written sample is heavily biased in favour of 'Acadenic Prose' and
Lettres', which together account for approximately two
fifths of the sample.
The spoken corpus is taken from the London - Lund Corpus of Spoken
English (Quirk and Svartvik (1980). It includes 6 text categories of
unequal sizes and consists of 137 texts. The categories range fran
'Face-to-face conversation° to 'Planned Speeches' and include;
'Telephone conversations, Interviews, Broadcast, and Spontaneous
Speeches'. The sample is heavily biased in favour of 'Face-to-face
conversatidn' which accounts for almost half the texts in the
sample, Biber (ibid).
Whilst the large size of Biber's sample ought to have ensured
greater statistical reliability, this advantage is very largely
offset by:
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•
a) the lack of attention paid to the definition of text categories,
and
b) the failure to ensure that the samples obtained were random
samples fram the written and spoken populations which Baer claims
they represent.
and
c) obvious sample bias.
The labels applied to Biber's text categories are not further
explained, and it is not at all clear for example how a speech was
categorised as 'planned' or 'spontaneous' since planning is not
necessarily manifested by the existence of written notes but could
involve a speech being committed to memory. The heavy sample bias
obvious in Biber's study severely undermines his assumption that
they are representative samples of Witten and Spoken English, Biber
(1986).
In the present study, great care was taken to ensure that the
populations of texts used were clearly defined and therefore open to
check. Care was taken to standardise sample size, and to make true
random and therefore representative samples from the populations
identified. It is only by following this type of procedure that
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stylo-statistical study can produce meaningful, and replicable
results.
The 'aim. of Biber was to isolate those dimensions involved in the
differentiation of spoken and written texts, and to this end he used
a factor analysis. Normal distributions underlying all his variables
are tacitly assumed. The results of the K-S tests in this study show
that normality cannot be assumed for all linguistic variables, when
only 80 observations are made per variable. Biber may have
circumvented this problem through use of a large sample size, where
the central limit theorem might be presumed to operate. The Central
Limit theorem says that as sample size increases, so does the
likelihood that distributions underlying variables will be normal.
Biber makes no checks on normality however and does not show that he
is aware of this possible source of unreliability.
Biber performs only .one analysis on his data, a .Factor Analysis, and
does not seek to show that his findings are reliable by supporting
than with other techniques. In the present study many techniques
with similar purposes were used to provide greater certainty that
the findings produced were valid.
Biber decided on the number of factors to extract from his analysis
using a scree plot. 5 factors were extracted, and rotated with a
Pramax rotation, but no information about the percentages of
variance they account for are presented. Even so, it seems clear
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fram the scree plot provided by Biber (1985:p349) that only two
really strong factors exist. Biber is unable to interpret the fifth
factor, and further evidence for the weakness of the third and
. fourth factor is the scarcity of high loadings on them (only 3 out
of 42 possible variables have loadings of above .35 on either
factor),
Biber (1985:p354) calls his first factor 'Informational versus
Edited text'. This interpretation is based on the negative loadings
this factor has on syntactic features involved in 'packing
informational content into a text', (ibid:053) for example,
prepositional phrases, type/token ratio and adjectives', and the
positive correlations on variables showing 'a lack of concern with
explicit informational content', (ibid:p354) for example, 'general
hedges' and 'general emphatics'.
Biber's interpretation of his first factor is not wholly convincing;
other positive loadings include, 'that' clauses, 'if' clauses, and
'wh' clauses .
 which all would appear to have the same function the
negative variables in increasing information bearing content. Biber
does acknowledge this possible inconsistency, and reports evidence
fram one source that these variables are really cinacucteristic of
non-edited spoken texts. This problem exemplifies the subjectivity
present in the interpretation of factor analyses by stylisticians.
It is a problem from which the present study is not exempt either.
Researchers must obviously be prepared to offer as much external
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evidence as possible to support the interpretation of their factors
Biber's second factor is more clearly interpretable. It involves
positive loadings on variables measuring;nominalization, passives
and prepositions, and negative loadings on variables measuring thme
and place adverbs. Biber's interpretation of this factor as relating
to abstract versus situational content seems intuitively correct.
Biber goes on to calculate factor scores for all his texts an the•
factors he obtains, but fails to make use of them in the way done by
the present study to check up on the hamogeneity of text categories.
Given the vagueness of Biber's text categories referred to above,
this would seem to have been an advisable thing for Biber to have
done.
Biber does not report all his factor scores, but instead plots the
mean factor scores for each of his text categories on one factor
,only, (ibid:p356). Biber lo ses a great deal of information in this
way, and makes the rather questionable assumption that his text
categories are homogeneous. What the plot does appear to show is
that factor 1 does produce a fairly clear spoken/written text
distinction.
TO sum up Biber (1985) and Biber (1986), it seems that whilst they
represent the most recent works in stylo-statistics, they are not at
all well designed as far as sampling is concerned, and this makes an
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assessment of the status of the findings produced difficult. In
common with the vast majority of stylo-statistic studies, Biber
makes . no check on the homogeneity of the text samples used in his
study and this in turn makes the validity of the labels used for
these categories difficult to assess. A general difficulty with
Factor analysis emerges when both Biber's and the present study are
considered, this is the problem of the subjectivity involved in
interpretation of the factors extracted.
The next section discusses the possible theoretical significance and
practical implications of the present study.
4.3 Theoretical Significance & Practical Implications of the
findings 
The main significance of this study is in the sphere of practical
implications for the conducting of stylo-statistical research, and
in contributing to specific knowledge about official writing in
English, not in contributing to Style theory. This is because it did
not Set out to test a particular theory of style, but merely used
one of the many theories available as a tool for practical analysis.
Neither did the study set out to prove the superiority of a
particular syntactic description over others as a tool in stylistic
analysis.
This is not to say, however that the present study has no
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-significant contribution to make to the field of Style theory. The
view adopted here was one of Style as situationally constrained
language variation, and the suitability of this view is supported in
the results of the study. That is, in finding styles that are not
individually based but which can be related to specific
.non-linguistic situational dimensions. Evidence for at least two
main dimensions in the data is provided in the results of the factor
analysis. Both dimensions reveal different attributes of the text
categories studied, for example Groups 1, 2 and 3 are very similar
when considered on factor 1 but not on factor 2.
These dimensions appear to fit some of the categories described by
Crystal and Davy (1969), namely; Modality, and Status. Appar ent
support for this is provided by the fact that factors 1 and 2 of the
Factor Analysis referred to in the last paragraph appear to reflect
previmuli(qualitatively) identified Modality and Status differences
respectively. These two dimensions show that l.A. P.A. and BBSIL
text groups share the same modality attributes, but that is
more formal in status than either the other two.
However care must be taken in drawing the latter type of conclusion:
The interpretation of the factors was made on a purely subjective
basis, and they could perhaps be equally well interpreted
differently, even within the method of description provided by
Crystal and Davy (ibid); factor 1 may perhaps represent the general
Province of Information giving, or factor 2 a 'Fersonality'
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dimension, not specifically identified by Crystal and Davy (ibid).
but perhaps an element of Status. The results of the study must
therefore be modestly appraised as providing further support for the
Crystal and Davy's (ibid) particular stylistic description, but not
conclusive proof that it is the only description possible.
What this study is able to do is to challenge the hitherto widely.
held assumption, tacit in linguistic and non-linguistic literature;
Charrow (1982), Campbell and Holland (1982), Crystal and Davy
(1981), QIIIirk (1982), Gowers (1962), Chase (1955), Bolinger (1980),
Chiu (1973) and many others, that there is a Province constrained
style which can be collectively referred to as 'officialese' or
laureaucatese i . Even a sample of a well known type of 'officialese';
the leaflets of government departments, reveals two widely differing
styles, one of which (labelled P.A. for convenience) has far more in
common with the information leaflets put out by financial
institutions for advertising purposes, than with the other
'official style (I .A.) discovered.
The results of the present study have also important practical
implications for future stylo-statistical studies. Firstly in terms
of the type of statistics used. It appears that underlying normal
distributions for linguistic style variables cannot be relied upon,
as has been done in previous studies, .and that by implication the
use of statistical methods based on parametric statistical
techniques in stylistic work cannot be relied on. Such techniques
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should therefore either be discarded in favour, of non-parametric
techniques, or additional work done to provide support for the
results of parametric tebhniques used.
The Parametric techniques used in the literature are frequently
badly reported, neglecting to provide details on percentages of
. variance in Factor Analyses for example. This points to a possible
lack of knowledge on the part of those using these techniques.
Though to be fair, journal editors may be partly to blame for not
allowing sufficient space. Non-parametric tests are generally easier
to perform and understand than the equivalent Parametric tests, and
are therefore more suitable in this respect as well.
Non parametric techniques are shown by this study to reveal results
which are perfectly acceptable for stylistic work, and moreover,
manual analyses of rank order based correlation and distance
co-efficients are shown to yield results which compete well with
those of Factor and Cluster Analysis.
The impliction therefore is that non-parametric statistics could be
used far more fruitfully in stylo-statistics.
A second practical impli4ion arising from the present study, is
that it is perfectly possible for stylorstatistic studies to make a
check on the suitability of previously determined text/style
categories, this can be done using the Cluster Analysis technique,
making a . plot of factor scores, or more simply, by
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a manual processing of (non-parametric) distance co-efficients. It
is argued here that it is theoretically unsound to make statements
about the attributes of a particular style without checking what
texts make up that style. It cannot be assumed that previously
determined text/style categories are necessarily the best way of
partitioning the data.
The format of this study in undertaking an initial qualitative
study, followed by a quantitative study to test the hypotheses
generated about the nature of official writing and further explore
its nature, has shown the value of qualitative analyses to be high.
Several workers in Stylistics, among them Crystal and Davy(1969) and
Sandell (1977), have maintained that qualitative research should not
be looked on as inferior to quantitative research. This study has
actually demonstrated the remarkable agreement which can exist
between qualitative and quantitative assesments of what variables
are stylistic in official writing, and therefore the tendency to
accurate native -speaker intuitions about what linguistic features
are stylistic. Future researchers in Style should not therefore feel
compelled to always provide quantitative support for their findings.
Unqualified praise cannot however be bestowed on qua lititative
analysis. The long-standing view quoted earlier that there is a
single identifiable 'official' style has been shown in this study to
be	 inaccurate. Two techniques of quantitative research were
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extremely important in aiding this discovery; Factor & 'factor type'
analyses, and Cluster & 'cluster type ' analyses. Factor Analysis
provided the basic information that the two supposed GIL 'sub
styles' were indeed very different. Cluster analysis and 'cluster
type' techniques added the information that whilst one of these
'sub-styles' (I .A.) was truly independent, the other (P .A.) was
really closely related to non-official texts from private sector
institutions. A hierarchical cluster analysis further clarified this
relationship by showing that P.A. and BBSIL texts were both linked
to the same branch of the hierarchy produced, whilst
	 was not.
This practical implications of this information for future stylistic
research appear to be that whilst significance tests like the
,Eruskall Wallis test or One way ANOVA, do little more than confirm
what is already known about the behaviour of style variables in
making distinctions, data reduction techniques like Factor and
Cluster Analysis provide insight into patterns among variables and
texts that might otherwise go undiscovered. It is these techniques,
hitherto very little used in Stylistics, that are most likely to
contribute most to future stylistic research. Nbt simply to further
explore dimensions of situational constraint as Biber (1985) showed
• could be possible in his work with the spoken/written medium
dimension, but in helping to clarify the existence of and
relationships between actual styles.
The full possibilities of Factor Analysis in stylistic research are
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demonstrated by the present study, which as well as examining
patterns among variables by the extraction and interpretation of
Factors, used Factor Scores to explore the homogeneity of the text
categories studied and examine the relationships between them. Such
a visual plot provides in addition a very clear representation of
how patterns of variables differentiate the styles.
Whilst accepting Factor analysis as a very useful technique in
stylistics, it is disturbing to note that in the present study only
a relatively small proportion of the variance in the data is
explainable by a strong factor structure. Comparison with other
studies is hampered by the common failure to report percentages of
variance alongside factors extracted. There is same small evidence
however, which seems to imply (in Sandell (1977), that selection of
variables for study needs to be carefully made to select was is
typical of the styles to be studied.
This section completes the Discussion. The Conclusion which follows
seeks to summarise the findings of this study, highlight its
shortcomings, and make suggestions for future research.
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CHAPTER 5 - PART 2 - CONCLUSION
This conclusion will sum up the work of the thesis by briefly
restating its main findings and the final conclusions to be drawn
from them. The shortcomings of the present study will then be
discussed before concluding with a final section suggesting possible
areas for further investigation.
5.1 Final Summary of Findings 
The findings of the study can now be summarised under the following
points:
1. An initial qualitative study of of one example of 'official
writing': GIL, produced the hypothesis that GIL was indeed a
distinct style, distinguished at all levels of syntactic structure,
but paricularly in terms of lack of NP premodifiers and the high
frequency of complex NP postmodification, the use of conditional and
concessive adverbial clauses, initial placing of adverbials, the use
of Modal Verbs, especially 147Y' which functions to express rights
under the Law, and the non-use of past tense.
2. Further qualitative assessment of GIL revealed two sub-styles
whose main contrasting feature was the use of the second person
pronoun. This gave rise to the use of the labels of Impersonal and
Personal Address to refer to these styles. These two sub styles also
appeared to be distinct in other ways in particular in their use or
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non-use of simple and non-simple sentences, passive verbs and
unfamiliar vocabulary.
3. The Qualitative Study lead to the formulation of hypotheses to
the effect that certain linguistic variables, including those
mentioned above were significant in distinguishing between GIL and
* other styles and between GIL sub-styles. These variables along with
others included for the sake of closure, were included in a set of
38 variables. It was proposed to score these variables on 20
and 20 .P.A. texts, as well as 20 leaflets from the Private Sector
and 20 Daily Mirror Editions.
4. Initial use of the Folmogorov - Smirnov test for normality,
showed that the hypothesis that each variable was drawn from a
normally distributed population, for both individual and pooled
group data, did not hold for large numbers of variables. The
conclusion to be drawn fram this was that the only appropriate tests
for uniform use ac ross all variables were non-parametric.
Parametric tests if carried out could be possibly unreliable. A
further conclusion is that normality cannot be relied on in
linguistic data, as is often tacitly assumed by stylo-statistical
studies. In spite of these conclusions, certain parametric
techniques were used, merely as exploratory techniques frcm which no
certain conclusions could be drawn.
5. The results of Kruskall-Wallis tests showed that nearly all of
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the variables predicted as being significant in distinguishing GIL
from other varieties were significant at the 5% level (though the
number of variables participating in this distinction was rather
small), and therefore stylistic. Exactly the same was discovered for
variables where significant differences were predicted between
and P.A. Here the contrasts involved a much larger number of
.variables. The conclusion to be drawn fram this is that there is
good evidences -to suggest the existence of two stylistically distinct
type of Government Information Leaflets. There is insufficient
evidence to conclude that a single GIL style exists. This does not
mean . that such a style does not exist as only a sample of all
possible linguistic variables was studied.
6. The results of a manual analysis of non-parametric correlation
co-efficients showed no very strong correlations between variables,
but a clear structuring into two groups of \many of the variables
involved in the strongest correlations. Closer examination of the
variable descriptions revealed one group to be apparently concerned
with •STATUS and the other with PROVINCE and MODALITY contrasts. The
conclusion must be drawn that it is the variables involved in these
two groups that are the most important in making stylistic contrasts
within the data.
7. The results of a 2 group factor analysis paralleled the results
of the manual analysis of correlation co-efficients very closely and
added further support to the conclusions of (6) above. A further
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conclusion was drawn that the manual analysis produced results which
were comparable with those of the factor analysis and theoretically
more reliable in the present case in view of its avoidance of
•
assumptions about population parameters.
8. A plot of the the factor scores calculated from the 2 . group
factor analysis revealed clearly that the previously established
PROVINCE and MODALITY group of variables distinguish all leaflet
varieties from Newspaper articles. STATUS variables, serve to
distinguish Impersonally Addressed GIL from all other styles.
Several conclusions can be drawn from this. The first is that an
1.A. style ' is much more formal in style than other styles studied
whilst predictably, the modality of a journalistic article and an
-information leaflet as well as the province5 of journalism and
leaflet writing produce strong stylistic differentiation.
The second conclusion is that BBSIL and P.A. texts do not give rise
to a distinct style but share a number of cammon features. I.A.
texts are very clearly not part of this group in view of their much
more formal nature. There is therefore no support for the ccmmonly
held view that Government produced texts have a distinct 'official'
style.
9. The results of a manual analysis of distance co-efficients,
support .the conclusion immediately above: they show that the
distance between texts from the BBSIL and P.A. groups is often very
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small. At the same time they show l.A. and DMA texts to be highly
independent styles, and confirm that these two styles are indeed
represented by the texts supposed to have been written in those
styles.
10. The results of a Ward's method Cluster analysis parallel those
of the manual analysis of distance co-efficients closely. The
hierarchical ordering of the 4 styles shows moreover that l.A. does
not come under the same node in the hierarchical tree (dendrogram)
as P.A. , further strengthening the conclusion that there is in fact
no 'official' style.
11. A final analysis, discriminant function analysis, appeared to
show that the initial classifications of texts into 4 distinct
varieties can ' be fully substantiated through a 100% correct
allocation of all texts to their original groupings. This result is
at variance with other results suggesting confusion of P.A. and
BBSIL texts. Bearing in mind the possible non-reliabilty of these
results, only tentative conclusions can be drawn. The possible
conclusion is that whilst the main stylistic variables (i.e. those
participating in factor (or factor like) groupings, do not clearly
distinguish P.A. and BBSIL , the remaining variables do make a
P.A./BBSIL distinction possible. These variables probably are the
basis for the weak third factor discovered when carrying out the
factor analysis, (not further explored in this study).
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5.2 Shortcomings of the present study
In an exploratory study of this type, attempting to outline the
nature of a hitherto unresearched style, it is inevitable that the
information obtained should be of a limited nature. Limited in the
sense that no very firm conclusions can be drawn, due to the
scarcity of hypotheses to be tested. These are shortcomings
necessary in conducting any exploratory research however and should
not be seen as defects per se. The final section of this chapter
attempts to point out areas in which useful confirmatory research
could be undertaken.
Much of the exploratory nature of this work was in part 'enforced'
because many of the techniques desired would only provided reliable
confirmation when applied to normally distributed data. Any future
confirmatory study will have to address the problem of non-normally
distributed variables in studies of this type before progress can be
made. This point is taken up in detail in 5.3 below
Shcrtccmings of the type discussed above are not the only faults in
this work, there are several other areas in which even an
exploratory work of this type could possibly have obtained better
results. The faults of Part I are those of neglecting the
possibilities of investigating various linguistic variables. The
faults of Part 2 are design faults and come under the headings of
General Design Type, Choice of Variables, Choice of Texts for
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Analysis, and Statistical Techniques used.
5.2.1 Shortcomings of Part 1
The current interest areas in linguistics concerned with text
structure, for example Genre Analysis (Dudley-Evans: 1986), were
completely neglected as possible sources of linguistic variability.
These might have yielded interesting stylistic information. On first
inspection, methods of investigating textual structure, of which
Genre Analysis 'seems the most pertinent, do seem to be attractive
descriptive frameworks for the stylistician. This point is now
further discussed. .
The most attractive feature of Genre Analysis is that unlike
previous methods of Text Analysis is does not concentrate on general
features common to all texts but on the analysis of particular text
types, e.g. Journal Articles, (Dudley-Evans: 1986 pa).
The work of Swales (1981) on article introductions, and that of
Dudley-Evans (op cit) on the Discussion sections in MSc
dissertations, reveals text Structure to be composed of a series of
'moves'. For example the 4 moves discovered by Swiles (1981:p22) to
be involved in article introductions, summarised here as: 1.
Establishing the Field, 2. Summarising Previous Research, 3.
Preparing for Present Research, 4. Introducing Present Research.
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7hese moves are shown to follow the order given, bit may be realised
lifferently in individual cases. For example move 3 may involve
Imnonstrating that there is a gap in present knowledge, by raising
luestions, or by extending already known findings. Shales (op cit)
indicates that moves are identifiable mainly by lexical clues.
Dudley-Evans (1986:0) suggests a more detailed set of six moves for
introductions, which were produced after examining 7 MSc
dissertations. Dudley-Evans suggests that whilst lexical items
signal some moves, other signals are to be found in paragraph breaks
but also particularly in Discourse structure, where the change from
one move to another is marked by the change from the description of
a situation to the response to it, (ibid:p8).
Examination of Government Leaflets tends to reveal a text structure
'which might be interpreted in terms of moves similar to those
suggested by Dudley-Evans (1986). The expediency of carrying out a
detailed analysis for the purpose of identifying stylistic variables
however seems very much in doubt. The weakness of Genre Analysis
from the seylistician's point of view is that moves cannot be given
a clear linguistic definition as traditionally accepted syntactic
categories can, for example clause, noun phrase, and so on. Even the
markers of moves have to be referred to items which do not as yet
have clear linguistic definitions, e.g. paragraph and discourse
pattern.
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:teas which cannot be objectively classified in linguistic terms
:annot be readily studied in the way that items have been researched
ri this thesis. Furthermore any Genre Analysis based description of
rovernment Leaflets would not be referrable to an established
lescription of 'naves (at the time of writing at least) and would
upt be easily interpretable by other workers in the Stylistics
field. It has to be concluded therefore that it was right to
nestrict part 1 to the analysis of syntactic structures at sentence
Level though further research of AdE using Genre Analysis as a model
5hould undoubtedly be undertaken. Such a method of analysis is
Likely to reveal far more than the present study about how
information leaflets function as information giving texts.
The other source of linguistic variability very much neglected in
Part I was Lexis. Lexis has long been a point of interest for those
comparing styles, and Crystal and Davy (1969) suggest it as a
possible source of stylistic variation. However, Lexis is rather
less attractive, to the stylistician than syntactic patterns. This is
because whilst stylistically marked syntactic patterns need careful
research to establish, lexical markers are often extremely obvious
even to the casual observer,, for example it does not need a
stylistician to classify a text containing: 'Whereas' and
ilereinbefore' as a legal text.
Though no one chapter was specifically devoted to lexis in Part 1,
observations were made on specific items when they appeared to be
associated with particular syntactic structures. Individual modal
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verbs were also considered.
It was this, together with the fact that a weighty amount of
' syntactic information had already been accumulated, and the
knowledge that same work had already been done on lexis in
Bureaucratic English Chiu (1973), that lead to the decision not to
investigate lexis further. There is no doubt however that the
failure to include a section on lexis was an omission, which should
not have been made had time allowed.
5.2.2 General Design Type 
While the Independent subjects design used in the second part of
this study yielded much useful information, it failed to make use of
the fact that many Government Leaflets are currently being
re-written, in 'Plain English'. This fact is well reported in the
Government White Paper: 'Administrative Forms in Government' (CMnd
x64). Such rewriting would have allowed the direct comparison of
leaflets before and after revision to see if a shift to 'Plain
English' affected the linguistic structure of texts, and if so how?
Research of this type would have required the pairing of texts in
Part 2 in a repeated measures design. Bypoth eses for testing could
have been generated by qualitative analysis of texts in Part 1.
A study like the one just suggested would have yielded information
rather different to that of the present one, and would also seem to
involve the tacit assuMption that Government Leaflets formed a
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uniform style. It seems right that the present Qxploratory re-
search in the style of Government Information Leaflets and how
they relate to 13ther styles should have come first.
Given that Government Information Leaflets were shown not to
display a single style, in the present study, the problem of
what 'Plain English' is stylistically becomes more complex.
For , example, can the rather more informal Personal Address.
Leaflets be re--written in 'Plain English', or are they perhaps
already written in this style? As leaflets are being contin-,
uously revised anyway another difficulty would be in identifying
leaflets not in Plain English.
The investigation of the relation of 'Plain English' to either
Inpersonal or Personal Address Government Leaflet styles was
clearly too complex to tackle here. Some points of departure are
however suggested in the last section of this chapter on possible
areas for further study. •
The reasons for adopting an observational rather than an
experimental design were well set out in Chapter2. And there
does not appear to be any reason to regret this decision.
However the information now collected about the stylistic nature
of Government Leaflets could be used to write experimental texts
This point is taken up in 5.3 below.
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5.2.3 Shortcomings in the choice of variables 
One possible criticism of this study is that it considered mainly
linguistic variables at sentence level and not beyond. This was not
altogether true, sentence cohesion, whilst univestigated at Part 1
was used as a source of linguistic variables. Sentence Cohesion
hcwever merely describes the way-in which sentences link to form
text, and not textual structure. The reason for omitting models of
text structure, e.g. Genre Analysis, in Part 1 has already been
discussed (in 5.2.1). The same objections to the use of text
analysis models hold for Part 2.
Apart from this it has to be admitted that the number of variables
studied was quite small, and that sane stylistic variables may have
escaped notice. The initial selection of variables was made
qualitatively, and it is difficult to see how this could have been
avoided. But this subjective selection could quite easily have
resulted in omissions, another investigator might have made a
different selection. C
Mbasures were taken to make sure that variables were not missed by
including some variables for the sake of closure, e.g. including all
sentence types as variables, not only those thought to be stylistic.
Notwithstanding this the subjectivity involved in selecting
variables means that the study cannot hope to claim that it .is
comprehensive; those variables which are clearly stylistic have been
pinpointed, but unmeasured variables cannot be presumed to be
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non-stylistic.
A, more valid selection of variables could perhaps have been obtained
by consulting the writers of government leaflets directly as to what
they considered to be typical markers of official style. This
approach was used by Sandell (1977), but would obviously have taken
considerable time to do.
5.2.4 Shortcomings in the choice of texts
There are two possible sources of criticism for the choice of texts
made in this study, the first is that not enough different styles
were represented, and the second that there was possible sample
bias.
Time and resources only allowed the investigation of 4 possible
styles, and because of this it has to be admitted that the present
4
study fails to give a complete picture of how Government Information
Leaflets relate to adjacent styles. It is rather difficult to decide
what adjacent styles might be. In Dialectology, it is quite clear
that adjacent dialects must be geographically related. Stylistic
space is far more complicated and involves many dimensions according
to Crystal and Davy (1969).
Any exhaustive stylistic comparison would have to have taken into
account time (ccmparing current leaflets with older ones), discourse 
medium (camparing written leaflets with spoken material fram
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Government departments) as well as the dimensions of Mbdality and
Status which were investigated here. Legal English, the English of
Instructions, of Advertising, and Of departmental correspondance
might all have been usefully compared with the language of
Government leaflets;
Such multiple comparisons would have been possible using the same
statistics as were used in this study, but the counting of variables
involved would have been immense. It is clear that comparisons like
the ones suggested • would be best done by computer on tagged
corpuses. However none of the corpuses currently available, list
texts of the appropriate types for analysis. Until a suitable corpus
becomes available tasks like camparing Government Leaflets with a
wide range of other varieties seem well nigh impossible.
It seems that practical problems of this type will either result in
many small studies like the present one being done, or in
stylisticians limiting themselves to the rather broad subject
headings, as style categories, available on the major computer
stored language corpuses, (cf Markworth and Baker (1980), Biber
(1985). The latter may result in an undesirable n 'arraeing of•
attention on what is available rather than what is interesting, and
is reminiscent of •the drunk who having lost his doorkey whilst
fumbling with it at the door of his house procedes to look for it,
not at that spot, but out in the street under a lamp, where he can
see more clearly.
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There are two sources of sample bias in this study one more serious
in its potential effects than others. The first source is that of
the Government Departments themselves. This source of bias could
have effected both the l.A. and P.A. samples. NO attempt was made to
ensure that the departments from whom leaflets were requested sent
an example of every leaflet in their stock. It is possible that some
departments may have sent out only what they considered to be their
'best' leaflets, i.e. the clearest and easiest to understand.
Since it is not at all clear to what extent the style of Government
leaflets and ease of understanding are related it is difficult to
envisage the possible result of such bias if present. Any
replication of the present study should be careful to try and ensure
an 'uncensored' corpus of leaflets from every department.
It must also be remembered that not all leaflets received from
Government Departments were sampled, only those which net certain
criterion, namely presence or complete abscence of the pronoun 'you'
and the presence or absence of cover graphics. In the strict sense
therefore the samples obtained were not representative of all
Government Information Leaflets, but of two types which were
convieniently referred to as Personal and Impersonal Address.
Another source of bias is' the fact that the fourth sample was not a
representative sample of Newspaper Articles but wholly composed of
Daily Mirror articles. This bias is non-serious and can be defended
on the grounds that the sample required was of 'typical' tabloid
newspaper text rather than a representative sample.
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5.2.5 Shortcomings in the use of Statistical Techniques 
'The most contentious statistical techniques used were Factor
Analysis and Cluster Analysis. The sample size used was almost too
small for a reliable Factor Analysis with only twice as many
observations as texts. Some statisticians recommend far higher
numbers of observations to ensure reliability. In .spite of this
possibility it has to be observed that the agreement between the
factor solution obtained and the manual analysis of correlation
co-efficients tends to suggest quite good reliability in fact.
A second probleMiwith .the Factor Analysis was the undesirably large
amount of common *variance which could not be accounted for by either
of factors 1 or 2. This problem might well have been avoided if
variables had first been selected which it was believed represented
the sane factors, as BillPr (1985) did. Much more research needs to
be done however on the application of Factor Analysis to
stylo-statistical work, in order to ascertain whether problems like
co-efficients tends to suggest quite good reliability in fact.
A, second problem with the Factor Analysis was the undesirably large
amount of common variance which could not be accounted for by either
of factors 1 or 2. This problem might well have been 'avoided if
variables had first been selected which it was believed represented
the same factors, as Biber (1985) did. Mich more research needs to
be done however on the application of Factor Analysis to
stylo-statistical work, in order to ascertain whether problems like
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the one encountered here really are cases of factors being poorly
represented through bad choice of variables, or whether in fact the
case is that such Solutions are the norm. This indicating perhaps
that style variables do not conform as rigidly to a small number of
situational constraints as is often supposed, (of the constraints
listed by Crystal and Davy (1969).
The problem with the Cluster Analysis used is that while the Ward's
method solution used was intuitively acceptable, and supported by
the results of a manual clustering solution, only one other of the
many other clustering solutions available was tried, and this
(single linkage) proved totally unsuccessful. Because there is no
established procedure for finding out which is the best clustering
solution in a particular situation, far more solutions should have
been tried 'in order to try and replicate the results obtained.
5.3 Suggestions for further research 
The Main aim of further research must be to provide confirmation of
knowledge about English used in Government Documents. The knowledge
'pined by exploratory research in this preliminary study. That is
further work should be conducted using fresh random samples from the
same populations used here to see if the results already obtained
can be replicated. This could greatly add to the strength of the
claims made here about the styles described. There are also
possibilities for any new work to further extend the knowledge
obtained here in confirmatory ways, and this is discussed in the
next paragraph.
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New research on the English of Official Documents could extend
knowledge both about the set of style variables that distinguish the
two styles which are suggested by the present thesis, as well as
testing to see how far membership of the style categories concerned
extends to other document types. The first aim would involve setting
up hypotheses about the ability of new linguistic variables to
distinguish between 	 and P.A.
A group of variables which ought to be investigated in this way are
the modals, which yielded rather dissapointing results in the
present study. Much finer classification of the modals according to
the type of modality expressed e.g. Necessity/Possibility, and
Deontic/Epistemic/Dynamic seems likely to yield better results than
those already obtained. This conjecture is made on the basis of
qualitative work already carried out. Factor Analysis should be used
to discover what part if any new variables play in the factor
structure already discovered.
Knowledge about the membership of the style categories discovered
ought to be obtained by testing hypotheses about the ability of new
texts sampled from other sources to score on the variables already
measured in the same way as those in the established styles. This
would involve further use of Clustering techniques. Hypotheses which
could be tested in this way are that other forms of official
language e.g. correspondence, press releases, questionnaire forms
as well as legal texts do not cluster with one of the two Government
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Styles already discovered, but are again independent. Such research
might strengthen the argument that there is no one 'official' style
or might show alternatively that new text groups blur the picture,
overlapping with the styles already discovered.
Me-ntion was made in section 5.2.2 above, of the possibility of
comparing the styles established in this thesis and texts written in
'Plain English'. Plain English is a form of communication suggested
by the 'Plain English Campaign' (see Cutts and Maher 1980) to be
eminently suitable for official documents because it facilitates
easier understanding of their contents.
There are two points of interest here. The first is the relationship
between l.A. , P.A. and Plain English. This is a stylistic matter
and ought to be one to be addressed in further research. The
contention that Plain English is easier to understand than
Government Documents not written in Plain English is not a stylistic
matter, but a psycholinguistic one, and well beyond the scope of the
present thesis. It is however one in which experimental work might
be done, as envisaged in section 5.2.2.
Experimental work would entail the production of texts which could
be made either 'official' (I .A. or P.A.) or Plain English. These
might be used in trials to see if one type of text facilitated
faster comprehension, the design of such an experiment would need to
be very carefully thought out however. As some of the stylistic
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parameters of I.A. and P.A. are now known, experimental texts could
possibly be written to fit those parameters. It is difficult to see
how experimental texts could be written in Plain English though
,
without further research as to its stylistic parameters. It would of
course be possible to test the hypothesis that P.A. texts are more
quickly understood than I.A. texts.
t
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the stylistic relationship between Plain English and I.A./P.A. would
not be an easy task, and some possible diffilties were discussed in
section 5.2.2. The main problem is that of identifying a suitable
population of Plain English texts. One possibility would be to take
leaflets which had be rewritten by the Plain English Campaign
itself, or by other pressure groups. A possible hypothesis for
testing is that Plain English and P.A. are closely related in the
way in which they contrast with I.A. . If a random sample of Plain
English texts were to be tested on exactly the same variables as
those used in this study, the hypothesis that P.A. and Plain English
sample's were in fact from the same population could be tested, using
the Mann Whitney U test, (unless the P.E. texts were paired with
P.A. texts, then it would be the Wilcoxon test).
Three style . groups l.A. , P.A. and Plain English could be tested
using the Eruskall-Wallis test. A test ought additionally to be run
to see if Plain English texts clustered with P.A. texts, or
overlapped with the already established P.A. cluster, Cluster
Analysis is not however a 'test' in the trde sense of the word in
that it does not test a hypothesis. Its investigation of cluster
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patterns still falls into the realm of exploratory research.
This section on suggestions for further research ends the concluding
chapter. The following pages contain the Bibliography and
Appendices.
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APPENDICES
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iannamymia LIST OF ALL THE LEAFLETS USED IN EACH SAMPLE)
SAMPLE 1: PERSONAL ADDRESS LEAFLETS.
1: DHSS (April 1980) Attendance Allowance Leaflet NI:205
2: Office of Population Censuses and Surveys (April 1974) Census
Matters a gAde to the facts and figures:
3. DEPT of Transport (1983) The Orange Badge Scheme.
4. DHSS (April 1982) NHS dental treatment - What it costs and how
, to get free treatment, Leaflet D.11 .
5. Inland revenue (January 1982) Income tax and school leavers,
Leaflet IR33
6. DHSS (Nov 1980) Family Income Supplement - More money each week
for families on a low income, Leaflet FIS4,1
7. Dept of the Environment (1982) Condensation and Mould Growth
in your hole,
8. DHSS (Wcov l et2.2.) kJ 445 PreScr‘tebio nS i Lectfltk POI
9. Dept of Education and Science (July 1983) On from A levels 
- Choose your course 
10.DHSS (Nov 1982) Cash help, Leaflet SE.1
11.DHSS (Nov 80) Your retirement pension - if you are widowed
or divorced, Leaflet NP. 32A
12.DHSS (August 1981) Child benefit for people entering Britain,
Leaflet CH.5
13.Dept of the Environment, Thinking of bringing back AN ANIMAL
OR SKIN OR SHELL from a holiday or visit abroad? .
14. Dept of the Environment (October 1983) Housing Association
- Rents - A guide for housing associations and their tenants,
Housing Booklet Number 13.
15.DHSS (July 1982) National insurance Unpaid and late con:
tributions, Leaflet NI.48
16. DHSS (1984) Protect your health abroad This leaflet
tells you how, Leaflet SA.35
12,_DHSS (May 1983) How to appeal against *!decision made 
by a social security office or unemployment benefit 
office, Leaflet NI.246
18..DHSS (Dec 1980) Child benefit for childre away from
home, Leaflet CH.4
19. DHSS (April 1983) Social security - &Alma leavers and
students • What you pay and what you getr Leaflet NP.12 Oa
et-4.6
20, Manpower Services Commission (Aug 1982) Getting Back to
Work, Leaflet EFL 89.
SAMPLE 2: IMPERSONAL ADDRESS LEAFLETS. 
4
214.DEPT of Employment (1982) Employment Rights of the
Expectant Mother Leaflet PL710,
22.DEPT of Education and Science (1982/83) Business 
.Studies.
23.DEPT of Employment (1982) Unfairly Dismissed ?)
Leaflet PL712.
24. Customs an Excise (March 1983) Import and Export 
Clearance Procedures Leaflet 483
25. DEPT of Education and Science (April 1983) The DES
s
A Brief Guide, Leaflet ISBN 0-85522-121-6,
26.DEPT of the Environment (1977) Local Plans: Public 
local inquiries,
27.Home Office (1981) British Citizenship, BN1.
28,DEPT of Employment (Nov 1980) Picketing 
29,DEPT of Employment (1983) Offsetting pensions against 
redundancy payments t RPL 1.
30. DHSS (Nov 1983) Supplementary Benefit and Trade
Disputes, SB.2.
31; Immigration and Nationality Dept. Admission to the
United Kingdom, Leaflet RON2.
32. Dept of Employment (1982) Time Off for Public Duties 
Leaflet PL702.
33.DEPT of Employment (1983) Rights On Termination of 
.Employment,Leaflet PL707(1st revision).
34.DEPT of Employment (1982) Employment Acts 1980 and
1982,Leaflet PL709:
35. Office of the Health Service a Commissioner for
England Health Service Commissioner for England.
4 471
36. Home Office (July 1983) Infor nation About Registration
as a British Citizen, Leaflet BNB.
37. Court of Protection (Sept 1982) Mental Patients Possessed
of Property, Leaflet PN1
38, H.M. Land Registry (Feb 1983) Notes for the Guidance 
of Persons Concerned with the Protection of Rights 
of Occupation Under the Matrimonial Homes Act 1967,
Explanatory Leaflet 140,4
39,H.M. Land Registry (May 1983) Application
for First Registration Made by an Owner in Person, 
Explanatory Leaflet N13,2,
46. Dept of Employment (Feb 1976) The Fair Wages Resolution,
Leaflet 30M,
SAMPLE 3; BBSIL Leaflets 
41. Lloyds Bank (Sept 1985) . Lobby Service, Leaflet PL42•
42. Barclays Bank (Feb 1985)  Personal Bank Charges,
43.Midland Bank (Nov 1985) Budget Account, Leaflet 1781-9.
44. Nat West (June 1985) Car Loans from Nat West,
Leaflet NWB3616.
45. TSB Bank (Nov 1984) Personal Loans, Leaflet TSB85/607.
46, National & Provincial BLDG Society Special Share
Account, Leaflet U-550-2.
47. National & Provincial Bldg Society Savers Share Account,
Leaflet 13-551-0,
48. TSB Bank (April 1984) Cliff Michelmore Exp6res the World
of Unit Trusts with TSB, Leaflet TCL 1342.
49. TSB Bank (May 1985) The TSB Service, Leaflet TSB85/699.
50. Barclays Bank (March 1985) Savings -- Higher Rate Deposit
Account, Lftlaet BB18249.
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51. Barclays Bank (Oct 1985) Stocks and Shares for Beginners,
Leaflet BB18113;
52; Halifax Bldg So4 (Oct 1985) Endowment Mortgages,
Leaflet 1/204500-3.
53. Halifax Bldg Soc.; (Oct 1985) Halifax Budget Plan,
Leaflet 1/305600-9;
54. Abbey National Bldd Soc; (Nov 1985) Abbey National 
Chersave, Leaflet D48;
55. Abbey National Bldg Soc. (June 1985) Share Account,
Leaflet D05;
56. Alliance and Leicester Bldg Soc. (Nov 1985) Gold Plus,
Leaflet L/GOLD2.
57. National Westminister Insurance Services Ltd. (May 1984)
Insurance or Assurance? Leaflet NWB3776.
58. Midland Bank (Nov 1985) Save and Borrow Account, Leaflet
9205-9.
59. Lloyds Bank (Sept 1985) Homeloans, Leaflet PL22;
60-; Lloyds Bank (Dec 1984) Black Horse Householders* Insurance,
Leaflet PL16:
Note: Leaflet numbers refer to text numbers in the tables of
appendix B (raw scores) on pages 454 . 457,
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APPENDIX A: (TEXT SAMPLES) 
I.A. text
	
451 From text 3, pages 2 and 3 of
'Admission to the United Kingdom'
(RON2) Home Office: Dept of
Immigration and Nationality.
P.A. text 	 452 From text 10 I Chsh Help'
(SB.1) Dept of Health and Social
Security.
BBSIL text 
	
453 From text 41 'Lobby Service'
(PL42) Lloyds Bank plc.
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__APPENDIX B
TABLES OF RAW SCORES.  (BY GROUPS)
10
VARIABLF1:. (GRCUP 1 --
IT
PA)
14 2.0kl "	 IC
7 10 4 4 5 1 5 0 2 2 0
3 2 4 ii 2 1 9 1 10 10 0
9 11 4 2 5 3 3 0 2 2 0
5 9 6 4 4 2 5 0 0 0 0
5 -7 7 4 6 1 4 0 3 2 1
-7 - 6. 3 3 3 0 2 2 3 3 i
4 11 1 5 .	 4 0 1 2 2 2 0
410 212 6 2 5 0 2 2 0
8 9 . 4 6 7 1 1 1 1 0 2
15 12 3 3 7 4 1 0 0 0 0
210 3 8 10 2 2 1 2 2 7
4 8 7 j 4 1 1 1 1 1 2
6 9 5 6 11 4 1 3 3 3 0
9 5_ 5 510 4 3 1 7 4 1
8 95 3	 5 1 1 0 4 4 1
13 8 0 2Q 5 3 2 0 3 2 1
10 8 0	 3 4 2 2 •	 o 4 2 I
6 4 81103 1 3 3 0
.2 8 2 3 •	 2 1 2 2 0 0 o
13 152 9 3 3 2 10 0
44
5 6
GP TXT
	
1.
1 4 13
2
C
2	 1	 4	 i6	 3
5	 0	 1	 12	 5
0	 0	 3	 9	 2
3	 1	 1	 i4	 1
3	 0	 1	 13	 0
2	 1	 1	 14	 3
1	 1	 11.20	 0
2 - 0
	 1	 190
5	 0	 0	 1
2 •	 1	 9	 15	 2
5 2
5 4
2 7
3 3
6. 5
3 3
Q2
1 3
. 2	 4
1 2 3 12
1 3 9 11
1 4 7
1 5 8 9
1 6 7 10
1 7 2 17
	
1	 8	 5 - 11•
	
1 1	 9-	 4 i
1 10 5 11
111 7 10 2 . 1 316 0-2 31 12	 1 . - 6	 1 - .3	 0 le	 1	 4	 5
- 1 13	 5	 8	 4 .
 3,	 . o	 5	 2
1 14 5 14 1 1 112 2 5 8
1 15 6 13 15 5j7 0 7 . 8
116 1 16 4 0.16 11 0 8 4
17 0 10 0 0 3 14. 5 9 6
,1 185 5 0 0 2 i70 4 9
-' 1 19 1 7 2 1 0 147-1• 4 -'7
12
	 5 10 .3 . 2 . 1 12 1 2 2
•
. VARIABLES  (GROUP I - PA)
I
6
6 3 5- 5
3 5 '0 2 12 4
0 6 10 5 1 3
1 . 2 . 2 2 7- 8
2 • 0 .2	 7 1-1
4 3 . 0 6 5'9
•1 4 - 0 512 1
0-, 36 2` 10 1
06 . 3 10
3 1 .,10 3 - 8 10
5 ; 9 ._:cs . 1' -512. 2
	 5,7 21,8 '6,6 -5 . 40 13
1	 4':1 ...4 .4 - 7 4*-3,818,0„ 5,2 :8 25 10
-3 7: 0 6 9 3 2..4,3 11,5 10,4 4 30 15
2 -5. :0 3 9 8 2 . 5,5 22,2 :7,5 4 26 13
0 . 3 . 1 • 1 . 7 10 -0 . 40.30,0-1,0 . 3_31 12
0 5 • 2 10 6 1. 0 . 5,9 19,8 6,1 4 34 15
4 4 . 0 711 2 0 . .4,9 23,4 10 1 6 5211516
$
ate IC 36 SI	 3. 1?
16	 5
DJ	 1
18	 2
- 7 	 7
0	 3 46,6
6	 0 542
2	 0.4.40
0	 5 Sole
18	 3 0	 0 50,0
ii	 4 0	 0 436
13	 6 1	 3 43,6
- 9	 7 3	 2
	
42,8.
.8	 5 0 .	 2 38,4
0	 3 0_	 j4,4
13	 7	 1	 6 43,2
- 7	 6	 0	 4 39,6 .
9	 2	 1
	
4 41,2
9	 2	 1	 i 51,2
14 • 3 ;0 .0 440
10	 ' 0	 1.	 360
.8	 5_	 0	 0 4418
13	 5	 i	 0	 4116.•
11	 4	 1	 2 38,0
2 	 0	 4 37.,0
. 0 1,3 33,0 .-1,5 3 30 23
• 1 5,2 16,0 8,6 5 25 - 6
1. 1 - 6,.4 33,0	 9,1	 6 38 15
1 4,6 26,5 '5,6 4 25 - 6
0 8,3 26,0 9,1 . 4 30. 9
- 1 5,3-17,0 5,3: 3.28 15
1 *4,4 25,010,0 2 36 13
1 • 3,1 23,6 — 8,2 3 36 15
-1 6,6 270 10,1- 629 14
2 4,0 21,6 5,8 4 40 10
3' 9( 112 93
'2 9 '.0 . 4 610 1 • 7,0 34,65,91.27 10
0 . =4= :I4 -3 . 1 11 1. : 50 120 ;60 .' 4 . 2713'
6	 .3	 9 . o 4,7 25,0 1,6_ 5 30 17.
454.
TABLE OF RAW SCORES BY GROUPS (CONT)
Gp
 TxT	 .1 2 .1 4
VARIABLEZ. GZOUP 2 - TA
6	 /	 b	 9 10 11	 1	 13 14	 1.	 lb le 18 19
	 4.40
2	 21	 11
2 22 10
2 23	 11
2 24 11
2 25	 6
2 26	 4
2 27	 10
2 28	 8
2 29 10
2 30 16
2 31	 6
2 3211
2 33
	 8
2 34	 6
2 35
	 5
2.36	 9
•	 2	 37	 7
2 38	 9
•	 2	 39	 6
2 40	 5
5
9
4
10
11
7
8
7
4
.5
4
9
6
12
7
5
4
3
5
9
0
3
5
3
5
3
2 -
3
3
4
2
2
2
1
2
3
3
2
4
0
0
6
1
1
5
3
0
4
2
1
0
0
3
3
4
4
3
0.
4125
.17
0.18
2	 13
3	 4
4 .5
1	 00.
1	 9
5
4	 10
3 14
0 16
8 19
3 10
4-14
6 13
2	 12
3 11
4 10
2	 15
3	 6
0	 6
6	 5
0.4
2 12
5	 4
7	 2
4	 6
7	 5
47
• 7 	 5
3	 p
8	 7
5	 8
6	 5
8.	 55	 6
4	 7
5..	 6
511
9	 2
6	 0
99
6	 2
7	 10
.	 5'	 0
5	 4
3	 1
0	 3
7	 4
7	 10
9	 2
7	 2
2 15
6	 3
9	 2
9	 2
11	 3
8
6
2
4
2
9
7
2
4
2
6
7
6
5
6
3
2
1
645
7
	
7	 5 10 10
4 13 15 10	 6
5	 6	 5	 8	 4
 3 12
	
93
6	 6	 6	 8	 1
5	 5 11	 8	 6
4	 9	 5	 9	 8
7	 5	 3	 7	 5
4
	 611	 12	 2
6	 111*	 7	 5	 6
61 	 6	 7	 3
7 13	 8	 6	 8
4	 4	 2	 3	 5
4	 10	 13	 1 5 	11
5 13	 3	 1	 10
5	 4	 11	 • 6	 1
1i 	 1	 10	 13
3 10	 7	 815
4	 10	 6-12	 11 .
3
0
0
2
3
0
1
0
2
4
4
9
0
•3
0
1
1
0
614
717
10 20	 0
511	 o
6 15	 1
7.16	 3
8140 
11	 14	 2
12 20
13 20	 0
11	 16
15	 18
7 20	 a
116
15 20	 3
11	 16	 0
11	 19	 o
13	 18
12	 12	 1)
aP TxT 22 23 24 .
VARIABLES ( iROUP 2
29
- IA)
31 32 33 34 35
..•
36 37
•	 •
3825 26 - 27 	 20_
221.	 r5 4	 .3 1 8 5 9,5 42,0 11,2 9 23 4 7 '9 •	 0. 41,2
„:2-2 2 .: 0 10 9	 2 _8 5 1 16;4 27,0 11,6 11 12 19 31 1 2-	 3 41,6
2 - 23 . 8 7 1	 4 8 9 0 90 37,0 12,0 .6 24 :6	 12 3 1	 2 414
224 2 4 3	 6 *9 1 0 - 7,5 71,0 10,1 9 28 1214 2 o	 0 46,0
225 1 .	 1 0	 1 1 0 1 7,0 53,0 9,8 9 21 12 7 0 1	 1 44,8
2 - 26 2 .	 4 6	 5 1 7 1 7,3 65,0 0,2 10 22 '8 10. 4 0 51,2
227 1 8 3	 2 3 11 0 7,7 57,0 8,8 4 37 14 16 3 o	 4 44,4
228 4 4 5 -	 11 2 - 2 0 10,5 40,0 7,6 11 20 13 '7 0 -0	 0 40,2
2 . 29
-0 10 5	 5 8 2 0 8,7 38,0 10,2 9 31 13 16 1 o	 1 53,6
2300
 5 0	 2 1 6 11 11,6 56,0 6,2 5 27 14 5 0	 1 40,8
.231 3 4 5 13 2 0 0 11,8 840 13,4 12 31 '9 16 3 1	 .3 35,6
232
-233
j
4-
9
4
0 10
1	 '5
o
11
10
3
0
1
7,4
10 9 8
40,0
58,0
8,4
7,2
12
8
6
11
25
22
9
8
3
2
cr	 i
o	 1
46,0
53,2
4 4 o	 o 1 4 0 5,4 40,0 12,0 9 25 4 ;4 8 o	 0 38,4
235
216 : .: -
2- -37
:2= 38:-
2-39
2 4o-
3
3
0
2
2
0
6
3
5
6
6
5.
4	 5
1	 3
1	 5
1	 . 5
2	 5
6	 0
5
0
7
3
4
1
4
3
1
5
3
3
1	 9,1
o	 - 5,1
3	 7,2
4	 12,9
5	 10,6
13	 5,9
48,0
63,0
3 7,0
53,0
50,0
46,0
9,8
7,2
20,6
20,4
19,3
7 7,5
11
7
10
11
10
9
32
23
28
26
26
25
13
'9
12
'8
9
14
14
11
'6
9
13
'7
3
3
5
7
3
2
o	 2
o	 0
1	 4
0	 2
o	 1
o	 2
40,8
5.3,6
40,4
42,0
46,4
46,0
455
TABLE OF RAW SCORES BY GROUP (CONT)
3 ;. BBSIL )
17 18 19	 20GP TXT	 1 2 34 56
VARIABLES (GROUP
78 9	 10 11	 12 13 14 1 5	 16
3 41	 6 6 2 2 5 _4 1 10	 2	 2	 5	 9 6 3 3	 0 3 4 18
3 42
	 13 5 2 U 0 12 120495i 5 0	 0 0 0 16	 3
3 43	 4
3 44	 3
8
7
3
5
2
3
3
2
.10
12
2
0
5	 1	 0	 5	 7
4	 2	 4	 5	 8
j
5
5
12
0	 0
5	 0
0
0
0 18	 0
3	 183 45	 7 8 3 1 1 _4 2 3	 1	 010	 2 1 9 0	 0 0 0183 46	 5 7 2 2 4 10 15 .4 0 6 714013416 o
3 47
	 6 6 2 1_ 58 1 10	 1	 0	 5	 4 2 6 0	 0 4 8 20
3 48
	 7 10 2100 3 0	 0	 1	 8	 7 6 6 2	 0 0 0 14	 4
3 49	 3 11 2 0 4 _6 1013 3	 10 . 9 9 400 2 18	 6
3 50	 5 11 3 0 1 14 1 2	 2	 2 11	 3 6 10 3	 0 2 2 20
3 51	 4 10 0 0 6 12 2 2	 0	 6	 9	 4 4 10 5	 0 1 0 20	 3
'3	 52	 9 2 0 3 10 1 5	 1 .	 3	 4	 8 a 5 5	 1 0 4 20	 0
3.53	 5 10 2127 1 7	 2	 4	 4	 11 5 4 0	 1 1 6 20	 o
3 54	 5 7 3 1 4 _6 0 0.	 0	 4	 5	 6 6 6 0	 0 0 0 20	 u
3 55	 5 10 2 1 2 10 2 4	 4	 2	 7	 8 s 8 4	 0 0 1	 20	 0 I3 55	 6 8 1 0 3 _6 3 3	 3	 1	 8	 2 7 3 2	 0 3. 6 20
3 57	 4 9 4 2 1 . 10 0 2	 3	 2	 2	 3 4 10 0	 0 0 2 20
358
	 6 6 2 2 4	 10 5 3	 0	 2	 8	 6 i 0 0	 0 0 0.20
3 59	 3 6 3 2 6 10 2 0	 0	 4.	 11	 1 4 0 13	 1 • :.0 • 2 18	 o
360	 7 6 I 0 - 6 4 0 3	 2	 2	 2	 2 8 6 17	 2 0 9	 18_	 0.
VARIABLES (GROUP 3 - BBSIL) ••
GPTXT 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28	 29	 30 21 32 33 34 35 36 37	 38
3 41	 2 5 0 1 15 4 0 5,2	 24,3	 7,4 4 26 10	 14 201 51,2
.:3	 42 •	 3
- -3	 43	 _	 0
.3
4 0 0
0389
8 10
0
0
2,3
	 19,5	 12 1 1
5,3 160 10,4
5
.	 8
25
29
15	 '0
11	 7 9
110 56,0
0 'Oa3 44	 . 5 4 0099 1 3,4	 23,618,5- 4 29 16	 7 5 • 0 	 • 	 51,2
.345 	 2 6 0 1 7 10 0 10,1	 18 0 8	 7,8 5 23 15 . T 5
• 3 46	 1:5 0 0 .10 7 3 3,6
	 21 0 7 	 .6,5 4 49 21	 19 30 i 46,4
347	 0 8 0 0 12 6 2 7,2	 26,8	 6,8 6 27 . 7	 11 9 0.	 45,2
34
	 0 3 0 0 4 12- 3 4,4	 20,2
	 703 4 28 14	 12 002 52,4
3 49	 3 3 0 -4 11 4 1 6,6.44,5	 9,4 6 30 9 19 002 56,8
• 3 50	 0 4 1 0 8 13 0 3,9 27,6	 12,6 4 24 9 10 b 2	 2 48,4
351	 0 3 0 0 7 13 0 3,2	 18.4	 12,4 10 26 12	 i2 00 2 48,4
"352	 5 2 0 A 2 14 0 4,7	 43,8	 7,8 8 34 14 15 203 45,6
353	 2 1 0 2- 6 12 0 5 9 6	 32,8	 7 0 8 2 36 19 i2 702 46,0
'3 54	 4 1 0 2 17 4 0 6,9 28,2
	 7,2 1 36 16	 17 103
 45,2
355	 3 7 1 2 6 11 0 5,2
	 26,4	 13,8 2 36 12	 16 2 u	 5 45,2
3562
 2
3572
.4
5
01
0458
7 8 4
2
3,7	 35,6'
	 7,8
4,1
	 40,0	 8,2
2
7
24
24
8	 11
10	 !I
6 01
102
 400 .
52,4
358	 8 4 0 0 7 12 1 6,4	 19,1	 10,0 2 24 12	 9 302 49,6
359 . 	 5 5 1 0 5 10 3 4,8 29,2
	 5,2 4 29 11	 13 410
 50,436
	 3 2 1188 2 2,6 430
	 5,6 5 31 11	 10 10 0	 0 5!,2
-
456
TABLE OF RAW SCORES BY GROUPS (CONT)
VARIABLES (GROUP 4 - DMA)
GP TXT 1	 2 3 4 5 6 7 .8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20,
4 61 3	 8 6 4 0 1 1 6 1 0 4 6 5 4 5 0 2 1 11	 3
4 62 4	 11 3 1 0 1 1 2 0 0 5 5 4 5 6 1 0 2 5,	 b
463 5	 5 8 4 0 0 4 1. 3 0 6 6 6 6 4 0 2 5 210
4 64 4 14 2 0 0 2 1 6 0 5 0 12 5 7 6 0 0 2 7 1	8
4 65 5	 11 3 1 1 1 3 5 6 . 2 5 11 4 1 4 0 0 10 1 •	 9
4 66 8	 10 2 0 0 3 0 1 2 0" 4 7 10 6 •	 6 0 0 5 10 1	8
4 67 4 14 2 0 0 0 3 4 1 2 5 9 2 6 6 0 0 3 4	 4
468 214 4 0 0 1 6 2 2 0 1 6 8 13 5 0 0 1 3;17
4 69 5	 9 6 1 0 0 1 1 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 0 0 3 1;15
4 70 6 10 4 0 0 0 1 5 1 1 3 7 2 6 5 0 0 2 315
47j 8	 4 6 2 0 2 0 3 5 1 5 11 9 5 6 0 1 1 2 10
4 72 4	 9 3 4 0 1 3 1 1 1 5 7 3 8 4 0 0 1 1	 4
4 73 2 14 3 1 0 3 1 6 2 0 4 6 7 6 6 0 0 0 1 •	 8
474
4.75
6	 8
7	 6
5
7
1
0
0
0
0
i
1
4
2
5
2
1
4
2
5
1
9
10
4
3
3
7
8.
8
0
1
2
0
3
1.3 .
0 • 1-1
7
4 76
477
3	 11
512 3
4111
1 0 2
1
3
6
2
3
1
0
0
3
6
5
7
5
5
4
4
10
7
0
0
0
0 .
0
1
0 : 	i
0.13
478
479
812
7	 9
3
4
1
0
0
0
2
0
1
6
3
1
2
0
3
2
2
3
3
10
3
3
5
6
8
7
0
0
1
0
2
2
j2
2	 6
48 411 4 1 0 1 1 6 2 0 3 9 4 5 9 1 0 0 1;1?
GP-TXT . 21 _22. 23 24 25 26 27
VARIABLES (GROUP 4	 -DMA)
34 35 36
•	 •
37 3828	 29	 30	 31 32 33
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	 3 1 0 '2	 2	 15 1 2,4 20,5 3,8 8 27 15 10* 1 5 1 u
462	 1 1 0 5	 7	 6 2 3,2 24.0 4,3 3 21 10 5 1 6 5 U
463	 3 1 0 0	 97 4 2,523,3 4,4 521919 4 1 2 2 o
464	 4 0 0 0	 3 16 1 1,9 26.3 3.5 521 10 10 0 2 5 u
465	 5 0 2 2	 6 10 4 2,7 20,5 5,4 5 24 15 '6 1 1 1 0
4 66
	
5 2 1 3	 5 10 0 -2,6 21,7 4,1 4 29 22 4. 0 3 1 u
467	 1 1 0 2	 6	 8 4 1,9 25,3 3,8 10 28 20 7 0 1 1 u
468	 3 0 1 1	 1	 16 1 2,6 31,2 4,0 6 23 17 41 10 u
469	 2 0 0 0 . 	 3	 15 2 1,9 26,4 3,6 3 23	 16 5020u4 7:33 0 1 1	 3	 15 0 1,8 17,5 4,0 1 24 14 9 Olio
47i	 6 1 1 2	 412 1 2,1 23.2 4,0 4 21	 16 2 0 2 1
472	 6 4 1 1	 5 13 0 3,0 20,7 4,3 2 23	 15 6 0 2 0 0
473	 3 2 0 1	 5	 11 2 3,1.33,7 4,4 10 26 15 7 0 3 1 0
474
	 6 0 1 3	 6 10 0 2,0 27,6 3,8 5 32 23 3 1 3 2 0
47 	 4 2 3 0	 4- 9 4 3,4 23,1 5,6 6 24 16 13 23 10
4 76	 1 2 1 2 1	 5	 10 2 2,3 26,0 4,1 8	 29	 il 13 2 3 U u
4 77	 2 0 1 0	 6	 11 2 2,3 26,2 4,2 4 35	 18 13 0 3 1 o
478	 4 8 0 1	 7	 11 1 2,0 13,7 3,5 5 25 15 3 4 i 1 u
4 79	 2 1 0 0	 7	 11 2 1,8 23,6 3,5 3 28	 13 i2 1 0 2 0
48j	 1 1_ 1 0 10	 5 1 2,0 18.4 4,0 5 35 22 6 2 2 3 u
.4.57
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VA.
./3
4
--/S
.6
. --r •
,)(?'
10
41
'12
13
14
dels
-	 -116
/17
_	 /18
/19
/20
. 21
722
• 23
24
/?5 -
/26
27
?8
/29
230
.131 -
Al
34.
• 35
X
48
15)
40
ALL uRoURS
oTsTRIbUTTuN TESTED AGAINST
PROB	 .D1
.4NoRmAL	 .1539	 0045*
NORmALI	 • 9462E-01	 0.471*
NORMAL!	 .1842	 0.009*.
NORmAL1	 .2823	 0.000*c
NORMAL	 .1984	 0.004*
NORmAL i	. 1336	 0.115*
 NORMAL	 .2234	 0.001*
NORMAL	 .1211	 0.192*
NORMAL	 .1766	 0.014*.
NORMAL -.2034	 0.003*.
NORMAL	 .1317	 0.125*
NORMAL
	 .1022
NORMAL	 .1727	
0.374* ..
0.017*
NORMAL	 .1838	 0.009*.
NORMAL	 .1057	 0.333*
NORMAL	 .2579	 0.000*
NoRmAL	 .2953	 •0.000;
NORMAL	 .2057	 •	 0.002*
NORMAL	 .2198	 0.001*
NORMAL	 .2822	 0.000*
NORMAL.	 .1317 . 	0.125*
NORMAL	 .1106	 0.282* •
NORMAL	 .3148 - 	•0.000*
NORMAL	 .1733	 s 1.0.016*;
NORMAL	 .7841E-01	 0.709*:
NORMAL	 :1188	 0.209*.
NORMAL	 .2541	 0.000*
NORMAL	 .1093	 0.294*
NORMAL	 .1897	 0.006*
NORMAL	 .1168	 0.225*.
NORMAL	 .1899	 0.006*
NORMAL	 .1363	 0.102*
NORMAL	 .1228	 0.179*'
NOR MAL	 .9328E-01	 0.489**
NORMAL	 .1650	 0.026*
NORMAL	 .2987	 (Loon*
NORMAL	 .2046	 0.002*
NORMAL	 .2774	 0.000*
•
T HE HYPOTHESIS THAT THE SAMPLE IS FROM THE SPECIFIED
DISTRIHUTIO N CAN BE KEJFCTED WITH THE INDICATED PROBABILITY
( p Rob) OF BEJNG INCORRECT.
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G R UMP 1 GROUP 2
DIS.TRIBUTION +ESTED AGAINST
NORMAL .1500
	 01.t:*.D1
NORMAL /1920
	 0/4534k
NORMAL .1869
	 0,494*
NORMAL /2002
	 0/345*
NORMAL /1261
	 0.908*1
NORMAL ,8563E01 0,999*1
NORMAL /1314
	 ' 0/880*1
NORMAL .1919	 0,453*I
0.641*
0/143*
0,588*
0,361*
0,563*
0,626*
0,916*
0,966*
0/441*
0.637*
. 0,842*
0047*
0074*
0044*
0/313t
	
0,641*1
	 .
-0,809*
.0.904*
09311*
0.233*
0,746*
VAR,
VAR,
. UTSTRIHHTTUN TLSTEU AGAINST
.	
Dl	 , PROB
3 NORMAL. .1700 0.610*
4 NORMAL .1481 0.772*
5
... 6
NORMAL
NORMAL
.1890
.3338
0.472*
0.023* 4
•,,..7 NORMAL .2690 0.111*
8 NORMAL .1335 0.868*
..,.	 9	 i NORMAL .2367 0.213*
10	 ,
11
• NORMAL
NORMAL
.1318
.1679
0.878*
0.626*
12 NORMAL .1069 0.976*
13
14
NORMAL
NORMAL
.1746
.1057
0.576*,
0•979*
15 NORMAL ' .2230 0.273*
16 NORMAL i .1792 0.542* !
.	 17 NORMAL. .2275 0.252*
.. 18 NORMAL	 .2446 0.183*
n 19 -NORMAL.	 .2645 0.122*
20 NORMAL	 .2348 0.220*
21 NORMAL 	 .2356 0.217*
22 NORMAL.	 .3126 0.040*'
23 NORMAL	 .1883 0.477*
..- 24 ' NORMAL	 .1498 0.761*
25 NORMAL- .2922 0.066*
26 NORMAL	 .1941 0.438*
•	 27 NORMAL! .9577E-01 0.993*
28
29
NORMAL	 .1777-
NORMAL	 .2700
0.553*
0.108*
30 NORMAL. .8408E01 0.999*
31 NORMAL	 .9114E01 0.996*
•
32
•
NORMAL: .1646
NORMAL	 .1890
0.651*
0.472*33
34
35
36
NORMAL 1;2062
NORMAL . .1976
NORMAL	 .1830
NOR MAL	 .1647
0.363 *
0.415*
0.515*	 .
0.650*37
38
... 37
...	 40
•
.
NORMAL
	 .3091
NORMAL	 .1892
NORMAL
	 .1584
0.044*q
0.47t*
0.697*
'3
4
5
6
7
8
-9
lo
II
12
13
14
NORMAL .1658
NORMAL /2567
NORMAL .1730
NORMAL /2064
15	 NORMAL t1763
16	 NORMAL .1679
17	 NORMAL /1244
18	 NORMAL /1109
19	 NORMAL .1937
20	 NORMAL /1664
21	 NORMA', .1377
22	 NORMAL .3066
23	 NORMAL .1480
24	 NORMAL /1521
25	 NORMAL /2150
26	 NORMAL .2537
27	 NORMAL .1987
28	 NORMAL .1659
29	 NORMAL 13363
30	 NORMAL *1429
31	 NORMAL /1269
32	 NORMAL *2155
33	 NORMA!, .2319
34	 NORMAL .1518
3 5	NORMAL .2058
36	 NORMAL /2258
37	 NORMAL /2572
38	 NORMAL /4503
39	 NORMAL /2119
40	 NORMAL 01004
0/365*
0/260*
0/142*
0,001*
0/330*
- 0,988*
***** KuLnoGoRriv -vIPNoli TEST *****
THE HYPOTHESIS THAT THE SAMPLE IS FRUM THE SPECIFIE D	•
UISTRIHUTIO N CAN BE REJECTED WITH THE INDICATED PRORARILITY
(PROS) OF BEING INCORRECT..
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***** KÜLmA,;bRov-smoNov TEST *****
GROUP 3 CROUP 4.
110
-DisTRIBuTibN iulp AGAINsn
DI	 PROB
.2188
	 0.323*i
.1722
	 0,626*
.2669
	 0.134*
.1987
	 0.441*
.1343
	 0.883*
.2489
	 0,190*
..2480
	 0.200*
.1541	 0,757*
.2017
	
'0,422*
.1512
	 00779*
.1963'
	
-	 0.457*
.1302'
	 0,904*
.1673
	 0,662*
v1378
	 0.864*
.2452
	 0.203*
04819.-
	 0.000*
03747
	 0,010*
.1961
	 0.458*
03065
	 0.056*
.5036
	 0,000*
01644-
	 0.684*
.1432
	 0,831*
.5054
	 0,000*
.2818
	 0,098*
.1957
	 0,461*,
.1226
	 0.938*
0, 054*
0-.933*1
0.974*I
0,326*;
0,552*:
0.427*;
0,772*i
0,863*I
0,427*1
-	 0.000*	 -
0,199*
0,737*
VAR,
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20.
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
.32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
D ISTRIBUTIUN TE4TED_AGAINST
D1
NORMAL	 0515	 0 1%:*
aORMAL
	 .1204
	 0.934*
NORMAL
	 .2233
	 0.272*
NORMAL
	 .3443
	
70.1NORMAL	 .5274	 :::1 :
NORMAL
	 02350
	 00219*
NORMAL
	 . 3290
	 0,026*
NORMAL. .2041
	 00375*i
NORMAL' .2243	 0,267*
NORMAL
	 .2530	 00155*
NORMAL	 .2172
	 00302*
. NORMAL
	 01892
	 0,471*
NORMAL	 .2229
	 01273*
NORMAL
	 .2317
	 0,233*
 
NORMAL	 .2091	 0,346*
NORMAL, .5089	 0400*
NORMAL' .4521
	 0.001*
NORMAL' .2430.
	 0.188*
NORMAL
	 .2130
	 0,324*
NORMAL	 0377E-01
	 0,995*
NORMAL
	 . .1743
	 .	 0,578*
NORMAL	 .3138	 0,039*'
NORMAL
	 .2610
	 0.131*
NORMAL
	 12244	 .."0,266*
NORMAL
	 .1144	 0,956*
NORMAL	 .1839
NORMAL
	 .2167
	
0.508*
.0.304*
NORMAL
	 .1741-
NORMAL
	 .1242
	
0.579*
0,917*
NORMAL
	 .2037
NORMAL	 .2166	
0,378*
0,305*
NORMAL
	 .1421
	 0.814*
NORMAL
	 .1607	 0,680*
NORMAL
	 .1692
	 0,616*
NORMAL' .2431
	 0,188*
NORMAL
	 .2108
	 0.337*
NORMAL
	 .3234	 0,031*	
_
3
4
5
6
'	 7
;	 8
i	 9
10
11
12
'13
' 14
'15
18
17
il l)
19
.20
01
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
.38
39
40
NORMAL
.	 NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
.	 NORMAL
;	 NORMAL
.	 NORMAL
- NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
_ N9RMAL
.	 NORMAL
NORMAL i
NORMAL t
NORMAN
NORMAL!
NORMAL'
NORMAL
NORMAL /NORMALi
NORMAL;
NORMAL k
NORMAL! .3080
NORMAL
	 .1237
NORMAL
	
.1106
-NORMAL1.2182'
NOiAAL1-,1824
NORMAL) .2009
'NORMAL; .1521
uoRmad 
.1378
NORMAL
	 .2009
NORMAL; . 4 951
NORMAL' .2465
NORMAL; .1571
•
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